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This study investigates the medieval Chinese formation of the cult of Dizang 

(Skt. Ksitigarbha; Jpn. Jizo), a Buddhist divinity especially popular in connection with 

East Asian beliefs about the afterlife. It explores why and how Dizang, an obscure figure 

from the pre-Chinese Buddhist pantheon, became in medieval China an important object 

of cult worship. A tendency to focus on the popularized characterization of Dizang as 

'"the savior of the damned" has distorted scholarly understanding of this Bodhisattva. 

obscuring other developments of his personality, including afterlife trends other than the 

underworld function. To arrive at a more accurate re-construction of the medieval Chinese 

Dizang cult, this study examines a diverse range of evidences (canonical and non-canonical, 

textual and visual, as well as Buddhist and non-Buddhist) so as to ferret out threads of 

Dizang belief not documented in standard sources. Non-canonical sources are panicularly 

highlighted since they frequently capture largely neglected aspects of religious development 

which must be studied in order to uncover the full complexity of medieval Chinese 

Buddhism. 

In particular the formation of the Dizang cult supplies a crucial key to unlocking 

the larger cross-cultural patterns of religious assimilation operating in medieval Chinese 

society, which have wider implications for the study of Chinese religion. Previous 

studies on sinification in Chinese Buddhist history have focused on a particular thinker, a 

specific text, a single doctrinal concept, or one ritual practice, thus demonstrating the 

development of only one pattern of assimilation and reducing the complexity of the 

cross-cultural dynamic in which assimilation really took place. The Dizang cult instead 

allows one to better contextualize the patterns of cross-cultural assimilation in medieval 

Chinese religion. What distinguishes the Dizang cult from other examples of sinification 

is the manner in which the figure of Dizang functions as a religious symbol that integrates 
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diverse religious planes, doctrine, mythology, ritual, and soteriology. The Dizang cult, in 

short, offers a single but kaleidoscopic lens that encompasses a multivalent religio-cultural 

assimilation, thus resisting usual bifurcations between doctrine and ritual, as well as 

between so-called "elite" and "popular" religion. 
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Introduction 

My first encounter with the figure of Dizang took place almost two decades 

ago (in the 1980s) at a Chinese Buddhist temple in Singapore. It was the last night of the 

seventh lunar month,' an interval in the Chinese calendar that was traditionally consecrated 

to the welfare of deceased relatives, especially those reborn in the unfortunate realms of 

hungry ghosts and hell beings." An elaborate festival was conducted on the precincts of 

the temple as a culmination to a month-long communal recitation of The Previous 

of Dizang Bodhisattva {Dizang pusa benyuan jing At the core of this 

festival was a dramatic ritual performance of the ceremony of feeding the hungry spirits.' 

Garbed in fine colorful monastic robes/ a monk ritualist impersonated as Dizang 

Bodhisattva. the Lord of the Underworld, wearing a golden crown to signal his sovereignty 

over the subterranean realm. Uttering a string of dharanfs and liturgies, he sprinkled 

water on the ground to sanctify the ritual space, and then symbolically enacted the 

closing of the gates of hell. The spirits of the deceased were thus to be returned to their 

dark subterranean confines after a month of release into the world of the living. Engulfed 

in incense smoke, candle lights, and mesmeric incantation, the ritual scene seemed to be 

dramatically transformed into the very grounds of the desolate subterranean region of the 

damned. This then was my introduction to Dizang Bodhisattva: an overpowering shaman 

'At the particular temple that I visited, the ceremony of "feeding the ghosts" took place 
on the last day of the seventh lunar month, but the more common practice was to hold the 
ceremony on the fifteenth day of the month. 

"For an excellent book length study of the ghost festival in medieval Tang China, see 
Teiser (1988). 

^his is basically a ritual performance of the esoteric ceremonial feeding of the hungr>' 
spirits, known as shishi in Chinese, that first began sometime in Tang esoteric development. 
For a study of the development of shishi in China, see Orzech (1994), 51-72. 

•^e colors are those of the ritual robes of the abbot, that is, yellow and reddish orange. 
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type figure overseeing the affairs of the dead; an afterlife divinity irrevocably linked to 

the terrifying ethos of the underworld; a symbol of light and salvation for the lost and 

condemned souls of the dead. 

In Chinese Buddhist monasteries and temples today, Dizang Bodhisattva is often 

separately enshrined, away from the main shrine hall, in an adjunct Merit Cloister ̂ ^^1^ 

housing the memorial tablets of the dead ancestors of devotees. While the previous 

image of Dizang as a crowned sovereign can sometimes be found, a more popular 

iconography portrays him as a golden bodied monk dressed in sombre robes with his 

head shaved, one hand holding a staff and the other a jewel. In this rendition, his face is 

serene and his eyes downcast in silent contemplation. In the popular Chinese context, the 

staff and jewel are integrally connected to Dizang's role in the dark underworld. Thus 

the Dizang Eulogy {Dizang zan that is included in modem Chinese Buddhist 

liturgy states: 

[His] resplendent jewel illuminates entirely the road to heaven; 
[His] golden staff quakes open the gates of hell. 
Inexhaustible ages of immediate and distant relatives are welcomed and led [by 
him]; 
[And] on the bank of [the lake of] the throne of the nine [grades of] lotus, 
[they] pay homage to the Compassionate Honored One. 

In the modem Chinese context, Dizang is thus known as the savior par excellence of the 

deceased who, on account of their previous wicked ways, are undergoing torments in the 

subterranean realm of Chinese cosmology. Throughout East Asian Buddhist culture, the 

figure of Dizang (Jpn., Jizo; Kor., Chijang) is popular especially in connection with 

afterlife beliefs and practices. 

^This Dizang Eulogy sometimes occurs as part of modem Chinese Buddhist liturgies. 
However, I have extracted the above verse from the cover of a popular cassette on the incantation 
of Dizang. 
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Both in his monastic bodhisattva iconography and his specialized role as savior of 

the infernal realm, the figure of Dizang appears to be worlds apart from the classic 

bodhisattva ideal embodied in the princely figures of Avalokitesvara. Manjusri. and 

Samantabhadra. Known under the name of Ksitigarbha, Dizang seemed to have been a 

minor bodhisattva appearing only sporadically in Indian Buddhist literature. Much of the 

mythology and practice related to Dizang belief, in fact, crystallized only outside the 

Indo-Buddhist tradition, especially in medieval China where the figure emerged as a 

major object of worship from the seventh century onward. The question therefore arises: 

why and how did Ksitigarbha, an obscure personality of the pre-Chinese Buddhist pantheon, 

in the medieval Chinese context, become Dizang, an eminent bodhisattva. the object of 

popular worship and devotion? The answer to this question offers a significant glimpse 

of the complex cross-cultural dynamics underscoring the interaction between indigenous 

Chinese beliefs and Buddhism, a religion of "foreign" origin. The formation of the 

Dizang cult, therefore, constitutes a crucial chapter in the history of medieval Chinese 

religion, supplying a key to unlocking the larger cross-cultural patterns of religious 

assimilation operating in medieval Chinese society. 

However, the rich potential of this topic has not been fully explored. Three 

regnant trends in modem scholarship have contributed to its neglect, thus obscuring the 

place of the Dizang cult in the history of medieval Chinese religion: 

(1) First, the bulk of the study on Dizang (or Jizo in Japanese) has been 
undertaken by Japanese scholars who are principally interested in the Chinese 
development inasmuch as it provides the origins of the Jizo cult in Japan. 
Consequently, Japanese scholarship typically treats the Chinese Dizang 
cult from the perspective of subsequent Japanese Jizo developments 
(Manabe, I960; Mochizuki, 1989; Sakurai, ed., 1983). As the Japanese 
Jizo and the Chinese Dizang are in many respects quite different, this 
tendency frequently alters the Chinese historical reality. 

(2) Another trend in modem scholarship analyzes the Chinese Dizang cult 
from the single perspective of his popular characterization as "Savior of 
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the Damned," ultimately allowing only a partial reconstruction of the 
formation of the Dizang cult in medieval China. Even Wang-Toutain's 
book length publication (1998), an excellent study of Buddhist history and 
philology which makes major contributions to our knowledge of Dizang, 
has not questioned the common presupposition that the Dizang cult 
necessarily evolved as a linear development of underworld belief in medieval 
China.® Yet, a survey of the evidence quickly reveals that the popular 
characterization of Dizang as the "Savior of the Damned" evolved over a 
period of time, emerging only as the dominant expression of Dizang belief 
only in the interregnum between the ninth and the tenth centuries. Hence, 
to arrive at a more complete picture of the formation of the Dizang cult—and 
even to understand adequately the eventual predominance of his role as 
"Savior of the Damned"—it is necessary to investigate those developments 
prior to and outside of the emphasis on the underworld, thereby tracing 
hitherto-neglected threads in the tapestry of the cult. Short studies by 
Yabuki (1927), Osabe (1982). and Lai (1990) have pointed to other roles 
of Dizang in relation respectively to Chinese eschatology. the development 
of a hybrid Buddho-Daoist esoterism, and Chinese divinatory practice. 
However, to date there have been no full length treatments that render the 
full complexity of the medieval Chinese formation of the Dizang cult. 

(3) Finally, there exists a tacit assumption that the study of the Dizang cult 
belongs to the provenance of "popular Chinese religion." Although Dizang 
is an exemplar of the bodhisattva ideal, a core Buddhist doctrine, the study 
of Dizang has curiously received minimal attention from buddhologists 
proper (with the notable exception of Wang-Toutain, 1998). Instead, this 
Bodhisattva has primarily been the subject of study for literature and folklore 
specialists (Manabe, 1960; Ishikawa. 1995). as well as art historians 
(Kawahara, 1974; Pak, 1977, 1995). Buddhologists and sinologists alike 
have appeared to tacitly agree that the Dizang cult constitutes a marginal 
field—a "step-child" of Buddhology, so to say—irrelevant to the study of 
"orthodox" or "mainstream" Buddhism, and important only for the 
understanding of diffused popular religious culture in China. This attitude 
hearkens back to the old distinction between "great" and "little" traditions 
first proposed in 1956 by the anthropologist Robert Redfield,^ but which 
has since been severely critiqued for its simplistic reduction of nuanced 
religio-cultural phenomena. Nonetheless, the rippling effects of Redfield's 
theory are still felt in the study of religion today, one such effect being the 
tacit assumption that the Dizang cult is some form of "religion for the 
masses" and not quite on the same footing as "elite" Buddhism. 

However, this assumption overlooks the crucial fact that Dizang is 
a bodhisattva who has retained, throughout his development, obvious 
Buddhist doctrinal overtones. The Dizang cult, in other words, defies any 

®See the introduction to her study of the medieval Chinese Dizang cult in Wang-Toutain 
(1998), 5-7. Wang-Toutain basically presents her study as an investigation of the development of 
Dizang as the "Teacher of the Desolate and Dark [Region]" or, in other words, the 
savior of hell. 

'Redfield (1956). 
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attempt to rigidly segregate elite religious doctrine from popular cult practice. 
Rather, it exemplifies and demonstrates continuity, not only between doctrine 
and cult practice, but also between elite and popular religion. While it is 
true that Dizang is the object of popular cult worship, it is equally irrefutable 
that the figure of Dizang draws power also from his association with core 
doctrinal concepts in elite traditions, most prominently the bodhisattva 
ideal in Buddhism. In short, the study of medieval Chinese formation of 
the Dizang cult invites a critical reconsideration of our basic assumptions 
in the study of Chinese religion. 

It is in light of the above three issues that I propose to reconsider the emergence and 

development of the Dizang cult in medieval China and to explore further its significance 

in the larger religio-cultural milieu of medieval Chinese society. This study will first 

trace the formation of the Dizang cult in medieval China from the fifth to the tenth 

century, aiming at a more complete and accurate reconstruction that will seriously 

investigate various aspects of Dizang belief without marginalizing the significance of the 

popularized underworldly expression. 

To achieve this goal, it is imperative to cull a significantly diverse range of 

evidence in order to tease out threads of development not documented in standard sources. 

Hence, this reconstruction will be based on a close analysis of a varied range of evidence: 

canonical and non-canonical, textual and visual, as well as Buddhist and non-Buddhist. 

Specifically three genres of evidence concerning Dizang belief will be examined. Especially 

central to this project is a genre of para- or non-canonical literature which will hereby be 

referred to as "indigenous writings." Of the several Chinese texts devoted to Dizang, the 

majority of works, according to scholarly consensus, is composed within the Chinese 

milieu, constituting thereby an invaluable source embodying medieval Chinese expressions 

of Dizang belief. Particularly important are those Dizang scriptures that have been 

recovered through twentieth-century manuscript findings at Chinese archaeological sites 

(notably Dunhuang SfeM), as well as from library holdings at Japanese Buddhist 

monasteries. Fortunately, some of these manuscripts are now published and accessible in 
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modem editions. The second category of sources deployed for this study is Buddhist art 

and epigraphy, which constitute yet another major avenue of evidence that has only 

recently began to be seriously studied by Buddhologists who have in the past focused 

almost exclusively on the study of texts. Buddhist art and epigraphy have significant 

implications for the reconstruction of Buddhist history, because such material evidence 

frequently encapsulates thematic developments and motifs which are otherwise not 

documented in the textual sources. An important source of Buddhist art is the Dunhuang 

cave site, which has yielded a fairly large collection of Dizang art that has attracted 

significant attention from art historians.® However, other Chinese Buddhist rupestral 

sites also need to be studied, in order to obtain a more comprehensive development of 

Dizang belief preserved in artistic and epigraphical materials. For instance, the less 

studied rupestral sites in Sichuan (Southwest China), which I visited in summer 1997. 

contain a surprisingly extensive collection of sculptural depictions of Dizang Bodhisattva. 

Some of the Sichuan examples are exceptionally significant because they encapsulate 

largely neglected threads of medieval development in Dizang belief that are not documented 

in Dunhuang art or available textual sources. Finally, the third category of evidence to be 

examined is the genre of popular narratives in the form of Buddhist and non-Buddhist 

miracle tales. Popular narrative records serve as the primary means to access medieval 

oral records that are otherwise difficult to recover. These narrative writings significantly 

allow the reconstruction of popular medieval attitudes toward the figure of Dizang. In 

this respect, the non-Buddhist miracle tales are especially valuable because they reflect a 

larger popular religious sensibility that spans not only across differentiated strata of the 

society, but also across diversified religious denominations. Although these three genres 

of evidence (indigenous scriptures, art and epigraphy, popular narratives) are by no 

^See the studies by Kawahara (1974); Matsumoto (1933); Pan (unpublished mss.). 
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means exhaustive, they nonetheless constitute major sources for the study of medieval 

Chinese development of Dizang belief. In addition to these categories of evidence, other 

sources of documentation (notably liturgical compositions and historical records) will 

also be mentioned from time to time whenever relevant. Only after considering a truly 

adequate range of evidence can we capture the complexity of the medieval Chinese 

formation of the Dizang cult. 

Breadth of evidence is important not only because it can document divergent 

expressions of Dizang belief, but also because it suggests important continuities across 

artistic representations and textual records. Art and oral transmission—even if the latter 

is subsequently recorded—are generally studied solely in conjunction with the "popular" 

tradition, whereas written texts are commonly treated as relevant only to the "elite" 

traditions. Yet, in the case of the Dizang cult, continuities in art, oral transmission 

(reflected in miracle records), and written texts are also striking, and reflect dynamic 

interactions between so-called "popular" and "elite" traditions that deserve more study. 

These continuities across varieties of evidence highlight the problems inherent to any 

treatment of the Dizang cult as merely "popular cult religion." This study of the medieval 

Chinese formation of the Dizang cult thus aims to do justice to its identity as a bodhisattva 

cult, bypassing old dichotomies separating doctrine and cultic practice, as well as so-called 

popular and established religion. Although it adopts a historical framework as the main 

organizational principle, the approach is essentially cross-disciplinary and will explore 

the topic from as many perspectives as allowed by the scope of evidence examined in this 

study. In addition to art history, the range of sources includes different textual genres 

such as scriptural exposition, ritual manual, and popular narrative. This diversity of 

textual genres will provide access to multiple aspects of religion (doctrine, folklore, 

mythology, ritual, and soteriology). Only through this encompassing perspective can we 
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fully perceive the significance of the medieval Chinese formation of the Dizang cult. 

The Dizang cult took shape within larger patterns of cross-cultural assimilation 

arising from the medieval Chinese endeavor to domesticate religious beliefs and practices 

of Indian origin. The theme of sinification is, of course, well-documented in Chinese 

Buddhist history, and there is no dearth of studies on the subject. However, what 

distinguishes the Dizang cult from other examples of sinification is the manner in which 

the figure of Dizang functions as a religious symbol that integrates diverse strands of 

religio-cultural belief and practice on the various planes of doctrine, iconography, 

mythology, ritual, and soteriology. The Dizang cult offers, in short, a single but 

kaleidoscopic lens that brings into focus a multivalent religio-cultural assimilation in the 

larger religious milieu of medieval China. Previous studies on sinification have principally 

focused on a particular thinker,' a specific text.'" a single doctrinal concept." or a ritual 

practice'" in such a manner as to demonstrate the development of patterns of assimilation 

within only one religious plane, thus reducing the complexity of the cross-cultural dynamics 

in which the assimilation really took place. The study of the formation of the Dizang cult 

allows us to better contextualize the several patterns of cross-cultural assimilation present 

in medieval Chinese religion. 

The Dizang cult crossed paths not just with different strands of indigenous Chinese 

beliefs (religious Daoism, Confucianism, as well as popular Chinese divinator\' and 

^or instance, the study of the sinification patterns underlying the thought of the Huayan 
thinker Zongmi (780-841) by Gregory (1991). 

'°For instance, the study of the pattems of sinification underlying the indigenous Chinese 
composition entitled Tiwei boli jing (The Scripture of Trapusa and Bhallika) by 
Tokuno (1994). 

"For instance, the short study on the sinification of the Indian bodhisattva doctrine in 
Chinese Buddhism by Jan (1981), 125-152. 

'"For instance, the book length study of Buddhist confession and contrition rites from 
fifth- to tenth-century China by Kuo (1994a). 
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shamanic practices), but also with diverse threads of Chinese Buddhism like pure land 

development and Buddhist esoteric practice. The process of cross-cultural assimilation is 

hardly a unitary development, but is frequently punctuated by tension and conflict: within 

the single phenomenon of the Dizang cult, we witness competing, as well as complementary, 

expressions of Dizang belief. Tracing the medieval Chinese formation of the Dizang cult 

promises, therefore, to shed further light on the true complexity of the sinification process. 

Against the background of this complexity, the emerging dominance of Dizang's role as 

the "Savior of the Damned" must be understood within the larger patterns of cross-cultural 

dynamics. The ultimately triumphant characterization of the Dizang cult as a cult of 

underworld belief (which took place between the ninth and tenth centuries) should be 

regarded as the culmination of a long and complicated cross-cultural assimilation. As 

"Savior of the Damned," Dizang represents the crystallization of a new kind of hybrid 

divinity or religious paradigm in medieval China—a type of "sinicized bodhisattva" bom 

of the union of indie and sinitic motifs. This fertile marriage, this study will show, had 

its origins in the re-structuring of the medieval Chinese religio-cultural consciousness 

effected by its recent encounter with the Indian Buddhist religion. 

This study is divided into four parts (not including the introduction). Pan I opens 

with an endeavor to uncover the origin of Dizang, in the guise of Ksitigarbha, in pre-Chinese 

Buddhist context (that is, Indian and Central Asian Buddhism). Ideally, any study of 

medieval Chinese development of Dizang belief must first establish what the Chinese 

Buddhists might have inherited from pre-Chinese development regarding the figure of 

Dizang. However, a dearth of conclusive documentation leaves the question of origin 

unresolved. Shifting the focal lens from the pre-Chinese to the Chinese Buddhist landscape. 

Part II introduces the early Chinese development and popularization of Dizang belief 

from the fifth to the seventh century. Basically, this section analyzes those early Chinese 
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developments that are based on the Shilun jing {Da&icakrasutrd), a scripture of 

problematic origins that offers the earliest image of Dizang circulating in fifth-century 

China. Part III, which forms the core of this study, explores new directions in medieval 

Chinese development of Dizang belief from the sixth to the tenth century. The three 

principal categories of evidence (indigenous scriptures, art and epigraphy, popular 

narratives) are extensively investigated in this section. A close analysis of the evidence 

uncovers the presence of a variety of religious trends, revealing that the medieval 

development of Dizang belief was hardly a monolithic evolution of underworld belief; 

instead, the figure of Dizang was placed at the nexus of complex medieval patterns of 

religio-cultural assimilation. This section concludes by offering an overview of the 

development of Dizang as the emergence of a sinitic bodhisattva, particularly emphasizing 

the increasing regnant trend of afterlife belief. Finally. Part IV (the epilogue) places the 

study in broader contexts by first uncovering plausible reverberations with new perspjectives 

in the study of Indian Mahayana, particularly the doctrine of bodhisattva. It then examines 

larger implications on the history of medieval Chinese Buddhism, and ramifications on 

methodological issues in the study of Chinese Buddhism. 

Before embarking on the study proper, some clarifications concerning conventions 

and usages deployed in this study may be in order. First, a recurring usage is the term, 

"popular religion." Reappraisals of the study of Chinese popular religion have raised 

questions concerning the utility of this religious category, suggesting that the term may 

actually obscure more than it defines.'' Nevertheless this term has gained so wide a 

currency in scholarly discourse that it has also been adopted in this study as a convenient 

term of reference. However, a precise definition before beginning the study will help to 

'^See the review of scholarly discussion on the term "popular religion" and "popular 
culture" in Bell (1989), 35-57; also seeTeiser(l999), 105-110. 
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twofold: (1) in terms of the range of society, it refers to religious beliefs and practices 

operating across all social boundaries, and religious denominations operating in medieval 

Chinese society; and (2) in terms of the nature of religious phenomena represented, it 

refers to a set of religious themes (e.g. divination, shamanism, kinship and bureaucracy) 

that do not quite belong to organized Chinese religions such as Buddhism, religious 

Daoism. and Confucianism, but which nonetheless persistently surface throughout core 

of Chinese belief and practice. Another recurrent term that needs clarification is "medieval 

China." This term is employed throughout this study simply as a term of convenience to 

avoid cumbersome repetitions of centuries or dynasties, and thus should not be taken too 

literally.'"' This usage of "medieval China" does not reflect any stance concerning the 

thorny issue of when the "medieval" period ends and when the "pre-modem," or "early 

modem." or "late imperial" period begins in the histor>' of China. Moreover, the separate 

usages of the names, Dizang and Ksitigarbha, should be highlighted. The name Dizang 

is utilized when referring to the Chinese development, whereas its Sanskrit equivalent, 

Ksitigarbha. is used only with reference to Indian and Central Asian development. This 

demarcation in usage underlines the fact that the Chinese manifestation, Dizang, was 

significantly developed within the sinitic setting to such an extent that he can and should 

be differentiated from his Indian counterpart. 

Besides definitions of terms, it is also necessary to explicate the overlap in the 

chronological periodization of Parts II and III of this study. Historical studies of religion 

generally tend to present religious phenomena as a linear temporal sequence of successive 

developments, thereby oversimplifying the complexity of the actual historical 

'•'The term is not intended to reflect a kind of teleological view of history (history "on 
the way to" some destined "modernity"). Nor is it intended to imply a western model that 
conceives of "medieval' in the sense of "post-classical" and "pre-renaissance." 
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circumstances. Significantly a linear chronology cannot capture the historical reality that 

older and innovative religious trends frequently overlapped in their course of development. 

The chronological overlap between parts two and three is thus intended as a deliberate 

heuristic device that acknowledges the temporal overlap between the early development 

of Dizang belief centered on the Shilun jing (part two) and the beginnings of new patterns 

of religio-cultural assimilation in the development of Dizang belief (part three). As 

concluding remarks, it is relevant to also reflect on the rationale underlying the choice of 

the temporal frame of the study (namely, fifth- to tenth-century China). As mentioned 

previously, the main purpose of this study is to highlight the complexity of the formative 

phase of Dizang belief in the Chinese context. Hence, it is logical to stop the discussion 

at the interregnum between the ninth and the tenth centuries—the very interval which 

witnessed the growing prominence of the underworld aspect of Dizang's character over 

other threads of development in Dizang belief. After this juncture in Chinese Buddhist 

history, Dizang Bodhisattva would largely be identified with the development of underworld 

belief, whereas his other religious associations (including his relationship to other aspects 

of medieval Chinese afterlife belief) became gradually attenuated to the extent that Dizang 

is known, in the modern Chinese context, solely as the Teacher of the Dark Realm 

{mingjie jiaozhu that is, the Lord of the Underworld. However, the task of 

tracing this subsequent triumph (after the tenth century) of the underworld development 

must be separately undertaken in the future as a sequel to the present study. 
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PARTI 

THE PRE-CHINESE BUDDHIST MILIEU 



Chapter 1 

Antecedents of Dizang as Ksitigarbha? 

25 

To comprehend the ways in which the Figure of Dizang functioned in the medieval 

Chinese milieu as "a sinicized bodhisattva," it is incumbent at the outset to raise the 

crucial question of the origin of Dizang. Did the figure of Dizang exist in some pre-Chinese 

form that was appropriated and refashioned by the medieval Chinese religious imagination, 

or was he wholly a Chinese product that had no prior existence in the pre-Chinese 

Buddhist traditions of India and Central Asia? 

This question, however, provokes more problems than it answers since the origin 

of Dizang is lost in shrouds of ambiguity, the unraveling of which poses to be a formidable 

task. This Bodhisattva has generally been reputed to originally be a minor figure named 

Ksitigarbha who appeared sporadically in Indian literature, but who then emerged as a 

major divinity in China sometime in the sixth or seventh century, and has since continued 

to be extremely popular in the East Asian Buddhist milieu.'" While generally accurate, 

this depiction of the evolution of Dizang Bodhisattva's career can. nonetheless, enforce 

the misleading impression that the Indian counterpart Ksitigarbha must have antedated 

the Chinese manifestation referred to as Dizang. A cursory examination of the extant 

evidence will, however, immediately throw into question this presupposition and will 

swiftly unveil an anomalous situation—the fact that the earliest extant Chinese sources 

concerning Dizang are visibly earlier than any datable Indian or Central Asian sources. 

Should this discrepancy be lamented as one of those historical haphazards where the 

'"This characterization of Dizang is especially prevalent in standard surveys. See. for 
instance, the entry on our Bodhisattva in the Encyclopedia of Religions by Levering (1987), 392. 
Also see De Visser (1914), 20. 
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"proper" documentation just had not outlasted the tolls of time? Or is there some "truth" 

lurking beneath this apparent accident so that the very fact that the earliest evidence 

survives in Chinese, far from being a chance event, actually reflects some historical 

reality whereby the figure of Dizang first throve in the Chinese milieu before it was 

retrogressively introduced to non-Chinese Buddhist traditions? 

In an effort to answer these questions, it is more useful to first reevaluate the 

available evidence and state clearly the intrinsic problems than to present an overall 

homogenous development that ultimately obscures more than resolves the issue. Then 

only can we approach the question of the origin of Dizang and begin to propose some 

preliminary conclusions. When foraying for possible antecedents to Chinese developments 

of Dizang. the most obvious place to begin is, of course, the pre-Chinese Buddhist 

traditions; but we also need to reexamine those early Chinese sources on Dizang which 

have some claim to preserving pre-Chinese canonical representations of this Bodhisativa. 

Evidence from Pre-Chinese Buddhist Traditions 

Buddhism was transmitted from its Indian homeland to China vis a vis the region 

of Central Asia, especially via the oasis towns that lined the Silk Road. The process of 

transmission was gradual, commencing around the turn of the era and lasting through 

several centuries. A number of factors operated in the transmission process so that the 

Buddhism that finally wove its way into the fabric of Chinese society was not purely 

Indian, but instead included an accretion of patently Central Asian elements. Logically 

speaking, if Ksitigarbha was part of the Buddhist heritage transmitted to the Chinese, 

there should be visages of this Bodhisattva along the route of transmission and even in 

the Indian subcontinent, particularly if the latter was his place of origin. In other words. 

are there extant sources that document the presence of Ksitigarbha in pre-Chinese Buddhist 
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traditions? 

India 

Quite a few Chinese translations of early Mahayana texts mention Dizang 

when listing members of the bodhisattva retinue present at ihc dharma assemblies. These 

occurrences have led some scholars to conclude that Ksitigarbha first appeared as a minor 

figure in the early bodhisattva pantheon in India.'^ A scrutiny of the evidence, however, 

swiftly reveals this to be a misleading assumption. The earliest of such occurrences is 

found in the Chinese translations of the Gan^vyiihasutra, an early Indian work that has 

been dated to no later than the second century. Four Chinese translations of this text exist 

today: the oldest by Shengjian MS is dated to the Western Qin (specifically 

between 385-388). while the others are translated by Buddhabhadra SI'tSSP'SM (trans. 

418-420), Siksananda (trans. 695-699). and Prajna 15^ (trans. 796-798). 

The opening of all four Chinese translations of this text lists Dizang as a member of the 

bodhisattva entourage. However, in Vaidya's edition, the Sanskrit counterpart is not 

ksitigarbha but dhdranigarbha." Admittedly, the extant Sanskrit manuscripts date to no 

earlier than the eleventh century, but we are, nonetheless, reminded of the necessity to 

approach such evidence with caution. Because we do not always possess the corresponding 

Indian texts for all the occurrences, it is difficult from the Chinese versions alone to 

deduce with certainty the early Indian context. Thus, the listings of Dizang in Chinese 

translation works do not constitute proof of the presence of this Bodhisattva as a minor 

figure in the early Mahayana pantheon. 

'"Levering (1987), 392. 

^'Gandavyiihasiitra, ed. Vaidya (1960), 2. The significance of this Sanskrit usage will 
be explored toward the end of this chapter. 
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The earliest mention of Ksitigarbha in Sanskrit writings occurs only in the works 

of the seventh-century Indian author. Santideva. Chapter 3 of his Bodhicaryavatara 

invokes Akasagarbha and Ksitigarbha as part of a bodhisattva assembly that included 

Samantabhadra, Manjughoa, and the Protector Avalokita.'® Another of his works, the 

^iksdsamuccaya,^'^ quotes passages from an Aryaksitigarbhasiitra. the contents of which 

indicate it to be a version of the Shilun jing {Dasacakra[ksitigarbha\sutra).-° the 

entire text of which is extant only in Chinese translations."' Since the Shilun jing has 

been hailed as a pre-Chinese canonical scripture, citation of passages from this scripture 

in an Indian work would, at first glance, seem to confirm its pre-Chinese origin. However. 

Santideva" s date is conspicuously later than that of the oldest extant Chinese Shilun jing 

(Northern Liang, 397-439) and thus cannot permit this conclusion in the absence of other 

collaborating evidence. The possibility remains that the scripture might have infiltrated 

into the Indian milieu following its composition and flourish in another Buddhist culture." 

^^Bodhicaryavatara 3.52-. trans. Crosby & Skilton (1996). 18. 

'"^The ^iksdsamuccaya is essentially a compilation of citations from a range of Mahayana 
scriptures on the topic of bodhisattva discipline. Bendall and Rouse (1922) offers an English 
translation of this text. 

•'^his is evident when we compare the relevant passages from the Chinese translation of 
the $iksasamuccaya with the extant Chinese translations of the Das'acakraksitigarbhasuira. At 
one point, the Chinese translation of $iksdsamuccaya actually cites the title as Dizang shilun jing 

in place of the Ksitigarbhasiitra (Dizang jing) in the Sanskrit version; see Dasheng 
ji piisa xue lun TI 636:32.78b. 

"'Although a Tibetan translation exists, the attached colophon states that it was translated 
from the Chinese version(s). See subsequent discussion toward the end of this chapter. 

"Such retrogressive movements of Buddhist trends have been known to have occurred. 
Apocryphal or indigenous texts written in latter Buddhist cultures have at times made their way 
back to earlier Buddhist milieu. Take for instance Buswell's study (1989) of the Vajrasanwdhisiara. 
which he believes to have been composed in Korea, but was subsequently brought back to China. 
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Santideva's mention of Ksitigarbha can thus only indicate that the Bodhisattva was known 

by the seventh century to the elite monastic community at Nalanda where Santideva 

lived. 

Faced with the paucity of Indian literary evidence, scholars have turned to Indian 

iconography and have identified K^tigarbha in the nine-square relief mandala at Ellora 

Cave 12 (ca. 730) which portrays the astamahdbodhisattvamandala (Mandala of the 

Eight Great Bodhisattvas).^ This identification is primarily based on the textual 

enumerations of the bodhisattvas in textual sources concerning the astamahabodhisatn-a-

mandala. A spectrum of esoteric texts describes the astamahabodhisattvamandala. but 

the earliest are Chinese works dating to no earlier than the eighth century.""' although 

some late Sanskrit sources also exist." Within this array of varying textual renditions, 

roughly the same eight bodhisattva figures appear (or different manifestations of the same 

figures), though varying permutations in the order of the bodhisattvas exist, as well as 

disparities in the form of their names or their attributes.'® Enumerated in the order of the 

Ba da piisa mantuluo jing T i l  6 7  {A^malmbodhisattvamandala-

sutra), attributed to the esoteric master Amoghavajra between 746 to 771,-^ the 

"'Wang-Toutain (1998) 263: De Visser (1914), 17-18. 

'^Ba da pusa mantuluo jing T1 167 (Astanwfwbodhisattva-
mandalast'iira). translated by Amoghavajra between 746 to 771. and the 
Mahaxairocanoabhisambodhisiitra. 

^The Nispannayogavalr, the Phidikrama Sadhana, and the Sadhanamala. 

"®The identity and gesture of the central Buddha figure, however, varies from text to text. 
According to Granoff (1968-1969), 92-93, variation in the identity of the central Buddha image 
was common throughout the development of the a^anulhdbodhisaitx'a mandala cult. 

"^Cf. the shorter version translated by Faxian in the tenth century, entitled Fosfiuo 
ba da mannaluo jing T1168A:20.676a20-cll. There also exists a sidham 
version entitled Ba mantuluo jing T1168B:20.676cl2-677bl4. 
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eight bodhisaitvas are listed as follows: Avalokitesvara Maitreya 

Akasagarbha Samantabhadra Vajrapani Manjum 

Sarvanivaranaviskambhin and Ksitigarbha The Ellora relief is. however. 

by no means the only extant iconography of the astamahabodhisattvamandala in India. 

Art historians have further proposed that the shrines on the first and third stories of Ellora 

Cave 12, with their groups of eight large bodhisattvas flanking a central Buddha image. 

can be regarded as early sculptural representations of the astamahabodhisattvamandala}'' 

Moreover, other iconographical representations of \he.astamahabodhisatt\a mandala. dating 

from the eighth to the nine century, have been discovered outside of Ellora in the eastern 

Orissan sites of Ratnagiri, Lalitagiri, and Udayagiri.^° The Lalitagiri site in particular 

preserved three sets of the a^bodhisattva group, dating from the eighth and ninth centuries. 

Each bodhisattva in the sets was individually carved on a separate stele, and though the 

three groups of eight were not all preserved in situ. Indian art historian Donaldson has 

identified three carvings of Bodhisattva Ksitigarbha, portrayed alike, holding a three-

stemmed "flower' with distinctive knobbed buds (probably a branch of the kalpadruma. 

the wish-granting tree).^' 

In the face of this overwhelming evidence of the a^mahabodhisattva mandala in 

-®T1167:20.675b 14-C22. 

-^Malandra (1993) provides a book length study of these caves which he believes to be 
sculptural representations of the astamdhabodhisatt\a mandala. In her earlier study of the 
astamahabodhisattva mandala cult, Granoff already hinted at this possibility (Granoff, 1968-1969. 
94). 

""See Malandra (1993), 114-116, for a brief overview on this topic. 

^'The above information is based on Donaldson. "Buddhist Art of Orissa," mss., 224-225. 
as cited in Malandra (1993), 115. 
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Indian Buddhist art, it is not surprising that scholars have pounced on the Ellora 

representation of the a^amdhabodhisattva mandala as conclusive evidence of the origin 

of Ksitigarbha as a minor bodhisattva in Indian Buddhist development.^" Close scrutiny 

of the evidence, however, reveals that this artistic evidence, like the literary sources, is 

also intrinsically problematic. Most prominently, the artistic evidence dates to no earlier 

than the eighth and ninth centuries—later than the early fifth-century Shilun jing's 

documentation of Dizang in the Chinese canon. Another problem to be noted is that the 

task of identifying the figure of Ksitigarbha among the eight bodhisattvas in any portrayal 

of the maiidala is largely arbitrated by the textual description deployed for the purpose of 

identification. Since the dates of the texts themselves are no earlier than—and are in fact, 

frequently later than—the Indian iconographical depictions, this method of dating the 

iconography is hardly satisfactory and cannot be conclusive. Donaldson, for instance. 

deployed a relatively late Sanskrit text (the NispannayogavalT) in his identification of 

Ksitigarbha at Orissa." The attributes of the bodhisattva figures in artistic representations, 

moreover, frequently do not correlate exactly with a single iconographic text, so that 

more than one text has to be utilized for the purpose. Not surprisingly, art historians 

seldom agree on the individual identities of the figures in the astanuilidbodhisattvamandala. 

'"A possibility proposed by Wang-Toutain (1998), 262. She distinguishes two phases in 
the development of the iconography of our Bodhisattva: an earlier representation of him in the 
princely bodhisattva aspect that has Indian origin, and a later representation in the form of a 
sramana that originated either in Central Asia or China. For Wang-Toutain, the esoteric 
representations preserved the onginal iconography of Dizang in the aspect of a princely bodhisattva. 
While the two-phase development seems logical on the ideological plane, it is hardly supported 
by the chronology of the evidence. As mentioned above, the fifth-century Northern Liang Shilun 
jing, which offers the earliest extant depiction of Dizang as a.framana, dates significantly earlier 
(more than three centuries earlier) than the extant Indian iconographical representations of the 
astanwhdbodhisatrva mandala (eighth to ninth centuries). 

^^This information is derived from Malandra (1993), 115. 
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Moreover, if one attempts to trace the development of the astamahM)odhisattvamandala 

to its origins in the cult of the eight bodhisattvas in early Maliayana, one will swiftly 

realize that Ksitigarbha never occurs in early listings of the eight bodhisattvas in Mahayana 

scriptures such as the Bhaisajyagurusiitra. The evidence seems to suggest that the 

incorporation of Ksitigarbha into the a^mahabodhisattvamandala might have taken place 

only within the relatively later context of Indian Buddhist esoteric development, and 

possibly later than the first appearance of Dizang in the Chinese Buddhist setting. 

The Indian subcontinent thus yields little evidence of Ksitigarbha. The earliest 

evidence, whether literary or artistic, is significantly late, dating to no earlier than the 

interregnum between the seventh and the eighth centuries. Moreover, the travelogues of 

famous pilgrims to India—the Datang xiyu ji composed in 646 by the 

famous Chinese pilgrim monk, Xuanzang (602-664). and the Nanhai jigui neifa 

zhiian authored by another Chinese pilgrim Yijing (634-

713)—contain no record of a Ksitigarbha cult.'^ This Bodhisattva evidently did not enjoy 

much popular devotion in India even by the seventh century. If he was worshiped at all. 

it may only have been as part of the esoteric pantheon of the a^amahabodhisatTvamandala 

dating to no earlier than the late seventh or eighth century onward, although even that 

evidence, as demonstrated above, is fairly inconclusive. 

Central Asia 

While boasting more documentation of Ksitigarbha, the Central Asian provenance 

is at the same time beset with problems pertaining to the historical transmission of 

^•^his point, reiterated in previous scholarship on the subject, was first mentioned by De 
Visser(1914), 19-20. 
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Buddhism from India to China. Nattier (1990) has stressed that China was not always 

"merely the recipient of Buddhist traditions from the Western Regions," but also became 

"the source of certain elements in the later history of Central Asian Buddhism.Hence. 

the task of ascertaining the Central Asian role in molding the figure of Ksitigarbha is 

rather complicated, entailing the separation of divergent threads of cultural influence 

operating in Central Asian Buddhism. This challenge can be especially frustrating in 

view of the fragmented nature and the lack of exact chronology typical of Central Asian 

evidence. 

Searching for Ksitigarbha in literary sources composed in Central Asian languages 

uncovers a relative dearth of evidence. He occurs rather briefly in the so-called Book of 

Zambasta.'^ a Khotanese work estimated to date to the beginning of the eighth century ." 

as well as in Uighur texts accompanying the illustrations of the Ten Kings of Purgatory, 

which are again relatively late sources."® In contrast, there exists a sizeable collection of 

artistic evidence indicating that Ksitigarbha received independent cult devotion in Central 

Asia. Ksitigarbha art is especially popular in Dunhuang a region that witnessed 

^^Nattier (1990), 211-212. Through studying the issue of language in Central Asian 
Buddhism, Nattier demonstrates that China began asserting its influence on parts of Central Asian 
Buddhist culture sometime after the beginning of the 6th century. 

'^he text itself did not bear any title. The title was coined by Sir H. W. Bailey, who 
named it after the official who commissioned the text, a certain Ysambasta. See Emmerick. ed. 
& trans. (1968), vii. 

"This is according to Emmerick's dating. He believes that the language and orthography 
of vhcBook ofZambasta signals that it clearly belongs to the oldest layer of Khotanese literature. 
This information is based on Nattier (1991), 172-173. The Bodhisattva Ksitigarbha appears twice 
in chapter 2 of the Book ofZambasta which contains the tale of Bhadra: first, as a member of a 
bodhisattva entourage comprising ManjusrI, Samantabhadra, and Maitreya (Emmerick, trans., 
1968, 37); and then in the formal role of questioner (Emmerick, trans., 172). 

"®On the Uighur sources, see Gabian (1972), 25-35; (1973), 47-71. 
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heavy Chinese influence, although it should be noted that Ksitigarbha art has also been 

discovered elsewhere in Central Asia. For instance, representations of Ksitigarbha as a 

monk have been recovered in Toyuk.^^ Bezeklik,"*® and Chotstco."" Four paintings of the 

Bodhisattva dressed in a headwrap, the so-called "hooded Ksitigarbha" {pimao dizang M 

have moreover been found at Turfan; two from Khaladik near Khotan,^' and 

similar others from Khotan itself."" Turfan too has produced book illustrations depicting 

the Bodhisattva together with the Ten Kings of PurgatoryEven this small sampling of 

Central Asian art on Ksitigarbha invokes a range of themes similar to those present in 

Chinese artistic representations:^ Sonographic elements attributed to the Bodhisattva in 

East Asia are present also in Central Asia, where he is often presented as a /ramana 

replete with shaved head and the chequered kas^a robe, at times adorned with nimbus 

and niandorla, or even wearing a necklace, probably to distinguish him from the monk-

'*^111 a painting uncovered in Toyuk, despite numerous mutilations, it is possible to 
distinguish a personage strongly resembling our Bodhisattva. The lower portion of the attached 
cartouche states: zang pusa. See Wang-Toutain (1998). 269, footnote 1015, who in turn derives 
the information from the Seiiki koko zufu 1916, vol. 1, pi. 36. 

•"'Gaulier. Jera-Bezard, & Maillard (1976), fig. 69. 

•"a beautiful piece was found in Chotstcho by Le Coq on his e.xpedition to Gaochang rit 
li. This piece must have been the right-hand part of a wooden triptych that forms a small 
portable altar. In it is a Ksitigarbha with his head shaved, seated with one leg hanging and 
holding the c/'/zr^wiaw/. See Le Coq (1913), pi. 57c; reproduced also in Granoff (1968-1969). 84. 
fig. 6. Granoff, 81-87, studies the significance of portable shrines, indicating that the greatest 
number of them have been found in Central Asia, where they may have originated. 

""•^is phrase was first coined by Matsumoto (1937). 

•'"'Gaulier, Jera-Bezard, & Maillard (1976), fig. 68. 

'^WilUams(1973), 131-132, and fig. 35. 

'^See Gabian (1973), 47-71. 

•^See the study of Chinese iconography of Dizang in chapter 5 of this study. 
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disciples.^' Moreover, his accessories, varying according with each portrayal, include 

objects like the cintdmani (wish-fulfilling jewel), and the khakhara Utt (stafO. 

which are again characteristic of his East Asian iconography. 

Unfortunately, the dates of the majority of the artistic sources cannot be determined. 

Those that have been dated—generally those from the Uighur period and several pieces 

from Dunhuang—go back to no earlier than the eighth century and often date even later.^"* 

definitely well after Chinese elements had already seeped into Central Asian Buddhist 

culture. While it is possible on the basis of stylistic grounds to isolate the presence of 

local flavor in contrast to Chinese influence,"*' this alone cannot establish Ksitigarbha's 

origin in the Central Asian area. The numerous artistic sources from Central Asia thus 

ultimately do not allow us to extract information of, let alone to reconstruct, any pre-Chinese 

manifestation of this Bodhisattva. The evidence allows us only to conclude that Ksitigarbha 

was popular and enjoyed cultic worship in Central Asia by the eighth century. 

In addition. Central Asia has yielded evidence of non-Buddhist references to this 

Bodhisattva, supplying perhaps the most eloquent testimony of his popularity in that 

geographical region. His name was evidently used, among other Buddhist terminology, 

to translate Manichaean concepts. Manichaeism flourished in Central Asia, becoming the 

state religion of the Uighur empire around the eighth and ninth centuries and finally 

^'See, for instance, Gabian (1971), 27; (1973), 15. (Thanks are due to my classmate 
Sabine Wilms at the University of Arizona who helped me to work through the German writings 
by Gabian). 

•"'According to Gabian (1971), 25, the Uighur book illustrations of Buddhist purgatory 
which he studied date from approximately the eleventh to the thirteenth century. 

"''in Gabian's studies of the Uighur book illustrations of Buddhist purgatory, he was able 
to identify the presence of Uighur local elements by comparison to similar Chinese representations 
retrieved from Dunhuang. See Gabian (1971), 33; (1973), 70. 
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making its way into the Chinese milieu.^ Two Chinese Manichaean texts.'' salvaged 

from among the manuscripts recovered in the twentieth century from the Dunhuang 

region, mention an Envoy of Light Dizang in conjunction with the Manichaean 

notion of the Five Sons of the Living Spirit, or, in Chinese, of the Pure Wind." The five 

sons figure in Manichaean cosmology, each performing a role in ensuring the order of the 

universe.'" Some controversy arises as to exactly which one of the five sons Dizang 

represents.'^ Such Manichaean usages, however, can only confirm the popularity of our 

Bodhisattva in Central Asia; they throw little light on Central Asian developments (if 

'®For a brief history of the transmission, see Lieu (1979), 1-18. On Manichaeism in 
Centra Asia and China, see Lieu (1998). 

"The Bosijiao can jing (edited in T2141B:54.128Ia-2186a) and the Monijiao 
xiabu zan (edited in T2140:54.1270b-1279c). 

'•^The passage from the Bosijiao can jing reads as follows: 

"The New Man, defending against enemies and hatred, relies on the five 
kinds of strength, as if they were the symbols of the Holy Ones of the 
macrocosm. Pity symbolizes the Envoy of Light Who Upholds the World. 
Good faith symbolizes the Great King of the Ten Heavens. Contentment 
symbolizes the Vanquishing Envoy who Subdues the Demons. Patience 
symbolizes the Envoy of Light who is the Receptacle of the Earth (Dizang). 
Wisdom symbolizes the Envoy Who Accelerates Brightness." 
(T2141B:54.1282cl3-17; English translation adapted from Liu, 1976, 
50) 

A similar occurrence is found in the Monijiao xiabu zan T2140:54.1273b 14. 
Note that this text has been translated into English by Tsui (1943-1946). 174-219. 

'"Based on Latin sources. Lin (1987), 16-17, lists the Five Sons of the Pure Wind and 
their various macrocosmic functions as follows: Splenditens, in charge of upholding the world 
like a lamp suspended in his hand; Rex Honoris, responsible for utilizing his radiance to absorb 
the fragmented light particles; Adams, armed with spear and shield, takes charge of driving away 
the demonic army of Darkness; Glorius Rex, in charge of making the heavenly bodies revolve; 
and lastly. Atalas, responsible for carrying on his shoulders the entire world. 

'"^here is some controversy as to exactly which of the five sons Dizang represents: for 
Chavannes and Pelliot, Dizang represents Atlas (Nfinbed) who carries on his shoulders the eight 
worlds, whereas for Waldschmidt and Lentz, Dizang represents Gloriosus Rex or King of Glory 
(Zanbed) who is responsible for the movements of the heavens. More recently, studying Chinese 
Manichaean terminology, Bryder proposes that the "Envoy of Light Dizang" represents 
the Sogdian name for the King of Glory which is "the Earth Spendarmad" (Bryder, 1985, 102-103). 
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any) earlier than the eighth century. In other words, no compelling evidence exists to 

confirm that Ksitigarbha necessarily originated in Central Asia. 

Possible Pre-Chinese Canonical Representations 

As demonstrated so far, the earliest datable non-Chinese evidence goes back to no 

earlier than the seventh and eighth centuries. Instead, it is the Chinese canon that yields 

translations of significantly earlier texts on Dizang, spanning all the way back to the fifth 

century. Thus the task at hand would be to evaluate whether the claim of pre-Chinese 

origin is justified for each of these texts. The first of these is the Jingang sanmei jing ^ 

(Vajrasamadhisiitra) T273, a text allegedly translated in the Northern Liang it 

(397-439). Since the text includes a chapter in which Dizang figures as an interlocutor," 

it has been cited as a piece of early Chinese evidence of our Bodhisattva.^® This text, 

however, has been established as a Korean composition that should be more accurately 

dated to around 685." While this occurrence attests to the dissemination of Dizang 

within the sinitic milieu of East Asia by the seventh century, it cannot be considered as 

evidence of pre-Chinese origin of the Bodhisattva. 

There exists, however, two other early Chinese texts concerning Dizang 

(Ksitigarbha) which profess to be translations of pre-Chinese works: the fifth-century 

Shilun jing and the sixth-century Xumizang fen The full title of the 

Shilun jing is Da fangguang shilun jing (T410). an anonymous work 

dating to the Northern Liang (397-439). A seventh-century rendition of the same work 

"T273:9.372c-374b; translated by Buswell (1989), 240-251. 

^^For instance, Gaulier, Jera-Bezard, & Maillard (1976), 14; Wang-Toutain (1998). 
82-84. 

"Buswell (1989), 23; see also Buswell, 3-73 for the details of his argument for the 
Korean origin and date of this text. Despite its Korean origin, it is generally considered that this 
scripture captured religious trends in the Chinese Buddhist milieu of that period. 
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known under the title of Dasheng daji dizang shilun jing (T411) is 

attributed to the renowned pilgrim translator, Xuanzang (602-664). The Shilun jing 

contains a preface (2 chapters) introducing and eulogizing Dizang, supplying the earliest 

canonical representation of our Bodhisattva. The Xumizang fen, on the other hand, 

belongs to a small cluster of scriptures attributed to Narendrayasas (517-589) 

which is collected in the Da fangdeng daji jing {Mahavaipulya-

maMsamnipdtasiitra) compiled in China.®® Said to be translated in 559, the Xumizang 

jing (2 scrolls) is first listed in the Lidai sanbao ji composed in 597.-'' 

Dizang occurs in three of the four chapters of the Xumizang fen and at least two of these 

occurrences constitute more than a passing mention. 

In view of their inclusion in the Mahdsamnipdtasiitra which contains several 

Central Asian scriptures, it is frequently presumed that the Shilun jing and the Xumizang 

fen must have strong connections with Central Asia. Wang-Toutain has argued for this 

Central Asian link by emphasizing thematic parallels with two scriptures in the 

Mahdsavmipdtasutra, the Rizangfen {Suryagarbhasiilra) and the Yuezang fen ^ 

'"The compilation of the Da fangdeng daji jing took place in China over a considerable 
period of time. The extant version, consisting of seventeen scriptures in sixty scrolls and dating 
594, is traditionally attributed to Sengjiu However, in the Chu sanzang ji ji 
ascribed to Sengyou (514), a Da fangdeng daji jing was already mentioned that consisted of 
twelve works translated by Dharmak^ma (385-433), the Central Asian translator from 
Kashmir. Sengjiu's later compilation consisted of adding texts translated by other translators to 
the original corpus by Dharmaksema. However, this process probably did not happen all at once, 
nor in a rigorous manner, as the varying lists of texts given by catalogues seem to suggest. For a 
short history of the compilation of the Da fangdeng daji jing, see Mochizuki (1958-1963), 
3422c-3423b: Wang-Toutain (1998), 16-22. 

There exists a fairly late Tibetan transladon cited in the Otani Catalogue as Hdus-pa-chen-po 
iheg-pa-chen-pohi mdo-sde-las de-bshin-giegs-pahi dpal-gyi dam-tshig ces-bya-ba theg-pa chen-
pohi rndo (Skt. Mahasamnipatdn mahdydna-sutrdt tathdgata-iri-samaya-ndma-siitra). However, 
given the relative later date of the text, the Tibetan version has no implication on our discussion. 

'^T2034:49.87b28. 
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?Ei5i5t {Candragarbhasutra) attributed to Narendrayasas. These two latter works have 

indisputable Central Asian elements, and modem scholarship is convinced that the two 

scriptures were composed at least in part in Central Asia. Levi has highlighted the 

presence of both linguistic and geographical data reflecting Central Asian connections,'^ 

while discovery of Central Asian manuscripts of both scriptures reinforces the Central 

Asian links.®' However, the very nature of the MahasamnipMasutra collection poses a 

problem. The complexity and ambiguity of the textual history of this collection of 

scriptures cannot be undermined. Since the collection itself was compiled and enlarged 

in sixth-century China, parallels in thematic concerns across the different scriptures actually 

reflect the tendencies of Chinese compilers who had put together a set of scriptures 

ascribed to various authors. Thematic parallels thus should not be regarded as an absolute 

criterion forjudging the sources of individual scripture. Other more conclusive evidence 

must also be deployed. 

Although there is no dearth of indications of a Central Asian connection in the 

Suryagarbhamtra and the Candragarbhasutra, the situation is different for the Shilun 

jing and the Xumizang fen. These two works do not contain any compelling geographical 

or linguistic indications of Central Asian connection. In fact, there exists some indication 

that the Shilun jing might well have been composed in part in China. The Tibetan 

version of the Shilun jing has an attached colophon revealing that it was translated from 

^See Sylvain Levi (1904; 1905). Also see the summary of his research by Wang-Toutain 
(1998), 67-71. 

^'Khotanese versions of the two siitras have been found (Wang-Toutain, 1998. 46). -A 
small fragment of a Sanskrit manuscript of the Candragarbhasutra was discovered in Chinese 
Turkestan which corresponds to a section of the Chinese Yuezang fen, thus demonstrating that at 
least part of the Chinese text once existed in Sanskrit. A transcription and translation of this 
Sanskrit fragment appears in Hoemle (1916), 103-108. The relevant Chinese passage was located 
by Judith Boltz, who found that Hoemle's Sanskrit fragment corresponds to T13.306al5-cl 
(Nattier. 1991, 174, footnote 70). 
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the Chinese text" and Soper has observed that Dizang seems to have "no necessary 

connection with the subject matter" of the Shilun jing in general. Soper thus questioned 

whether "his presence is not the result of a relatively late addition, made in the hope of 

launching a new cult."*^^ Although the Xumizang fen is attributed to Narendrayasas, the 

translator of the Suryagarbhasutra and the Candragarbhasutra, it is equally important to 

note that a translation will often include accretionary layers which are responses to a new 

religio-cultural setting. Nattier has shown, through a comparison of varying versions of 

the Candragarbhasutra, that Narendrayasas evidently added sinitic development of certain 

themes in his Chinese translation of this scripture. Since the figure of Dizang appears in 

the Xumizang fen only as a subsidiary figure, and sometimes only as a passing mention, it 

is possible that Narendrayasas might have added the figure of Dizang in his translation of 

the Xumizang fen. A translation work poses the problem of distinguishing between the 

oldest strata from the milieu of composition and accretive layers of subsequent versions 

and recensions that might have been appended during the processes of redaction and 

translation. Hence, very little can actually be concluded from the Chinese translation 

works alone concerning the figure of Dizang in the pre-Chinese milieu. 

^^The Tibetan title is given as Hdus-pa chen-pa.las sahi snin-pohi hklor-lo bcu-pa shes-
bya-ba theg-pa chen-pobi mdo {Daiacakra-ksitigarbha-ndma-mahayana-siitra). It is said to be 
translated from the Chinese by Ho-sah zab-mo, Rnam-par mi-tog, et al. 

As previously mentioned, a few passages from an Aryaksitigarbhasutra which seems to 
be some version of the Shilun jing are cited in Santideva's $iksasamuccaya, but this Indian work 
visibly postdates the Northern Liang Chinese translation by a few centuries and cannot qualify as 
verification of the text's pre-Chinese origin. Hadani Rydtai has indicated the possible existence 
of an Iranian version of the Shilun jing, but we know almost nothing about this source. See 
Hadani (1937), 38. 

"Soper (1959), 210. 
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Speculatory Hypotheses on Origin 

The above survey of tiie evidence has revealed the lack of conclusive evidence 

that K^tigarbha originated in the pre-Chinese milieu. There is little possibility—at least 

not until further discovery of new evidence—of reconstructing the pre-Chinese 

manifestation(s) of this Bodhisattva, if any ever existed. The current evidence does not 

allow us to conclusively determine the geographical region where this Bodhisattva first 

appears. Within the constraints of the available documentation, what can be said about 

the origin of the figure of Dizang must be of a speculatory nature and, in this vein, the 

following discussion reassesses previous hypotheses before proposing a hypothetical 

explication of the emergence of Dizang Bodhisattva. 

The oldest, and likely the most widespread, theory postulates a prototype of 

Ksitigarbha in the figure of Prthivi (also variantly known as Bhumi), the earth-goddess 

from pre-Buddhist Indian mythology.®^ Since the name Ksitigarbha is generally translated 

as "the receptacle of the earth (womb or matrix)," his apparent affinity with the earth 

element has led scholars to suggest some kind of association with, or prototype in, 

Prthivi. An early stratum of the vedic literature, the ^-veda, speaks of Prthivi as "the 

universal mother" who, together with Dyaus the male deity of the heavens, is praised as 

"all-sustaining,"®^ while the Arthava-veda further elaborates her function as the "all-

producer (vi^vaT^u)" who nurtures all forms of life in this universe.®^ The Vedic 

^De Visser (1914), 12-13; Manabe (I960), 2-3; Wang-Toutain (1998). 85. 

^^^-veda 1.159.2, trans. Pintchman (1994), 31. 

^"May Pythivl, who bears plants {osadhi) having varied powers, spread forth and 
accommodate us ... may this earth on which what breathes and moves is active assign us precedence 
in drinking. There are four regions of this earth, on which food and men have sprung up and 
which bears abundantly breathing and moving (creatures); may this earth bestow on us cattle, 
indeed inexhaustibleness. ... May she [earth] yield precious nectar; may she sprinkle us with 
vital power {yarcas). ... May this earth having many streams yield milk for us ... may this earth, a 
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characterization of Prthivi admittedly anticipates qualities attributed to Bodhisattva 

Ksitigarbha, who is often likened to the vast earth—especially its fertility and stability. 

Some of these qualities are present already in early portrayals of Ksitigarbha in the Shilim 

Ksitigarbha is, moreover, frequently juxtaposed with another Bodhisattva named 

Aka^garbha ("the receptacle of space or sky")—a relationship somewhat reminiscent of 

the earth-sky correlation represented by the vedic pair I^thivi and Dyaus.^ However, if 

Ksitigarbha was ever the Buddhist transformation of I^thivl, he obviously did not totally 

eclipse the latter. Instead, FYthivi always had a niche within the Buddhist tradition 

developing independently of, and at times side by side with, our Bodhisattva.®' 

In addition, Wakamori has proposed that Dizang (Ksitigarbha), together with 

Rizang 0 W. (Suryagarbha), Yuezang R W. (Candragarbha), Tianzang or Xukongzang 

mother to me her son, pour forth milk for us. ... Let us always move along on the firm earth, 
Prthivi. all-producing mother of plants, sustained by order (tZ/iarma), all gracious. " {Atharva-veda 
12.1.2-17. trans. Pintchman, 1994,30). 

®^For example, the Shilun jing (Northern Liang version) compares Dizang with the "great 
earth, that can cause to grow all good roots" (T410:16:68Icl9-20), who is "enduring and firm just 
like the great earth" (682al-2). Cf. Xuanzang's translation T411:16.721c27, 722a8. 

®®The Chinese for Aka^garbha is generally Xukongzang but sometimes the 
synonym of Tianzang is used instead, suggesting a closer parallel with the Vedic deity 
Dyaus. 

®'See Mochizuki (1958-1963) 3608 on the Buddhist development of the earth-goddess. 
In the Buddhist tradition, Prthivi is perhaps best remembered as the deity who attested to the 
Buddha's enlightenment during his confrontation with Mara—a scene represented at several 
Indian sculptural sites. The Buddhist tradition apparently inherited the Vedic characterization of 
Prthivi's stability and fecundity. Thus, the Suvarnabhdsottamasutra, which dates likely to earlier 
than the early fifth century (Emmerick, trans., 1970, x-xii), devotes a chapter to this earth-goddess 
developing her role as the rejuvenating source of the entire jambudvipa (Emmerick, trans., 1970. 
51-55). Prthivi was sometimes elevated to the bodhisattva status in Mahayana texts, appearing 
for instance as Chidi pusa Dteranimdhara) in the Saddharma-pundarikasutra. She 
gained more prominence in Chinese esoteric texts where, among other occurrences, a sddhana, 
the Jianlao ditian yigui (T 1286:21.354b 17-355b5, attributed to ^ubhakarasiniha 
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(Akasagarbha) and so forth, could have originated from Indian planetary deities 

worshiped in the pre-Buddhist Brahmanical tradition.™ The astrological connection is 

interesting, but the appeal to the Brahmanical system is questionable. The standard 

Indian elaboration enumerates nine planetary deities: Surya (the Sun); Candra (the 

Moon); Mangala (Mars); Budha (Mercury); Brhaspati (Jupiter); Sukha (Venus); Sani 

(Saturn); Rahu (The Demon of Eclipses); and Ketu (The Personification of Comets)/' 

While the solar and lunar deities form obvious corollaries with two of the bodhisattvas, 

Suryagarbha and Candragarbha, the names of the other planetary deities offer no immediate 

or obvious counterparts for Katigarbha and Akasagarbha.^" Hence there is a need to 

further research the astrological connections hypothesized in Japanese scholarship. 

More recently, Wang-Toutain offers an explanation that synchronizes the previous 

hypotheses. According to her, originally in India, Ksitigarbha was part of the cult of the 

eight great bodhisattvas {astamahdbodhisattvay^ and did not, as yet, have an individualized 
sometime between 717 and 734), was consecrated to her. 

^'^Vakamori (1984), 48. 

^'As listed in Markel (1995), 20-68. Market provides a study of the origins of the Indian 
planetary deities based on artistic and textual evidence. 

^"Interestingly, the planets in the Chinese context are actually named after their formulation 
of the elements known in Chinese as wuxing Sfr ("five phases"). Thus the five planets in 
Chinese are called the Metal Planet (Venus), Wood Planet (Jupiter), Water Planet 
M (Mercury), Fire Planet 'KM. (Mars), and Earth Planet iiM (Satum). Thus, any attempts to 
establish the astrological links with Dizang should also consider possible Chinese input and 
should also remember that Chinese influence probably had a strong influence over Central Asia. 

"Granoff (1968-1969), 80-95, provides an insightful study of the development of the 
cult of the Eight Bodhisattvas. She attributed the origin of the esoteric cult of the astamahdbodhisattva 
mandala to this early Mahayana practice of worshiping eight protective bodhisattvas to procure 
mundane benefits like health, longevity, or prosperity. In the earlier Mahayana version, the 
identity of the eight bodhisattvas was not rigidly fixed, whereas the latter a^amahabodhisattva 
mandala exhibited a considerable degree of systematization. For a short follow-up of Granoff s 
study, see Pal (1972-1973), 71-73. 
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personality, but only subsequently acquired autonomy and developed a distinctive 

personality. The figure of Pithivi and astrological connections contributed to the evolution 

of Ksitigarbha's distinctive personality—a process that, according to her. took place in 

Central Asia, specifically in Khotan.^'* As evidence, she refers to the Tibetan annals of 

Li-yul" (Khotan) which were likely first composed in Khotan itself.^® In these works, the 

eight bodhisattvas were first entrusted with the protection of Khotan. but some pages 

after, the Bodhisattva Ksitigarbha also appears independently as the protector of certain 

sites." Wang-Toutain's usage of the Khotanese evidence is. however, problematic for 

two reasons. First, in view that the Khotanese works have been established to be no 

earlier than the first half of the eighth century,^® we are obviously dealing with Central 

Asian compositions that postdate the early Chinese materials (the fifth-century Shilun 

jing and the sixth-century Xumizang fen). Moreover, as previously cautioned, Ksitigarbha's 

connection with the cult of the eight bodhisattvas needs to be re-evaluated. Ksitigarbha's 

name does not occur in the enumerations of the cult of the eight bodhisattvas in early 

^•'Wang-Toutain (1998), 87-88. 

"This refers to the two texts (Li yul lim-bstan-pa. Prophecy of Khotan, and Li yuls 
chos-icyi lo-rgyus. The Religious Annals of Khotan) edited by Emmerick (1967). He also provides 
an English translation of the first text with an accompanying glossary. Both texts are also 
translated into English by Thomas (1935-1963), 89-136. 303-323. 

'^Nattier (1991), 189. footnote 98. 

'^Thomas (1935-1963), 96-97; Emmerick (1967), 13, 35, 55, 82. 

^^Nattier (1991), 188-189, 199-200. The Z./vm/j c/io5-/feyj/o-r^yaj (The Religious Annals 
of Khotan) is not included in the Tibetan canon, but is recovered from among the Dunhuang 
manuscripts (Pelliot no. 960). An attached colophon announces it to be "a mere epitome, newly 
translated by the preceptor Mo-rgu-bde-shil, from the texts of the Dharma-sutras Siiryagarbha, 
Candragarbha, and Vimala[prabha-pari]prccha" According to Nattier, although the manuscript 
gives no indication of the date of its composition or translation, since the text deals with events 
known to have taken place during the reign of Mes-'ag-tshoms, it can be assumed that the 
original was composed no earlier than the second half of the eighth century. 
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Indian Mahayana literature. He was evidently incorporated at a later phase in Indian 

esoteric development of the eight bodhisattvas around the eighth century. However, by 

that time. Dizang worship was fairly well-established in Central China, documented by 

the increasing appearances of Dizang among the sculptures in this period at the Buddhist 

rupestral site of Longmen Wang-Toutain's explanation thus does not address the 

anomalous situation with which we began this chapter—the curious fact that all the 

Chinese sources concerning Dizang visibly predate the pre-Chinese evidence. 

As a preliminary hypothesis to explain the origin of Dizang (Ksitigarbha), a 

starling point for analysis is the occurrence of Dizang's name in lists of the members of 

the bodhisaitva retinue that arrived to hear the Buddha preach. Lancaster has named this 

category of largely neglected bodhisattvas "'audience bodhisattvas" whose names are 

perpetuated only in the directory lists preserved in Mahayana scriptures.'*" Especially 

important in this regard are the previously mentioned Chinese translations of the 

Gandavyuhasi'itra. All four Chinese versions open with a list of the names of audience 

bodhisattvas including that of Dizang Bodhisaitva. This protracted list begins with names 

of bodhisattvas ending with the word chuang i® {dhvaja),^^ followed by names ending in 

the word zang W. (garbha). and so forth.**' In Vaidya's edition of the Sanskrit manuscript. 

''See detailed discussion on Dizang art in chapter 5 of this study. 

'"'Lancaster (1981), 155. 

^'Some of these "dhvaja bodhisattvas" include names like Bodhisaitva Banner of Night 
Light (Yeguangchuang pusa and Bodhisaitva Banner of Mount Sumeru (Xumichuang 
pusa 

^^278:9.676a6-b27. Similar listings, with some variants, are found in other Chinese 
translations of the chapter of Ru fajie pin {Gandavyuhasutra)'. T279:10.319a6-b27 (trans. 
Siksananda from 695-699); T293:10.661 a 10-c7 (trans. Prajna from 796-798). Another enumeration 
of bodhisaitva names that include Dizang is found in the Chinese translation of a chapter of the 
Da boaji jing (Maharatnakuta)-, see T310:11.3a25-c 17; cf. T311:11.687c 18. 
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the counterpart for Dizang, as previously noted, is not Ksitigarbha. but Dharanigarbha."" 

In view that all the Sanskrit manuscripts of the GandavyCihasutra are no earlier than the 

eleventh century, this anomalous Sanskrit usage may have been explained away as a late 

development. However, the earliest Chinese translation, the Foshuo luomoqie jing 

(T294), dating to some time between 385 and 388, suggests that the name 

Dharanigarbha might actually have been an earlier usage than Ksitigarbha. This Chinese 

version of the Gandavyilhasiitra gives the name Chidizang in the place of Dizang.*^ 

The Chinese word chi ^ ("to hold, maintain, or support") was frequently employed in 

the translation of dhdram,^^ a noun formed from the root verb dhr, "to support." Moreover. 

among its several possible meanings, dharanf also refers to the earth.®® We can therefore 

assume that the translator of the Foshuo luomoqie jing deployed chidi as a binome to 

capture both connotations of dharanf. It should be pointed out that the names in these 

directories of Buddhist divinities were likely generated in a fairly random fashion, 

determined more by the prose metrics, rhythm, and style of the text in question. The 

majority of the audience bodhisattvas exists therefore only as names and do not possess 

individualized personalities. The figure of Dizang may thus have first existed under the 

name of Dharanigarbha as one of several audience bodhisattvas listed in the directories 

preserved in Mahayana scriptures. 

^'Gandavytihasutra, ed. Vaidya (1988), 2. 

^94:10.85 lc24. 

^^Hence, in subsequent esoteric development, dharanf ("sacred incantation") will 
sometimes be translated as zongchi 

^^Dharanf, in its nominal sense of "that which supports," is used to refer to the earth, 
because the earth supports all life. See dictionary entry by Monier-William (515b). 
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Shortly after, however, in Buddhabhadra's translation of \hc Gandavyuhasutra (tr. 

418-420). chidizang was evidently abbreviated to dizang."' Once adopted, the name 

Dizang appeared increasingly, not only in all subsequent translations of the 

Gandavyuhasiitra, but also in other Mahayana scriptures. The Shiliin jing was introduced 

into the Chinese religious scenario in the fifth century, offering one of the earliest extant 

portrayals of Dizang Bodhisatlva who, now no longer just a name in the bodhisattva 

directories, was acquiring a history and individuality of his own. The name of Ksitigarbha 

evidently appeared as a substitute for Dharanigarbha at some juncture in the history of 

Indian and Central Asian Buddhism. However, since all the extant Indian and Central 

-Asian evidence postdates the Chinese version of the Shilun jing. it is uncertain whether 

the development of Dizang's personality actually took place in a pre-Chinese or a Chinese 

context. The situation is, however, different in the case of Akasagarbha or Xukongzang 

another bodhisattva who evidently began also as a name in the directory of 

bodhisatlva names but rapidly acquired a history and individuality. From the cluster of 

early Chinese translations of Akasagarbha scriptures (T397.8; T408; T409). we can 

conclude that this transformation of Akasagarbha must have occurred in a pre-Chinese 

context.'*'^ The earliest scripture (T397.8) was attributed to the Central Asian translator 

"^^In Buddhabhadra's version, the list ofgarbha bodhisattvas is enumerated as follows: 
Great Dizang Bodhisattva, Xukongzang Bodhisattva. Lianhuazang Bodhisattva. 
Baozang Bodhisattva, Rizang Bodhisattva, Jingdezang Bodhisattva. Fayinzang 
Bodhisattva, Min^'ingzang Bodhisattva, Qizang Bodhisattva. Lianhuazang 
Bodhisattva... 

ri 
(T278:9.676a9-12). 

"^^Moreover, the name of Akasagarbha, unlike Ksitigarbha, has obvious Indian origin. 
Fifth in the Indian system of "great elements" or mahabhiaa. dkdia (space) is not mentioned in 
the Chinese elaboration of elements. See De Visser (1931), 5-16. Note that although earth was 
also one of the elements in the Indian system, the Indians referred to the earth element as bhii, not 
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Dharmaksema (385-433). Significantly, this Bodhisattva enjoys an intimate 

relationship with Dizang (Ksitigarbha) as the latter's complementary opposite, and the 

two bodhisattvas are frequently invoked together after the fashion of the Indian Vedic 

pairing of Dyaus (Sky) and Prthivi (Earth). Once Akaagarbha began to develop a 

personality, it would seem natural that his counterpart Ksitigarbha might also be subjected 

to the same process. Whether or not that process took place in a pre-Chinese context is 

impossible to ascertain. Significantly, by the time Buddhism was transmitted into the 

Chinese milieu, earth was an integral component in the various developments of Chinese 

cosmology: pre-Han Chinese texts already articulated a five-phase cosmology revolving 

around the five elements that included the earth element;®^ and popular pre-Han and Han 

practices included the worship and pacification of "spirits of the earth." A three-tiered 

cosmology of Heaven, Water. Earth had developed from the very inception of religious 

Daoism. A divinity connected to the imagery of earth like Dizang would thus have been 

especially congenial to the Chinese religious sensibility. If the personality of Dizang was 

already evolving in a pre-Chinese context, then the process was rapidly speeded up in the 

Chinese Buddhist milieu. However, if the process did not occur in a pre-Chinese context, 

then the Chinese Buddhists must have swiftly embarked on the task of defining Dizang's 

personality. Either way, the figure of Dizang developed independently within the Chinese 

situation before his Indian equivalent Ksitigarbha was incorporated into the cult of the 

a^amalwbodhisattva mandala in eighth-century Indian esoteric development. At some 

juncture the Indian esoteric development of Ksitigarbha was then transmitted into the 

ksiif or dhdrani, even though all these words can mean earth. 

^^he pre-Buddhist Chinese formulation refers to the system of five natural elements 
called the "five phases" Sfj which are given as follows: metal wood Tfc, water fire -X. 
and earth ih. 
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Chinese context and rapidly melded with the existing diversified threads in the Chinese 

development of Dizang. To the extent that the personality of Dizang was largely articulated 

and molded within the context of Chinese Buddhist development, we can speak of Dizang 

as a Chinese apocryphal bodhisattva, or a sinicized bodhisattva. 

In the first phase of defining the personality of Dizang, some form of earth deity 

such as the Indian earth goddess Pythivi must have provided the prototype. Earth imagery, 

as previously mentioned, is prominent in the earliest extant portrayal of Dizang (the 

fifth-century Shilun jing), which likens Dizang to the "great earth that can cause to grow 

all salutary roots,"^ and further characterizes him as "enduring and firm just like the 

great earth."" Granted this prototype connection, it is nonetheless imperative to 

acknowledge that Dizang was not merely just another manifestation of the earth divinity. 

The figure of Dizang had special significance because he represented a transformation of 

the earth divinity into the classic Mahayana paradigm of the bodhisattva ideal. That was 

perhaps why the earth divinity did not entirely disappear, but perpetuated independently. 

even after Dizang had appeared on the Chinese Buddhist scene, under various appellations 

such as Chidi pusa (Bodhisattva Who Supports the Earth),'" Ditian (Earth 

Divinity).'^ or simply Dishen ife# (Earth Spirit). In fact, the two (Dizang and the Earth 

Spirit) occur as separate characters in an indigenous composition on Dizang entitled the 

Dizang pusa benyuan jing In addition, it is important to emphasize 

^410:16:68 Icl 9-20. 

"T410:16:682al-2. 

'"Chidi pusa often occurs as a member in enumerations of the so-called sixteen heralding 
beings 

"For instance, in iheJianlao ditian yigui T1286:21.354b-355, attributed 
to Subhakarasirnha sometime between 717 and 734. 

'^412:13.787a-b. 
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that, as a Chinese apocryphal bodhisattva, Dizang's character was largely defined within 

the Chinese Buddhist ecumene and thus mirrored a Chinese Buddhist interpretation of the 

classic Indian bodhisattva ideal. The task, in the rest of this study, is precisely to show 

how the figure of Dizang acquired a history and personality that transformed him from 

earth deity to a bodhisattva that particularly embodied the trends of religio-cultural 

amalgamation underlying the domestication of Buddhism in medieval China. 



PART II 

BEGINNINGS OF DIZANG BELIEF 

IN MEDIEVAL CHINA 

(FIFTH-SEVENTH CENTURIES) 



Chapter 2 

Representations of Dizang in the Early Chinese Milieu 
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An investigation of the medieval Chinese development of Dizang belief has to 

begin with an analysis of the Shilun jing, the earliest extant scripture containing a portrayal 

of Dizang Bodhisattva. Appearing in the early Chinese Buddhist milieu sometime in the 

first half of the fifth century, the first two chapters of \hc Shilun jing offers a presentation 

of Dizang which will form the mythological and iconographical bases for much of the 

sinitic development of Dizang belief in the medieval setting. Appearing a century later 

on the Chinese religious scenario, \hc Xumizang fen also contains glimpses of an image 

of Dizang that coincides fairly well with the earlier rendition in the5/H7«/i jing. Except 

for a few distinctive attributes, the image of Dizang gleaned from these two scriptures is 

largely derived from stock descriptions of the classic bodhisattva ideal delineated in early 

Indian Mahayana literature. Two significant traits, however, can be noticed in this early 

image of Dizang circulating in the fifth- and sixth-century Chinese Buddhist milieu; the 

first, stated in the Shilun jing, is Dizang's unique iconography as a ^amana, while the 

second characteristic, common to both scriptures, is the depiction of Dizang as the 

Bodhisattva who is concemed with the salvation and benefit of living beings dwelling in 

a time of degenerate spiritual conditions. This early image of Dizang deriving from the 

Shilun jing and, to a lesser extent, from the Xumizang fen, formed the scriptural representation 

on which subsequent permutations were played out to produce new patterns of Dizang 

belief within the religious scenario of medieval China. 

The Shilun jing and the Xumizang fen, moreover, offer crucial insight into the 

intellectual and religious milieu in which the figure of Dizang Bodhisattva first appeared 
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in the Chinese context. Besides the presence of Dizang Bodhisattva. the two texts 

conspicuously share a common set of thematic concerns that coincide with the major 

intellectual trends in the fifth- and sixth-century religious ecumene of Northern China. 

Although, on the surface, these themes do not seem to be directly linked to Dizang belief, 

they are nonetheless crucial indicators of how the figure of Dizang might have initially fit 

into and gained a foothold within the religious, political, and intellectual milieux of fifth-

to sixth-century medieval China. Whether or not the two texts were originally composed 

in Central Asia or China is a question that cannot be totally resolved. However, it is 

indisputable that the original contextual factors shaping the religious milieu which saw 

the first appearance of Dizang in China has wielded a lasting impact on the development 

of Dizang belief in medieval China. 

Shilun jing {Da^acakrasutra) 

As previously mentioned, this text exists in two versions: the anonymous Northern 

Liang (397-439) version and the Tang rendition attributed to Xuanzang (602-664). Since 

the purpose here is to capture the earliest image of Dizang circulating in the Chinese 

milieu, this analysis is based primarily on the fifth-century Northern Liang version (T410). 

although the seventh-century rendition (T4I1) is mentioned whenever relevant. Broadly 

speaking, however, the contents of both versions are adequately similar so that the following 

analysis applies to both renditions. The Shilun jing can be thematically classified into 

two portions: a prefatory section (chapters 1-2 in the Northern Liang version: chapter 1 

in Xuanzang's translation) introduces and eulogizes Dizang Bodhisattva. while the 

remaining core of the text (chapters 3-15 in the Northern Liang version and chapters 2-8 

in Xuanzang's translation) expounds in extensive detail the teaching of the ten wheels. 

The first part of the Shilun jing serves as the chief source of information on 

Dizang Bodhisattva, endowing him with attributes which would shape subsequent Chinese 
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development. The site where this scripture was preached is Mount Khalatika (Kharostha?) 

and the preaching is said to have taken place after the discourse on the Candragarbhasuira.'^^ 

The text associates Dizang with the southern direction; his appearance is preceded by a 

dazzling spectacle of miraculous rains, sounds, lights, and sights manifesting from the 

south,^^ as he and his entourage arrive from this direction.^' Amidst the magical 

transformations, the audience assembled finds themselves miraculously adorned, each 

hand grasping a luminous wish-fulfilling jewel {cint^ani that emits rays of 

light illuminating various buddhalands, and at the same time effectuating miraculous acts 

of healing, allaying suffering, and so forth.'® The image of the wish-fulfilling jewel is 

particularly interesting and might possibly have been the source of Dizang's subsequent 

popular iconographical attribute.^ Moreover. Dizang appears as a. s'ramana or 

irih'aka a form of Dizang iconography that would subsequently flourish in 

East Asian art. The Shilun jing further points out that, since countless aeons ago, Dizang 

has been saving living beings in the "five turbulent evil eras" 

^"T410:13.68Ia4-7. Cf. Xuanzang's translation, T411:13.721a3-6. 

Xuanzang's translation, T411; 13.72Ia4-b22. 

^T410:I3.68Ia5-bl4. Cf. Xuanzang's translation, T411:13.723b5. 

^®T410:I3.681a24-bl4. Cf. Xuanzang's translation, T411:13.721a25-b22. 

^As will be shown in chapter 5, the earliest extant Dizang art dating back to the second 
half of the seventh century can be found in the Buddhist rupestral site at Longmen. The cintamani 
already appeared in this early phase of Dizang art, and it has remained a typical trait of Dizang 
iconography to this day. Usually Dizang is shown with a cintdmam in one hand, but certain 
representations also depict Dizang holding two cintdmam, one in each hand. Examples of this 
latter form of Dizang iconography can be found at sculptural sites in Sichuan; see fig. 8. 9. 10. 

'"'^he Northern Liang version states that he appears as a s'ramana (T410:I3.681cl4), 
while the Xuanzang version refers to him appearing as airdvaka (T411:13.721c20). 

'°'T410: 13.68 lc9-10. Cf. Xuanzang's translation which speaks of the "buddhaless world" 
(T411:13.721cl6-17). 
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While introducing a few distinctive qualities, the Shilun jing for the most part 

describes the Figure of Dizang in terms of the literary conventions of bodhisattva literature 

in early Mahayana. The text strings together a protracted list of analogies to illustrate 

Dizang's all-encompassing salvific abilities: 

Just like a wish-fulfilling pearl that satisfies whatever one desires ... Or like the 
great earth that can produce good roots ... he is the sun or the moon that illuminates 
the path ... he is the source of the field of great merits. ... curing all maladies like 
a wondrous medicine king ... for the fearful he is the great kin or friend, warding 
off all foes and enemies like a solid city moat. [He is] able to quench one's thirst 
like cool pure water, relieving all hunger and starvation just like sweet fruits. 
[and] is also the best clothing for the naked 

Due to his inconceivable merits, Dizang has mastered a range of satnadhi so that, at each 

dawn, he enters into different forms of meditative concentration in order to assist beings 

in a corresponding array of buddhalands.'"^ As with the other great bodhisattvas, diverse 

efficacies are derived from chanting single-mindedly the name of Dizang when encountering 

hardships (starvation, thirst, etc.), perils (attacks by venomous snakes or insects, spirit 

possession, etc.), or calamities (fire, floods, etc.)."" Also, like the other great savior-

bodhisattvas, Dizang is able to assume any one of a great number of bodies listed. 

beginning with the gods from Brahma down to the Four Lokapalas, passing through the 

The five turbulences usually refer to the following: 
1. jiezhuo (Skt. kalpakasaya), the turbulent aeon when wars, natural disasters, famines, and 
pestilences occur; 
2. jianzhuo M.'M (Skt. d^ikxisaya), the turbulence of viewpoints, when confused and deluded 
concepts prevail; 
3. fannaozhuo (Skt. kle^akas^a), the turbulence of mental defilements due to greed, 
hatred, and ignorance; 
4. zhongshengzhiio (Skt. sattvakasaya), the turbulence of living beings, when the body is 
wracked with miseries, the mind is weak, and one is plagued with infirmities; 
5. mingzliuo (Skt. ^uskasdya), the turbulence of lifespan, when it diminishes to ten years. 
(Based on the enumerations in the entry in Mochizuki, 1018c-1021c & 1259c-1261a). 

'°^410:13.681cI8-682al7. 

'""Northern Liang version, T410:13.683a20-684a7; Xuanzang's translation. 
T411:13.723b9-724b22. 

"^'orthern Liang version, T410:13.684c 17-685b: Xuanzang's translation. 
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ranks of the Buddhist saints, continuing on through the human hierarchy, and next to 

beings who are partially or wholly demigods or demons, then into the realm of animals, 

and finally concluding with bodies of personnel from the underworld bureaucracy.'®' 

Dizang is. in short, presented as the paradigmatic savior par excellence, and the text 

insists that the merit of paying homage to him far exceeds the merit of paying homage to 

great bodhisattvas like Maitreya, Manju^I, Avalokite^ara, and Samantabhadra."^ 

However, the text tells us that the teaching disseminated by the various emanations 

of Dizang is the "Three Vehicles" ( sansheng or triyana), in other words, not the 

"Great Vehicle" {dasheng or Mahayana) that is usually associated with the other 

great celestial bodhisattvas. As defined in the Lotus Sutra, the Three Vehicles refer to the 

iravaka'S,. pratyekabuddhas, and bodhisattvas, whereas the Great Vehicle refers to the 

bodhisattvas alone. Unfortunately, the Shilun jing does not elaborate upon the significance 

of this link with the Three Vehicles (instead of the Great Vehicle), so that we can only 

speculate on the implication. An obvious point to make is the fact that Dizang's appearance 

as a monk in the Shilun jing certainly aligns him with the ^rdvaka ideal at the core of the 

Teaching of the Three Vehicles. It is also possible that this connection of Dizang 

Bodhisattva with the Three Vehicles may indicate some disjunction in the development 

of the bodhisattva ideal, suggesting that it was never an exclusive concept of Mahayana 

Buddhism as is generally believed. Research in the field of early Indian Mahayana has 

suggested that the bodhisattva ideal may have originated within a monastic setting. However. 

the ambiguity concerning the origin of the Shilun jing makes it difficult to make any 

T411:13.724b22-725cl3. 

'°^orthem Liang version, T410:13.684a8-cl7; Xuanzang's translation, T41 l:I3.725cl4-
726a5. 
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conclusive connection in this respect. 

Finally, the Shilun jing ascribes a dharanf to Dizang, explicated by the Bodhisattva 

himself: 

Northern Liang version (T410) 

"In the past, at the abodes of Buddhas 
[numerous as] the grains of sand of the Ganges, 
[River] from all I received and practiced a dhdrant 
[that is] like this: 
[It] can increase and [cause to] grow pure white 
and complete dharmas. 
[It] can increase and [cause to] grow seeds, roots, 
stems, flowers, fruits, [all] sorts of medicines. 
and grains. 

[It] can increase and [cause to] grow clouds, rain, 
earth, water, fire, and wind. 

[It] can increase and [cause to] grow fortune and 
happiness; 
[It] can increase and [cause] property and 
material goods to grow. 
[It] can increase and [cause to] grow boundless 
supreme retributions. 
[It] can increase and [cause] rudimentar>' actions 
to grow. 
This dharan'i can beneficially eliminate all suffering, 
afflictions, and bondages."'"' 

Xuanzang's translation (T411) 

"In the past, at the abodes of the Buddhas 
[numerous as] the grains of sand of the 
Ganges [River], I personally received and 
practiced this dhdrani that 
can [cause to] increase and grow 
all white dharmas. 
[It] can increase and [cause to] grow all 
seeds, roots, sprouts, stems, branches, 
leaves, flowers, fruits, medicines, grains, 
refined vapor, and savory taste. 
[It] can increase [and cause] rain and 
marsh to grow; [It] can increase [and 
cause] beneficial earth, water, fire, and 
wind to grow. 
[It] can increase [and cause] Joy and 
happiness to grow. 
[It] can increase [and cause] properties 
and treasures to grow. 
[It] can increase [and cause] supreme 
abilities to grow. 
[It] can increase [and cause] all useful 
resources and facilities to grow. 
This dhdrani can bring about all wisdoms 
and vigorously sever the bondage of 
mental afflictions."'"^ 

In the esoteric Buddhist tradition that crystallized in the medieval Chinese milieu around 

the eighth century, the dhdrant was incorporated as part of the standard accoutrements of 

the esoteric pantheon, so that each esoteric bodhisattva or deity was assigned a specific 

dharam. Dhdranfs, however, already appeared in early Mahayana scriptures."^ and 

Central Asia witnessed the flourish of a genre of scripture from the fifth to the eighth 

"Northern Liang version, T410:13.685a5-8; Xuanzang's translation, T411:13.726alO-15. 

'"^Northern Liang's version, T410:13.685b 15-20; cf. T410:13.685c 18-22. 

'"^Xuanzang's translation, T411:13.726b22-28; cf. T411;13.726c28-727a5. 

^^Dhdrams appear, for instance, in early Mahayana scriptures like the 
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centuries that can be called dhdrani literature. Distinguishing between the cult of the 

paradises and the dhdrani cults in Dunhuang Buddhism, Waley further observes that 

dharam c\x\ys flourished as a transitional phase to the esoteric tradition that was established 

in China only in the eighth century."" The flourish of dhdrani in Central Asia, for 

Schopen. occurred as part of a larger phenomenon referred to as "Karmatic Buddhism";'" 

in this regard, the use of dhdrani. like the practice of "medicine." reflected the concern 

for a favorable rebirth, the fear of death, poverty, and so forth."- The association of 

Dizang with the dhdrani in the Shilun jing thus mirrored these larger trends within the 

Buddhist milieu, and this early association would provide a thread of continuity to 

subsequent Chinese developments of Dizang belief. 

After the initial treatment, Dizang Bodhisattva recedes and almost disappears in 

the remaining discourse, appearing briefly here and there in the formal role of questioner. 

It is Dizang who poses the following request that results in the Buddha's explication of 

the ten wheels; 

Northern Liang version (T4I0) Xuanzang 's translation (T411) 

For thirteen kalpas For thirteen kalpas 
[I] have cultivated the fields of merits of the I have already zealously cultivated ascetic 
Buddhas. practices. 
Famine and disease— For the sake of all sentient beings 
all I have annihilated for the sake of beings. I have eliminated the three catastrophes and the 

five turbulences. 
To all the hundred thousand Buddhas At several koti of Buddha abodes 
I have made inconceivable offerings. I have set offerings without limit. 
Today I witness the gathering of this I encounter and witness the gathering of this 
great assembly great assembly 
[To which] pure beings have all come; [Where] beings with pure faith have come 

together; 
Astutely wise and diligently zealous Astutely wise and diligently zealous 

Saddharmapundarikasuira and the Suvarnabhasottamasiitra. 

"'NValey (1931), xiii-xiv. 

"'This term was first coined by Melford Spiro 1970. 
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They have all come to this assembly. 
In an instant as clouds gather 
All defilements do not exist. 
This degenerate world abounds in 
mockery and suspicion. 
Engaging in evil that harms pure acts. 

Why do we not recognize well 
That distress destroys dignified demeanor? 
[That] all are endowed with perversions 
.A.nd slander the right Law? 
[They] revile the holy saints 

[And] delusorily attach [themselves] to 
nihilistic and etemalist views; 
[They] commit the ten unsalutary actions 

Not abhorring retributive suffering in the 
future lives. 
[They] thwart the teaching of the Three 
Vehicles, 
[And] flatteries drive [them] toward the 
unfortunate paths [of rebirth]. 
Ignorance obstructs their eyes, 
[And they are] greedy, envious, mostly 
debauched and hypocritical. 
How to turn the wheel of the Law 
[And] release them from all their flatteries? 
Afflictions are like possessing the vajra. 
How to break them and cause them to depart? 
How to be able to maintain 
Endurance that can be accommodating? 
Never has there been such an assembly 
Allowing me to meet the World-General. 
Nowhere has there ever been seen 
A great multitude like this— 
Complete with the practice of dhuta. 
And having practiced for a long time the 
way oibodhi. 
How [can one], in this place. 
Attain buddhahood and tum the wheel 
of the Law?" -^ 

All have come to the same assembly. 
I have never seen such a multitude 
[So] free of various delusions. 
Why in this buddhaland 
Do delusions and evil harm the pure and salutary? 
[Why do living beings] distance [themselves] 
from what is wise 
[And] dwell together with those who engage in 
evil deeds? 
[They] mostly commit crimes without limit 
And slander the correct Law. 
[They] destroy the saints and give rise to negative 
views 
[And] delusorily expound nihilistic and 
etemalist theses. 
[They] possess and commit the ten unsalutary 
actions 
Not abhorring retributive suffering in the future 
lives. 
[They are] mostly distant from the Three Vehicles. 

[And] odorous habits drive [them] toward the 
unfortunate paths [of rebirth]. 
Ignorance obstructs their eyes, 
[And they are] greedy, envious, mostly debauched 
and deceitful. 
How to tum the [dharma] wheel of the Buddha 
[And] liberate this kind of being? 
How to break the continuity [of their acts] 
[When] their afflictions are like vajra? 
How to be able to maintain 
The effect that can thus endure? 
Today I see the Guiding Teacher 
A great assembly [like this] is extremely rare. 
Nowhere else has there ever been seen 
Possession of such a mass of merits. 
Endowed with numerous merits 
Diligently cultivating the way of bodhi. 

How, in a place of foolish beings. 
Is it possible to set into motion the [dharma] of 
wheel of the Buddha?""* 

This passage not only reinforces previous themes, but also introduces a new leitmotif. 

that of Dizang's emulation of the Buddha Sakyamuni. Dizang is thus cast in the role of 

one following the footsteps of the Buddha to propagate the Buddhist teachings in this 

"^chopen (1978), 271-275. 

"^410:l3.687al9-b9. 
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very degenerate world of our times. This sets the tone for all subsequent developments of 

Dizang's role in the Buddhist pantheon. Whatever innovations and modifications are 

introduced into the image of Dizang, he always remains the Bodhisattva who has an 

intimate relation with this very world-system of the Buddha Sakyamuni in which we live. 

The remaining portion of the text, centered on the teaching of the ten wheels of 

action, offers no new information on Dizang Bodhisattva. In Chapters 3 and 4, the text 

sets forth the ten wheels which the tathagata utilized to propagate the Dharma in the 

degenerate world, further comparing these wheels with those of the cakravartin king. 

Chapter 5, in contrast, enumerates the "ten unsalutary wheels" along with sets 

of related moral infractions. Chapter 6 condemns those candala rulers who do not 

support the religion or the monastic institution and, moreover, assures the divine protection 

of true ksatriya rulers who support Buddhist teachings. This chapter further exalts the 

merits of the monastic vocation and admonishes rulers against corporal punishment of 

monks, prohibiting state intervention even in the cases of monks who violate precepts. 

Chapter 7 delivers themes similar to the previous chapters, where the supremacy of the 

monastic vocation is again emphasized. Chapter 8 outlines the ten wheels of \hciravakas. 

while Chapter 9 elaborates upon the ten wheels of the bodhisattva. The remaining 

chapters (10-15) respectively delineate the six perfections of the bodhisattva (that is. 

giving, morality, patience, diligence, concentration, and wisdom). 

The core text is perhaps most interesting for its socio-political undercurrents. The 

rhetoric is strongly polemical and explicitly elevates the monastic vocation, particularly 

arguing for monastic exemption from any form of state regulation. Some of the most 

persuasive arguments are presented through analogies or parables: the Buddhist monk is 

"•^4Il;I3.728b7-26. 
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compared to "the withered campaka that surpasses all other flowers";"^ elsewhere is the 

tale of the hunters disguising themselves in monastic robes to acquire the tusks of an 

elephant king who. out of respect for their robes, acquiesced to their request."^ A third 

story relates how a convict, sentenced to be devoured by malignant raksas. put on monastic 

robes to avert his fate and the raksas seeing his robes not only left him unharmed but 

even took refuge under him."' The most startling argument is perhaps the declaration 

that if one harbors ill intention toward the monastic community, it is no different from 

having plotted against all the Buddhas of the three times."® Throughout the text, the 

image of the monk who has "shaved his head and donned the kasdyd" 

recurs, driving home the point that the very appearance of the monk is meritorious in 

itself, regardless of whether he observes the precepts or not. This emphasis on the 

monastic appearance in the core text coincides with the iconography of Dizang Bodhisattva 

as a monk that occurs in the prefatory section of the scripture. Was this coincidence an 

intentional element integral to the discourse of the scripture? As will be shown next, this 

insistence on the supremacy of the monastic vocation also appears in the Xiimizang fen. 

Xumizangfen ("Section on the Receptacle of Sumeru") 

The Xiimizang fen, said to be translated in 559 by Narendrayasas, is collected in 

the MahdvaipulyasaTmipatasiitra (Da fangdeng daji jing), a work compiled in China. 

Comprising four chapters, the text opens by extolling the bodhisattva's mastery of the 

"^410:13.694b24. 

"^410:13.697cn-698al7. 

"'T410:13.698b6-699a25. 

"^410:13.703cl7-20. 

"^410:I3.705b4. 
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dhyana pdramita (the perfection of concentration), describing how the bodhisattva variously 

benefits living beings while engaged in the states of concentration. Chapters 3 and 4 

describe concern for widespread cosmic disorders, and further show various divinities 

preaching a repertoire of dhdrants to ward off all kinds of catastrophes. Dizang Bodhisattva 

appears in chapters 2, 3. and 4 in connection with the practice of ihcdhyMa pdramita and 

dharaiu recitation. 

Chapter 2 briefly invokes the Bodhisattva Mahasattva Dizang in its discussion of 

the bodhisattva practice of the dhyana pdramita. Dizang is supposed to have mastered 

\hcsatnddhi of [the realization that] all dharmas are empty and lacking linguistic designations 

—Except for this brief mention, the discourse of the first two 

chapters refers to the "bodhisattva" as a generic figure in relation to the practice of 

dhyana pdramitd. which leads one to wonder whether or not this brief mention of Dizang 

Bodhisattva was a later interpolation. The figure of Dizang is basically interposed onto a 

long segment of discourse presenting the bodhisattva in the role of "wonder-worker."'"' 

The very attainment of dhydna pdramitd enables a bodhisattva to roam freely, during 

states of meditative concentration, through an array of buddhalands paying homage to the 

Buddhas and performing miraculous feats benefiting living beings. This thaumaturgical 

role is part of the standard characterization of the bodhisattva elaborated in Mahayana 

literature.'" The image of the bodhisattva benefiting beings in states of concentration is 

strongly reminiscent of similar passages in the Shilun jing which speak of Dizang entering 

"'^397:13.384all. 

'"'On the bodhisattva as a "wonder-worker," see Gomez (1977), 221-261. 

'"^ee the discussion by Gomez (1977), 221-261. 
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into a range of samadhi each dawn in order to alleviate sufferings and benefit living 

beings in an array of buddhalands.'^ TheXum/za/ig/en describes the event as follows: 

This bodhisattva, if he desires to enter into this samadhi to mature living beings 
through the power of merits and wisdom, at that time, and for that reason, must 
first utter this vow: "Until I arise from samadhi, during this duration of time, I 
wish to enable all the living beings of this country, this realm, and all under the 
four heavens, and this buddha world to possess the requisites of livelihood as 
they need ...food, clothing, bedding, necklaces and ornamental objects, gardens. 
forests, houses, dwellings, figures and forms, proportionate limbs, lovely sound. 
smell, taste, touch, and so forth: let [them] witness these things." .At this time 
the bodhisattva will then enter into this samadhi. After that, according to its 
duration, the living beings of this buddha world and all under the four heaven.will 
then procure the above stated requisites according to exigencies. 

The figure of Dizang appears again in chapter 3 of the Xumizang fen, this time as 

one of the principal interlocutors. In this chapter. Sri Devi first questions Dizang 

on the means by which to convert living beings in a time when various classes of 

wrathful creatures are causing widespread havoc in the form of unseasonal winds and 

rains, assaults of calamities, destruction of agricultural crops, and the poisoning of the 

atmosphere: 

Today, for my sake, you should arouse the great compassionate mind toward all 
under the four heavens and contemplate with your wisdom how to be able to 
bring about the subjugation of all venomous nagas, yaksas, raksas, asuras, 
khumbandas, pretas, pi/acdh, katapiitanas, and other malignant demons under 
the four heavens, [so that] winds and rains shall follow the seasons; moisture and 
dryness will be moderated; the falls will be substantive and sumptuous; the 
winters gentle and calm. By means of this causal condition, the savor of the 
earth will be caused to increase its strength, as well as the fragrance of its 
smell. 

Dizang then exhorts Sri Devi to request the Buddha for the "Dharani of the Palace of the 

Muni of Waters and Winds" The Buddha accedes to her request and 

'"iVorthern Liang version, T410:13.683a20-684a7; Xuanzang's translation. 
T4Il:13.723b9-724b22. 

'-•1'397:13.384al2-22. 

'^397:13.386b9-17. 
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teaches this dharantio quell cosmic disturbances, and then, with the Buddha's permission, 

Dizang also delivers adhdranf teaching known as the " Great DharanI That Sharpens the 

Knife" linking it to the Shilun jing which, as previously pointed out. also 

endows Dizang with adharanf ihal is especially potent in the times of chaos. 

Dizang appears again as a minor actor in Chapter 4 of the Xumizang fen. This 

chapter discusses similar anxieties concerning how to free the world from natural 

catastrophes caused by vicious/iJgas:'*^ 

They [the mgas] frequently bring about unseasonal chills, heat, malignant clouds, 
stormy rains, droughts and floods, which unmoderated will harm living beings, as 
well as the five grains, sprouts, stems, branches, leaves, flowers, fruits, and 
medicinal grasses. 

The main figure in this chapter is Xumizang, also known as "Naga Rsi Bodhisattva 

Mahasattva" who had in the past undertaken a profound vow to 

convert all ndgas. Questioned by the Buddha on the means to eliminate the unsalutary 

actions of diverse kinds of malevolent ndgas, and ensure the welfare of living beings. 

Xumizang describes how he will go to the palace of the ndgas where he will enter into a 

meditative concentration, in the duration of which he will subdue all the ndgas who will 

henceforth cease to inflict the world with cascades of natural calamities. Xumizang 

further promises to deliver from perils those beings who will invoke his name ordhdranf.^''* 

'•'The Chinese term long i| is usually translated as "dragon," a mythical animal normally 
taken to be auspicious in the Chinese culture. However, the Indian equivalent, naga, is more 
frequently translated as serpent. 

•-^T397;13.388b8-I0. 

'-'^397:13.388b24. 

'-^397:l3.388b25-cI8. 
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Following his example, each Naga King then vows to protect those regions where the 

observance of precepts flourishes and to destroy those recalcitrant ndgas who persist to 

thwart the people with calamities. The Naga Kings then presents their respective dharanf 

teachings to the assembly.'^" Other Buddhist divinities too, including Dizang Bodhisattva. 

too stepped forward to presentteachings to benefit living beings. 

At that time the Bodhisattva Mahasattva Dizang puts his palms together and 
prostrates to the Buddha, saying, "World-Honored, I possess the liberating 
supramundane powers of all the samadhis. Today I too wish to preach the 
"Method of the Banner and Staff Dharanf If a person hears with 
his or her ear this dharanf. it can eliminate all diseases of the ear. So will all the 
maladies of greed, hatred, ignorance, and other afflictions [be eradicated]. Should 
they not be completely destroyed, they can be reduced or diluted 

Besides Dizang, other bodhisattvas like Aksayamati, Manjusri, Maitreya. and 

Avalokitesvara also similarly preached their special dhdrants to the assembly. 

What is most interesting about chapter 4 lies not so much in its presentation of the 

figure of Dizang, which is cast in the standard rhetoric of bodhisattva literature, but in its 

advocation of themes which are found also in ihc Shilun jing. Themes like the e.xaltation 

of the monastic vocation and an explicit concern for the ideal church-state relation are 

reiterated in the speech attributed to one of the Naga Kings. The text promises supernatural 

protection to good rulers who uphold Buddhist teachings and support the Buddhist monastic 

community: 

Virtuous Bhagavan, in the country where the Buddha's disciples,/r^a/feas, and 
bodhisattvas, and their communities of devotees and kins reside, all ndgas and 
great ndgas who belong to or are dependent on me—be they bom from the 
womb, egg, moisture, or through transformatory birth—shall look upon [the 
Buddhists] with compassionate minds, without a mind of animosity or malice, 
[but] shall rest on a mind of peaceful equanimity. Moreover, [we shall] trust and 

'^<Y397:13.389a20-391a2. 

'''T397:13.39lbl2-16. 
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protect that person who, becoming king of that country, dwells with a heart of 
pure faith in the Buddhist teachings, protects the Buddhist teachings, and does 
not. on account of the freedom of noble rank, become arrogant and destroy the 
Buddhist teachings. Neither should he distress monks, nuns, laymen, laywomen, 
nor all those who follow the Buddha and renounce lay life, whether futed to the 
task or not. and who shave off beard and hair, and don the kasdya. If in this 
country, there are other living beings who form hatred against the Buddhist 
teachings, the king should intervene and regulate [accordingly]. Again, in that 
country ... if there is a cooperative wise great minister, [who] unites [with the 
king] as one heart to regulate together the affairs of the country ... This ksatriya 
king protects well the land of his country. All disputes and perturbations within 
the country should be [treated] as stated previously. The other Naga Kings and 1 
will each decree to our relatives [our intention] not to engender transformatory 
calamities.'^" 

The text then proceeds to establish the supremacy of the monastic vocation by enumerating 

the wondrous qualities of the monastic garments: 

This dyed kasdya robe has been frequently empowered by all the Buddhas of the 
past. This kasdya is then the seed of all bodhisattvas and the proper path that 
leads toward nirvana. So, too, it is the steel knife that can cut off afflictions, and 
is thus the seed of nirvana. So too it is a luminous lamp for those who have 
strayed away from the path. It is also the medicine that will eliminate illness. It 
is like a fierce wind blowing at the clouds of ignorance. So it is a crutch for those 
desiring to travel on treacherous roads, a medication for nausea that can cause the 
poison of afflictions to be spit out. Then it is the vajra that crush the animosity of 
asuras. Then it is the precious storehouse of salutary dharmas. It is like clear 
calm water that can wash away the stains of sins. Contemplating all dharma just 
like a bright mirror, it can collect scattered thoughts like a net. It can hold 
dhydna concentration just like a jewelled satchel. It is like the great earth that can 
produce the various pdramitd. It should be worn at the summit like a luminous 
pearl in the hairdress. It can hold forbearance just like a house. Then it is an 
undefiled vessel holding the practice of the ten bhiimi. It obstructs the various 
heterodoxies just like the suburbs. Then it is the excellent remedy that cures the 
malady of afflictions. To all practitioners, it is like Mount Sumeru. It eliminates 
the steam of afflictions just like the luminous moon. It eliminates the darkness of 
heterodox views just like the pure sun. It serves as a storehouse of wisdom like 
the vast sea. With regard to the bodhi factors, it is just like a floral garland. With 
regard to all knowledges, it is like a good vase. All Buddhas protect it just like a 
wish-fulfilling jewel (cintdmani). Moreover, this kasdya is protected by all the 
Buddhas 

The passage then concludes by predicting the widespread collapse of cosmic order in 

those regions where wicked rulers destroy Buddhist teachings and intervene in the affairs 

"^97:13.389a21-b6 

''T397;13.389b6-b20. 
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of the Buddhist community by imposing taxation and other state regulations. It insists 

that the evil ways of these wicked rulers certainly arouse the wrath of semi-mythical 

beings and supernatural spirits who will wreak mischief throughout the lands. However, 

the wicked kings should ultimately be the ones responsible for causing such cosmic 

breakdown. This long passage thus sets forth a paradigm for the proper rule of a 

Buddhist country that will receive divine sanction. Divine retribution is. moreover, 

promised to cruel kings who do not observe proper relations with the Buddhist clergy: 

such neglect will not only alienate the Buddhist divinities who will no longer protect the 

land of the evil ruler, but will moreover incur the rage of semi-mythical creatures and 

spirits who will then wreak havoc throughout the land of such a king. As in the Sliilun 

jing. the reader is left with no doubt that the very appearance of the shaved head and the 

kasdyci robe qualifies for respect, whether or not the monk's behavior remains true to his 

vocation. 

In summary, the characterization of Dizang in the Xumizang fen lacks unique 

characteristics that might readily set him apart from other great bodhisattvas. This 

portrayal of Dizang obviously derives from stock descriptions of the bodhisattva; like 

most of the highly accomplished bodhisattvas, Dizang is skilled in magical transformations 

attained through the powers of concentration; he possesses a special dhdrani that can 

ward off misfortunes and bring happiness to incanters—characteristics also present in the 

Shilun jing. Interestingly, both the Xumizang fen and the Shilun jing juxtapose their 

depictions of the figure of Dizang with a discussion emphasizing monastic privileges in 

relation to the state. It might therefore be worthwhile to further explore this curious 

similarity between the two earliest textual representations of Dizang, as it may reveal the 

socio-political milieu which defined the figure of Dizang in the medieval Chinese Buddhist 

context. 
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The Intellectual Milieu of the Two Scriptures: 
Church-State Relations and the Decline Tradition 

To unravel the significance of the emphasis on the monastic vocation in both the 

Shilun jing and Xumizang fen, it is crucial to locate the two scriptures within larger 

religious trends flourishing in the Buddhist intellectual milieu of fifth- and sixth-century 

China. In that period, China was politically divided into two regions, with the north 

under the foreign government of non-Chinese autocrats and the south under Chinese 

rulers and their courts of aristocrats. North and south parted ways not only in socio-political 

development, but also in the trends of Buddhist development. Broadly speaking, in 

contrast to the focus on Prajna literature and Buddhist metaphysics in the north, the south 

tended to focus on the meditation {dhyana) tradition, vinaya development, and the 

development of thaumaturgic powers. Significantly, both the Shilun jing and Xumizang 

fen appeared in Northern China, and despite the lapse of more than a century between 

them, showed prominent continuities in thematic developments that mirrored larger religious 

trends in the Northern Chinese Buddhist milieu of that period. 

The Shilun jing is traditionally dated to the Northern Liang (397-439). 

Geographically, the Northern Liang had control of the region through which Buddhism 

entered via the overland route. Their territories included Dunhuang, a strategic crosspoint 

of the northern and southern routes across Central Asia that served as a station post for 

traveling missionaries and traders entering China. This geographical placement meant 

that the Northern Liang was at the fountainhead of the incessant influx of new Buddhist 

developments entering China from Central Asia. A pillar in Northern Liang Buddhism 

was the Central Asian translator monk, Dharmaksema (385-433), who served as 

the royal advisor to the Northern Liang court during the reign of Juqu Mengxun '&MW. 
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M (r. 401-433).'^'* Significantly, the works of Dhaimaksema echoed certain concerns 

related to those found in the Shilun jing. Dhannak%ma played a role in the introduction 

of the decline tradition that would culminate in the Chinese Buddhist development of the 

concept of niofa 5k?£ (final Dharma). He was credited with translating two major works 

of the decline tradition, the Mahaparinirvana Sutra {Da panniepan jing and 

the Beihua jing ("The Scripture of the Compassionate [Lotus] Flower"). The 

Beihua jing in particular has important parallels with the Shilun jing. 

Scattered throughout the Beihua jing are references to the five turbulences {wuzhuo 

HWi), a concept that contributed significantly to the Chinese development of the decline 

tradition and that also appears in the Shilun jing. As utilized in the Beihua jing. the age 

of the five turbulences (the turbulences of the aeon, viewpoints, afflictions, living beings. 

and lifespan) was precisely during the time that the Buddha Sakyamuni lived.This 

understanding of the five turbulent eras was also found in Mahayana scriptures like the 

Amitabha pure land scriptures and the Lotus Sutra, which were translated into Chinese 

before or approximately during the same period. In the Shilun jing, Dizang Bodhisattva 

is said to assist living beings in attaining spiritual liberation precisely during the "five 

turbulent evil eras" Traced to the earliest strata of Indian Buddhist literature." 

'"'^Northern Liang Buddhism is unfortunately little studied; but a brief discussion of 
Northern Liane Buddhism is included in a survey of the culture of the Five Liang Dynasties in 
Zhao (1989). 79-85. 

'•¥or instance, T157:3.226bl 1, 226b29. 

''^410:l3.681cl0, 683c24. 

'^^Forebodings of the extirpation of the Buddhist teachings are already found in the 
Nikava or Agama scriptures. For examples, see Hubbard (1986). 15-24; cf. also Chappell 
(1980), 124-127. 
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forebodings of the eventual extinction of the Buddhist teachings not only intensified in 

the course of the transmission from India via Central Asia, but particularly struck a 

profound chord in fourth- to sixth-century China, caught as it was in a prolonged epoch 

of political disunity and incessant warfare, with considerable portions of its territories 

under foreign rule. Both the Beihua jitig and the Shilun jing thus reflect a juncture in the 

history of Chinese Buddhism before the key Chinese concepts of the decline tradition 

were definitively articulated and systematized by key Chinese Buddhist thinkers in the 

sixth century. 

In addition, the Beihua jing, like the Shilun jing. also highlights the merits of the 

monk's luisaya robe.'^® Exaltation of the monk's kasdya robe can be detected already in 

the early strata of Indian literature, especially in the vinaya writings, but also in the 

Agama and early Mahayana scriptures. However, in the Chinese Buddhist setting, the 

supremacy of the kasdya robe became related to another controversy that appeared early 

in the history of Chinese Buddhism—that is, the problem of establishing the proper 

church-state relations. A theme already present in the Indian Buddhist tradition, church-state 

relations took an important turn of development in the early Chinese Buddhist context. 

Whereas the Indian tradition had always hypostatized the autonomy of the religious 

community and its exemption from state regulation, the power of the sovereign in the 

Chinese tradition was regarded as deriving from a transmundane source of authority. 

'^®Thus \he. Beihua jing enumerates the following five virtues of the monk's kdsaya robe: 
(1) it is said that on account of wearing the robe, even those who have committed serious 
infractions (pdrdjika) or fallen into erroneous views, may give rise to a respectful attitude and 
honor the Three Jewels, and thus obtain the prediction of attaining the Buddhahood {vydkarana) 
of the Three Vehicles; (2) if gods, dragons, human beings, andyaksas obtain but a small piece of 
this kdsaya robe, they will procure abundant food and drink; (4) in the midst of conflict among 
living beings, the thought of the robe can give rise to the mind of compassion; (5) on the battle 
field, if one takes a small piece of this robe and pays respect to it, one will definitely emerge 
victorious over others. See T157:3.220a 11-b2. 
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referred to as Heaven. The Chinese sovereign, in other words, possessed absolute power 

invested in him by an otherworldly source. The claim of the sarigha to autonomy 

inadvertently posed a threat to this absolute authority of the Chinese sovereign. Tensions 

in Chinese church-state relations appeared early from the outset of the transmission of 

Buddhism into China. In the south, with the support of court aristocrats. Chinese Buddhists 

were evidently able to openly debate the controversy over the privileges of the sarigha. 

In this regard, an important document is the famous memorial entitled Shamen bujing 

wangzhe liin ("Treatise on the iramana not having to bow to the ruler") 

composed in 404 by the Southern Chinese gentleman monk. Huiyuan (344-416).'"^ 

In his defense of monastic privileges, Huiyuan already highlighted the significance of 

monastic garments in relation to the separation of church and state: 

Moreover, the kJsdya is not a garment (fit to be worn) at an imperial audience; 
the patra is not a vessel (fit to be used) in the palace. Soldiers and civilians 
[must] have a different appearance; foreigners and Chinese must not mix. If [the 
monastic rules of] people who shave their heads and mutilate their bodies become 
mingled with the Rites of China, this is a sign of the mutual interference of 
different species, something which makes me feel uneasy 

In the north, however. Central Asian Buddhist missionaries such as Fotudeng ^ 

and Dharmaksema of the Northern Liang were all directly deployed in the service 

of the courts. Governed as they were by autocratic non-Chinese tribal rulers, northern 

Chinese Buddhist proponents of that time, unlike their southern counterparts, could not 

have explicitly challenged the non-Chinese autocrat's authority by openly petitioning for 

the rights of the sarigha. Nonetheless advocacy of monastic exemption from state regulation 

'"'An important document in the early history of Chinese Buddhism, this treatise has been 
translated into English by Hurvitz (1957), 2-36. For further discussion of the church-state relations 
in this period of early Chinese Buddhism, see Ziircher (1972), 231-239. 

'^Hongming ji T2102:52.84a24-27. trans. Zurcher (1972). 259. 
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was voiced in several Buddhist scriptures circulating in the north. Nattier suggests that 

this kind of scriptural discourse was in fact a veiled argumentation for the rights of the 

sangha that was necessitated by the political conditions in fourth- and fifth-century North 

China.'"" As previously pointed out, the Shiliin jing repeatedly voiced stem admonitions 

against state intervention in sangha matters, articulated in the course of a lengthy exposition 

that contrasted the ideaJ rulership of the cakravartin with the despotism of the wicked 

candala r u l e r . T h e  Shilun jing, moreover, highlighted the very kasaya robes that 

distinguished the monastic from the laity. As pointed out previously, the text utilized a 

range of analogies and anecdotal stories to exalt the monk's kasaya robes as an object 

worthy of supreme veneration. 

In the interval before the appearance of the Xumizang jing in the middle of the 

sixth century, the anticipation of the demise of the Buddhist teachings had further evolved 

at an accelerating momentum. The term moshi had previously entered Chinese 

Buddhist discourse as a translation of paicimakala (latter age),'^^ which refers to the 

period of spiritual decline after the Buddha's departure.'"" In early pre-Buddhist Chinese 

usage, moshi, had the strong connotation of a final age of utmost evil and decadence, 

characteristically associated with the corrupt rule of wicked last descendents of legendary 

Chinese dynasties.Not surprisingly, the Chinese Buddhist audience attached strong 

'•"Nattier (1991), 129, footnote 26. 

"^410:I3.687al9-b9. 

usage was introduced by the Central Asian translator Dharmaraksa (226-313). 

""fattier (1991), 117. 

'"'^or examples of this pre-Buddhist usage, see entry on moshi in Morohashi (1955-1960). 
vol. 6, 5736b, no. 14420.81. 
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political overtones to the term moshi, which were absent in the Indian usage of pa^cimakala. 

Imperial patronage, best exemplified by the state sponsorship of the Northern Wei (386-

534),'^ frequently triggered ostentatious accumulation of material wealth in Buddhist 

monasteries and generated widespread corruption of the sangha. To the Chinese Buddhist 

audience, these prevailing conditions inadvertently resonated with the apocalyptic 

pronouncements increasingly trickling into the Chinese milieu, especially the forewamings 

of the growing riches and laxity of the sangha as one indicator of the approaching end of 

the Buddhist religion. On his arrival in 556 in the Northern Qi itW capital of Ye ^ (in 

Henan), Narendrayasas encountered a widespread heightened anticipation of the 

approaching demise of the religion in the north. Significantly, Narendrayasas himself 

had lived through the socio-political chaos of the fifth-century invasion of Northwest 

India and Kashmir by the Central Asian power known as the Hephthalites. Not surprisingly. 

those texts from the Mahdsaninipdta collection attributed to Narendrayasas frequently 

invoke similar moods of cosmic turbulence engendered in the reigns of cruel kings. 

These portrayals in part reflected the political reality of fifth-century Northwest Buddhist 

India and Central Asia. Moreover, until his death in 589, Narendrayasas was active 

mostly during the period of extreme socio-political turmoil just before the Sui unification 

of China in 589. He witnessed the extensive devastation issuing from the state proscription 

of Buddhism in 574 decreed by Emperor Wu (560-578) of the Northern Zhou j-t®:' 

'•^Another later exemplar would be Liang Wuti (r. 502-549), the Chinese emperor 
most celebrated for his generous patronage of the Buddhist religion. One famous anecdote relates 
how this pious donor, unsatisfied with the material gifts he endowed to the Buddhist monasteries, 
decided to present himself as a gift to a Buddhist monastery. Consequently, his ministers were 
forced to redeem the emperor through state funds. The first instance was said to occur in 528. 
and the emperor again renewed the practice in 546 and 547. On Emperor Wu of the Liang 
(502-557) and his patronage of Buddhism, see Ch'en (1964), 124-128. 
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(557-581). The harsh blows afflicted by state persecution had lasting repercussions on 

the Buddhist community, one of which was the intensification of the conviction that 

Chinese Buddhists were entering into the very dreaded epoch of the end of the teachings 

prophesied in numerous Buddhist scriptures. 

It is important to note that the diversified developments in the decline tradition 

flourishing in the sixth-century Chinese intellectual milieu very likely seeped into 

Narendrayasas' translations. Texts like the Suryagarbhamtra {Rizang fen) and 

Candragarbhasiitra {Yuezang fen), which he translated in 589 during the aftermath of the 

Northern Zhou persecution, contain strong pronouncements of the decline of the Buddhist 

teachings. The Xumizang fen is believed to have been translated earlier in 559. that is, 

shortly after his arrival in Northern Qi and prior to the Northern Zhou repression in 574. 

At that juncture, the north was still under non-Chinese rule, and Narendrayasas, newly 

arrived, was probably not too familiar as yet with Chinese developments of the decline 

tradition. Perhaps for these reasons, the Xumizang fen expresses the imminent religious 

crisis in terms of a collapse of the ecosystem, and focuses on the repeated assaults of 

natural catastrophes unleashed by wrathful spirits on account of the king's action or lack 

of action. This presentation, of course, has roots going back to pre-Chinese Buddhist 

cultures, and is prominent for instance in the Central Asian scripture SuvarnabhdsottcimaJ'^ 

'•*^For example, the Suvarnabhdsotlamasutra, a Central Asian text which dates to no later 
than the early fifth century, ascribes natural disorders to bad rulership in the following manner; 

The chief gods are wrathful in the dwellings of the Thirty-three [heavens] when a 
king overlooks an evil deed in his region. His region is smitten with dreadful. 
most terrible acts of wickedness, and his realm is destroyed on the arrival of a 
foreign army Unfavorable winds will blow; unfavorable showers of rain 
(will fall); unfavorable (will be) planets and asterisms, likewise moon and sun. 
Crop, flower, fmit and seed will not properly ripen. Famine will arise there 
where the king is neglectful. ... Through the anger of the gods his region will 
perish. There will be destruction by the weapon in the region where there is 
lawlessness. Wicked deeds, quarrels, diseases will arise .... (T663:16.347b2I-
348a25. trans. Emmerick, 1970, 59). 
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The Xiunizang fen, however, contains one passage which explicitly refers to the destruction 

of the religion and the Buddhist community through the enforcement of state regulation: 

Moreover, this kasaya is protected by all the Buddhas ... For this reason, Bhagavan. 
should a cruel ksatriya king destroy the Dharma, vex monks and nuns (including 
those fitted or unfitted to the task) who have followed the Buddha and renounced 
the lay life, or if he regulates and punishes their bodies, ta.xes their properties, 
and even takes away their lives—for these reasons, the devas. yaksas. asuras. 
kumbhandas in that country will give rise to a wrathful mind toward all thai 
belong to the ksatriya king, and will cause to arise in his country disputes, the 
peril of famine, epidemic diseases, battles of weapons and soldiers, unseasonal 
wind, rain, drought, chill, and heat, ruining the five grains, seeds, sprouts, stems, 
branches, leaves, flowers, fruits, medicine, and smells. This is not the fault of the 
nagas. These various nagas are themselves actually not guilty, [but they] have 
unluckily assumed the bad reputation.''*® 

This passage attributes universal chaos to despotic rule that opposed the Buddhist religion 

and regulated the affairs of the sarigha. This state intervention, in tum, unleashed the 

relentless fury of semi-mythical beings, causing social and natural upheavals throughout 

the kingdom. Like the Shilun jing, the Xumizang fen unabashedly prioritizes the monastic 

vocation and forewarns that any state regulation of the monastic community will ultimately 

bring about the undoing of the ruler and his country. The kasaya robe is eulogized 

through a series of similes that highlights its encompassing virtues. Quite a few of the 

scriptures translated by Narendraya^ also reiterate the symbolic and soteriological 

significance of the kasdya robe. In this vein, the Dabei jing:K^B.ir& (Scripture of Great 

Compassion), another work by Narendrayasas, states that even monks who violate their 

monastic livelihood, as long as they still wear the monastic garments, will attain nirvana 

under one of the future Buddhas between the next Buddha Maitreya and the last Buddha 

The Suvarnabhdsonamasutra, however, makes no allusion to the theme of excessive state control 
of religion and it does not elevate the status of the monastic vocation. 

'•'®T397:13.389b21-cl. 
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Vairocana.'"*^ In the previously-mentioned Yuezang fen (the Chinese rendition of the 

Candragarbhastltra), it is stated that those who shave their hair and put on monastic 

robes, even if they have not accepted precepts or have violated them, can bring a great 

stock of merit to anyone who watches over their needs.'^° The Yuezang fen again forewarns 

that those who harass, revile, or beat those who shave their heads and don the monastic 

garments will incur punitive retribution far greater than for the heinous sin of drawing the 

Buddha's blood.'^' The insistence on the symbolic and soteriological significance of the 

monastic robes as an argument for the rights of the monastic community was already 

discernible in fifth-century Northern Liang Buddhism. However, it is likely that between 

the fifth-century Northern Wei persecution of Buddhism and the Northern Zhou proscription 

in the late sixth century. Northern Chinese Buddhists were experiencing an escalating 

urgency to establish the rights of the monastic community and prevent the devastating 

effects of state regulation. Working in the second half of the sixth century, Narendraya^s' 

works likely reflected these larger religious and political tensions in Northern China. In 

this milieu, the previous argument on the virtues of the monastic robe was vigorously 

pursued and further elaborated upon in the Northern Chinese Buddhist context, perhaps 

in the hope of shielding the religious community from further prohibitive state measures 

against the religion. 

Part of the purpose of the rhetoric in ihe Xumizang fen (as with the other works) 

was to instill fear in rulers so that they would support and protect the Buddhist religion; 

if not out of faith, then out of the desire to ward off the wrath of supernatural beings and 

'"'^380:12.958a23-28. Another similar reference to the supremacy of the monastic robe 
is mentioned elsewhere in the same scripture in T380:12.955b28-c2. 

'^'Y397:13.354a26-c6. 

'^'T397:13.356al5-c7. 
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avert natural calamities. This form of rhetoric is also present in the fifth-century indigenous 

Chinese composition, the Renwang jing (The Scripture of Humane Kings), which 

promises state protection to those icings who devoutly observe this scripture, and predicts 

the withdrawal of supernatural blessings for those kings who reject this scripture.'^" 

Moreover, both the Xumizang fen and the Renwang jing crucially attribute the extinction 

of the Buddhist religion to excessive state regulation of the monastic community."' For 

Nattier, this trend of attributing the decline of the religion to excessive state regulation 

likely evolved in the Chinese development of the decline tradition.''^ In her comparative 

study of the variant recensions of the Candragarbhasiitra, Nattier noted that the exhortations 

to rulers not to punish those monks who do not faithfully adhere to the monastic rules are 

present only in the Chinese rendition.''^ Excessive state control (taxation, ordination 

'^^rzech (1998), 282-286. 

'"•^A passage from this Renwang jing has obvious parallels with the above cited excerpt 
from the Xumizang fen: 

After the five turbulent eras, bhikm, bhikmni, the four classes of disciples, the 
heavenly dragons and all of the eight-fold spirit-kings, the kings of states, the 
great officers, the heirs apparent and princes will be haughty [and hold themselves 
in] great esteem and extinguish and smash my Teaching. Openly making laws to 
control my disciples—the bhikm and bhiksunf—they will not permit people to 
leave the family to practice the Way. further they will not permit the making of 
Buddhist images or of Buddhist stupas. They will establish superintendents 
[tongguan] to regulate the community and will set up registration of monks. 
Bhikm will stand on the ground while white-robed [laymen occupy] high seats. 
Soldiers and slaves will be made bhiksu and receive preferential treatment while 
knowledgeable bhikm gather single-mindedly to befriend good bhiksu and hold 
vegetarian meetings to seek blessings as in heterodox teachings. All of this is 
contrary to my Teaching. You should know at that time that it will not be long 
before the Correct Teaching [zhengfa] is about to be extinguished. (T245;8.833bl7-
25; trans. Orzech, (1998), 287) 

The various references to the establishment of superintendents and the registration of monks 
mirrors the religio-political developments in fifth-century Northern Wei (Orzech, 1998, 112-115). 
Note that, like the Xumizang fen, this above passage from the Renwang jing also attributes the 
extinction of the Buddhist religion to an excessive state regulation of the monastic community. 

'^•^attier(1991), 129. 

'^^attier(1991), 185. 
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restrictions, and corporal punishment), she points out, was essentially a Chinese problem 

since Indian govemments, whether they patronized Buddhists or not, "were hardly known 

for harassing the Buddhist communities by overregulation."'^^ Nattier concluded that the 

concern with church-state relations was among the elements "added in a Chinese context, 

in response to Chinese circumstances."'" 

From this discussion, we can conclude that the Shilun jing and the Xumizang fen. 

whether or not they were composed in pre-Chinese Buddhist cultures, were certainly very 

much part of the religious trends evolving in Northern China during the socio-political 

chaos of the period of disunity (317-589). Themes relating to church-stale relation, the 

argument over the status of the monk's kasaya robe, as well as certain references to the 

decline of the religion, were all present in the Northern Liang version of the Shilun jing. 

By the time of the appearance of the Xumizang fen in the mid-sixth century, not only 

were these themes continuing to flourish, but they were often interwoven into a single 

rhetorical argument. Significantly, the trends embodied in the Shilun jing and the Xumizang 

fen have an obvious connection with the ̂ amana image of Dizang Bodhisattva appearing 

in the Shilun jing. Although the texts themselves do not associate the figure of Dizang 

''fattier (1991), 129. 

'"'Nattier (1991), 185. It is perhaps tempting to make similar conclusions about the 
Xumizang fen. Unfortunately, in the case of Xumizang fen, the dearth of variant versions rules out 
comparative textual study. In light of its close relationship with the Yuezang fen 
(Candragarbhasutra), it is possible that the Xumizang fen's exhortations against intervention in 
safigha affairs might also have been accreted during the translation process in the setting of 
fifth-century China. It is, however, equally important to note that the Xumizang fen reveals 
almost no other possible Chinese interpolative elements, except for the repetitive usage of the 
term, "five grains" 2^, which has a long history spanning back to pre-Han. or pre-Buddhist. 
China. However since this term is also fairly generic and frequently serves as the Chinese 
equivalent for cereals in general, it should not be counted as evidence for Chinese interpolation. 
(For instance, in the Chinese version of the Suvamabhasottamasutra or iheJin guangming jing 

the notion of "five grains" appears: 
mm T663:l6.346h6-S). 
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directly with church-state relations, the conception of the bodhisattva as SL^ramana would 

have obvious advantages under the political conditions in Northern China. This image 

must have been especially conducive to Buddhists in Northern China who would not 

have dared to publicly submit a memorial to the non-Chinese autocrats concerning the 

privileges of the monastic community. The elevation of the iramana into a bodhisattva 

would have fitted well into the larger trend of eulogizing the monastic robe and the larger 

effort to secure monastic exemption from state regulation. Hailed in the Shilun jing as 

the savior of the "five turbulent evil eras" Dizang Bodhisattva had natural 

affinities with the development of the decline tradition. Significantly, in the seventh-century 

(Tang) version, Dizang was further said to be the savior of "the five turbulent evil eras 

[in] the world without a Buddha" This explicit equation of the five 

turbulent eras with the buddhaless world evolved as part of the development in the 

decline tradition between the sixth and the seventh centuries. In the light of the state of 

evidence, it is difficult to ascertain whether or not the ^ramana iconography of Dizang 

and his specialized function in the five turbulent evil eras were conceived within the 

Northern Chinese Buddhist setting specifically to address the socio-political and religious 

concerns of those times. However, this image of Dizang certainly fit right into the 

religious intellectual environment of that period. 

The socio-political chaos of the sixth century, on the eve of the Sui unification of 

China, offered the fermentation ground that nurtured and catalyzed developments in the 

tradition of the disappearance of the Dharma.'^ To the early medieval Chinese Buddhists. 

'^®T4lO:13.681clO, 683c24. 

''^411:13.721cl7. 

'^n the above, I have only summarized the Buddhist intellectual climate of sixth-centur>' 
China, highlighting only those developments pertaining to my discussion. For an excellent 
overview of the intellectual climate of this period, see Gimello (1976), 93-137. 
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the collapse of socio-political and cosmic structures strongly signalled the advent of this 

unfortunate time of spiritual decadence. The pure land teacher, Daochuo (562-645). 

had stated that the medieval Chinese Buddhists were living "in the five turbulent eras 

during the era without a Buddha" This notion of the buddhaless 

world rapidly circulated alongside the notion that Chinese Buddhists were currently living 

in the desolate interval after the demise of Buddha Sakyamuni, but also ages before the 

advent of the Future Buddha Maitreya. The phrase "in the interval of the two sages" Z1 

was coined about this time, appearing, for instance, in a sixth-century inscription 

from Shansi.'^" The notion of the "buddhaless world" in the seventh-century translation 

of the Shiliin jing reflected these trends of development in the decline tradition. This 

apprehension of living in a time without the guidance of the holy ones incited an urgent 

soteriological dilemma; how was one to cultivate the Buddhist path in the light of the 

ethos of spiritual impotence prevailing in those days? The scriptural tradition, basing 

itself on a pre-Chinese (most likely Central Asian) formula, usually suggested the standard 

recourse of scripture recitation and dharanT incantation. In this vein, the Xumizang fen 

shows different Buddhist divinities (including Dizang) separately preaching their special 

dharanis to combat the ills of the chaotic ages. The previously-mentioned Renwang jing 

also espouses scripture recitation and depicts eight bodhisattvas preaching their respective 

dharams. By posing Dizang as the savior of the five turbulent eras, which is none other 

than the period of the buddhaless world, the seventh-century Shilun jing basically holds 

'^'T1958:47.12bI4-15. 

'^•^do Kyoshun points to the existence of this inscription at the base of a stone Buddha 
image carved in 549 by a lay Buddhist society of Dingxiang Prefecture in Shansi. The 
inscription and others of similar purport are cited in Tbdo (1962), 782-777. For other similar 
inscriptions at Longmen, see the list of inscriptions collected by Mizuno & Nagahiro (1941). 
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out Dizang Bodhisattva as the answer for the soteriological crisis that sixth- and seventh-

century Chinese Buddhists felt that they were encountering. 

Significantly, however, the soteriological imperative underlying the teaching of 

the decline of the Dharma also instigated major developments in the sixth-century Chinese 

milieu that fostered a range of soteriological formulations (outside of the scriptural tradition) 

by key Chinese Buddhist thinkers of that time. This formative milieu witnessed the 

inception of forms of Buddhist thought and practice, such as the pure land movement 

il. Sanjie jiao Tiantai and Huayan which qualified as genuinely 

"Chinese Buddhist developments" in so far as they had no counterparts in pre-Chinese 

developments. The pure land and Sanjie jiao movements in particular insisted that 

medieval Chinese Buddhists were actually living in the very abhorred era of the decline 

of the dharma. As will be evident from subsequent discussion in the next chapter, the 

figure of Dizang enjoyed a special relationship with the development of these two medieval 

Chinese Buddhist movements. The fact that the figure of Dizang was introduced at a 

time when Chinese Buddhists saw themselves as facing a soteriological crisis became a 

major theme in the medieval Chinese elaboration of the function and personality of this 

Bodhisattva. For this reason, the soteriological import of Dizang as the savior of the 

five turbulent evil eras" and "the world without buddha" would continuously resonate 

throughout much of the subsequent development of Dizang belief in medieval China. 
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Chapter 3 

Beginnings of Dizang Worship in Medieval China 

and the Role of the Sanjie jiao 

Knowledge of Ksitigarbha (Ti-lsang [= Dizang])'" was probably introduced to 
China around 400. but there is no evidence that Ti-tsang became an object of 
widespread devotion there until much later. An important stimulus for the popularity 
of faith in Ti-tsang's vows seems to have come from the San-chieh Chiao. or 
Sect of the Three Stages, a group that believed that various of the teachings of the 
Buddha were designed to be beneficial to each of three historical ages. Hsin-hsing 
(540-594), the founder of the sect, promoted the worship of Ti-tsang as appropriate 
to the present, the third and most evil of the three ages. Judging from the number 
and dates of images in the Buddhist caves at Lung-men, worship of Ti-tsang 
became popular among the aristocracy, in tandem with that of the Buddha Amitabha. 
from 650-700.'" 

The above quotation, extracted from an entry on Ksitigarbha (Dizang) in the Encyclopedia 

of Religion, offers a summarized version of typical scholarly accounts of Chinese 

development of Dizang belief. The attribution of the emergence of Dizang devotion in 

medieval China to the Sanjie jiao (Teaching of the Three Levels) movement can 

ultimately be traced to Yabuki Keiki (1927). A short-lived movement founded by Xinxing 

(Wfj (540-594),'" the Sanjie jiao evidently enjoyed great prosperity in the seventh and 

'^^ote that Ti-tsang is the Wade Giles transliteration for Dizang. 

'^Levering (1987), 392. 

'^^rom the extant sources, such as historical records (e.g. Xu gaoseng zhuan 
T2060.50.559cl8-560bl0) as well as epigraphical remains, a fairly detailed biography of Xinxing 
has been reconstructed by modem scholars. For the most recent account, see Nishimoto (1998) 
40-64. According to this biography, he was bom in 540 in the Wei Prefecture It was said 
that his mother conceived him in a dream in which a spirit gave her the baby. He was subsequently 
ordained as a monk in the Fazang Monastery in Xiang Prefecture . He practiced 
asceticism, wore little, and refrained from eating. Xiang Prefecture was at that time the capital of 
Eastern Wei and Northern Qi. When the Northern Qi was destroyed by Northern Zhou and 
Buddhism subsequently suffered severe persecution under the Northem Zhou, Xinxing retumed 
to lay life. But, in the first year of the kaihuang (i.e., 581), when the Sui Dynasty revived 
Buddhism, Xinxing was summoned to the capital where the Sanjie cloister was built 
inside the Zhenji Monastery In this monastery, Xinxing and his disciples devoted their 
times to promoting the Sanjie jiao teachings and to composing several works. Five other Sanjie 
cloisters were built within the capital: the Huadu Monastery the Guangming Monaster>' 
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eighth centuries before gradually vanishing from the Chinese religious landscape. 

Convinced that the dreaded epoch of the demise of Buddhist teachings had arrived. 

Xinxing. like other contemporary Buddhist leaders, was concerned with developing a 

soteriology that would enable himself and fellow Buddhist practitioners to work out their 

salvation during the abysmal period in Buddhist history.'^ Because its literary corpus 

was largely censored from the canon, the Sanjie jiao movement remained fairly unstudied 

until Yabuki's monumental study of the movement based on pieces of Sanjie jiao writings 

retrieved from Dunhuang and Japanese manuscript collections.'^' As part of his study. 

Yabuki called attention to a largely neglected connection between Dizang belief and the 

Sanjie jiao development.'®® His important finding has wielded such an enduring impact 

on modem scholarship that it is no exaggeration to say that it is a defining lens shaping 

all subsequent scholarly perceptions of the emergence of Dizang worship in medieval 

the Cimen Monastery the Huiri Monastery ^ 0 and the Hongshan Monastery' 
Xinxing died in 594, and, in accordance with the spirit of universal giving which he 

advocated, his remains were sent to and discarded on Mount Zhongnan for birds and 
animals to prey on. A stiipa. with a stele inscription, was subsequently erected at the base of that 
mountain to house his relics. The site rapidly became the burial grounds for his disciples, and 
Mount Zhongnan emerged as an important center in association with Sanjie jiao teachings. 
-Xinxing's most important disciples were Benji (562-632) and Sengyong (543-632). It 
was said that Xinxing had more than three hundred disciples, although only a few were known. 

'^he movement is named Sanjie jiao after the three levels of teachings it expounded: 
The first level, the teaching of One Vehicle —was directed at those beings who were 
capable of observing both moral discipline and right understanding; the second level, the teaching 
of the Three Vehicles was aimed at those beings who, although infringing the moral 
precepts, were still capable of right understanding; and, finally, the third level, the universal 
teaching of universal refuge was to be practiced in the time of spiritual corruption 
when not only moral precepts were violated, but only erroneous views of nihilism and etemalism 
prevailed in the society. 

'^'Since Yabuki (1927), other major studies of the Sanjie jiao have been undertaken. In 
western scholarship, James Hubbard (1986) undertook an unpublished dissertation study that was 
based substantively on Yabuki's earlier work. Also see Hubbard (1991. 1996) for his later 
writings on the Sanjie jiao. Most recently. Nishimoto (1998) offers a major new study of the 
Sanjie jiao that introduces manuscript discoveries after Yabuki's publication. 

'^^Yabuki devoted a chapter to investigating the link between the Sanjie jiao and Dizang 
belief; see Yabuki (1927), 638-658. 
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China."'' The significance of Yabuki's work, of course, cannot be understated. Yet. 

decades have passed since the publication of his research, and it is appropriate to reappraise 

the current explication of the Chinese development of Dizang worship so as to take 

account of new gleanings in the field of medieval Chinese Buddhism. As a preliminary 

enterprise, the aim of this chapter is to enlarge Yabuki's findings and to refine the picture 

of the seventh-century Chinese development of Dizang worship according to new research 

and fresh perspectives in the field. Toward this end. this chapter will first set forth the 

sources documenting the emergence of Dizang devotion, then review the evidence Yabuki 

utilized to argue for the link between Dizang belief and the Sanjie jiao development. 

Finally, it will introduce other sources revealed by more recent scholarship in the hope of 

further clarifying the emergence and development of Dizang worship in seventh-century 

China. 

Sources Regarding the 7th-Century Development of Dizang Devotion 

Early references to Dizang worship are found in Buddhist records written by 

prominent members of the medieval Chinese Buddhist clergy. The earliest extant references 

can be traced to the historical records composed by the renowned Vinaya Master Daoxuan 

58a (596-667). In his collection of biographical materials entitled gaoseng zhuan 

("Continued Biographies of Eminent Monks"),'~° a work first completed in 645 

that was continuously updated with new materials until 665,'^' Daoxuan records the 

efficacies of Dizang image(s) in the Shan Prefecture i^#l (in modem day Henan): 

The above asked: Of the divine pagodas presently erected in various prefectures, 
the two prefectures of Cao and Shan especially possess numerous auspicious 
omens. To whom are they attributed? Reply; For the Shan Prefecture, it is the 
Dizang Who Manifests a Tree for the Cao Prefecture, it is the Luminous 

'^^See, for instance, Hayami's treatment which explicitly cites Yabuki repeatedly (Hayami, 
1975, 32-34). 

'™See entry on the text in Chen (1983), 28-37. 
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Flower Akasagarbha 

Another of Daoxuan's works, the Shijia fangzhi (A Gazetteer of Sakya). a 

record of Buddhist geographical landmarks completed in 650. contains an early reference 

to Dizang worship. Following some edifying narratives recounting the salvific activities 

of Guanyin (Avalokitesvara), Daoxuan observes: 

From the times when the country was divided into the sixteen [states of] Jin #. 
Song 5fS. Liang Chen Wei Yan Qin Zhao four hundred 
years has passed. Those who [during this interval] have obtained salvation 
through Guanyin, Dizang, Maitreya and Amitabha, [by means of] invocation of 
names, recollection, and recitation, far exceeds written record. The accounts of 
biographies and catalogues are therefore inadequate.'^' 

From this passage, we learn that the standard practices of Buddhist cultic devotion in that 

period were the invocation of names as well as recollection and recitation It 

is important to note that, as the term nian was deployed in the mid-seventh century, it 

signified a broad range of practices from the deep meditations of buddha-recollection 

satrmdhi to the rote repetition of the name, adaptable to the nature and needs of the 

practitioner.'^"' Since the incantation of name is separately specified in the above passage, 

we can speculate that nian here, more likely, refers to a popularized form of devotional 

contemplation of the object of worship, which involves pious constant gazing at the 

image accompanied by some kind of oral recitation 

' 'For the textual history of the Xu gaoseng zhuan. see Foguang da cidian, vol. 7. 
6860b-c; Chen (1983), 28-33. 

"^060:50.668b29-c2. 

"^088:51.972b26-28. 

'""On the medieval Chinese usage of the term nianfo see Andrews (1993). 18-19. 
23-26. Note that Andrews correlates the practices of buddha-invocation and buddha-contemplation 
respectively with the distinction between lay and monastic practitioners—a reductionist correlation 
deriving from his attempt to differentiate between lay and monastic forms of pure land devotionalism. 
and to equate them respectively with popular and elite pure land practices. This is another 
misperception, previously highlighted in the introduction chapter of this study, based on the 
widespread scholarly tendency to equate "lay" with "popular," versus "monastic with "elite" 
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A similar record of the widespread cults of Guanyin, Dizang, Maitreya and Amitabha 

also appears in the Fayuan zhulin ("The Pearl Forest of the Dharma Grove"),'^ 

an encyclopedic anthology of scriptural passages and miracle stories completed in 668''^ 

by Daoshi (?-683),'^ a contemporary of Daoxuan. The Fayuan zhulin further dates 

these practices more precisely to 536 (Eastern Wei). In addition, the Fayuan zhulin 

records a popular practice (dated to 665) of copying an especially efficacious painting of 

Dizang, said to have been first drawn by the artist Zhang Sengyou Mfe ̂  in Yi Prefecture 

mM'1 (modem day Chengdu, Sichuan). It was believed that the painting and all its 

reduplications regularly emitted mysterious light. The entire anecdote is translated below; 

The painting of Dizang Bodhisattva at Faju Monaster>' in the suburbs of 
Yi Prefecture [modem day Chengdu, Sichuan], shows him seated with legs 
pendant on a wickerwork couch. The height [of the image] is 0.8 or 0.9 feet. 
The original icon had been painted by Zhang Sengyou In the seventh 
month of 665, a monk of that monastery made a painted copy that from time to 
time emitted a light like a ring of gold, exactly like the halo of the original. Copy 
after copy was produced thereafter, and all emitted light in similar fashion. In the 
eighth month of that year, it was decreed that one [copy] be submitted to the 
imperial palace for worship. At the present time the devotional paintings made 
by clerics and laity inside and outside the capital also all emit light; from this, 
we can leam how immeasurable is the Buddha's power.'^^ 

In addition to literary records, epigraphical and art sources from Longmen (to be discussed 

in chapter 5) further document the forging of Dizang images on this rupestral site as early 

traditions. For a discussion of the problems of distinguishing too rigorously between lay and 
monastic practices, see Schopen (1985), 9-47. 

' '^n the Fayuan zhulin, it is said; 'Those who obtain relief through invoking and reciting 
the names of Guanyin, Dizang, Maitreya, and Amitabha surpass records" (T2122:53.4I lc3-4). A 
similar reference occurs again in a tenth-cenwry non-Buddhist anthology of anecdotal tales, the 
Taiping guangji fascicle 111, 765. 

'^^The date of completion is stated in the preface of the text (T2122;53.269blO-l 1). 

''T2I22;53.269a-I030a. See entry on the Fayuan zhulin in Chen (1983). 
60-65. 

i78t2122;53.392c9-15. The above English version is a modified version of the translation 
by Soper (1959), 80. Note also that this story was subsequently collected in the tenth-centur\' 
compilation of Dizang miracle tales by the Buddhist monk Changjin S'M (dates unknown), a 
work entitled Dizang pusa xiang lingyan ji (Xuzanjing 149.354b5-l 1). 
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as the second half of the seventh century. 

All of this evidence indicates that, by the mid-seventh century, Dizang belief was 

sufficiently popular in certain localized regions to have caught the eye of elite clerics 

engaged in recording and perpetuating Buddhist history in medieval China. Standard 

cukic practices like the intonation of Dizang's name and meditative contemplation of his 

image were evidently shared across various local cults, although regional trails also 

appeared, as suggested by "the Dizang Who Manifests A Tree" from the Shan 

Prefecture.The diversity of geographical regions represented in the sources is another 

indicator of widespread practice of Dizang worship in the seventh century. But significantly, 

the sources themselves shed little, if any, light on the circumstances that catalyzed the 

popularization of Dizang worship in seventh-century China. Why did the figure of 

Dizang, a relatively obscure member in the pre-Chinese bodhisattva pantheon, catch the 

eye of medieval Chinese Buddhists to the extent that he was exalted as an object of cultic 

worship, ranked alongside prominent Buddhist divinities, such as Guanyin. Maitreya. and 

Amiiabha? How was Sanjie jiao, if it was a major stimulus, related to the emergence and 

popularization of Dizang worship in seventh-century China? 

Yabuki on the Relation Between Sanjie jiao and Dizang Worship 

In his argument, Yabuki first demonstrated the significance of the Shiliin jing 

within the Sanjie jiao framework not only throughout the brief history of its development, 

but especially in the writings of its founder Xinxing. The Shilun jing, Yabuki points out. 

was deployed as a key scriptural source by the Sanjie jiao to support its soteriological 

vision for the era of spiritual degeneration, the period of mofa (in the generalized sense of 

'^\Jnfortunately Daoxuan did not elaborate the actual cultic practices that accompanied 
this local Dizang cult. From the name of the Dizang (image?), it seems probable that the cult was 
centered on a particular image of Dizang that was known to have manifested himself as a tree, 
perhaps as an efficacious response to the needs of some devotee(s). 
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"the decline of Buddhist teachings").'®" Such apocalyptic concerns were anticipated in 

several scriptures, not the least of which was the Shilun jing. circulating in the early 

medieval Chinese milieu. For the Sanjie jiao, Buddhists were living in this very dreaded 

era of abysmal degeneration. According to a numerical count by Yabuki, the Shilun jing 

was frequently appealed to as a scriptural source in Sanjie jiao writings. In particular, it 

constituted the most frequently cited text, occurring no less than a hundred and twenty 

times, in the Sanjie fofa (four scrolls), an early Sanjie jiao work usually 

attributed to Xinxing.'^' The popularity of the Shilun jing with the Sanjie jiao was 

especially attested to by the production of commentaries on this scripture by Sanjie jiao 

authors. Extant catalog listings of Sanjie jiao works enumerate three commentaries on 

the Shilun jing, all surviving only in partial quotations in other texts. Two of these, the 

Shilun yi yi liming (2 scrolls) and the Shilun luechao (one 

scroll), are usually attributed to Xinxing. A third work called the Shilun jingchao 

is attributed to a certain Master Fang, who supposedly also wrote the preface to the 

Tang translation of the Shilun jing^^^ (that is, the Dasheng daji dizang shilun jing 

'•^'Yhe Shilun jing's stem admonition against state intervention in religious matters (even 
in the corruption of the sangha) during the degenerate age must have struck a chord with 
somebody like Xinxing, who had recently wimessed seemingly irreparable damages afflicted on 
the Buddhist religion as a result of state intervention. It must be remembered that Xinxing 
himself was forced to temporarily return to lay life on account of the Northern Zhao persecution 
of Buddhism. The Shilun jing, moreover, fitted well the universahstic tendencies promoted by 
the Sanjie jiao, particularly the teaching that beings of the degenerate times, unable to discriminate 
between good and evil, should honor every being as a Buddha. 

"^'Yabuki (1927), 595. 

'^"This information is principally derived from scriptural catalogs composed by Japanese 
authors. A two- or three-scroll Shilun jingchao is attributed to the Mahayana Master Fang or 
Dasheng Fang shi in the following catalogs: Hosso sfui shosho 
T2180:55.1139a9; Toiki dento mokuroku T2183:55.1150b22; Chushin hosso shii 
shosho T2181:55.1141b. 

'®"Yhe preface appears at the end of the new translation. See T411:I3.777al7-c3. 
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T411) attributed to the famous translator-pilgrim, Xuanzang (ca. 

596-664). 

Vis a vis the figure of this Master Fang, Yabuki further argues that the Sanjie 

jiao's promulgation of the Shilun jing was a major catalyst underlying the new Tang 

translation of the scripture. According to Yabukj, Master Fang was none other than the 

monk Shenfang of Fahai Monastery one of the fifteen collaborators assisting 

Xuanzang's translation of ihe Shilun jing}^ Few biographical details of Shenfang's life 

are known to us. According to a work entitled the Yuqie liinji {T1828). he 

might have been of Korean origins.'®^ He was also among the eleven people who 

constituted the first translation team, inaugurated in 646 at the Hongfu Monastery. More 

significantly, from a virulent depiction by one of the Sanjie jiao critiques, we learn of 

Shenfang's commitment to \h& Shilun jing and other predilections that suggest a strong 

connection with the Sanjie jiao. In the Shimen zijing lu composed by 

Huaixin Igfs (ca. 900), immediately following criticism of the Sanjie jiao founder. 

Xinxing, Shenfang was singled out for his misplaced piety: 

From an early age. the monk Shenfang from the Cibei Monastery had 
listened and studied the Shilun jing. He zealously practiced asceticism, 
distinguishing himself from ordinary men. He wore discarded clothings, worshiped 
and repented six times a day, [engaging in] almsbegging for his livelihood. Ever>' 
time he lectured on the Shilun jing, he would always say that it was not fitting for 
the populace to recite Mahayana scriptures, and that those who recited [these 
scriptures] will descend into hell. Finally, when his last hour arrived, his body 
was burnt alive by the fire of hell. Black smoke surrounded his physical [remains]. 
The monk Sijian S® from the Jifa Monastery personally witnessed this 
incident and was convinced that those who ceased the study of wisdom will 
inadvertently have inauspicious omens. Seeing the body [burnt alive] was a 
verification. ^ 

'®^he list of collaborators is enumerated in the Dasheng daji dizang shilun jing. 
T411:13.728a 13-20. 

'^^his work contains a reference to a Silla Master Fang or Xinio Fang shi see 
T1828:42.682a 12. 

'^^2083:51.806b24-29. 
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Shenfang's religious practices are visibly reminiscent of practices attributed to Xinxing 

and his followers.'®^ The Sanjie jiao practitioners were known for their austerities and 

their espousal of a life of almsbegging and charity {ddna in addition to their 

observation of the six daily periods of worship and repentance In view 

of his evident predilections toward the Shilun jing and Sanjie jiao practices, it is plausible 

that Shenfang, if not a Sanjie jiao follower himself, must have had strong associations 

with the movement. For Yabuki, Shenfang's connection with the Tang translation further 

confirms that the popularity of the Shilun jing with the Sanjie jiao must have motivated 

the new translation of the scripture. He moreover believes that the Sanjie jiao's advocacy 

of the Shilun jing ultimately led to a growing connection between Dizang belief and 

Sanjie jiao development.'^' Tracing this link, Yabuki calls attention to a significant 

reference to Dizang that occurs in the Dunhuang version (S 2084) of the second scroll of 

the Sanjie fofa an early writing attributed to Xinxing: 

If it is the world of the One Vehicle, the living beings of the One Vehicle when 
the Buddha is residing in the world, it is the greatest of the good worlds, a good 
time, and good living beings. The teachings produced are those of eternity, bliss. 
self, and purity. Various Buddhas and bodhisattvas, with Vairocana, Sakyamuni. 
and the Bodhisattva Mahasattva Samantabhadra as the leaders, have together 
practiced this [teaching]. This is based on the Mah^'aipulya Avatamsaka Siitra 

'®'In a biographical description, Daoxuan describes Xinxing's religious activities: 

Furthermore, at the capital. Master [Xinxing] established five monasteries. The five are 
the Huadu Guangming Cimen ^.P^, Huiri if:0. and Hongshan it 
Monasteries. From then, all these temples exalted and continued his regulations. None 
of them did not pay homage and circumambulate six times day, and undertook almsbegging 
as the means of livelihood. Sincere and pure piety like this cannot be surpassed. (J(u 
gaoseng zhuan, T2060:50.560a 18-21) 

temporal division of the day that can be traced to Indian tradition, the six daily 
periods are usually divided into sunset, early night, midnight, dawn, morning, and noon. This 
temporal division becomes the basis for the liturgical worship and confession that flourished 
especially in the sixth and seventh centuries. For a study of the six daily periods of worship, with 
special emphasis on pure land development, see Pas (1986-87), 49-82. 

'^^abuki (1927), 642. 
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(from the beginning to the end of scrolls I & 2), the Lank^atara Siitra (scroll 1), 
and so forth. 
If it is the world of five corruptions and various vices after the extinction of the 
Buddha with living beings of nihilistic and etemalist views, it is the greatest of 
evil worlds, evil times, and evil living beings; the teachings produced are those 
of suffering, impermanence. lack of self, and defilement. Various Buddhas and 
bodhisattvas, with ^akyamuni and the Bodhisattva Mahabodhisattva Dizang as 
the leaders and so forth, have together practiced this [teaching]. This is based on 
the Da fangguang shilun jing the Daji yuezang fen jing 
^5t.rir.. the ioMT Agama scriptures the vinaya of the various sects, the 
Abhidhanna treatises and so forth. 

This passage attributes great significance to the role of Dizang within the soteriological 

vision of the Sanjie jiao: Dizang is cast as the leading bodhisattva of this world of five 

corruptions, the very condition and time of the third level of teaching in which the Sanjie 

jiao believed that they were living. Nevertheless, as a cautionary note, one must observe 

that this passage is evidently not found in all the versions of the Sanjie fofa: it does not 

occur, for instance, in the collated Japanese version published by Yabuki.'^' It is, however. 

cited in the seventh-century commentary (the Shilun jingchao) attributed to the previously-

mentioned Master Fang or Shenfang: 

First are the living beings [possessing] the disposition toward One Vehicle: The 
teacher is Buddha Vairocana; the community is led by Bodhisattva Samantabhadra; 
[the scriptures are] the Avatamsaka siitra. and others of the same category. Second 
are living beings [possessing] the disposition toward Three Vehicles: The teacher 
is Buddha Sakyamuni; the community is led by Dizang Bodhisattva. [while the 
scriptures are] this Shilun jing and others of the same category. Moreover, living 
beings are divided into two ranks, the teachings are categorized into two methods, 
and the locations [are divided into the] polarities of purified and defiled .... There 
was a great spiritual friend, the Meditation Master Xinxing. Interacting with 
curious people, consulting Sages of the Way, [he believed that we] must be 
dwelling in an era of confused and exacerbated degeneration belonging to the 
Latter Dharma .... Therefore, of the teachings in the tripitaka, he only expoused 
this scripture [that is, the Shilun jing], in the hope of making the practice accord 
with the [prevailing] disposition and the teaching correspond to the illness. He 
regarded the [present] time to be the Latter Dharma, the disposition to be that of 
the Three Vehicles 

'^abuki (1927), appendices, 15. 

'^'Based on a set of partial manuscripts discovered in Japan, Yabuki provided a comparative 
edition of the entire text. See Yabuki, appendices, 254-415. 

'^"Yabuki (1927), 639. According to Yabuki. the above passage from this lost commentarv-
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Curiously, except for this characterization of Dizang's role in the Sanjie jiao soteriological 

vision, the Sanjie jiao manuscripts studied by Yabuki yield few references to this 

Bodhisattva. Furthermore, the few occurrences do not suggest that Dizang was ever 

adopted as the patron divinity of the Sanjie jiao movement. In view of the state of the 

evidence within the Sanjie jiao literature, it would have been impossible to conclude that 

the Sanjie jiao had a salient role in the popularization of Dizang devotion in seventh-century 

China. 

However, Yabuki was able to procure collaborating evidence from outside of the 

Sanjie jiao literature. He highlighted a set of pure land polemical literature that documents 

a continuing dispute in the seventh- and eighth-century Buddhist intellectual circle 

concerning the supremacy of divergent forms of cultic devotion. From the recurring 

appearance of this controversy in their writings, it is obvious that the pure land exponents 

were at the heart of this medieval Chinese Buddhist debate. The earliest indication of this 

intellectual controversy appeared in ihc Xifang yaojue shiyi tonggui 

a work by Kuiji MM (632-682), a disciple of Xuanzang. As part of his five-point 

critique of the Sanjie jiao, Kuiji presented the teaching of this movement as follows: 

Within the bounds of this present time, which is far remote from the Buddha's 
departure, ordinary fools of the lower grade are precisely suited to prostrate and 
confess before Dizang Bodhisattva. [Given] the present causal ties, it is reasonable 
to focus on the recitation and recollection of the Triple Gems. [As for the] pure 
land of Amitabha, cultivated by practitioners of the upper [grade], it can be 
invoked and attained by those with the predisposition of the second level. Since 
the present times must be degenerate and evil, the nature and ambitions are 
humble, how can [one] hastily practice the teaching for those living beings of the 
upper [grade] beings? The upper [grade beings], studying the lowly teaching, 
will be detained; [if those of] the lower [grade] begin [the] practice of the upper 
[grade], they will be obstructed on the path and will undergo suffering. [If one] 
does not know [one's] predisposition for teaching, how can one be successful?"' 

The passage seems to suggest that the Sanjie jiao had specifically promoted Dizang 

Bodhisattva as the patron of their repentance rites—an impression that would be reinforced 

was cited in a later Japanese pure land work, the Gungi ron tanyo ki (Ch., Qunyi 
lun tanyao ji),ttributed to an author named Doshu (dates uncertain). 
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by Kuiji's subsequent argument. Having set up a polaristic discrepancy in the objects of 

religious worship expoused by the two movements, Kuiji then proceeded to establish the 

supremacy of the pure land recitation of the name of Amitabha over the Sanjie jiao's 

recitation of Dizang's name: 

Dizang's vast vow is to save the beings of the evil paths [of rebirth], while 
Amitabha's great compassion will relieve beings who but recite ten times [his 
name], [If one does] not pursue [the goal of] rebirth in the pure land, it is feared 
that one will fall into the three [evil] paths. Recitation of Dizang's name is to 
seek relief in the midst of suffering. Now I exhort you to focus your mind on 
invoking the Buddha and vowing to be reborn in the pure land. When one's life 
is about to end, all the buddhas will come in response, and then one will be 
rebom in the pure land. One will eternally be separated from the three [evil] 
paths and will not undergo sufferings. One will then have no need to beseech 
assistance.'^"* 

Another pure land polemical writing, the Shi jingtu qunyi lun attributed to 

Huaigan MS (dates uncertain), a disciple of Shandao (613-681), continues the 

debate on the merits of reciting the name of bodhisattvas versus that of Buddha: 

Shilun jing states, "If. for a hundred great kalpa, a person single-mindedly recites 
[the name of] Guanyin Bodhisattva and so forth, it will not be comparable to 
recite once for a moment [the name of] Dizang Bodhisattva. If. for a hundred 
greai kalpas, one recites [the name of] Guanyin Bodhisattva. it will, as previously 
compared and calculated, definitely exceed the homage of a thousand of million 
countless names of bodhisattvas. If, within numerous kalpas, one recites [the 
name of] Dizang Bodhisattva. that is not comparable to just one utterance of 
single-minded recitation of [the name of] Amitabha Buddha. The merits will be 
countless and boundless. Comparing in this fashion the Buddha with Dizang 
Bodhisattva, Dizang Bodhisattva with Guanyin Bodhisattva. and Guanyin 
Bodhisattva with the other bodhisattvas numerous as the sixty-two koti of grains 
of sand of the Ganges River and so forth, one should then recite the [name of the] 
Buddha. The merits of a single utterance exceeding [the merits oH making 
offerings in the four positions and reciting the names of as many bodhisattvas as 
the innumerable kalpas of grains of sand of the Ganges River. In this manner. 
even a single instant of reciting [the name of the] Buddha will then exceed [the 
merits of] the recitation of [the names of] other bodhisattvas, or of one or two 
kaplas of religious cultivation. How can one recite [the name of] the Buddha„and 
yet one's merits are scarce? From this comparative quantification, it should be 
known that the merits are immense [for one who recites the name of the Buddha].'^® 

The controversy also surfaced in the work of Daojing (dates unknown), who was 

'•'Tl 964:47.108c 12-18. 

'^'T1964:47.l09al5-I8. 
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either a contemporary of Huaigan or must have lived shortly after.'"^ In his Nianfo jing 

Daojing raised similar issues against the Sanjie jiao, prominently invoking 

Huaigan's disputation of Dizang worship: 

Question; Are the merits of the Sanjie jiao practice of reciting the name of 
Dizang Bodhisattva greater, lesser, or equ^ to those of reciting [the name of] the 
Buddha Amitabha? 
Reply: The merits of reciting Buddha Amitabha exceed those of reciting Dizang 
Bodhisattva by a thousand of million times. How does one know this? According 
to the Guanyin jing if a person makes offerings to bodhisattvas as 
numerous as the grains of sand in the sixty-two koti of the Ganges River, it will 
not be as good as venerating, prostrating, and making offerings just once to 
Guanyin Bodhisattva. The Shilun jing states, "Reciting Guanyin for one hundred 
kalpa is not comparable to reciting once Dizang Bodhisattva." The Qunyi lim ^ 

states. "Reciting Dizang Bodhisattva for one great kalpa is not comparable 
to reciting just once the Buddha Amitabha." Why is this so? The Buddha is the 
King of the Dharma, [whereas] the bodhisattvas are the ministers of the Dhamia. 
When the King is away, the ministers will inadvertently be laxed ... The Buddha 
is the perfectly realized [being] whose perfection of attainment surpasses all 
stages [of the path]. Hence, those who increasingly recite [the Buddha's name], 
their merits are the greatest, exceeding [those of reciting the name of] Dizang a 
thousand of million times. The bodhisattvas do not yet belong to the stage of 
Buddhahood and their attainments have not yet been completely perfected, therefore 
the merits [of reciting their names] are extremely scarce."'^^ 

Like their antecedent Kuiji, both Huaigan and Daojing also attribute Dizang devotion 

(especially the practice of reciting Dizang's name) to the Sanjie jiao movement. For 

Yabuki, the pure land writings offer conclusive evidence that Sanjie jiao had adopted 

Dizang worship sometime by the seventh century—a phenomenon that, he believes, must 

have evolved from the Sanjie jiao's early emphasis of the Shilun jing}'^^ 

1960:47.69b22-c6. 

'^^aojing is an obscure personage of whose life and works we know nothing, except for 
his composition of the Nianfo jing. Interestingly, the Nianfo jing is ascribed to both Daojing and 
Shandao, so that for Mochizuki, Daojing must have been a disciple of Shandao, which would 
make him a contemporary of Huaigan. See the discussion of Daojing's Ma/i/o jing in Mochizuki 
(1975). 293-300. Pas however, disagrees, because no sources on Shandao ever suggest his role in 
composing the Nianfo jing, nor do the sources list Daojing as his disciple (Pas, 1995. 112-115). 
Nonetheless, it is still very likely that Daojing was either a contemporary of Huaigan, or had lived 
sometime not long after Huaigan. since his Nianfo jing cited Huaigan's work. 

'^^T1966:47.127b24-c6. 

'^^Yabuki(1927), 642. 
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Reappraisal of Yabuki's Sources and Their Implications 

From the above review of the sources and arguments set forth by Yabuki. there is 

little doubt that in the early phase of the Sanjie jiao development, its founder Xinxing 

promoted the earlier Northern Liang version of the Shilun jing, together with other 

scriptures (notably the Candragarbhamtra in the Mahdsarnnipdta collection), as a central 

scriptural source on the period of the decline of Buddhist teachings. In Xinxing's Sanjie 

fofa, a characterization of Dizang as the leading bodhisattva of this Saha World appeared—an 

image of Dizang that was based on the Shilun jing. The sources were, however, curiously 

taciturn on the role of Dizang in the actual religious praxis of the Sanjie jiao movement. 

While the plausibility of a chance historical omission cannot be ruled out. neither can it 

be determined (at least not until more conclusive evidence is uncovered) that the early 

Sanjie jiao necessarily prioritized the figure of Dizang as the patron divinity of their 

movement. On that score, Yabuki's line of argumentation rests heavily on a presupposed 

validity of the pure land polemical sources. It was the pure land polemical literature, 

especially from the second half of the seventh century, that accentuated the practice of 

Dizang worship as a cardinal trait of Sanjie jiao practice. The pure land proponents 

unanimously affiliated the propagation of Dizang worship with the Sanjie jiao as opposed 

to the worship of Amitabha in their own pure land movement. However, the nature of 

polemical discourse opens to question the accuracy of its description of the standpoints of 

its opponents. Caution must consequently be exercised when approaching these ostensibly 

polemical treatments, which might have intentionally highlighted doctrinal or practical 

distinctions to fortify their arguments. After all, enforcing a strong contrast between their 

object of devotion and that of the Sanjie jiao was crucial for the self-appointed pure land 

spokesmen, because their main goal was to establish the supremacy of Amitabha over 
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Dizang. Hence, before adopting indiscriminately the pure land characterization of the 

Sanjie jiao's practice of Dizang worship, it is imperative to comprehend the background 

that gave rise to this thread of pure land polemics. 

The seventh-century Buddhist intellectual ecumene was an ideologically exciting 

and fermenting environment in which divergent currents of Buddhist thought and practice 

constantly interacted with one another, stimulating a rich flow of religious ideas and cross 

influences. This religious situation contradicts the mistaken tendency in past scholarship 

that studied medieval Chinese Buddhist thought in terms of disparate trends of development 

that were necessarily segregated entities. In this regard, it is significant to realize that in 

those days, it was common that followers of divergent Buddhist movements would reside 

and congregate at a common center of religious activities to promulgate and practice their 

respective teachings. In Changan, the capital of Tang, cloisters belonging to diversified 

branches of Buddhist development (such as Sanjie Cloister and Pure Land Cloister 

converged and coexisted on the same compound of a monastery complex.''^ 

Another major region of Buddhist activities in that period was the Zhongnan Mountains 

^[^LU, a site reputed for its connections with the Sanjie jiao. Consecrated to the 

memory of Xinxing,"°° it attracted numerous Sanjie jiao followers who resided and were 

subsequently buried there."°' However, the Zhongnan Mountains also served, at one time 

or other, as the residence of other key Buddhist thinkers,'®" like the vinaya specialist 

'"'^ichihata (1985), 180. In particular, Michihata cited the example of Guangming 
monastery which has both Sanjie and Pure Land Cloisters attached to it. 

•°°Nishimoto (1998), 62. It was recorded that Xinxing requested that, in accordance with 
his teaching of universal charity, his corpse should be brought to the Zhongnan mountains for 
birds and beasts to prey on . His followers evidently enshrined his relics in a stupa at this 
mountain. A stele inscription was also erected in his memory. 

-°'Nishimoto(1998), 125-130. 

•"•^e Zhongnan mountains evidently became a famous Buddhist site from the Sui onwards, 
and attracted several key Buddhist thinkers ^1 the way through the Tang. See Pas (1995), 88. 
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Daoxuan"°' and the pure land teacher Shandao."'" 

Both Kuiji and Shenfang were representative products of the malleability of the 

seventh-century religious milieu. Better known in connection with Chinese Yogacara 

development, known as the Faxiang movement. Kuiji's life and writings embodied 

the trend of cross influences from other major religious developments in his time. He 

authored pure land works, among which was the previously-mentioned Xifang jueyao that 

attributed Dizang worship to the Sanjie jiao. Not only did this polemical piece exhibit a 

familiarity with Sanjie jiao teachings, but we should also recall that Kuiji also knew the 

previously-mentioned Shenfang, a follower of Xuanzang who was greatly attracted to the 

Sanjie jiao teachings. Significantly, both Kuiji and Shenfang evidently assisted Xuanzang 

in the Tang translation of the Shilun jing.^^ As previously noted, Shenfang authored the 

preface to this Tang translation of the Shilun jing,^ and evidently also composed a 

commentary on the Shilun jing. In his preface, he not only highlighted the relevance of 

"°'Daoxuan was supposed to have left Zhishou in 624 and moved to the Zhongnan 
mountains. See the translation of Daoxuan's biography in Wagner (1995). 257. 

•'"Michihata (1985), 181; also see the account by Pas (1995). 87-892. According to Pas, 
in his early monastic career, Shandao resided at a monastery in the Zhongnan mountains for 6-7 
years before he went to the capital of Changan. 

"°^ang-Toutain has questioned the authenticity of the attribution of the Tang translation 
of the Shilun jing to Xuanzang. She argues that Xuanzang, with his erudition and connections 
with Buddhist philosophy was likely not associated with the translation of a scripture like the 
Shilun jing that more accurately reflected popularized Buddhist developments. She proposes that 
it was more likely that his follower(s), somebody like Shenfang, was probably the catalyst behind 
the Tang translation of the Shilun jing, which was then subsequently attributed to the famed Tang 
pilgrim-translator. In further support of her argument, she points to the connections that Xuanzang's 
followers like Shenfang must have had with the Sanjie jiao, especially through common centers 
of religious activities like Mt. Zhongnan and Changan. See Wang-Toutain (1998), 116-117. 

However, Wang-Toutain's argument rests solely on an invalid presupposition of a necessary 
divorce between doctrinal evolution from popular religious development. If we accept her argument, 
we would have to discredit Xuanzang's role in the translations of several other "non-philosophical" 
works, such as the Sukhavatfvyiiha scripture. 

"°*The preface appears at the end of the new translation. See T411:13.777a 17-c3. 
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the Shilun jing to the present degenerate times, but further stressed the role of Dizang in 

the soteriological vision of the Shilun jing: 

The Shilun jing is then the teaching of the Latter Dharma of this land. How do 
we know? The Buddha compared the corrupt predispositions [of those living] in 
the evil age of the Latter Dharma, remote from the Buddha's departure from the 
world, to damaged vessels. For those possessing nihilistic views, he borrowed 
the simile of those blind from birth. [Those] deeply intoxicated in the five desires 
are likened to a rocky landscape in which nothing can sprout. They indulged in 
the ten unsalutary [actions] like grimy dirt on a foul body. Therefore, this 
scripture can cleanse a foul body, open the eyes of the blind, mend a damaged 
vessel, and fertilize an arid land. Therefore, the bodhisattva appears in the form 
of diiramana, the robes of the renunciate respected by the elephant king. Deploying 
this symbolic appearance, he converts the shameless , shows protection and support 
of the two matters, and accomplishes the path and fruition of the Three Vehicles.""^ 

Given his role in the Tang translation of the Shilun jing, Kuiji must have been extremely 

familiar with this version of the scripture and Shenfang's views of this scripture. Previously. 

it was pointed out that Dizang devotion must have been adequately widespread by mid-

seventh century to have caught the attention of Buddhist historians such as Daoxuan 

(596-667) and Daoshi (?-683). Longmen art and epigraphy offer additional verification 

of the increasing popularity of the Dizang cult beginning from about the same period. In 

other words, by the time of Kuiji, the Dizang cult had emerged as a force to be reckoned 

within the development of cultic devotion. In view of his background, it was natural that 

Kuiji immediately associated the increasingly popular Dizang belief with the flourishing 

Sanjie jiao. which extensively promoted the Shilun jing. This would have been crucial to 

the polemical intent of his work, which was directed at promoting the Amitabha worship 

propagated by the pure land movement. This approach, however, did not necessarily 

mirror the historical situation and might not have accurately reflected the Sanjie jiao 

stance in relation to the practice of Dizang worship. 

From the sources Yabuki studied, we can only conclude that the Shilun jing 

played an important role from the early development of the Sanjie jiao. The scripture 

-°^T411;I3.777a26-b4. 
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might have, in this fashion, become more diffusively disseminated, which likely contributed 

to the undertaking of the second Tang translation by Xuanzang and his followers, among 

whom were Kuiji and Shenfang. Perhaps not incidentally, these two figures were key 

protagonists in the development of Dizang worship during the mid-seventh century: 

Kuiji highlighted the practice of Dizang worship to the Sanjie jiao as opposed to the 

Amitabha worship of the pure land movement: while Shenfang may have drawn attention 

to the role of Dizang as the Bodhisattva of the Three Vehicles in relation to the Shilim 

jitig. Yet, although Yabuki has convincingly shown that some kind of relationship 

existed between Dizang belief and the Sanjie jiao development that was largely based on 

the Shiliin jing, much of the nature of this association remains unclear from the sources 

he studied. However, new sources brought to the fore in more recent scholarship might 

be relevant for further understanding the nature of this relationship-

New Sources on Sanjie jiao and Dizang Worship 

In this regard, a major contribution is Nishimoto's (1998) recent study of the 

Sanjie jiao development based on new materials discovered since the publication of 

Yabuki's work. In his work, Nishimoto has edited an important selection of hitherto 

unpublished manuscripts of Sanjie jiao writings.""® Mention of Dizang occurred in two 

texts he edits: the Di sanjie fofa guangshi (S 6344) and Sanjie guanfa 

lueshi (P 2268). Nishimoto has dated both texts to the end of the seventh 

century or after."°^ The language and content of the Sanjie guanfa lueshi in particular 

-"'Nishimoto (1998), 475-673. 

•°^his dating is derived from Nishimoto (1998), 206. According to Nishimoto. on the 
grounds that the Di sanjie fofa guangshi quotes the Miyan jing a work attributed to 
Dipoheluo (a translator who worked between 676 and 688) that should be dated toward 
the end of the seventh century or after. See his argument in Nishimoto (1998). 206. 212. In the 
case of the Sanjie guanfa lueshi, he points to the obvious borrowing of language from the works 
of Xuanzang (596 or 602-664) and the Huayan exponent, Zhiyan W® (602-668). Hence, he 
concludes that the work must be dated to the end of the seventh century or after. See Nishimoto 
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signals that it was composed either at the end of the seventh century or shortly after."'® 

The occurrence in the Di sanjie fofa guangshi consists of a short exhortation to practice 

the four contempiations of liberating living beings Under the fourth 

contemplation, "liberation through the incantation of name," one is advised "to recite the 

separate names of Amitabha and Dizang" The other occurrence 

from the Sanjie guanfa lueshi states: 

From the causal perspective, there are no names for the living beings of the six 
paths; nor are there forms of living beings of the six paths. From the perspective 
of effect, no separate names of Ami^bha and Dizang exist, nor do the separate 
forms of AmiQbha and Dizang exist. This is the nameless formless dharma."'" 

Rather than regarding Amitabha and Dizang as incompatible objects of worship belonging 

to two disparate religious movements, both these Sanjie jiao writings actually indicate the 

reverse. Judging from both occurrences, the Sanjie jiao evidently endorsed the worship 

of both divinities, and one reference clearly advocates the incantation of the names of 

both divinities. This picture offers a direct contrast to the polemical depictions by the 

pure land proponents, who prominently pitted the recitation and worship of Dizang against 

that of Amitabha as two separate practices belonging respectively to the Sanjie jiao and 

the pure land movement. Furthermore, Longmen epigraphy significantly documents the 

beginning of a trend as early as 675 and 693,"'^ to depict triad images consisting of 

Amitabha flanked by Dizang and Guanyin—a trend that would increasingly appear in 
(1998). 219. 

"'°See previous footnote. 

""Nishimoto (1998), 620. 

"'"Nishimoto (1998), 635. 

"'^Chang (1990), 28, inscription texts 5, 9. 
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Chinese Buddhist art from the eight to the tenth centuries."'^ As the references in the Di 

sanjie fofa guangshi and the Sanjie guanfa lueshi seem to signal, the Sanjie jiao evidently 

adopted the current developments within the larger milieu that tended toward syncretic 

amalgamation, rather than rigorous demarcation, of cultic objects of devotion. 

Another plausible piece of evidence has recently been introduced by Wang-Toutain 

(1998). A perusal of the extant Sanjie jiao liturgical materials hardly suggests that 

Dizang was held out as the object of Sanjie jiao contrition rites. Instead, in the most 

popular Sanjie jiao ritual text, the Qijie foming jing ("The Scripture of the 

.Mames of the Buddhas of the Seven Levels"), the repentance rites are prominently addressed 

to a congregation of Buddhas.''^ Dizang is never invoked throughout the entire ritual. 

Wang-Toutain. however, has called attention to a Dunhuang manuscript conserved in 

Beijing (zhong fi 22 or bei 8422) containing four ritual texts, the last of which is a 

Dizang repentance ritual. The four rituals are: (1) an untitled piece; (2) Zhouye liushi 

fayiianfa (3) Renji lu yi zhu dashengjing zhong hie fayiian fa Affile 

and (4) Zan dizang pusa chanhui fayiian fa 

Wang-Toutain has identified the first untitled work to be part of the Qijie 

foming jing, which is generally assumed to be part of the Sanjie jiao liturgical materials. 

On the basis of this identification, she attributes this constellation of ritual texts, including 

"'"*For details on this development, see subsequent discussion in chapter 4 of this study. 

"'^Several versions of the Qijie foming jing have been discovered among the Dunhuang 
manuscripts. Yabuki has printed one of these versions in his edition of the Sanjie jiao literature; 
see Yabuki (1927), appendices, 177-188. Also see discussion of the text by Kuo (1994). 141-142. 

"'^ang-Toutain (1998), 198-199. She states that the manuscript is unedited; however, 
unknown to Wang-Toutain, two of the ritual texts (the Renji lu yi zhu dashengjing zhong hie 
fayiian fa and the Zan dizang pusa chanhui fayuan fa) collected in this Dunhuang manuscript 
have been published in a popular Chinese edition of Dunhuang Buddhist ritual texts by Wang 
(1995), 114-117; 118-119. 
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the Dizang ritual text, to the Sanjie jiao movement.''^ As further support for Sanjie jiao 

connection, we will recall that the Zhouye liushi fayuan fa is reminiscent of the Sanjie 

jiao practice of ritual repentance and homage during the six periods of the day. Moreover, 

another manuscript copy of the Zhouye liushi fayuan fa (S 2574), found in the British 

collection of Dunhuang manuscripts, is indubitably a Sanjie jiao dedicatory writing, 

because it invokes Xinxing in both the subtitle and conclusion. It is thus extremely 

plausible that the Zhouye liushi fayuan fa in the Dunhuang manuscript zhong 22 (Beijing 

collection) might have also been part of the Sanjie jiao liturgical materials. 

However, in spite of all this collaborating evidence, we have to exercise caution 

concerning Wang-Toutain's argument that all four ritual texts must necessarily belong to 

the Sanjie jiao movement. After all, several repentance texts were circulating within the 

medieval Chinese milieu, composed not only by Sanjie jiao advocates, but also by members 

of other Buddhist denominations."'^ For instance, liturgies similar to the Zhouye liushi 

fayuan fa were evidently utilized in the Tiantai and pure land circles at about the same 

lime."'"^ Unless more information about the manuscript can be established, one cannot 

deny the feasibility that the sequence of confessional liturgies in zhong 22 might have 

been put together, in an adhoc fashion, by the donor or scribe. It is therefore more 

prudent to assume that the selection serves more as a barometer of the widespread 

popularity of those ritual texts in question, than as an index of the practice belonging to a 

specific denomination. Moreover, if the Zan dizang pusa chanhui fayuan fa was a late 

composition, dating to the same time as, or to a time after the decline of the Sanjie jiao 

Vang-Toutain (1998), 198. 

""^Ironically this point is observed by Wang-Toutain (1998). 198. 

•"On the use of such liturgies in medieval pure land development, see Pas (1986-1987); 
for the case of Tiantai, see Stevenson (1986), 68-72. 
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(that is, late ninth or tenth century), it would be more likely that this Dizang ritual 

confession actually originated within the larger popular milieu where Dizang worship 

continued to thrive. 

The Popularization of Dizang Worship: Other Plausible Causes 

In view of the above reevaluation of the link between Dizang worship and Sanjie 

jiao development, one must be wary of attributing the popularization of Dizang worship 

solely to Sanjie jiao development. This overtly reductionistic explanation of the 

popularization of Dizang worship in medieval China perpetuated in modem scholarship 

is ultimately a product of another mistaken assumption in the study of popular religion. I 

am referring here to the scholarly predisposition to presume that popular religious 

developments are necessarily derivative of elite doctrinal formulations. From this 

perspective, popular cultic developments are frequently rationalized as the rippling effects 

of "more significant and more rudimentary" religious changes of doctrinal developments. 

This tendency is but yet another residual product of older scholarship which tended to 

apprehend religious history solely in terms of doctrinal or textual development. Rather 

than presuming, from the onset, a one-way traffic in the direction of religious doctrine 

motivating popular cultic practice, it is more prudent to understand the relation in terms 

of mutually interactive dialectics. 

As previously mentioned, the socio-political and religious trends of fifth- to sixth-

centur>' China must have appeared to the early Chinese Buddhists to affirm those apocalyptic 

predictions circulating in several Buddhist scriptures, not least of which were the Shilun 

jing and the MahasaTmipata scriptures. The pre-Chinese notion of the "Latter Period" 

iposcimakale), the era of religious decline following the Buddha's nirvana, gained so 

firm a foothold on Chinese soil that the Chinese term mofa, originally coined to offer a 
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more euphonious phrase for concepts in the Indian decline tradition such as paJcimakale. 

rapidly evolved into an entire movement stimulating religious change in the sixth- and 

seventh-century medieval milieu.^ In the wake of religious and socio-political instabilities, 

Buddhist cultic devotion emerged as a major strain in this environment of religious 

experimentation and innovation. The rapid rise of the Guanyin (Avalokitesvara) cull 

from the Six Dynasties was but one product of this flourishing trend of cultic devotion."' 

The accelerating development of cultic devotion was documented especially by large 

scale construction of Buddhist sculptures at rupestral sites like Yungang and Longmen 

from the sixth century onwards. A classic source on medieval Chinese development of 

cultic devotion is the statistical study of Longmen art and epigraphy by Tsukamoto 

(1969)."" According to him, in the pre-Tang era, Maitreya and Sakyamuni were the 

favorite objects of sculptural representation, but the two were displaced by Amitabha and 

Guanyin who emerged from the seventh century onwards as the new foci of worship."' 

Among the Buddhist divinities that appeared as new objects of devotion in this period 

was notably the figure of Dizang, who apparently attracted an increasing number of 

sculptural representations from this period onwards."'* Thus, the development of Dizang 

worship should be located within this larger flourishing trend of Buddhist devotion. 

an excellent philological study. Nattier has shown that strictly speaking the term 
mofa has no Sanskrit equivalent: according to her, if there is any Sanskrit expression that exhibits 
some regularity of correspondence to mofa, it is pa^cimakale\ see Nattier (1991), 90-110. 

"'On the rise of the Guanyin cult in the Six Dynasties, see the book length study by 
Makita (1970), as well as the discussion by Sato (1982), 17-38. 

"tsukamoto (1969), 371-385. 

"-Tsukamoto (1969), 375-382. 

"•"According to Tsukamoto's statistics, no sculptural images of Dizang was constructed 
in the Northern Wei (495-535), but at least seven dated Dizang sculptures were from the early 
Tang period (650-704). See Tsukamoto (1969), 380. In all Tsukamoto counted a total of 33 
dated and undated images of Dizang at Longmen (Tsukamoto, 1969, 375). 
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The Sanjie jiao movement arose in the late sixth century, also in response to the 

sense of apocalytic expectations of the accelerating decline of the Buddhist teachings. 

The early indisputable connection between the Sanjie jiao and the Shilun jing very likely 

contributed to the larger diffusion of this scripture in the sixth- and seventh-century 

milieu. Since the Northern Liang Shilun jing and the Xumizang fen offered the earliest 

portrayals of Dizang circulating within the Chinese setting, the Sanjie jiao certainly 

contributed to the development of Dizang belief vis a vis its promotion of the Shilun jing. 

For instance, the undertaking of the Tang translation of the Shihm jing must have had 

some connections with the Sanjie jiao, in view of the role played by Shenfang in relation 

to this translation. The Sanjie jiao thus had some role in the beginnings and popularization 

of Dizang worship. Nonetheless unless more conclusive evidence is discovered, it is 

prudent not to assume that the Sanjie jiao necessarily actively promoted Dizang as its 

patron divinity from the very inauguration of the movement. It was only at some juncture 

toward the second half of the seventh century that the Sanjie jiao seemed to have adapted 

some of the patterns of Dizang worship from the trends of devotional developments 

within the larger popular Buddhist milieu. Rather than pitting Dizang worship against 

Amitabha worship (as presented in the pure land polemics), the few references that 

occurred in the Sanjie jiao literature actually invoked the two divinities simultaneously, 

side by side, without any perceivable incongruity. This perspective reflected the larger 

syncretistic trends in devotional developments that brought together divinities not usually 

associated within the orthodox canonical tradition(s). Hence, if the Sanjie jiao had some 

input in the development of Dizang worship, it should also be emphasized (too) that the 

Sanjie jiao itself assimilated the larger patterns of religious amalgamation flourishing 

within the larger devotional milieu of medieval China 

It is also necessary to investigate other plausible concurrent developments of 
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Dizang belief that might have contributed to its popularization. In this regard, one 

relatively early development was the sixth-century composition of a Chinese indigenous 

scripture, the Zhancha shan 'e yebao jing (T839), which explicitly linked 

Dizang belief to larger popular practices of divination and confession. This indigenous 

scripture also invoked similar apocalyptic expectations and the need for a soteriology 

suited to the times of the decline of Buddhist teachings; it evidently appropriated some 

of the ideas in the Shilun jing, but only in order to transform the figure of Dizang so as to 

enable an innovative Buddhist assimilation of popularized elements in indigenous Chinese 

practices. Yet another thread of development that might have been crucial to the medieval 

Chinese popularization of Dizang belief was its connection to esoteric development. 

Both the Shilun jing and the Xumingzang fen, as we will recall, ascribe a special dharanf 

to Dizang Bodhisattva that is supposed to be especially efficacious during the times of 

spiritual degeneration and widespread cosmic chaos. This connection significantly placed 

Dizang within Buddhist esoteric developments in the early Tang, and conspicuously 

expanded the range of soteriological methods associated with the figure of Dizang. In 

other words, beginning from the sixth-century composition of the Zhancha jing, all the 

way through to the late ninth or tenth century, there was a remarkable range of developments 

of Dizang belief which, while deploying the Shilun jing as a mythological foundation, 

simultaneously introduced crucial deviations and novel formulations. 

These intriguing and frequently less studied aspects of the development of Dizang 

belief have been relatively precluded from discussions of the popularization of Dizang 

worship in medieval China. This is largely due to the tendency to simplify the popularization 

of Dizang worship by attributing it solely to the Sanjie jiao movement. In an effort to 

address this gap in modem scholarship. Part in which constitutes the core of this study 

will endeavor to investigate a range of sources (scriptural compositions, art and epigraphical 
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materials, as well as popular narratives), with the intention to better apprehend the 

complexity of the formative phase in the development and popularization of Dizang 

belief in medieval China. 
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NEW PATTERNS OF DIZANG BELIEF 

IN MEDIEVAL CHINA 

(LATE SIXTH-TENTH CENTURIES) 
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Scriptural Writings: 

Indigenous and Accretionary Compositions 

From about the sixth century onwards, the religious milieu in medieval China 

underwent a significant development in relation to Dizang belief and worship. From 

about this time to the ninth or tenth century, a flowering of religious writings appeared on 

the Chinese scenario producing a small but intriguing handful of scriptural writings 

centered on the figure of Dizang Bodhisattva. To a greater or lesser extent, these works, 

which will be referred to as "Dizang scriptures," highlight certain patterns of religio-cultural 

amalgamation that combine patently sinitic elements with Buddhist beliefs and practices. 

The constellation of Dizang scriptures to be discussed in this chapter will consist of the 

following titles: 

1) Zhancha shan 'e yebao jing 
2) Dizang* da daoxin quce fa 
3) Dizang pusa jing 
4) Dizang pusa yigui attributed to Subhakara (637-735) 
5) Dizang pusa benyuan jing attributed to Siksananda (fl. 

695-704) 

Another Chinese text recovered from the Dunhuang manuscripts, known sometimes 

by the title of Dizang shizhai ri ifelic+W S ("Dizang and the Ten Feast Days"), is also 

frequently discussed in relation to Dizang literature. Because its title mentions Dizang, it 

is commonly assumed that this text deals also with Dizang belief. However, my investigation 

of the existing manuscripts of this text reveals that this text did not originally evolve as 

part of the Dizang literature. The name of Dizang did not appear in earlier versions of 

the text, but was likely added to a few latter versions because of the mention of the 

observance of the ten feast days in the Dizang pusa benyuan jing 
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Since the Dizang shizhai ri did not develop as part of Dizang literature, and its contents, 

moreover, do not particularly discuss the role of Dizang. the text will not be examined in 

this chapter."^ 

Dizang scriptures can be classified into the categories of indigenous and accretionary 

compositions. "Indigenous composition" is here deployed as an equivalent to what is 

more commonly referred to in modem scholarship as "apocryphal writing." As a religious 

literary category, "apocrypha" has heavy overtones of the western Christian tradition for 

which the term was first coined."^ To avoid western connotations not always applicable 

in the Chinese Buddhist context, the phrase "indigenous composition" is adopted instead 

in this study. Calling attention to this neglected genre of Buddhist literature. Ziircher 

(1982) has defined the genre in relation to the Buddhist context: 

The study of early Chinese Buddhist apocryphal literature constitutes a vast and 
intriguing field of research, the exploration of which has barely begun. Apocryphal 
texts are Buddhist works produced in China by (obviously anonymous) Chinese; 
they pretend to be "translations" of non-Chinese texts, and. being such, to be pan 
of the authentic Buddhist tradition. They generally are short texts, written in a 
primitive and rather incoherent language, with little doctrinal sophistication, and 
full of references to ideas and beliefs that are not of Buddhist origin but are pan 
and parcel of the Chinese indigenous tradition ... In some cases such works 
somehow have found their way into the Buddhist Canon itself, perhaps because 
they were not recognized as fakes, or, if they were, they may have been regarded 
as harmless. But in many other cases, these works were considered heretical, 
unorthodox, morally ^subversive, or even politically dangerous, and such works 
had to be suppressed."^ 

Since Ziircher's call of attention, there has been considerable progress in the study of 

Chinese indigenous scriptures. The significance of this genre of Buddhist literature for 

understanding the history of Chinese Buddhism has since been acknowledged. Composed 

within the Chinese provenance, indigenous scriptures frequently encapsulate complex 

"Please see Appendix A for details of my argument as to why, properly speaking. 
Dizang shizhai ri should not be regarded as part of the Dizang literature. 

"®On the problems of applying the term "apocrypha" on the Buddhist context, see Buswell 
(1990). 3-7. 

--'Zurcher(1982), 168. 
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patterns of religio-cuitural assimilation that were integral to the process of domesticating 

Buddhist beliefs and practices in Chinese society. Hence, the study of indigenous Chinese 

compositions is essential to the task of reconstructing the history of Chinese Buddhism. 

In a recent study of this important genre of Chinese Buddhist literature, Tokuno has 

proposed the following fivefold classification of the extant corpus of indigenous Chinese 

scriptures: 

1) Dunhuang manuscripts: 
2) Texts in the Supplement to the Canon (Zokuzokyo 
3) Nanatsu-dera manuscripts: 
4) "Canonical" apocrypha (or canonical indigenous writings), that is. either those 

texts that were at one time suspected of being apocryphal but were later 
accorded canonical status, or those texts from the canon that modem scholarship 
has established to be "apocryphal"; and 

5) lost indigenous texts that survive only in quotations in Chinese commentaries 
and treatises."® 

Scholarly consensus regards four of the Dizang scriptures as indigenous works composed 

in the Chinese setting. The Zhancha shan'e yebao jing is a "canonical" indigenous 

composition; the Dizang* da daoxin quce fa and Dizang pusa yigui are recovered from 

Japanese collection of manuscripts; and the Dizang pusa jing is recovered from the 

Dunhuang manuscripts. Significantly each of these Chinese indigenous scriptures connect 

Dizang to a diversified range of aspects of medieval Chinese religion that cannot be 

reduced to any singular development or theme. These indigenous works, moreover, 

locate Dizang right at the crux of medieval Chinese trends of religio-cuitural amalgamation 

juxtaposing and interweaving sinitic and Buddhist motifs. 

The fifth scripture, the Dizang pusa benyuan jing, however, poses a problem for 

the category of "Chinese indigenous compositions." Scholars are undecided as to the 

geographical provenance of this scripture, and thus propose that it was composed either 

--®Tokuno(1994), 25-27. 
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in Central Asia or China.~^ Regarded as texts composed within the provenance to which 

the religion is transmitted, the category of indigenous compositions must theoretically 

exclude those scriptural writings with problematic origins that suggest more an aggregation 

of varying geographical and cultural influences. Several scriptures, in the Chinese Buddhist 

context, cannot be conclusively attributed Chinese authorship, even though ihey contain 

significant passages or themes that can only be explicated as the products of sinitic 

influences. Some of the shaping influences might well have been assimilated during the 

processes of transmission, translation, and redaction. The categorization of scriptures 

into the twin polarities of "genuine" versus "apocryphal" inadvertently limits our 

understanding of the texts and further simplifies the complexities underlying the production 

of religious writings. The concept of "indigenous compositions" indeed cannot exhaust 

the range of scriptural writings that functions as the avenue for accommodating those 

transformative processes of religio-cultural appropriation, assimilation, and innovation 

underlying the domestication of Buddhist beliefs and practices within the medieval Chinese 

setting. 

In his study of the various textual recensions of the so-called Guan jing 

Silk has proposed an "accretionary" model that investigates Buddhist texts through a 

process of philological archaeology.^' Through such a process, accretionary layers of 

religio-cultural adaptation are unraveled as part of a protracted process of critical edition, 

translation, transmission, which yields variant recensions and versions of a single text. 

The Dizang pusa benyuan jing (henceforth abbrievated as Benyuan jing) contains an 

intriguing mixture of literary motifs and themes deriving from indie and sinitic cultures. 

"^Iverskog (1997), 54. 

full title of this scripture is the Guan wuliangshoufo jing 
(Amitayurdhydnasiitra). 

-"'See Silk (1997), 181-256. 
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In view of its multiple layers of divergent cultural motifs, the Benyuan jing could well be 

another example of "accretionary composition." However, unlike the Guan jing. no 

complete variant textual recensions of the Benyuan jing, other than the Chinese versions, 

exist.-^- It is therefore impossible, at least for now, to submit the text to critical comparative 

philology in the hope of reconstructing its textual history. Nonetheless, until more 

information on its textual history is revealed, it is more appropriate to bear in mind the 

model of "accretionary composition," rather than the polarization between "authentic 

Indian" and "indigenous Chinese" compositions, when discussing the Benyuan jing. 

Of the five Dizang scriptures to be discussed, the Zhancha jing and Benyuan jing. 

being canonical texts and therefore more readily accessible, are relatively better known 

both in modem Chinese religion and in modem scholarship. The Zhancha jing, in particular, 

has attracted substantive scholarly attention.^^ The other three significantly shorter texts, 

edited and incorporated only in the twentieth century into the Chinese Buddhist cannon 

(the modem scholarly edition known as the Taisho Canon), have received minimal scholarly 

attention, especially in the western arena. For that reason, the following analyses of the 

texts discuss in closer detail the shorter scriptures, especially the Dizang* da daoxin 

quche fa, a text relatively less known to the westem scholarly audience. 

Zhancha shan'eyebao jing 

(Dizang Belief, Divinatory Method, Meditation Techniques, 
Repentance Rites, and Buddhist Philosophy) 

Scholarly consensus today agrees that the Zhancha shan 'e yebao jing (Sutra on 

"^"Fragmented Uighur manuscripts of the Benyuan jing has been found and there apparently 
exists a manuscript of a chapter of the text in the Tangut language. See subsequent discussion of 
the Benyiian jing in this chapter. 

""'Previous scholarship on the Zhancha jing includes Mochizuki (1946). 108-114; Makita 
(1975). 108-114; Lai (1990), 175-206; Kuo (1994b), 145-167. See review of the scholarship on 
the Zhancha jing in subsequent discussion of this scripture in this chapter. 
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Divining the Retribution of Good and Bad Actions) is an indigenous scripture composed 

in China sometime in the sixth century. Chinese Buddhist catalogues, moreover, offer 

external documentation confirming that, from its inception, the "authenticity" of this 

scripture had been questioned and that its canonization occurred only after a period of 

time." "' The first catalogue to cite this scripture, the Zongjing midu compiled 

in 594. lists the text under the category of "dubious" works."'^ A few years later, the 

Lidai sanbao ji compiled in 597 by Fei Changfang (dates uncertain), 

first ascribed this surra to an obscure translator named Putideng (Bodhidipa?).^^ 

Fei too records doubt concerning the "authenticity" of this siitraP' It is the Dazhou 

kanding zhongjing mulu dated to 695 and sponsored by the Zhou 

Empress Wu Zhetian (r. 684-709), that first affirmed the authenticity of the Zhancha 

jing}^^ Subsequently, the Kaiyiian shijiao hi compiled in 730, officially 

admitted the Zhancha jing into the Buddhist canon.^' 

The contents of this scripture exhibit a curious juxtaposition of patently sinitic 

elements with normative Buddhist doctrines and practices, further confirming the 

plausibility of Chinese authorship. The text begins with the Buddha calling on Dizang 

""•'For a review of the judgement of the various scriptural catalogues on the Zhancha jing. 
see Makita (1976), 108-109. 

"^'See Fajing's list of dubious scriptures in the Zhongjing mulu which states: " 

[As for] the 21 preceding sutras, the explanation of the title can be found in 
numerous catalogues. The style is complicated and it has not yet been determined 
whether they were false or real sutras. This will require more research. This is 
why they are catalogued among dubious sutras." (T2146:55.126b-c) 

^^The Sanskrit equivalent was reconstructed by de Visser (1915). 46. 

•• See Lidai sanbao ji T2034:49.106c8-22. 

"^®See Dazhou kanding zhongjing mu/w T2153:55.379a23-25, 442bl-10. 

"^^See Kaiyuan shijiao /m T2154:55.55 la2-23. 
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Bodhisattva to expound on the method of salvation for those living in the critical phase 

between the time of the semblance dharma and the final era 5^#. Dizang first 

preaches, in the first fascicle, a divinatory method for the spiritually inferior. This 

method requires the use of three sets of wooden divinatory wheels:""^ the first set of ten 

wheels will unveil the ten good or evil actions committed in the past; the 

second set of three wheels (signifying bodily, verbal, and mental actions) will reveal the 

strength of the karmic force (distant or imminent, strong or weak); the third set of six 

wheels will disclose the various retributions of the past and the present, or those yet to be 

experienced in the future, yielding a possible range of 189 prognostications.""" Prior to 

the divination, the adept must perform preliminary rites of worship and repentance, 

particularly invoking Dizang Bodhisattva to ensure the success of the divination. Should 

the first two divinations reveal bad karma, the adept must then observe rigorous repentance 

rites to purify oneself. Only when the divination results indicate that body, speech, and 

mind have been purified, can the penitent assume that the bad karma has been eradicated. 

.A.S further verification, the penitent should experience auspicious omens in the form of 

unusual lights, aromatic scents, or celestial visitations in dreams. Only then can the adept 

conduct the third set of divination to prognosticate his/her level of spiritual attainments 

or. more frequently, to unfold matters pertaining to daily life. 

In the second fascicle, Dizang next promulgates a twofold meditation technique 

as the expedient means leading beings to the Great Vehicle. First, during the contemplation 

of mind- or consciousness-only one should trace the arising of all bodily, 

verbal, and mental actions to the mind; Next, during the contemplation of the reality of 

•"^According to Whalen Lai, the wheel actually operates as a kind of spinning top, see Lai 
(1990). 179. Kuo (1994b), however, follows the interpretation given by the Ming Buddhist 
reformer, Zhixu (1599-1655), stating that the wheels actually function like dices. 

••*'The text further delves into fastidious instructions on the step-to-step implementation 
of the divination to the point of dictating even the exact measurements of the wheel. 
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true thusness , one should examine the undefiled namre of the mind, unproduced. 

indestructible, and free from all discrimination. Through either method, one will achieve 

a particular state of concentration (samadhi HS^). before proceeding to cultivate samatha-

vipa^ana to generate intuitive insight and deep conviction in the 

Mahayana. Should karmic obstruction or lack of faith hinder the contemplation, the 

adept should then constantly invoke Dizang's name at all times and in all places until 

(s)he achieves singularity of the mind. Thereupon, (s)he should then contemplate on the 

dharma body of Dizang as identical in nature not only to that of all the buddhas but also 

to one's own. 

Of the Dizang scriptures, the Zhancha jing has attracted relatively more scholarly 

attention. Study of this scripture was inaugurated in the early 1930s by Mochizuki 

Shinko who highlighted its patterns of acculturation in relation to another important 

sixth-century Chinese indigenous writing, ihc Dacheng qixin lun attributed 

to the translator Paramartha (499-569)."'*' Mochizuki was especially interested in the 

syncretistic philosophical views of the Zhancha jing which brought together varying 

strands of Yogacara and Tathagathagarbha explications on the nature of the mind. 

Scholarship over the decades has increasingly shed light on the assimilative and syncretic 

trends embodied within the Zhancha jing. Makita (1976) connected the divinatory practice 

delineated in the first fascicle with the perennial Chinese love for fortune-telling and. on 

that ground, regarded the sutra as an example of a "plebeian scripture" (shomei kyoten 

that deliberately incorporated the preoccupation of the larger medieval Chinese 

""''Mochizuki (1946), 485-493. 
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populace with the pursuit for "this-worldiy benefits" (gensei riki One and 

a half decade later, Whalen Lai (1990) argued that the text actually offers a sophisticated 

religio-cultural amalgamation of so-called "magic" and philosophy, thereby defying any 

reductionistic characterization of magic with "folk" practices and philosophical speculation 

with "elite" religion.""" More recently, Kuo Liying (1994b). studying the sutra as an 

instance of the "reciprocal adaptation" between "Buddhism and the local culture" of 

China, introduced another perspective with her emphasis on the practical orientation of 

the siitra and its conspicuous union of religious praxis with philosophical speculation.""'^ 

Lai and Kuo. in particular, have substantively illuminated the complex syncretic patterns 

of religious assimilation embodied in this Chinese indigenous scripture, highlighting the 

manner in which Buddhist and sinitic threads are so tightly interlocked that it is often 

difficult to pry them apart. 

An interesting trend of religio-cultural amalgamation captured in the Zhanclia 

jing lies in its formulation of Chinese Buddhist divination.""'^ Close scrutiny reveals the 

wheel divination to be the product of synchronizing Chinese cosmology with Indian 

karmic causation. The use of divination in Chinese society spans way back to 1700 

-"•-See Makita (1975). 108-114. 

-^Lai (1990). 175-206. 

-"•^KuoC 1994b), 145-167. 

"^At first glance, the wheel divination appears to be of sinitic origin, a mirror of the 
Chinese proclivity for mantic techniques. The official Buddhist stance after all had always 
expressed vehement objection against divination and fortune-telling, and formal scriptural strictures 
were issued against their use. (See for instance the Brahmajalasutra. of the Dtrghagama, translated 
from the Pali by T. W. Rhys Davids, 1899, 16). However. Morita Ryusen (1935) has pointed 
out a possible Indian Buddhist precedent, a story relating how a person should keep track of every 
good or evil intention with white and black stones, and how to purify the mind through reversing 
the ratio of the colors. This information is derived from Lai (1990), 184. Nevertheless, the 
significance of Chinese input on the wheel divination, especially the aspect of mechanical 
predictability, cannot be denied. 
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B.C.E..'^' existing always as part of a larger network of techniques (astrology, almanacs, 

omens, oracles, exorcism, and medicine) to comprehend and manipulate natural or 

seemingly "extra-human" forces.""*® In overtly generalized terms, the ancient Chinese 

view of the cosmos insisted on the presence of regulating patterns of correlation across 

the biological, ecological, moral, political, and social planes, so that the malfunction of 

any element in the multi-layered system would reverberate throughout the other structural 

levels. This would trigger a causative process of breakdown in the entire socio-eco-system. 

to be mended only through reinstating the "original" cosmic harmony. Divination existed 

in this worldview as one means to apprehend not only the causes of. but also the remedies 

to. prevailing disharmony in this multi-layered cosmic system. 

On the other hand, at the heart of the Indian Buddhist worldview was the doctrine 

of karma, a principle of moral causation, which stipulated that any bodily, verbal, or 

mental action propelled by intention would incur karma and bring retributive effects. 

The Zhancha jing represents the Chinese Buddhist approach that adroitly interposed the 

Indian principle of karmic causation onto an essentially Chinese view of cosmos. The 

wheel divination is essentially a karmic divination that seeks to unravel patterns of past, 

present, and future karmic retributions, in the hope of improving one's lot in the present 

and future existences, or to solicit guidance for spiritual development. In this manner, 

divination is no longer a means to comprehend cosmic patterns of correlative causation 

but has become a tool to investigate the operations of a moral causation that must have 

otherwise appeared to the Chinese as elusively unpredictable. In a single stroke, the 

medieval Chinese had concretized the abstraction of the Buddhist principle of karma into 

""'^Divinatory practices have a long history in pre-Buddhist China spanning all the way 
back to the oracle bone divination in the Shang period (1500-11(K) B.C.E.). For studies on the 
Shang use of oracle bone divination, see Chang (1983), 44-55. 

"•"^See the studies by Smith (1991) & Loewe (1994). Also see the related section in Poo 
(1998), 41-68. The term "extra-human" is derived from Poo's usage. 
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a procedure of religious praxis, a combination of ritual divination and repentance, which 

could be pragmatically enacted to revert karmic consequences and lay the foundation for 

spiritual practice.'"*' 

Curiously, however, none of the previous scholarship has paid significant attention 

to the role of Dizang in the patterns of religious appropriation and assimilation present in 

the Zhancha jing. In the scripture, Dizang is cast in the familiar role of savior of the 

degenerate times, except that in its treatment, this role significantly becomes an avenue 

for the fascinating amalgamation of diverse religious elements. Seemingly discordant 

religious elements are interwoven into an overarching soteriology, fairly coherent though 

not thoroughly systematized, which will gradually lead the practitioner from the secular 

realm to the transcendental goal of enlightenment. At the lower end of the soteriologicai 

spectrum are the repentance rites and the karmic divinatory method prescribed for the 

spiritually inferior, whereas at the more advanced level the technicalities of Buddhist 

meditation and abstruse doctrinal conceptions on the nature of the mind are held out as 

the means to inaugurate practitioners to the Mahayana. Into this schema, the figure of 

Dizang fits in first as the patron of divination to whom sincere homage is due to ensure 

the success of the divination, and then as the object for ritual repentance and worship for 

those performing self-purification during the divination procedure. Finally, in fascicle 

two, he is also the object of meditative contemplation that will ultimately lead the practitioner 

to states of calm and insight otherwise achieved through meditating on the nature of the 

"^^here is another sense in which the wheel divination of the Zhancha jing departs from 
Chinese divinatory procedures—namely its use of the wheel metaphor. This metaphor is derived 
from the ten wheels of cakravartins, buddhas. and bodhisattvas elucidated in the Shilun jing. The 
wheel has strong connotations in the Indian tradition where it is one of the attributes of the 
cakravartin, the ideal ruler. In Indian Buddhism, the metaphor of the Buddha turning the wheel 
of the Dharma was deliberately used to contrast with the cakravartin's wheel. Appropriately the 
Zhancha jing employs the wheel as a symbol to characterize its Buddhist connection in contrast 
to the use of shell and milfoil in Chinese divination. Previous scholarship on the Zhancha jing 
has alreadv noted the symbolic use of the wheel metaphor, see Lai (1990), 183-184; Kuo 
(1994b). 151. 
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mind. In short, ritual efficacy, meditative techniques, and doctrinal exegesis are all 

integral to this soteriological vision, coexisting side by side in refutation of any tendency 

to sharply polarize religious practice against religious doctrine. Through his multivalent 

role, the figure of Dizang brings together a variety of religious aspects from concretized 

ritual action and the technicalities of Buddhist meditation to the abstraction of philosophical 

speculation. 

The Zhancha jing in summary documents a multifaceted religio-cultural 

amalgamation, literally serving as a "melting pot" of varying religious perspectives and 

diverse syncretistic trends. Apparently, by the sixth century during the composition of 

the Zhancha jing, the figure of Dizang, in his role as the savior of the degenerate times, 

was deployed for syncretistic purposes to domesticate and acculturate Buddhist beliefs 

and practices within the medieval Chinese setting. The fact that Dizang was a relatively 

less known and fairly obscure figure, compared to some of the other bodhisattvas. perhaps 

provided a certain flexibility that accommodated the religious experimentation of that 

period. Placed in the midst of various syncretistic strands, the figure of Dizang in the 

Zhancha jing took, on new characteristics, becoming the patron of divination and the 

object of meditation, while retaining classic features of the Indian bodhisattva paradigm. 

However, it is uncertain whether the incorporation of the figure of Dizang into the 

Zhancha jing necessarily led to the popularization of Dizang belief in the sixth century. 

No allusion to Dizang worship was mentioned in the Lidai sanbao ji (dated to 597) which 

records the practice of a "method of penitence based on the stupa" in Guangzhou and 

Qingzhou that was supposedly inspired by the Zhancha jing's formulation of wheel 

divination.^® The catalogue, however, does not record practice of Dizang worship in 

"^\his practice was described in the Lidai sanbao ji: 

"... There was in Guangzhou a monk who practiced "the method of 
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conjunction with this method of penitence. This might well be an accidental omission 

but a more probable explanation would be that, in the sixth century, the figure of Dizang 

still had not gained the type of cultic popularity he would attract in the seventh and 

eighth centuries. As previously mentioned, it was precisely his relative obscurity that 

allowed him to be deftly appropriated into the syncretistic patterns of the Zhancha jing.^^ 

However, by the time of the seventeenth-century Ming Buddhist reform through the 

efforts of the monk Zhixu (1599-1655), it is as part of Dizang belief that the Zhancha 

jing would enjoy a revival in the religious milieu of late imperial China.^* 

Dizang* da daoxin quce fc^ 
(Dizang Belief, Demonoiogy, and Esoteric Development) 

A relatively less studied text recovered from Japanese collections of Buddhist 

manuscripts, the Dizang' da daoxin quce fa (T1159A) is another indigenous Chinese 

scripture that locates the figure of Dizang at the heart of a complex religio-cultural 

penitence based on the stupa.' He had constructed two small plaques 
from leather, and had written the character "good" on one and the 
character "bad" on the other. He encouraged people to throw [the 
plaques]. Those who got the plaque on which the character "good" was 
written were [deemed to be] virtuous while those who received the 
other were [considered] not virtuous. He also practiced the method that 
consisted of "throwing oneself on the floor" (to prostrate oneself). He 
thought this would ease sins. Men and women were mixed. Also in 
Qingzhou there was a learned man who practiced similar methods. On 
the thirteenth year of the kaihiumg era [that is, 593], a person reported 
these bizzare facts to the military prefect of Guangzhou." 
(T2034:49.106c9-22) 

^'The scripture was apparently introduced to Korea in 740 by Chinp'yo (b. 718) and its 
divination technique was in use at Mt. Hiei during the Edo period (Lai, 1990. 196). 

^^e Zhancha jing would again flourish in the Chinese Buddhist milieu in conjunction 
with a resurgence in Dizang worship stimulated in part by the larger Ming Buddhist reform 
headed especially by Zhixu (1599-1655). See Shengyan (1975; rpt. 1993), 186-192. 

^^Dizang* indicates a phonetic reconstruction. The two characters are not found in 
normal Chinese usage. I have transliterated them as "Dizang," following the convention set by 
ancient and modem Buddhist scholarship. 
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amalgamation involving exoteric and esoteric Buddhist trends, as well as indigenous 

Chinese, especially religious Daoist, beliefs and practices. Controversy exists concerning 

its date of composition. The colophon appended to the extant version indicates that, by 

1087 C.E., the text was already circulating in Japan and some version of it was extant at 

the Surahgama Cloister The appearance of two unusual characters ifeSI in 

its title offers a clue to its date. Omura Seigai (1868-1927) reads these 

unusual characters as synonymous to the name of Dizang, suggesting that the characters 

were part of the set of new Chinese characters implemented during the reign of Empress 

(r. 690-705 C.E.). He cautions, however, that this does not necessarily imply that 

the text was composed in that era.^® In his study of the new characters introduced in the 

Wuzhou period, Tokiwa Daijo (1943) cites various sources for reading 

but none of his sources record the usages of either [11=^ or Instead, 

supporting evidence for reading ^[11=%^ appears elsewhere in a record of Buddhist 

miracles entitled the Sanbao ganying yaolue lu Compiled sometime 

during the Liao Dynasty (907-1125) by the Buddhist monk Feizhuo it includes a 

narrative'^' that is extracted, as Feizhuo himself acknowledges, from the Dizang da 

II 59A:20.652a21-24 

^^Or, more accurately. Emperor Wu, as she apparently called herself. Ouyang Xiu 
remarks in his biography of Empress Wu in the New Tang History that she "styled 

herself emperor (Xin tang shu WffS'M 76:3867:3). 

"Date of translation and translator unclear. However in the title the two words "Dizang" are 
recorded through the [new] characters [from the period of Empress Wu] Zhetian. Whether it 
is necessarily a work of that period is indeed doubtful!" (Omura, 1918, 348). 

^Vor evidence of historical usages, see Tokiwa (1943), 401; 403; 405; 416. 

^®For a biography of Feizhuo based on Dunhuang materials, see Chen (1979). 123-124. 

•^^art III, story 35, entitled Dizang pusa jiu qiaoti zhangzhe jia e 'gui nan ganyin 
T2084:51.855aI-b4. Note the changes in the title: from 
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daoxin quce fa Besides the usage of characters from the 

Wuzhao era, the contents of the text also reveal substantial Daoist influence, thus confirming 

the Chinese origin of this text. Scholarly consensus agrees that the text is a Chinese 

indigenous composition belonging to the mid-Tang period,^' although they are undecided 

about its exact dating. Manabe (1960), heeding Omura's cautionary note, places the text 

sometime after \he. Wuzhou period,"" whereas Osabe (1982) argues, on the ground of its 

distinctive Buddho-Daoist synthesis, that T1159A must have been part of a larger esoteric 

milieu during the Wuzhou era,"" possibly belonging to an important but little-studied 

phase of Chinese esoteric development on the eve of Amoghavajra's formulations. 

In terms of discourse, the text can be divided twofold: on one hand is the 

narrative discourse introducing the kernel story of the Elder Gaoti and his household's 

encounter with demon assault; while on the other hand is the prescriptive discourse 

delineating the demonological techniques taught by Dizang Bodhisattva. A prominent 

feature of T1159A is its sustained integration of Buddhist and Daoist beliefs and practices, 

which occurs on both levels of discourse (narrative and prescriptive). While laying out a 

patently Buddhist setting, the narrative discourse also stealthily juxtaposes Sino-Indian 

and Buddho-Daoist elements, opening the way to the strongly Daoist strain in the 

prescriptive discourse. The text opens by immediately plunging the reader into the world 

of Buddhist mythology: it introduces a scene of axis mimdi (the mountain Grdhrakum) 

where the Buddha presides in silence over an assembly of accomplished esoteric adepts 

to from to 

26Op2084:51.855a2. Translated in attached appendix. 

"®'See its classification in Manabe (1960), 115. 

-"Manabe (1960), 116. 

-"Osabe (1982), 9-14. 
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(the consecrated reversible and the irreversible Almost immediately it 

shifts from this silent center to the world of action—that of the bodhisattva roaming the 

universe to allay suffering. Having established the Buddhist setting, the text next introduces 

the kernel story of Elder Gaoti and his household who were deprived of their vital breath 

by malevolent ghosts (.egui duo qi jingq'x ^). This kernel story deliberately 

strikes a chord with both Chinese and Indian cultures through the motif of demonic 

beings afflicting humans and depriving them of their health. 

In the Chinese conception, the distinction between demon (mo M) and ghost (gu i  

%) is blurred, and both terms are deployed to refer to the disembodied dead. Such 

beings are frequently conceived as malicious forces that suck out the vital pneuma (jingqi 

MM) from the living, causing illness, disease, or ultimately death. Attributing illness 

and disease to demon f)ossession was fundamental to the pre-Buddhist Chinese worldview."'^ 

Similarly, the early Indian Vedic world also attributed disease and illness to the invasion 

of the body by evil spirits and demons."^^ variously known aspisdca. rakm, yaksa. and so 

forth. Vedic ritual texts offer an array of healing rites, including use of charms and 

incantations,"^ to avert demons, destroy them, or subdue them."" While the official 

stance of the earliest strata of Buddhist literature, the pre-Mahayana Nik^a or Agama 

tradition, condemns such Vedic-Brahmanic practices, incantation spells, in the form of 

"^See De Groot (1892-1910), vol. 5, which provides a good survey of Chinese demonology 
with several citations from pre-Han and Han sources; also see Unschuld (1985), 37. In addition. 
Harper (1985), 459-498, offers a study on this topic based on archaeological evidence dating to 
the Warring States. As early as the Shang dynasty, the Chinese already regarded illnesses and 
other disorders as omens sent by ancestral spirits. See the discussion by Unschuld (1985). 19-28. 

""See the discussion by Zysk (1989), 123-143. 

"^he Anhaveda 5.15-16 refers to spells for exorcising, "speaking away" (apa-vakiri). 
warding off or averting pests and their leaders, as well as rites against demons, while elsewhere in 
the same text charms are recommended for the expulsion of adversaries, rivals, wizards, and 
assorted demons (2.18). 

"^^See the short discussion in Gonda (1980), 305. 
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dhdranl or paritta, emerge here and there as devices used by meditators to ward off 

snakes and other dangers. This Vedic worldview linking physical ailments to demonic 

attacks re-surfaces (with a vengeance!) in Indian Mahayana scriptures. Passages from 

early Mahayana scriptures indicate a phobia of spirits and demons stealing one's vital 

warmth (ojah), thus causing physical ailments and even death."®® This anxiety was 

strongly present in the genre of dhdranl scriptures that were especially popular in Central 

Asia and China. These texts frequently offered a spectrum of incantation spells for a 

variety of secular benefits, not least for curative purposes in the event of demonic affliction 

and illness."®^ It would have taken no leap of imagination to connect the Indian notion of 

ojah or vital warmth with the indigenous Chinese concept of jingqi ffi®. or vital pneuma. 

Noting the parallels, Chinese translators used the latter term to render the former idea, so 

that the pre-Buddhist Chinese belief in malevolent ghosts snatching one's vital pneuma 

(egui duo qi jingqi was rapidly domesticated into Chinese Buddhist 

"^'The Bhaisajyagurusutra, for instance, lists one kind of untimely death for "•those who 
are excessively careless, dwelling in carelessness" that occurs when "non-human beings steal 
away their vital warmth (... tesdm amdnusd ojam apaharanti)" (Schopen, 1978, 262). Schopen 
also highlights other passages in the Bhaisajyagurusfara: For instance, if an expectant mother 
performs a particular/j/iya to Bhaisajyaguru, she will give birth to a son for whom "It will not be 
possible for his vital warmth to be snatched away by non-human beings (na tasya sakyam 
amcaiusena ojo grahltum)." Schopen (1978, 263-264) further cites similar references from other 
•Mahay^a scriptures such as the Sadharmapundarlka-sutra, the Ratnaketuparivarta-siltra. and 
the digit Prajndpdramitd. 

"^'Scriptures centering around the use of spells figure conspicuously in the lists of works 
translated into Chinese as early as the second century C.E. The daunting size of dhdranl scriptures 
has led to scholarly controversy concerning the validity of a form of Buddhism referred to as 
"Dhdranl Buddhism." Waley maintains that the Buddhism of Dunhuang, as reflected in its 
paintings and manuscripts, is compounded of two elements—the cult of paradises and the dhdranl 
cults (Waley, 1931, xiii-xiv). Scho(>en, however, warns against attaching too great an emphasis 
to the dhdranl by itself, arguing that it should be seen as one element of a larger whole, more 
appropriately called "karmatic Buddhism" (a term first coined by Melford Spiro), which embraces 
not only the practice of "medicine" but also the concern for favorable rebirth, the fear of death, 
poverty, etc. See Schopen (1978), 272. 
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Hence, in the Quche fa, the motif of a household suffocated by malevolent ghosts, 

resonant as it is of both indigenous Chinese and Indian cultures, produces a fluid narrative 

setting that expedites the Buddho-Daoist synthesis of the text. This first narrative selling 

embeds yet another narrative, this time reminiscent of the Indian avadana (the genesis 

story) associated especially with the classic outline of the bodhisattva career in Mahay^a 

Buddhism. The prototypical avadana is based on the past life of Buddha S^yamuni—from 

his arousing of bodhicitta, the utterance of his vows, and the prediction of his buddhahood 

through the aeons of bodhisattva practice leading to the attainment of buddhahood." ' In 

T1159 A, the plight of Elder Gaoti and his household becomes the occasion for Dizang to 

recall his bodhisattva career. This narration begins like the standard avadana. stretching 

back to mythical time ("in the past measureless and boundless distant lime ago") to the 

era of a Buddha named King of Sun Radiance. But the narrative swiftly introduces a 

twist to the standard avadana plot: after Buddha King of Sun Radiance entered nirx'dna. 

Dizang, commiserating with the plight of those possessed by malevolent ghosts, vowed 

to study the art of quelling ghosts from a "r/an" fllj living at Mount Kuttara who was 

skilled in the arts of magic IBInterestingly, the bodhisattva vow becomes the gateway 

for introducing the indigenous Chinese preoccupation with quelling ghosts. Through the 

twist in the avadana plot, the art of quelling ghosts is thus incorporated into the classic 

paradigm of the bodhisattva career, becoming part of the bodhisattva's practice of 

"™Such usage had already occurred in Chinese translations of the Agama literature, though 
not with the same frequency as in the Mahayana literature. 

•^'The past lives of the historical Buddha are recounted in the genre of the jaiaka and 
avadaiia tales. The standard account depicts the beginning of his bodhisattva career in a previous 
existence as the brahmin ascetic, Sumedha. 
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compassion. The term xian was often used to translate the Indian word, rsi or seer,"^' and 

at the same time also referred to the Daoist adept who has achieved the goal of immortality. 

These dual connotations underlying the term are thus pivotal to the Buddho-Daoist 

oscillations of the text. Employing Buddhist themes and language that have evident 

Daoist affinities, the narrative setting readily gives way to the strong Daoist orientation 

of the demonological techniques in the subsequent prescriptive discourse of the text. 

The demonological techniques expoused consist of three ritual components: (1) 

the rite of summoning ghosts (zhao gui S%,)\ (2) the rite ensuring fearlessness when 

confronting ghosts {jian gui wiiwei fa (3) the rite of dispatching those 

ghosts under one's services {shicu gui Although recitation of dhdranf or 

niantrcr^- had a long history in Buddhism, this specific configuration of dhdranf with 

rites for summoning, encountering, and dispatching ghosts was prominently derived from 

indigenous Chinese practice. It was assimilated from the early medieval Daoist liturgy 

that was deeply rooted in pre-Han and Han therapeutic demonology and funerary practices. 

Appearing at the turn of the common era, religious Daoism not only absorbed but also 

accentuated and elaborated pre-existing popular beliefs and practices. Cedzich has argued 

that early Daoist liturgy (in Celestial Master Daoism) derived in significant measure from 

pre-Han grave quelling beliefs and practices.However, while the grave-quelling religion 

only aimed to banish the dead forever from the human realm, Daoist rituals not only 

protected the descendents from visitations of ancestral sins, but also redeemed the dead 

from sins and opened to them the way to be reintegrated and promoted into the other-worldly 

""^he usage of xian to translate the Indian word rsi frequently occurs in the Chinese 
Agama literature. 

"^^or the purpose of this paper, no sharp distinction is made between mantra and dhdranl. 
They are used as interchangeable terms and translated as "incantation spell." 

-'^Cedzich (1993), 23-35. 
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hierarchies."^^ 

Evidence of a Sichuan stele inscription dated 173 B.C.E. records a "demon-soldier 

of the heavenly troop" {tianzu guibing named Hujiu who attained the 

Dao and entered a contract with six Daoist libationers, promising henceforth to spread 

the law of the Dao of the Celestial Master without limit. Cedzich proposes that the 

"demon-soldier" actually refers to the lowest divine rank conferred on dead members of 

the Daoist communities upon their entering the other-worldly service."'^ Such demon-

soldiers would rank among the hundreds of spirits listed on registers (/« M) that determined 

the authority and the rank of both lay members and priests in the Celestial Master 

organization.-"^ Maeda (1995) further argues that the beginnings of religious Daoism was 

closely conjoined with the shift from shamanic sacrificial appeasement of demons and 

spirits to a new fearless attitude that sought to "resolutely and overpoweringly coerce the 

divinities into submitting to the human adept."-^® Hence, from his inception, the Daoist 

priest claims ritual power that specifically includes ability to exorcise, subjugate, and 

deploy demons and ghosts through an array of ritual paraphemalia like incantation spells, 

registers of spirits' names, seals, and talismans. Several of these ritual methods can be 

traced to pre-Han therapeutic demonology, documented especially by medical manuscripts 

recently unearthed from the Mawangdui tombs (163 B.C.E.These texts 

contain sophisticated demonological (in conjunction with magical) concepts and practices, 

advocating a variety of techniques—incantation spells, breath magic involving spitting 

-'-Cedzich (1993), 33. 

-^^Cedzich (1993), 32-33. 

-^^Cedzich (1993), 33. 

-^®Maeda(I995), 62. 

-^Vor a book length study on this topic and translation of manuscripts of such Han 
medical texts, see Harper (1998). 
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and spouting, and the use of talismans—to access the spirit world and cure demonic 

ailments. The widespread existence of ritual practices to summon and conjure ghosts has 

a long history dating back to pre-Han shamanic practices like the soul-summoning rites 

recorded in the Chuci (The Songs of the South 

The components of the T1159A ritual (summoning, confronting, subjugating, and 

dispatching ghosts) conspicuously parallel the Daoist liturgy outlined above. The 

practitioner of this ritual, therefore, functions no differently from a Daoist adept. Quite a 

few of the ritual actions prescribed are recognizably Daoist. such as ritual spitting, 

"banging the teeth," and talismanic writing. Ritual spitting and spouting are instances of 

breath magic, based on the belief that "spitting saliva or spouting substances out of the 

mouth is like blowing out a steam of fire,"^' forming thereby a channel to the spiritual 

world.-®" The rite of "banging the teeth," which frequently appears in Daoist scriptures 

exact dating of Chuci. an anthology of poems, has not been determined. The 
anthology as it exists today is traditionally attributed to a scholar called Wang-I in the second 
centurv C.E. The collection contains two soul summons entitled Zhao hun and Dazhao 
S. Hawkes introduces the ancient Chinese practice of summoning the departed soul: "It is one 
of the specialized skills of the shaman, who is trained and fortified to pass through spirit-lands 
with comparative immunity, to fetch back truant souls to their proper domiciles. Such summons 
or invocations to the soul were anciently used in China for two purposes: to call back the 
wandering soul of a sick man. or to summon back the souls of the dead, especially if they had 
died abroad—for instance, on a campaign in another country. At one time a simplified kind of 
soul summons was used wherever the death had occurred. The ancient ritual books tell us that 
when a person died, it was the custom for a near relative to climb on to the roof holding one of 
the deceased's garments in his hand and cry out, "X, come back!" ... The soul summons in Chuci 
seem not to involve any psychopompia. The shamans simply call on the soul wherever it may be. 
terrorize it with alarming descriptions of the natural and supematural dangers which threaten it 
away from home, coax it with descriptions of the delights which await it if only it will return, and 
apparently leave the soul to draw its own conclusions and come back by itself as best it may." 
(Hawkes, 1959, 101). 

Modifying Hawkes' stance, Bokenkamp questions that since "a close examination of both 
soul-summoning texts reveals that the errant cloud souls are being summoned to return to a 
palace that, while filled with all the pleasures enjoyed in life, are invariably described as "tranquil" 
and 'peaceful.' not once but throughout the poem ... could it not be, then that the soul is being 
summoned to rejoin the body not in life but for a continued existence in the grave?" (Bokenkamp. 
1989, 100. 

-®'Harper(1982), 85-86. 

-®"Also discussed in Xiao (1993), 228-232. 
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like the Baopuzi entails the ritualist to hit the upper and lower rows of teeth 

against each other,^^ based on the belief stated in Zhengao Mtn that the sound of 

clattering teeth strikes fear in malignant ghosts and spirits.^ The talisman, on the other 

hand, relies on the written word to communicate with the otherworld. Prepared like an 

official document, it was issued as a command from a high official within the divine 

hierarchy to lowly spirits responsible for human misfortunes.^^ T1159A's instruction for 

preparing and handling talismans also follows standard Daoist practice; written with 

vermilion sand and then imprinted thrice with a seal £[1, nine slips are swallowed or 

carried on the body. Since the Quche fa, unlike other Buddho-Daoist texts.does not 

include diagrams of the talismans, we cannot ascertain how the seal chops look like. 

Nonetheless, the minimal description indicates that its conception of the nature and 

efficacy of the talisman derives principally from the Daoist tradition. As Xiao (1993) has 

recently demonstrated. Daoist rites like ritual spitting, "banging the teeth," and the use of 

t a l i s m a n s  o r  s e a l s  w e r e  a s s i m i l a t e d  i n t o  B u d d h i s t s c r i p t u r e s .  

Yet it would be a mistake to solely emphasize the Daoist character of the ritual 

prescription in the Quche fa and thus neglect the presence of patently Buddhist elements. 

The ritual instructions prominently invokes a Buddhist soteriology that includes Buddhist 

-'^'Xiao(1993), 232-233. 

-^•'Cited in Xiao (1993), 234. 

"^^alismans were already in use during the feudal Zhou period where it was customarv' 
for a prince who had assigned a task to one of his subjects, to break in two a piece of wood or 
jade inscribed with an appropriate text, and retain one of the pieces for himself. The remaining 
half was then presented to the person delegated with the task, to serve as proof of the official 
nature of his mission. See Unschuld (1985), 40. 

•®^iao has conveniently collated and reproduced those Buddhist texts from the Taisho 
canon as well as the Dunhuang manuscripts which include diagrammatic representations of talismans 
and seals. See Xiao (1993), appended chapter four (unnumbered pages starting from 240). 

-®^Xiao (1993), 185-194; 241-249. 
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practices like dhdran'i incantation, the making of ritual hand gestures or mudras.-^^ as 

well as devotional practices of reciting the name of the savior (in this case. Dizang). 

Though resonant of the Daoist vision of salvation, the ceremonial conversion of the ghost 

in the Qiiche fa is, however, couched primarily in Buddhist terminology and concepts: 

the ghost claims that the ritualist's prowess has freed him from retributive evil ways, 

causing him to give rise to "the aspiration toward the Way" {fa daoxin —an 

allusion to the Mahay^a aspiration to the bodhisattva ideal. The ghost requests dharma 

teachings to completely annihilate his sins and transform his malefic form, implicitly 

assuming the Buddhist doctrine of karma and rebirth. To ascertain the conversion and 

salvation, the ritualist pronounces to the ghost: 

"Together you and I will always be good spiritual friends who will liberate sentient 
beings [together]. You and I will together bestow on sentient beings whatever they 
take delight in." Again say, "If there are sentient beings requesting various kinds of 
knowledge or magical arts, together with you we will go there to teach them: whatever 
they entreat and ask for, all shall be satisfied. If there are sentient beings afflicted by 
various bodily suffering and distress, [or] if there are sentient beings [undergoing] 
capital punishment of the body by kings or officials, [or] if there are sentient beings 
caught in flood and fire calamities, [or if] there are menacing birds and beasts, poisonous 
serpents, vengeful enemies, thieves, and bandits, in all such cases I shall, together with 
you, go forth to relieve [them], bring about their deliverance. Whatever material 
requisites they need, we will rejoice in giving them, making them at peace and joyous.""^*^ 

Clearly, the ghost is not only converted and delivered from his evil ways, but he is also 

incorporated into the Mahayana paradigm of the bodhisattva practice of compassion. 

Previously the perpetrator of ills and harms to humans, the ghost has now become a 

benign spiritual friend, instrumental to the happiness and benefit of sentient beings. 

Yet another Buddho-Daoist syncretism occurs in the explication of the efficacies 

of the talismans. Of the forty talismans, the first twenty will promote secular benefits like 

the aversion of calamities and ailments, or the resurrection of the dead, whereas the 

•"^^he text refers to three types of hand gestures: the all-encompassing sign the 
sign that saves and encompasses according to one's mind and the sign of fearlessness 

-^^1159A:20.653c25-654a3. 
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remaining twenty talismans will allow the actualization of transcendental goals. These 

goals are primarily Buddhist attainments, such as obtaining the four unobstructed wisdoms 

the transcendence of life and death, as well as receiving protection from 

Buddhas and bodhisattvas. However, the enumeration also includes two elements that 

have Daoist echoes; On one hand, on account of the practitioner's prowess, his relatives 

will also secure the Buddhist tolerance of the birthlessness of all things and 

thereupon "each will spread out his body and fly away" On the other 

hand, after wearing talismans for up to fifty days, it is said that the practitioner's 'little 

finger will then emit light and his body will naturally be lucid and transparent both inside 

and outside just like purified glass" The 

image of the lucid numinous body spread out in flight is closely associated with the 

Daoist adept, who aims through various cultivation techniques to shed the mortal body 

and achieve a purified immortalized body in union with the entire cosmos."^' Medieval 

Chinese of the mid-Tang period would have been fairly attuned to Buddhist underpinnings 

in religious Daoist teachings, and vice versa, since by that time Lingbao Daoism had 

already appeared on the scene and was conspicuously appropriating Buddhist ideas.'^ 

The patterns of religious cross-fertilization in the Quche fa juxtaposes three threads 

of medieval Chinese religious development: Dizang belief, the dhdrani scriptural tradition. 

is known in Sanskrit as pratisamvid. It refers to the four unobstructed 
understanding of dharma ?£; artha or meaning [of the dharma]: i? or nirukti. in any 
language or form of expression; and MWt pratibhdna, in eloquence or pleasure in speaking and 
argument. 

-''T1159A;20.655a7. 

-^^1159A;20.655a7-8. 

"^^he significance of the concept of the body to the Daoist religion has been highlighted 
by Schipper (1978) when he discusses "the Daoist body." Another of his works, Schipper (1982), 
also bears the title of The Taoist Body. 

"^On this topic, see the studies by Bokenkamp (1983, 1989, 1990). 
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and religious Daoist liturgy. In place of the Zhancha jing's concern with divination, the 

Qiiche fa introduces a strong preoccupation with demonology associated particularly 

with dhdran'i literature. According to Strickmann, the dhdrani scripture is much like any 

Mahayana scripture except that it specifically "describes itself as being created for the 

special conditions which were destined to obtain when the Buddha's Law and the world 

itself were approaching their end. Like early medieval Daoist ritual and demonological 

writings, the orientation of the dhdrani scriptures is firmly towards apocalyptic 

eschatology."-'^ As previously delineated, in the early developments of Dizang belief up 

to and including the early Tang, the emphasis was also on Dizang's connection with 

apocalyptic eschatology, especially his special role as the bodhisattva in the five degenerate 

eras during the absence of the Buddha. In other words, Dizang's early connections with 

apocalyptic eschatology corresponded exactly with the nascent propensities of the dhdran'i 

literature as well as early Daoist writings. That, coupled with the Shiliin jing's attribution 

of a dhdrani to our Bodhisattva. makes it hardly surprising that T1159A should seize 

upon the figure of Dizang as an apt symbol for its multifarious synthesis. 

The text highlights a unique configuration of the bodhisattva lore of standard 

Mahayana with the figure of the Daoist ritualist, spiced with dosages of esoteric elements. 

The overall effect is a startling image of Dizang, the expert in exorcism and demonology. 

an aspect of Dizang that has hitherto been neglected. Yet, this medieval strand of 

development should not be surprising because, in a sense, it is a logical culmination of 

trends already evident in the early scriptural representations of Dizang. After all. in both 

the Shilim jing and the Xumi zang fen, the figure of Dizang was already associated with 

dhdrani incantation and with subjugation of malevolent forces causing widespread natural 

•"^'Strickmann (unpublished b), 24. 
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or socio-political disorders. Besides revealing a hitherto-neglected aspect of Dizang's 

character in the medieval Chinese milieu, the Quche fa also offers one of the first 

scriptural sources for an image of Dizang that would be repeatedly invoked in portrayals 

of Dizang as the "savior of the damned." In the text, when Dizang recites his dhdrani. 

hell beings were said to be freed from their retributive afflictions and. in that moment, 

were transformed on lotuses, attaining temporary respite from suffering. This image of 

Dizang s ability to transform the regions of hell will recur in literature that highlights his 

subterranean function. From this passing mention in the Quche fa, we might propose that 

Dizang's underworldly function may well have originated as part of a set of larger 

concerns with subjugating malevolent beings and relieving the suffering of beings. 

Dizang pusa yigui 

(Dizang and Esoteric Ritual) 

The Dizang pusa yigui (Ksitigarbhabodhisattvasadhana* or the "Ritual of Dizang 

Bodhisattva")"^ must be contextual ized within those esoteric tendencies evident also in 

the previously-discussed 0Mc/ie/a. Presented as a ritual manual, the Yigui locates the 

figure of Dizang solidly within the esoteric confluences operating in the Tang, particularly 

invoking links to the esoteric formulations of towering esoteric figures from that period. 

Attributed to Subhakara (637-735), also known as Shanwuwei one of 

the Indian monks propagating esoteric Buddhism under the sponsorship of the Tang 

court, the authorship and date of the Yigui has, however, long been questioned."^' Edited 

into the Taisho Canon only in the twentieth century, the structure and contents conspicuously 

158.20:652al0-652c3. 

•^'Japanese Buddhist scholarship has questioned the authorship and dating of this text 
since the Kamakura period (Manabe, I960, 114). 



link the text to other brief esoteric manuals from the late Tang period."'^'* The text 

presupposes fairly extensive esoteric training that was articulated by Tang esoteric masters. 

Omura has further observed that the terminology deployed in the mudrd description is 

influenced by ihc Sarvatattvasamgrahasiitra and should therefore be dated after its advent 

in the Chinese milieu around 720 C.E."^ In short, the text should be tentatively dated to 

the second half of the Tang era, and most likely posthumously ascribed to Subhakara. A 

brief discussion of this ritual text will help to illuminate the medieval trends of religious 

amalgamation underlying its composition. (Please see translation of the entire text in the 

Appendix B). 

The text opens with the scene of Buddha Sakyamuni preaching at Mt. Kharadiya. 

Dizang steps out of the congregation to request permission to preach divine mantras to 

benefit all beings. This setting explicitly connects the text to the early Dizang scriptural 

tradition centered on the Shilun jing: Not only was the Shilim jing supposed to have been 

preached at Mt. Kharadiya, it also contains a passage where Dizang steps forward and 

requests the Buddha to preach his mantra to the audience. In the YiguL Dizang preaches 

three divine mantras of varying lengths (long, medium, and short). The power of his 

mantras is so overwhelming that even the tenth-stage bodhisattvas are petrified and the 

stellar constellations lose their luminosity. 

At this juncture, the text changes into the prescriptive mode and delineates key 

components of the ritual practice with Dizang as the principal deity of worship. The 

steps explicated are as follows: the ritual icon, the mudras with the respective mantras, 

"'®Manabe (I960), 114. Through written communication (via e-mail), Charles Orzech 
has also pointed out to me the similarities between the content of this text and those of other 
esoteric manuals from the late Tang. 

"^^Omura Segai (1918), 443. 
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and finally a protracted enumeration of various homa (that is, the "offering and 

homage ritual" in esoteric Buddhism) to be performed for secular benefits. Two forms of 

Dizang effigy are prescribed, plausibly for purposes of ritual visualization: the first 

depicts Dizang in the form of nirdvaka, his left hand holding a blossoming flower while 

his right hand makes the gesture of bestowing fearlessness {abhayamudra). whereas 

the second iconography shows Dizang wearing the monastic garb but adorned with a 

celestial crown, seated on a lotus throne of nine grades, his left hand holding a lotus while 

his right hand also makes the gesture of bestowing fearlessness. The text next elaborates 

a series of mudras and mantras to be mastered by the ritual practitioner: the first mudrd 

controls activities within the moral sphere; the second is the mudrd of universal offering 

and the third is the general mudrd that controls the power of diligence. 

The ritual instructions conclude with the enumeration of a set of homa that the practitioner 

should practice to achieve success in a range of daily affairs. The phrase deployed to 

describe such accomplishments is the teaching of siddhi an esoteric technical 

term. Through performing the ritual of homa with a range of plants and herbs on the 

eighth, fourteenth, and fifteenth days of the month, the practitioner can ensure for oneself 

secular benefits such as good harvest, wealth and status, health, familial harmony, and so 

forth. A specific plant or herb must be deployed as the object of offering to achieve 

particular secular benefit. 

The contents of the Yigui suggest the amalgamation of two (related) sources of 

Mahayana belief and practice operating in Tang China. On one hand is the early Dizang 

scriptural tradition built around the Shilun jing which also served as the scriptural basis 

for the composition of the Quche fa. More significantly, on the other hand, is the YiguCs 
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usage of esoteric terminology and its assumption of fairly extensive esoteric training. 

Whether or not the text actually originated with Subhakara, it basically reflects the 

formulations of those Tang esoteric masters who produced new cogent visions of salvation 

around the growing body of esoteric elements in the Tang milieu. It is useful, at this 

juncture, to situate the Yigui within the wider context of modem scholarship on esoteric 

Buddhism. Orzech has highlighted the fallacies of viewing the achievement of secular 

benefits and the attainment of liberation as two mutually exclusive siddhi or goals in 

esoteric practice.^"® According to him, this erroneous conception springs from employing 

taxonomies distinguishing between "pure" and "miscellaneous." or "elite" and popular." 

distinctions which, for him, obscure the nature of Chinese Vajrayana. Orzech argues that 

Vajrayana, instead, "exists in China primarily in a series of esoteric yet popular rituals in 

which enlightenment is identified with 'mundane' pursuits such as the healing of diseases, 

the expulsion of enemy armies or epidemics," and so forth.'°' The Yigui invokes precisely 

the ritual structures that are frequently associated with the esoteric cosmology of salvation 

attributed to the towering Tang esoteric masters: all the soteriological elements of the 

esoteric vision are present such as the ritual visualization of the principal deity, making 

the appropriate mudra(s) and articulating the accompanying mantrais). as well as the 

performance of homa rite. However, the goals of the Dizang ritual are clearly expressed 

as directed toward secular gains, so that the text essentially falls under the so-called 

laukika siddhi (secular accomplishments). 

It is important to observe that the incorporation of the figure of Dizang into 

esoteric development was not unique to the Chinese setting. If the identifications of 

'°°Orzech (1989), 96-97. 

•°'Orzech(I989), 101. 
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Indian art historians are accurate, traces of this connection were evidently present from 

the seventh century in the esoteric art of Indian Buddhist cave sites.^^ Most significantly, 

in the Mahavairocana sutra, a major esoteric text said to have been transmitted into the 

Chinese milieu by Subhakara in 725 C.E., the figure of Dizang appeared as the esoteric 

deity dominating one of the quarters of the garbhadhatu mandala delineated in this text. 

This would imply that Dizang, in the form of Ksitigarbha, might have been incorporated 

into the mandala, the new esoteric technique of salvation, in pre-Chinese development. It 

would, however, take us outside the purview of this study to critically investigate the 

textual history of the Mah^airocana sutra. My primary task here is after all to consider 

only those texts which focus on the Dizang cult, so that the study of subsidiary textual 

developments mentioning Dizang in passing or as an element of a larger concern must be 

postponed for the time. Suffice it to reiterate that the Yigui signals the continuing 

development of the esoteric aspect of the Dizang cult, although such development did not 

necessarily began in China and was definitely not confined to the Chinese setting. 

Dizang pusajing 
(Dizang, Hells, and Pure Land Belief) 

Recovered from the Dunhuang manuscript findings, this indigenous Chinese 

composition has been transcribed in volume 85 of the Taisho edition of the Chinese 

Buddhist cannon. According to Wang-Toutain, a total of 22 copies of this siitra are 

preserved in the various Dunhuang manuscript collections around the world.^^ These 

^°~Refer back to previous discussion in Chapter 1 of this study. 

^°^ang-Toutain (1998), 145. In the appendix, she lists the following manuscripts: P 
2289, P 2873, P 3932, P 3748 from the Bibliotheque Nationale de France; S 431, S 4489, S 5531. 
S 5618, S 5672, S 5677, S 6257 from the British Libr^; sheng 25, zhi 64 from the Beijing 
collection; Dx 2025, Dx 2636 from the Leningrad collection. Also see Wang-Toutain, 309-310. 
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copies mostly date from the twelfth century but two, Dx 2636 from the Leningrad collection 

and sheng 25 from the Beijing collection, contain information pointing to the ninth year 

of the kaibao era, that is, the year of 916?'^ Wang-Toutain thus proposes 

that this sutra was likely composed toward the end of the ninth century, or in the 

beginning of the tenth century. The Dunhuang manuscripts contain an array of variant 

versions of this scripture but, broadly speaking, the polarities are represented by the short 

version in T2909 (a transcription of S 6257)^°^ and the long version in S 431. The title of 

the text, "Dizang pusa jing" (Scripture of Dizang Bodhisattva), was commonly employed 

in the seventh and the eighth centuries to designate both the Shilun jing and the Zhancha 

jing}^ The author of the Dizang pusa jing likely borrowed this fluid title in the hope that 

it would render some credibility to a new scriptural composition on Dizang, and that it 

would facilitate some kind of continuity with the other Dizang scriptures. 

The Dizang pusa jing again documents interesting patterns of religio-cultural 

amalgamation, this time solidly placing the figure of Dizang Bodhisattva in the midst of 

medieval Chinese afterlife beliefs, particularly the seemingly disparate strands of 

netherworld and pure land beliefs. The scripture begins with Dizang Bodhisattva 

contemplating the sentient beings suffering in hell, portraying quite a few gruesome 

details of hell tortures. Unable to bear the painful sight, Dizang left his Lapis Lazuli 

World in the south and arrived to preside over hell together with King Yama. Toward its 

conclusion, the text reassures that the worship of Dizang would bring about rebirth in 

^'^ang-Toutain(1998), 145-146. 

annotation to the Taisho text states that the edition was based on S 197. Wang-Toutain 
has, however, identified this to be erroneous, stating that the manuscript used was actually S 
6257. See Wang-Toutain (1998), 146, footnote 581. 

^"^ang-Toutain (1998), 145 & footnote 580. 
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Sukhavail and further promises that Dizang would himself come to welcome a dying 

devotee who will henceforth reside forever in the same place as this Bodhisattva. 

Of the indigenous scriptures on Dizang, it is the Dizang pusa jing that significantly 

heralds the strong underworld connection, which would become Dizang's most celebrated 

characterization throughout the East Asian Buddhist continent. It offers a genesis story 

that accounts for Dizang's role as "savior of the damned" and how he came to share the 

rule of the underworld traditionally attributed to King Yama in the Indian Buddhist 

context. The text explicitly states four reasons for Dizang's "migration" from his Lapis 

Lazuli World in the south to the hell realm: 

First, [he] fears that King Yama's judgement of crimes would be unreliable: 
second, [he] fears that the written documents could have been confused: third. 
[he is concerned about] those for whom the time of death should not have arrived 
yet: fourth, [he wishes that] having received their punishments, [the beings 
could] leave the riverfoanks of hell.^ 

The Dizang pusa jing evidently assumes the standard Chinese conception of the netherworld 

as a network of bureaucratized administration responsible for maintaining written records 

of the living and the dead. Traces of an underworld bureaucracy already echoed in 

Chinese tomb documents dating to as early as the fourth century B.C.E.^°® By the time 

Buddhism wove its way into Chinese territories in the Han period. Mount Tai (in modem 

Shantong [ll^) was already established as the seat for the administration of the dead 

which kept the registers of life and death and to which the spirits of the deceased would 

report."®^ While bureaucratization of the underworld also occurred in other cultures, it 

""T2909;85.1455cl-3. 

^°®Harper (1994), 13-28, has studied a tomb manuscript from Fangmatan which suggests 
that afterlife belief in the Warring States period included the belief in the written communication 
between this-worldly authorities and the underworldly bureaucracy. 

^"'On Mount Tai and its place in the early Chinese afterlife belief, see Chavannes (1910) 
and Sakai (1937). 
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emerged especially early in the Chinese context, possibly by the fourth century B.C.E.,^'° 

and persistently recurred throughout the developments of the Chinese conception of the 

underworld. It is thus no exaggeration to say that the bureaucratic nature of the Chinese 

underworld was undeniably one of its distinctive features, present even in its early 

conception.^" The bureaucratization of the underworld introduced the potential threat of 

premature death catalyzed by a mix-up in the written records such as the confusion of 

identities as a result of having similar names.^'" 

The Chinese conceptualization of the subterranean regions underwent significant 

developments following the introduction of Buddhism; in particular, the Buddhist doctrine 

of karma and rebirth, as well as the Buddhist presentation of considerably structural ized 

hells, left indelible imprints. The medieval Chinese milieu was to witness several 

permutations of integrating the sinitic and Buddhist strands of afterlife belief that would 

culminate in the purgatorial developments of the tenth century, captured especially in the 

Scripture of the Ten Kings {Shiwang jing The historical development of the 

Chinese hells is too complicated to summarize here.^'^ By the time of the Dizang pusa 

^'"Harper (1994), 13-28. 

^"This early prominent characteristic of the Chinese conception of the underworld was in 
part a reflection of the political structure of early Chinese society which already development a 
form of centralized bureaucracy as early as the Warring States. On the relationship between the 
development of underworld bureaucracy and the political structure of Chinese society in the 
Warring States, see Harper (1994), 23-28. On the integral role of bureaucracy to the structure of 
Chinese society, see Balazs (1964), 13-27, 129-149. 

^'•^e theme of confused identities as a cause of premature death has ancient origins in 
China. It was mentioned in the Fangmatan account of the resurrection of the dead studied by 
Harper (1994), 13-28. This theme was to persist throughout the development of Chinese hells 
and it became the source for the half-comic and half tragic accounts of the underworld journey 
that flourished in the six dynasties zhiguai genre studied by Robert Company (1990, 1995). Also 
see Pas (1989). 

^'"See the excellent study of the Scripture of the Ten Kings and Chinese purgatorial 
development by Teiser (1994). 

^'''A number of studies on the historical development of Chinese hells have been attempted. 
The classic treatment is that by Sawada (1968). Other book length studies in Japanese include 
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jing, that is, in the ninth or early tenth century, indie and sinitic strands had sufficiently 

coalesced to form a fairly integral vision of the underworld. This vision cannot be 

justifiably characterized solely as "sinitic" or "Buddhist," although it did not as yet signal 

the tenth-century purgatorial developments which would dominate subsequent Chinese 

representations of the afterlife. In the Dizang pusa jing, karmic retribution largely had 

become a thoroughly bureaucratized judicial and administrative system prone to errors of 

judgement and oversight. If the Zhancha jing transforms the abstraction of the principle 

of karma into a divinatory system, the Dizang pusa jing concretizes the principle through 

a bureaucratic and judiciary underworld system. 

Perhaps even more interesting than the underworld connection, the Dizang pusa 

jing offers a significant rare glimpse associating Dizang with yet another set of medieval 

Chinese afterlife belief, the pure land development. It thus offers a fascinating link not 

documented in the standard corpus of Buddhist scriptures preserved in the printed version(s) 

of the Chinese canon, although visages of such a link can be traced in other evidences to 

be discussed later.^'^ The pure land connection is established in the concluding paragraph 

of the text. The relevant portion of the text from the long and short versions have been 

translated below: 

T 2909 (based on S 6257) S 431 

If there is a good man or woman who has If there is a good man or woman who has 
carved images of the Bodhisattva, copied carved images of the Bodhisattva, copied 
the Scripture of Dizang Bodhisattva, and the Scripture of Dizang Bodhisattva, and 
recited the name of the Dizang Bodhisattva, recited the name of Dizang Bodhisattva, 
he or she will surely attain rebirth in the he or she will surely attain rebirth in the 
World of Ultimate Bliss in the west. World of Ultimate Bliss in the west. 

Sakamoto (1990). Taiwanese scholarship has recently shown a great deal of interest in the 
development of Chinese hells and purgatory; see Xiao (1989, 1996). In English, no book length 
study of the historical development of Chinese hells has been attempted, although Teiser's works 
(1988. 1994) on Chinese afterlife belief are important contributions. There exists a dated article 
survey of the development of Chinese hells by Thompson (1989). 

'^'^The evidence includes artistic representations and literary writings such as eulogies and 
dedications; see discussion of the artistic materials in Chapter 6 of this study. 
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[He or she will travel] from one buddhaland 
to another buddhaland, from one heaven to 
another heaven. 

If there is a good man or woman who has 
carved images of the Bodhisattva. copied 
the Scripture ofDizang Bodhisattva, and 
recited the name of Dizang Bodhisattva , 
he or she will surely attain rebirth in the 
World of Ultimate Bliss in the west. 
On the day when this person dies, Dizang 
Bodhisattva himself will come to welcome 
him or her, and he or she shall always be 
in the same place as Dizang Bodhisattva.^'® 

He or she will appear through transformation on 
a lotus in front of the Buddha Amitabha. It will 
be inconceivable. He or she will possess 
completely the six extraordinary powers and they 
will reach the ten directions. 

[He or she will travel] from one buddhaland 
to another buddhaland, from one heaven to another 
heaven. 

Because in the past he or she has carved images 
images of Dizang and recited the Scripture of 
Dizang Bodhisattva, 

on the day when this person dies, Dizang 
Bodhisattva himself will come to welcome 
him or her, and he or she shall always be 
in the same place as Dizang Bodhisattva.''^ 

Echoes of pure land belief are prominent in both versions of the text. First, both versions 

state that, in recompensation for devotion to Dizang Bodhisattva, one will definitely 

attain rebirth in the World of Ultimate Bliss in the west. The World of Ultimate Bliss ® 

is the Chinese term for Sukhavati^'® which, in the Sukhdvativyiihasiitras, is said 

to be the buddhaland of Amitabha Buddha Although T 2909 makes no 

specific reference to Amitabha, he is explicitly mentioned in the long S 431 version 

which further highlights the image of transformatory rebirth on a lotus in front of the 

Buddha Amitabha. 

Of greater significance, however, is the deviation from the normative representation 

of Amitabha pure land belief. Conspicuously, the deity invoked in this indigenous 

3ifrp2909:85.145c3-I0. 

^^^Dunhuang baozang vol. 3, 484. 

''^Another commonly used Chinese translation for Sukhavati is "Anleguo" (Country 
of Peace and Bliss). 
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scripture is Dizang Bodhisattva rather than the Buddha Amitabha. Even in the case of the 

long S 431 version, which explicitly preserves the association with Ami^bha, the figure 

of Amitabha has obviously receded to the background, whilst the central stage is yielded 

to Dizang Bodhisattva, a newcomer to Chinese pure land belief. Devotional practices 

belonging to the Dizang cult, such the incantation of Dizang's name, recitation of the 

Dizang pusa jing, and the making of Dizang images, are all exalted as soteriological 

techniques leading devotees to rebirth in the pure land. Moreover, both versions of the 

scripture state that it is Dizang who will lead dying devotees to the pure land. According 

to Fujita, the role of welcoming the deceased at their deathbeds first originated as a 

function of Amitabha Buddha,^" but subsequently it became so diversified in Mahayana 

literature until the role was eventually ascribed to other Buddhist deities like the thousand 

buddhas and the eight attendant bodhisattvas of the Bhaisajyaguru Buddha.In the 

Dizang pusa jing, it is again Dizang Bodhisattva who functions as the spiritual guide 

conducting the deceased to a paradisiacal afterlife destination. This function is otherwise 

not recorded in scriptural sources, although it appears elsewhere in the East Asian continent. 

particularly in Japan where Dizang under the name of Jizo assumes a kaleidoscopic array 

of manifestations. An important Japanese manifestation is the Ind5 Jizo (that 

is. the "Jizo who leads [one to paradise]") who figures in raigo scenes from the late 

^'Vujita (1970), 574, 580. The concept of Amitabha Buddha appearing to lead the dying 
devotee to the pure land appears in the Larger Sukhavaovyuhasiitra. In this text, this concept is 
expressed in one of the vows that Amifibha Buddha undertook as the monk Dhamnakara; "May I 
not gain possession of perfect awakening if. once I have attained buddhahood, any among the 
throng of living beings in the ten regions of the universe resolves to seek awakening, cultivates all 
the virtues, and single-mindedly aspires to be rebom in my land, and if, when they approached 
the moment of their death, I did not appear before them, surrounded by a great assembly." 
(Trans. Gomez, 1996, 166; italics mine). 

^-"Fujita (1970), 580-581. 
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Fujiwara and early Kamakura periods.^"' 

Significantly, the deity invoked in both versions of the text is the Bodhisattva 

Dizang, rather than Buddha Amitabha. This is obviously not the scholarly systematization 

of the Chinese Pure Land school that took shape in the Tang period,^" but recalls 

instead the process of generalization and disassociation that Schopen (1977) has 

demonstrated for the Indian context through his study of early Sanskrit literature. According 

to Schopen, SukhavatI was disassociated as early as the second century C.E. from the 

specific cult of Buddha Amitabha so that devotion not only to Amitabha, but also to the 

other Buddhas like ̂ akyamuni or Bhai^jyaguru, could also effectuate rebirth in Sukhavafi. 

The Dizang pusa jing presents an analogous trend of generalization, in which the figure 

of Amitabha has obviously receded to the background, whilst the central stage is yielded 

to the newcomer in the Chinese pure land belief, the Bodhisattva Dizang. Apparently the 

generalization process that occurred in early Indian pure land developments^^ evidently 

continued in the medieval Chinese context. Chinese texts, such as the Shiwang jing -pi 

'"'On the Japanese manifestation known as the Indo Jizo , see de Visser (1914). 121-133. 
Beautiful illustrations of raigo art including the figure of Indo Jizo are reproduced and published 
in Matsushima (1986), pi. 49, 73, 82, 108-111. 

^~For an example of standard textbook surveys of the Chinese Pure Land School which 
are based on the writings of the orthodox lineage, see Ch'en (1964), 338-350. For scholarly 
studies based on similar approach, see Michihata (1985b). This approach to Chinese pure land 
development has recently bron critiqued for betraying the sectarian biases of Japanese Buddhism 
and thereby distorting the complexity of the medieval Chinese religious milieu. Tanaka (1990). 
for instance, has studied the contribution of Jingying Huiyuan (523-592), a figure 
generally not included in the pure land orthodox lineage. Other writings like the Dizang pusa 
jing reveal indications of complex pure land development in medieval China that need to be more 
fully explored. 

^^y "early Indian pure land developments," I am referring to the currents of ideas which 
appear to be the Indian precursors of Chinese pure land thought. Fujita (1970) has already 
demonstrated that jingtu ?#±. as a nominal phrase was essentially a Chinese usage which has no 
exact Sanskrit equivalent. It was originally used to translate the Sanskrit for "purifying the land" 
but subsequently evolved to become a specific technical term in its own right and was incorporated 
as such into Chinese Buddhist terminology. See Fujita (1970), 506-511. 
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(or Yanluo wang shouji jing and the Xu ming jing not only 

invoked a range of deities other than Amitabha in the hope of being reborn in the pure 

land, but also envisage rebirth in pure lands that extend beyond those associated exclusively 

with Amifibha."'* 

The Dizang pusa jing encapsulates a dramatic contrast between the hells and the 

paradisal world of Sukhavati, and the figure of Dizang is presented as the very instrument 

through which the fusion of these two strands of afterlife belief can be achieved. Dizang 

is at once the deliverer of the torments of hell and the afterlife guide who leads one 

ultimately to the bliss of Sukhavati, a contrastive alternative to the grisly torments of hell. 

Some indication concerning the role of the text in the actual religious praxis of medieval 

Chinese society can be derived from the colophon appended to the copying of the text in 

the manuscript Dx 2636: 

This scripture is copied on the 21st day of the fifth month of the ninth year, the 
bingzi year of the kaibao MS era, by Xing Pozhao It is for the 
benefit of her deceased husband, the Chief Commissioner of the Bursary [Mr.] 
Zhang, in order that he may be reborn in the pure lands.^~^ 

This colophon therefore confirms the logical expectation that the Dizang pusa jing was a 

scripture deployed in relation to afterlife belief and mortuary practice. Evidently medieval 

Chinese heeded the injuncture in the scripture itself and copied the scripture in the hope 

that their deceased loved kins may attain rebirth in the pure land. 

^"•^eiser (1997), 12. The generalization of pure land in medieval China has also been 
explored through other approaches. Notably Alan Cole has studied how pure land funerary rites 
were also practiced in the case of the death of an ordinary monk in a Chan monastery. See Cole 
(1996), 307-338. 

^^ujita (1970), 567. In his book length study of the beginnings of pure land thought, he 
devotes a very useful section to analyzing the development of the notion of linzhong laiyin 
5^5®; see Fujita, 566-585. 

^'^ranslated from the French rendition cited in Wang-Toutain (1998), 145. Unformnately 
I did not have access to this particular manuscript copy of the scripture. 
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Dizangpusa benyuan jing 

(Dizang Belief, Bodhisattva Ideal, Filial Piety, and Mortuary Practices) 

Today the most popular Dizang scripture in modem Chinese religion, the Dizang 

pusa benyuan jing (henceforth abbreviated to Benyuan jing)^^ has a relatively obscure 

textual history. Attributed to the Khotanese monk, Siksananda (652-710). 

scholars speculate that it was likely composed either in Khotan or China.'*' The Benyuan 

jing was not incorporated into the Chinese Buddhist canon until the Ming period, likely 

in the aftermath of a resurgence of Dizang worship inspired by the reformer monk, Zhixu 

(1599-1655)."° However, a stele engraving, dated to 932 and currently preserved at 

the Museum of History at Beijing, contains an inscription of the Fading zunsheng tuoloni 

jing {Buddhomtsnavijayadhdranisutray^^ that briefly mentions the 

title of the Benyuan jing"' Moreover, the Dizang pusa lingyan ji a 

tenth-century compilation of Dizang miracle stories completed in 988, not only explicitly 

refers to the Benyuan jing but its contents are considerably shaped by this scripture. " 

^-'T412:13.777c-790a. 

""^The Sanskrit title has been reconstructed as Ksitigarbhabodhisattvapranidhana Siitra. 

--'Elverskog (1997), 54. 

'""On Zhixu, see the book length study by Shengyan (1975; rpt. 1993). On the role of 
Dizang worship in Zhixu's thought, see Shengyan (1975; rpt. 1993), 186-192. 

"'Wang-toutain (1998), 78-79. A version of \h\sdhdram based on the Toji manuscript 
is also found in the Taisho Canon: Fading zunsheng tuoluonx (T974B). A set 
of texts has grown around the Buddhosntsadharam so that, in addition to the dhdram, there are 
scriptures and ritual texts based on it. Several manuscripts from Dunhuang also exist. Kuo 
Liying from the Ecole fran^aise d' Extreme-Orient (Paris) is currently working on texts and 
inscriptions on this dhdram. 

"^his information is derived from Wang-Toutain who, in turn, learned about it from 
the current curator of the Beijing Museum (Wang-Toutain, 1998, 78-79). 

^^"See subsequent discussion of this relationship in the Lingyan ji in chapter 6. 
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The scripture was evidently well-known to the tenth-century compiler of the Dizang 

miracle tales. As a preliminary conclusion, we can state that some version of the Benyuan 

jing was already present within the Chinese setting before the tenth century and that the 

scripture was relatively popular by the tenth century. Recent scholarship has also pointed 

to the existence of manuscript fragments of the Benyuan jing in other languages. Manabe 

(1958) refers to a damaged Tangut manuscript of chapter ten of the Benyuan jing. "'^ while 

Zieme (1990) has identified fragmented pages of Uighur manuscripts of the scripture 

from B^aklik, now kept in the Turfansammlung."' However, since the translations of 

Buddhist texts into the Uighur and Tangut languages were undertaken no earlier than the 

tenth century,"® that is, when the Benyuan jing was already fairly well-circulated in the 

Chinese Buddhist milieu, the existence of these manuscript fragments has little import on 

the dating of the text. 

While the plausibility of Khotanese origins cannot be completely ruled out. the 

contents of the Benyuan jing contain obvious sinitic motifs suggesting that, even if the 

text was not composed in China itself, accretionary layers must have been subsequently 

added through religio-cuitural assimilation of sinitic beliefs and practices. As mentioned 

previously, in view of the nature of the text, it is more productive to regard the Benyuan 

jing as an accretionary, rather than indigenous, composition. Among these sintic motifs 

are the recurrence of distinctly Chinese usages such as the Chinese names of spirit and 

ghost kings, particularly the patently Chinese usage of wangliang to indicate the 

"•^anabe (1958), 87. 

"^ieme (1990), 379-384; facsimiles: pi. I-II. Also see the entry in the survey of 
Uighur texts from Chinese Turkestan and Dunhuang in Yang (1995). 28. 

^^®On the earliest phase of the translation of Buddhist texts into Uighur. see Elverskog 
(1997), 9; on the translation of the Buddhist canon into Tangut, see Dunnell (1996), 27. 
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spirits of the mountains and hills, as well as the presence of Chinese otherworldly 

functionaries like the Lord of Lifespan, alongside a strong preoccupation with the cult of 

the dead, particularly the need to take care of deceased ancestors. But this is not to say 

that the Benyuan jing was solely "Chinese" in its religious orientation, and it is equally 

important to admit that the scriptural narrative also reflects a prominently Buddhist 

conceptual framework structured around the classic bodhisattva paradigm delineated in 

Indian scriptures. Consisting of thirteen chapters, Benyuan jing offers a more complete 

overview of Dizang's bodhisattva career than any of the Dizang scriptures discussed thus 

far. The Benyuan jing outlines in fairly extensive detail the religious history of Dizang 

Bodhisattva, and it is precisely this presentation of his bodhisattva career that renders 

structural and thematic unity throughout the scriptural narrative. While the overview of 

Dizang's bodhisattva career was conspicuously construed along the classic bodhisattva 

paradigm set forth in the Indian Buddhist literature, it is also this paradigm that allowed 

byways to be introduced, so that indie and sinitic threads can be tightly interwoven into a 

single fabric of the bodhisattva career. 

The Benyuan jing opens with the dharma assembly at the Trayastrirnsa Heaven at 

which Manjusri requests Buddha Sakyamuni to explain how Dizang came to be such a 

great bodhisattva.^^^ The stage is thus set for elaborating the religious history of Dizang 

Bodhisattva, a relatively latecomer with obscure origins in the Mahayana pantheon of 

bodhisattvas. To sketch out the character of Dizang, the scripture relies on literary genres 

from Indian Buddhist literature, particularly simulating the avaddna or jdtaka narratives 

and the closely related genre of literature on the past vows (ptirvapranidhema ^!M)-

Narrating the heroic past lives of the Buddha, the avaddna or jdtaka narratives delineated 

"'T4I2:13.778b25-26. 
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the classic paradigm of the bodhisattva career—from the arising of the bodhicitta. the 

utterance of bodhisattva vows before a previous Buddha, the prediction of the initiate's 

future Buddhahood, to the numerous lives during which the bodhisattva must perfect the 

bodhisattva training. In the fashion of avadana and jataka narratives, the Benyuan jing 

recounts four of Dizang's past lives as the causal ground for his present accomplishment 

as a tenth-stage bodhisattva. In the story of the first past life. Dizang was the son of an 

elder who pronounced the bodhisattva vow before a past tathdgata?^^ In the second past 

life, Dizang was reborn as a young Brahman woman who, with the help of another 

previous Tathagata, descended into hells to relieve the sufferings of her deceased mother 

and who subsequently vowed to liberate beings undergoing suffering for their wicked 

deeds.In the third past life, Dizang is a King who vowed not to become a Buddha until 

he has liberated all beings who are suffering on account of previous offenses.^ Finally, 

in the fourth previous life, Dizang was another filial daughter named "Luminous Eyes" 

^ @. With the help of an arhat, she saved her deceased mother from the sufferings of 

the hell realm and subsequently aspired to relieve all beings from the unfortunate realms. 

Already, in this narration of Dizang's past lives, we witness a deliberate interweaving 

of sintic motifs into the Indian narrative structure derived from the avadana literature. 

Though traces of the theme of filial piety are evident in Indian Buddhist materials."^- the 

narrative structure and contents of the filial daughters (the Brahman woman and Luminous 

'-^412:13.778b8-19. 

"^412:13.778b 18-779a28. 

'•^412:13.780c4-15. 

-•"T412:13.780cl 5-781 b 17. 

^•"^is point has been established by Schopen (1984); also consult Strong (1983). 
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Eyes) are clearly and closely derived from the tale of Mulian @ IS (Maudgalyayana). the 

monk-disciple of Buddha who descended into hells to save his mother from the retribution 

for her previous wicked deeds.^^ As Teiser has demonstrated, the Mulian myth was itself 

the product of patterns of religio-cultural assimilation in medieval China and it flourished 

in the Tang milieu as the foundation myth of the popular rite of the Ghost Festival.-^ 

Standard motifs underlying indigenous Chinese mortuary practices are evident in this 

growing sub-genre of Chinese Buddhist literature promulgating some form of Buddhist 

filial piety. Most prominent perhaps is the preoccupation with the afterlife fate of one's 

parent(s) and the belief that descendents had to ensure the continued welfare of deceased 

ancestors. The Chinese Buddhist emphasis on filial piety has already been reiterated 

throughout modem scholarship, in older works by Michihata Ryoshu and 

Kenneth Ch'en,^^ and more recently also by Stephen Teiser and Alan Cole.^ Especially 

pertinent here is Cole's provocative argument that medieval Chinese Buddhists deliberately 

crafted an alternate model of filial piety that highlighted the mother-son relation in 

contrast to the father-son paradigm at the core of traditional (Confucian) formulations of 

filial piety. While Cole's argument remains controversial, he has significantly called 

attention to alternate threads of filial piety, outside of traditional Confucian orthodoxy, 

operating within medieval Chinese society. 

The Benyuan jing offers yet another vignette of medieval Chinese practices of 

filial piety highlighting the mother-daughter relation.^^ By representing Dizang as a filial 

'•*^or a translation of the tale into English, see Mair (1983), 87-121. 

'""See his book length study of this ritual in Teiser (1988). 

'•'^See Michihata (1985a); Ch'en (1968). 

'^See Teiser (1988); Cole (1994). 

"^However, it is equally significant to observe that the mother-daughter relation did not 
necessarily appear only in Chinese Buddhist formulations of filial piety, but could also be found 
in the Han classic entitled the Biographies of Eminent Women {Lienu zhuan 
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daughter in two of his past lives, the scripture integrally harmonizes two ideals circulating 

in medieval Chinese Buddhist society, namely, the bodhisattva ideal and the paradigm of 

filial piety. In other words, if the tale of Mulian adapts Chinese practices of filial piety 

by shifting the core of such practices to the figure of the Buddhist monk, the Benyuan 

jing then introduces the bodhisattva ideal into the heart of filial piety practice, especially 

in relation to the afterlife cult. It is thus not incidental that, like the story of Mulian. the 

Benyuan jing also exhibits a strong concern with the fate of rebirth in hell, especially the 

plight of ancestors undergoing hell torments. Significantly, a chapter is devoted especially 

to enumerating and describing the range of Buddhist hells and their grisly tortures. 

Potentially, this chapter has significant implications for the study of the development of 

Buddhist hells in medieval China—an issue that is not the immediate concern of this 

study. Despite the space devoted to elaboration of hells, the scripture does not go so far 

as to hail Dizang as the "Savior of the Damned." 

In addition to avaddna narratives, the Benyuan jing simulates another classic 

Indian paradigm of the bodhisattva career, the Mahayana systematization of the bodhisattva 

path into the tenfold schema of da/abhtimi (shidi or ten bodhisattva stages. The 

allusion to Dizang as a tenth-stage bodhisattva^ deliberately places Dizang within this 

indie schema of the bodhisattva path. The consecration and prediction of Dizang, the 

tenth-stage bodhisattva, occurs early in the scripture: 

At that time the World-Honored One extends his golden-colored arm and 
rubbed the [bare] heads of all the reduplicated bodies of the great Bodhisattva 
Dizang from incalculable and inconceivable worlds. He spoke these words, "I 
teach and convert [living beings] in the five degenerate evil eras. ... If they should 
fall into the evil realms of great suffering, you should recall that in the Palace of 
Trayastrimsa Heaven, I have conscientiously entrusted [you] to cause all living 

^^®T4l2:13.778bl-3: "It has been more than thousandfold the above analogy [of time] 
since Dizang Bodhisattva attained the frait of the tenth-stage [bodhisattva]. What more when 
Dizang Bodhisattva was at the stages oiirmaka and pratyekabuddhaV 
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beings from the Saha World until the advent of Maitreya to be liberated, to be 
eternally separated from all sufferings, and to encounter Buddhas and receive 
their prophecies." 

At that time the reduplicated bodies of Dizang Bodhisattva from all the 
worlds again returned together to a single form who wept and commiserated, 
saying to the Buddha, "From remote distant aeons ago I have received the Buddha's 
guidance, which has caused me to achieve inconceivable divine powers and to 
acquire great wisdom. My reduplicated bodies pervade worlds [as] numerous as 
the grains of sand of the Ganges River. In each of those worlds, [I] transform 
into numerous bodies, each of the bodies liberates incalculable [number of] people 
[and] cause [them] to take refuge and venerate the three jewels, [and to be] 
eternally removed from birth and death until [they attained] the joy of nirvana. 
However, the good deeds that they have done within the Buddhist teachings. 
[even though is as little] as a fur, a drop, a sand, a dust, or about some tiny hairs. I 
will gradually save and liberate [them, so as] to make [them] procure great 
benefit. [I] only wish that World-Honored One do not be anxious for the living 
beings with bad karma in future ages." In this manner. [Dizang] repeated three 
times to the Buddha, "World-Honored One, do not be anxious for the living 
beings with bad karma in future ages." 

At that time the Buddha praised Dizang Bodhisattva, saying, "Excellent, 
excellent, I shall gladly assist you. You are able accomplish [these] great and 
vast vows which are aroused since long and distant aeons [ago]. When [the act 
of] widely liberating [living beings] is ^most completed, you will instantly attain 
enlightenment {bodhi 

This representation of Dizang's bodhisattva career, while appearing to fit into the tenfold 

schema of the classic bodhisattva path, also establishes Dizang's role to keep virgil over 

the living beings of the Saha World, a task entrusted to Dizang by Buddha Sakyamuni 

himself. This scriptural passage, in other words, canonizes Dizang's role as the savior of 

the Saha World during the five degenerate eras, in the specific interval of the "buddhaless 

age " between the departure of Buddha Sakyamuni and the advent of the Future Buddha 

Maitreya. This specialized function derived in a large part from those larger religious 

trends previously operating in the sixth and seventh centuries, especially the previously-

discussed anxiety that Chinese Buddhists were entering into a spiritual abyss, the age 

without the buddha during the interval between "the two sages" ZlMPal-

Besides unfolding Dizang's bodhisattva career, the Benyuan jing significantly 

functions as the scriptural basis for funerary and afterlife rites centered around the Dizang 

^•'^412;13.779bl0-cl3. 
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cult, just as the tale of Mulian served as the scriptural foundation for the afterlife rite of 

the Ghost Festival during the Tang period.^'" Passages from the Benyuan jing suggest 

that recitation of this scripture was deployed in death rites directed at relieving the 

suffering of the dying and obtaining for the dead a better destination of rebirth: 

If in the future men and women may be bedridden with a long illness and. 
despite their wishes, are unable either to get well or to die. At night they may 
dream of evil ghosts, of family and relatives, or of wandering in dangerous paths; 
in numerous nightmares they may roam with ghosts and spirits ... 

However, [one] should recite the scripture in a loud voice before the 
images of all buddhas and bodhisattvas. And take the possessions loved by the 
sick one, such as clothing, jewels, gardens, or houses, saying in a loud voice in 
front of the sick one, "On behalf of this sick one, I so and so give all such things 
before the images and scriptures; or make offerings to images and scriptures; or 
make images of the buddhas and bodhisattvas; or construct stupas and temples, 
or light oil lamps, or present gifts to the sangha." 

Saying in this manner three times, so that the sick one hears and understands. 
If his consciousnesses are separated and departed and his breath exhausted, then 
for one, two, three, four, and on through seven days, one [should] only recite 
aloud in a clear voice this scripture. After that person's life ended, he eternally 
attains liberation from [his] retributions from the past lives, [his] serious sins, 
even the five uninterrupted sins. [Wherever] place he is bom, [he] always knows 
his past lives. Moreover, [if] a good man or woman copies this scripture by 
himself [or herself], or teaches others to copy, or carves or paints images [of 
Dizang] himself [or herself], or teaches others to carve or paint, as the causal 
effect and retribution he [or she] receives should attain great benefit.^'' 

Recitation of the scripture is also seen as one of the devices descendents should deploy to 

alleviate the sufferings of their ancestors who have been reborn into unfortunate paths of 

rebirth: 

If all living beings and so forth in the future see in their dreams or sleep various 
ghosts, spirits, and other forms mourning, or weeping, or sad, or lamenting, or 
fearful, or frightening, [they should know that] all these are past fathers, mothers, 
sons, daughters, brothers, sisters, husbands, wives, and relatives, from one. ten. a 
hundred, or a thousand lives [ago], who are [now reborn] in the evil paths and 
have not yet been able to get out. [They have] no place to hope for the power of 
blessings to rescue [them], and so they must tell [their] flesh-and-bone [descendents] 
of their former lives, and cause [their descendents] to establish the expedient wish 
to get them out of the evil paths. Universally Expansive, using your divine 
power, you should despatch all these families and cause [them] to recite themselves 
this scripture with determination before all images of buddhas and bodhisattvas, 
or to request others to recite [it] either three or seven times. After the scripture 

^^On the medieval Chinese observance of the Ghost Festival, see the book length study 
by Teiser (1988). 

^"T412:13.783aI4-bl. 
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has been recited in this manner for that number of times, relatives in the evil 
paths should attain liberation and will never again be seen [by those] in dream or 
sleep.^^" 

Whether or not this passage was a Chinese interpolation, it contains beliefs that were pan 

and parcel of daily medieval Chinese attitudes toward death and the afterlife. The fear of 

being haunted by the disembodied spirits of deceased kins and relatives, as well as the 

necessity, on the part of the descendent, to ensure the afterlife welfare of wandering 

ancestral spirits—both these beliefs had a long history in the Chinese milieu spanning 

back to pre-Buddhist times. In the popular milieu, sacrificial rites revolving around the 

offering of meat and wine to the wandering spirits were practiced by surviving family 

members of the deceased, frequently in the hope of adverting illnesses and misfortunes."^ 

While inheriting such beliefs that motivated early Chinese mortuary practices, religious 

Daoism openly condemned the popular use of sacrificial rites and, instead, developed a 

soteriological vision of salvation for the deceased revolving around an array of ritual 

therapeutic techniques including penitential rites.""* A similar vision developed in medieval 

Chinese Buddhism and, as conceived in the Tang rite of the Ghost Festival, ancestral 

spirits reborn in unhappy realms could be relieved from suffering through ritual practice 

of making offerings to the Buddhist monastic establishment. In the Benyuan jing, we 

witness what might be another Chinese Buddhist variant of this central preoccupation in 

medieval Chinese society. At one juncture, the scripture explicitly critiques common 

Chinese practices of sacrificial rites evidently conducted on behalf of the dying: 

... I [Dizang] exhort the living beings of Jambudvipa, on the day when they are 
dying, to cautiously abstain from killing, harming, and committing bad condition. 
[as well as from] praying and sacrificing to demonic spirits, [or from] worshiping 
and sacrificing to ghosts and spirits, seeking various spirits {zhu wangliang 
^). On what account? All that you kill and harm, or even worship and sacrifice 

"^4I2;13.783b5-14. 

^^'On these popular scrificial practices in the early medieval China, see Cedzich (1993). 

"•*See Cedzich (1993), 23-35. 
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do not have [even] a little power to benefit the dying person. It [will] instead 
induce offensive conditions to change and worsen, [and to become] deeper and 
heavier. If [the deceased] should have obtained the saintly merits to be rebom in 
the human or heavenly [realm], whether in a future or present life, [but] on 
account of the evil causes committed by various family [members] and relatives 
at the time of his or her dying, [it will] also cause this dying person's accumulation 
of misfortune to be in dispute, [and hence it] will delay his or her rebirth in a 
good place. Moreover, [i^ the dying person has never had [even] a little good 
root when [he was] alive, (s)he will undergo the evil realms in accordance with 
his or her own karma. It is [thus] unbearable that the family and relatives 
[should] add [more negative] deeds on him or her. It is as if a man came from a 
distant place who, being cut off from provisions for three days, [carries a] burden 
which is more than hundred catties. Suddenly, he meets a neighbor who adds a 
few more things again [to his original burden], so that [his load] will become 
more distressing and heavier.^'^ 

The Benyiian jing promulgates a set of Buddhist rites to replace the popular sacrifices 

performed as part of mortuary or funerary rites. Besides the chanting of Buddhist scriptures 

and the making of offerings before images of Buddhist saints, the scripture especially 

emphasizes the preparation of vegetarian feasts in an effort to accrue merits on behalf of 

the deceased: 

.Moreover, elder, when living beings of such bad karma dies, his family, relatives, 
flesh-and-bone [descendents] may prepare a vegetarian offering for him to aid 
[his] karmic path. [In doing this,] they should not throw rice-washing water or 
vegetable leaves on the ground before it has been eaten, or during the preparation 
of the meal; and all the food that has not [yet] been offered to the Buddha and 
the Sahgha should not be eaten. If there is violation ... or lack of diligence, the 
deceased will not receive empowerment [from the offering]. If purity is rigorously 
maintained when making offerings to the Buddha and the Sahgha. such a deceased 
will receive one seventh [of the merit]. Therefore, elder, if the living beings of 
Jambudvipa are able to make vegetarian offerings after the death of their fathers, 
mothers, families, and relatives, with determination and supplication on their 
behalf, such persons will benefit the living and the dead.^^® 

Pan of the Chinese preoccupation with death and the afterlife arose from general anxieties 

concerning the uncertainties of events after death. The Benyuan jing offers a coherent 

explication of the events one must face upon death that draws on Buddhist doctrine of 

karma and rebirth, as well as existing popular Chinese conceptions that the spirits of the 

'^^412:13.784al6-26. 

"^412:13.784b20-28. 
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dead must report to an otherworldly bureaucracy to receive judgement concerning the 

afterlife prospect: 

When the great ghost of impermanence arrives untimely, the spirit roams in the 
dark [region], not knowing yet its offenses and merits for forty-nine days, as if 
one were ignorant and deaf, or as if all the officials were arguing over the karmic 
retribution. Once judgement has been fixed, one is reborn according to one's 
karma. In the interval before [the rebirth], there are thousands of ten thousands 
of desolate sufferings. What more is it to fall into the various evil realms and so 
forth! [While] this deceased has not yet been rebom, for every successive thought 
within the forty-nine days, [he or she] will be hoping that aJl [his or her] flesh-
and-bone [descendents], family, and relatives would rescue [him or her] through 
the power of merits they perform [on his or her behalf]. After those [forty-nine] 
days, [he or she] will receive retribution according to individual karma. If [he is] 
an offender, he passes through a thousand of hundred years without a day of 
liberation; if [his offenses are] the five uninterrupted sins, [he] falls into the great 
hell where he undergoes various sufferings for thousands of and ten thousands of 
kalpas?^^ 

In the above passage, the Benyuan jing stipulates an interval of forty-nine days, a Idnd of 

limbo existence, between death and the next rebirth. During this intermediary period, 

immediate kins of the deceased should intervene through performing meritorious actions 

on behalf of the deceased. Present here are embryonic concepts of penance and purgation 

that would be fully developed in afterlife development documented in the previously-

mentioned Shiwang jing (Scripture of the Ten Kings)."'® 

All the explicit ties linking the Benyuan jing to afterlife practices suggest that, 

besides other functions, the scripture offered a model of Buddhist afterlife and death rites 

in the medieval Chinese religious milieu. It cannot be conclusively determined whether 

or not the scripture strove to canonize those afterlife practices circulating widely in the 

larger milieu, or whether it was an orchestrated venture, on the part of the Buddhist 

establishment, to popularize the Dizang cult by developing links which enabled the cult 

^"T412:13.784bl2-28. 

^'^Several studies of this scripture have been attempted in Japanese scholarship. In the 
western scholarly arena, Teiser (1994) has produced an excellent book length study of this 
scripture based especially on the Dunhuang manuscripts. In addition Xiao (1996) has also 
produced a book length study of the scripture in Chinese. 
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to penetrate the core of daily religious life in medieval Chinese society. The answer 

likely lies somewhere between these two polarities. The scripture was apparently fairly 

popular by the tenth century during the compilation of the previously-mentioned Dizang 

pusa xiang lingyan ji, a canonical compilation of Dizang miracle tales completed in 988. 

In this compilation of Dizang miracle tales, the Benyuan jing had visibly replaced the 

Shilun jing as the central scriptural influence; not only was the Benyuan jing invoked by 

the compiler in the preface but several stories in the compilation obviously highlight 

similar themes as the Benyuan jing.^^"^ It is not difficult to understand why. fairly soon 

after its appearance on the Chinese scenario, the Benyuan jing would have superseded the 

Shilun jing in popularity as the Dizang scripture. Through its subtle maneuver of narrative 

plot and motifs, the Benyuan jing was able to develop Dizang's personality in such a 

manner that he remained constant to the classic bodhisattva ideal of Indian Mahayana 

while evincing distinctive traits and functions that would align Dizang with sinitic cults 

of filial piety and afterlife beliefs. 

Preliminary Conclusion: 
New Scriptural Writings, New Images of Dizang 

The earliest image of Dizang circulating in the fifth- and sixth-century Chinese 

setting was based primarily on \hc Shilun jing, which supplied the mythological foundation 

for the localized permutations witnessed in subsequent scriptural compositions. This 

image of Dizang was derived so much from classical Mahayana representations of the 

bodhisattva-savior that he came across as a fairly generalized character, who possessed 

few unique attributes distinguishing him from other bodhisattvas. However, some of the 

attributes presented in this early scripture had formative influences on subsequent 

the influence of the Benyuan jing on the Dizang pusa xiang lingyan ji, please see 
subsequent discussion in chapter 6 of this study. 
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developments: of these, his iramcoM iconography would emerge as a key feature of this 

relatively obscure personage, while his early role as the bodhisattva-savior in the era of 

spiritual degeneration would constitute a recurring theme throughout subsequent 

developments. 

Between the sixth and the ninth or tenth century, the Dizang scriptures examined 

in this chapter appeared on the Chinese religious landscape as part of the flowering of 

religious writings that contributed to the domestication of Buddhist beliefs and practices 

in Chinese culture and society. The trends of religious amalgamation, appropriation, and 

syncretism, embodied within these indigenous or accretionary compositions, also produced 

a range of new Dizang images, all of which have been relatively neglected in modem 

scholarship. In these treatments, the familiar role of Dizang as the savior in the era of 

spiritual degeneration became the very avenue for accommodating religious innovation 

and experimentation. In the Shilun jing and Xumizang fen, Dizang Bodhisattva holds out 

a dharani icachxng that is especially potent in the period of spiritual crisis and universal 

chaos.^^ The new scriptural compositions take as their departure point the role of Dizang 

as savior of the degenerate times, but these scriptures invoke a set of new soteriologies 

that in effect transforms the image of Dizang into a series of fascinating, at times startling, 

images, locating Dizang belief at the crux of a range of medieval religious developments. 

Like the antecedent Shilun jing and Xumizang, the sixth-century Zhancha jing 

the Shilun jing, Dizang declares: 
"In the past, at the abodes of the Buddhas, as numerous as the sand of the Ganges 
River, I have personally received and observed [the practice of] this dhdran'i that 
can cause to increase and grow all white dharmas, can increase and grow all 
seeds, roots and sprouts, stems and branches, leaves, flowers, fruits, medicinal 
grains, can increase and grow rain and marsh, can increase and grow beneficial 
earth, water, fire, wind, can increase and grow joy and happiness, can increase 
and grow property and treasures, can increase and grow supreme abilities, can 
increase and grow all useful resource and equipment. This dharan'i can bring 
about all wisdoms and vigorously break apart the bondage of mental afflictions." 
(Xuanzang's version, T4l 1:13.726b22-28; cf. 726c28-727a5. Also cf. the 
Northern Liang's translation: T410:13.685b15-20, cl8-22) 
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invokes a similar mood of eschatological anticipation. However, by the time of the 

Zhancha jing, the spiritual doomsday, conceived in fairly generalized terms in earlier 

treatments, has become a well-defined moment in Buddhist history expressed through the 

concepts of semblance dharma (xiangfa and the final dharma {ntofa 5k?£). However, 

the usage does not indicate if the author is assuming the distinctly Chinese tripartite 

temporal formulation (of true dharma, semblance dharma, and final dharma).^^' Moreover, 

the personality of Dizang, reshaped by the new soteriology expoused in this text, takes on 

new aspects: Dizang is not only the object of ritual confession but he has also become 

the patron deity of a Chinese karmic divination and the expedient object of Buddhist 

meditative contemplation. The image of Dizang as "Lord of Divination" is especially 

significant, because it reflects an attempt to link the figure of Dizang to larger indigenous 

popular practices of divination and other mantic arts that were flourishing especially in 

the midst of socio-political and religious chaos during the prolonged period of political 

disunity in the Six Dynasties. 

The soteriological vision of the Quche fa also draws on Dizang's previous connection 

to apocalyptic eschatology and his role as savior during the time of the absence of the 

Buddha. Like the Shilun jing, the Quche fa also ascribes a dhdranl method to Dizang 

which he supposedly acquired in his previous bodhisattva career. However, rather than 

receiving the dhdranl from the Buddha as in the Shilun jing, in the Quche fa, the dhdranf 

is taught to Dizang by a.xian, and it possesses demonological powers associated with the 

subjugation and deployment of wrathful spirits and malignant ghosts. These prominent 

shifts that the Quche fa introduces to its treatment of the dhdranl motif steers toward the 

Buddho-Daoist synthesis so fundamental to the text. Once again, due to the soteriological 

^®'See the discussion on how the Zhancha jing fits into the development of the periodization 
of the decline of the Dharma in Nattier (1991), 98-99. 
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concerns in the Quche fa, the resulting image of Dizang shows him in a new role: he 

emerges as a shaman ritualist skilled in exorcism, not unlike the liturgical priest of 

religious Daoism. He has the power not only to summon and subjugate demons and 

spirits, but also to deploy their services. The wedlock of two separate religious 

paradigms—the Indian concept of the bodhisattva-savior and the indigenous Chinese 

familiar figure of the priest-exorcist—has thus engendered a new hybrid spiritual ideal 

whereby the bodhisattva-savior deploys the use of talismans, ritual magic, and even a 

cavalry of netherworldly spirits to further the task of benefiting and liberating living 

beings. 

Furthering the esoteric tendencies that surface here and there in the Quche fa, the 

Yigui introduces new esoteric developments of Dizang belief that firmly locate Dizang 

within the confluences of Buddhist esoteric development associated with those major 

esoteric figures (Subhakara, Vajrabodhi, and Amoghavajra) operating in the Tang court. 

This text is essentially a prescriptive ritual manual. In the Yigui, the figure of Dizang 

develops associations, this time, in connection with Buddhist esoteric development in the 

medieval Chinese milieu. In this context, Dizang has become the principal deity of 

esoteric ritual practice, and, in this role, his image is likely deployed for a repertoire of 

esoteric practices, including ritual visualization and performance of homa (ritual offerings). 

The Yigui thus offers an image of Dizang as an esoteric deity linked to the kind of fairly 

extensive esoteric training that was crystallizing in the eighth-century Chinese Buddhist 

milieu. An interesting contribution is the text's prescription of a novel iconography of 

Dizang that portrays Dizang in monastic garments but enthroned with a sovereign's 

crown. Of the sources discussed thus far, this is our first encounter with the royal 

imagery. At the beginning of this study, I have pointed to the popular image of Dizang as 

"King of Hell" which flourishes in modem Chinese religious context. One wonders if 
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this sovereign image might not have originated first within esoteric development of the 

image of Dizang? 

Next, in the Dizang pusa jing, the chaotic times is no longer a specific era of 

spiritual degeneration, but is framed rather as the generalized plight of being reborn in 

hell. In this treatment, Dizang essentially retains his classical bodhisattva character, but 

is exalted as the bodhisattva who specialized in matters of the afterlife. In this presentation. 

Dizang takes on a range of afterlife functions: he has become the afterlife judge who 

presides, together with King Yama, over the hearings and judgement of the dead in the 

underworld; he is the afterlife savior who brings temporary respite to suffering hell 

beings; he is also the afterlife guide who will lead dying devotees to the land of bliss; 

and he is ultimately incorporated into the pantheon of pure land divinities, the worship of 

whom will ensure rebirth in the land of bliss. 

Finally, the Benyiian jing outlines the past lives in the bodhisattva career of 

Dizang, fully developing his personality by filling in evident gaps. In view of his relative 

obscurity in the pre-Chinese context, an immediate task must have been to expand and 

create a more distinctive mythology for Dizang, than the generalized bodhisattva lore 

offered by the Shilun jing. It was necessary to endow him with a religious history and 

personality that would readily distinguish him from other bodhisattvas, before the Dizang 

cult could lodged itself permanently onto the Chinese religious landscape. As its title 

suggests, the Benyuan jing is deliberately framed as part of the literature on the past vows 

of Buddhas and bodhisattvas. This genre effectively connects the figure of Dizang to the 

classic bodhisattva ideal as delineated in Indian Mahayana literature. Through its subtle 

maneuver of narrative plot and motifs, the Benyuan jing is able to retain features of the 

classic bodhisattva ideal of Mahayana literature, while concurrently developing traits and 
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functions that align him with cults of filial piety and afterlife beliefs in the medieval 

Chinese milieu. New images of Dizang appear through this intricate interweaving of 

Buddhist and sinitic motifs: Dizang is presented as a filial daughter in two past lives—a 

motif that obviously linked him with contemporary developments in the Tang milieu 

witnessed in the legend of Mulian; Dizang is also depicted as the patron divinity for 

Buddhist death and afterlife rituals, establishing a certain continuity with prevailing 

developments in Dizang belief (as witnessed, for instance, in the Dizang piisa jing). At 

the same time, the classic bodhisattva character of Dizang is always reiterated throughout 

the presentation: he is the bodhisattva savior entrusted with looking after living beings 

the Saha World during the absence of the Buddha. Indeed, it is important to recognize 

that, whatever new image and function Dizang might assume, the figure of Dizang never 

lose his original identification with the classic Indian Mahayana paradigm of the bodhisattva 

ideal. To a greater or lesser extent, the classic bodhisattva ideal is always present in the 

treatment each of these scriptures. Even when he is transformed, as in the Quche fa. into 

a shaman priest, an expert in exorcism and demonology, the new role is always subsumed 

under and introduced vis a vis the bodhisattva ideal of liberating and relieving suffering 

living beings. 

Besides supplying new images of Dizang, this small cluster of indigenous and 

accretionary compositions also prominently link Dizang belief with several religious 

developments operating within the medieval Chinese milieu. These connections 

significantly place the figure of Dizang within contemporary trends of religio-cultural 

amalgamation and syncretism in the medieval setting that were all directed toward the 

domestication of Buddhist beliefs and practices in Chinese culture and society. In this 

vein, the figure of Dizang is associated with efforts to entrench the Indian doctrine of 
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karma into the Chinese society and culture: the Zhancha jing thus translates the abstraction 

of the doctrine of karma into the mechanical predictability of a divination method, whereas 

the Dizang pusa jing concretizes the workings of the principle of karma and rebirth 

through the bureaucratization of an underworld judiciary procedure. Both the Dizang 

pusa jing and the Benyuan jing also document growing endeavors to link the figure of 

Dizang Bodhisattva with death and afterlife cults operating in the larger popular milieu of 

medieval China. On one hand, the Dizang pusa jing is especially important because it 

attests to a hitherto neglected medieval link between Dizang belief and Chinese pure land 

development. It encapsulates a medieval trend that synchronizes two threads of afterlife 

belief—the deep yearning for an afterlife in a heavenly realm and the intense dread of the 

plight of spending life after death in grisly hell tortures.^" On the other hand, the 

Benyuan jing's image of Dizang as the filial daughter saving her deceased mother reborn 

in hell, has deliberate resonances of the popular tale of Mulian's descent into hell, the 

foundation myth underlying the Tang practice of the Ghost Festival. In other words, this 

scrippture places the figure of Dizang at the heart of larger syncretic developments that 

bring together, on one hand, Buddhist conceptions of the afterlife and. on the other, 

sinitic concerns which has a long tradition of juxtaposing death rites with practices of 

filial piety. Finally, both the Quchefa and the Yigui seem to suggest that the figure of 

Dizang is also deployed in Chinese Buddhist esoteric development. Particularly the Yigui 

might be seen as arising in part from the effort to institute and popularize the kind of 

fairly extensive esoteric training promulgated by the Tang esoteric masters in the larger 

popular milieu. 

The small cluster of scriptural writings analyzed in this chapter thus reveals a 

the search for happiness in life beyond the grave in the Han period, see the book 
length study by Poo (1998). 
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vicissitude of development in medieval Dizang belief. From this perspective, we can 

preliminarily conclude that the figure of Dizang Bodhisattva was a multivalent symbol in 

the medieval setting encompassing several aspects of concurrent religious trends flourishing 

in a common milieu. Perhaps because of his relative obscure personality in pre-Chinese 

Buddhist tradition, the image of Dizang was especially malleable and invited religious 

experimentation and innovation. It is thus not surprising that the figure of Dizang 

seemed to have been at the nexus of patterns of religio-cultural adaptation shaping within 

the medieval Chinese ecumene. In the next two chapters, we will encounter similar and 

new developments through two other genres of evidenc: namely, art and epigraphy on 

the one hand and popular miracle tales on the other. 
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At this juncture, it is prudent to remind ourselves that written texts are certainly 

not the sole medium through which religious innovations took place. Visual evidence, 

particularly art and iconography, also cmcially document the dynamics of medieval religio-

cultural synthesis, frequently capturing aspects of synthetical developments that had 

otherwise eluded written documentation. This is especially true in the case of the medieval 

Dizang cult for which an examination of relevant artistic and inscriptional sources reveal 

crucial further developments that help to put the textual evidences into a larger perspective. 

The main sites for Dizang art and iconography are the celebrated Buddhist grottoes 

of Longmen (Henan), Dunhuang (Gansu), and Sichuan.'" Iconographical representations 

of Dizang also appear, albeit with less frequency, elsewhere in medieval China, notably 

in Hebei (Xiangtang shan but regions like Hangzhou and Shanxi 

also indicate the fairly widespread cross-regional proliferation of Dizang faith 

"^^Of these, I visited the important sites in Dunhuang and Sichuan as part of research trips 
undertaken in the summers of 1997 and 1998 respectively. Relatively less well-known than 
Longmen and Dunhuang, the treasures of Sichuan Buddhist sites have increasingly attracted the 
attention of international art historians. In modem western scholarship, Angela Howard, one of 
the first to call attention to the Sichuan sites, has produced a series of short studies on Sichuan. 
See Howard (1988; 1989; 1990; 1998). Crossing the boundaries between Buddhology and art 
history is Henrik Sorenson who has in this last decade published a few articles on Sichuan 
Buddhist art. See Sorenson (1989), (1991), (1995a). In the arena of Chinese scholarship, the 
efforts of the Sichuan Chinese Academy are reflected in the continuous output of research published 
in the journal Sichuan wenwu [Z3|l|^1$f. Members of the Sichuan Academy have also put out 
important book length surveys of Sichuan art. Among these are Liu. Hu. & Li (1985). Li (1990). 
and most recently Hu (1994). 

"^See Chang (1995), 70. 

^®^or instance, Dizang images have been found at Shanxi Yaoxian Yaowang shan moya 
See Zhang & Wang (1994), 14. Also McNair has identified an image on 

a stele now preserved at the Shanxi Provincial museum as a representation of Dizang. See 
McNair (1996), 334. 
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during the medieval milieu. Of the various grotto sites, Longmen possesses the earliest 

extant representations of Dizang. Of these, the earliest is an undated Dizang image in 

princely garb^^ erected at the Bingyang Southern Grotto dating, on the basis 

of iconographical style, to some time between 650 and 655.^^ Numerous other Dizang 

images were apparently constructed at the Longmen site between the periods of the reign 

of Gaozong (r. 649-683) and that of Wu Zetian (r. 684-705).'^' Shortly 

after the first appearance of Dizang images at Longmen, Dizang iconography also flourished 

between 695 to 714 for a while in Hebei Xiangtang shan At Dunhuang. 

the figure of Dizang appeared in Buddhist art fairly often in the early Tang and became 

an increasingly popular iconographic subject in mural paintings from the Five Dynasties 

(907-960) to the Song (960-1279). Additionally, in Sichuan the construction of Dizang 

images increasingly flourished from the latter half of the Tang (mid-8th to mid-9th 

centuries) into the Song period. 

Regional developments are reflected in artistic representations of Dizang from the 

various geographical areas. For example, in the depictions of Dizang in Longmen. the 

artisans were still in the first stages of shaping the basic iconographic character of this 

'^^izang is portrayed in this example as a standing image decked in princely garb and 
adorned with jewels, holding a vase in one hand. 

"^^In Chang's enumeration, it is numbered cave inscription text 16 which reads: 
(Chang, 1990, 28). For his line drawing of this standing Dizang imaae, see Chang. 

29. fig. 2. 

'^'^Chang (1990). 29. According to him. this particular Dizang statue is stylistically 
comparable to images of both Amitabha and some standing bodhisattva at Longmen which have 
accompanying inscriptions dating them to the zhenguan era. However, on the basis of 
extant inscriptional dating, the earliest Longmen representation of Dizang would be the sculpture 
in the niche outside the Yaofang Grotto dated to 664. See Chang (1990), 29. 

'^'Chang (1990), 30. 

"®rhis chronological estimate is based on the inscriptional data collected by the classic 
work on the Hebei site of Xiangtang shan by Mizuno & Nagahiro (1937), 119-146. 
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Bodhisattva. Dunhuang and Sichuan Buddhist art on the other hand reflected the exciting 

amalgamation of religio-cultural ideas typical of territories in constant contact with outside 

cultural influences. Dizang art at Dunhuang and Sichuan portrayed regional traits 

uncharacteristic of the artistic representations of Dizang Bodhisattva in the central plains 

of China. As a geographical displacement soon developed in the patterns of diffusion of 

Dizang art and iconography, the western regions of Dunhuang and Sichuan rapidly emerged 

as new centers for Dizang art and iconography. This geographical displacement in 

Dizang art—the shift from central China to the border regions—in part reflected larger 

trends in Buddhist art. Hence a brief—and necessarily generalized—review of the political 

factors conditioning the development of medieval Chinese Buddhist art would be pertinent 

at this point. 

Under the auspices of the Northern Wei rulers from the late fifth century onward, 

Buddhist grotto art was initiated on a gigantic scale at two sites, first at Yungang 

near the old capital (Datong and then at Longmen outside of the new capital 

(Luoyang ;^^). This veritable explosion of Buddhist art at the rupestral sites of central 

China persisted into the eighth century but subsequently dwindled and came to a standstill. 

In the meantime, cave sites were erected on a smaller scale both at Dunhuang (Gansu) 

and Sichuan even prior to the Tang period, although the peak of Buddhist art development 

did not occur in the western region until significantly later in the Tang period. The 

Dunhuang and Sichuan sites are usually distinguished from those of Longmen and Yungang 

on the ground that Buddhist art in these western frontiers was initiated primarily by the 

local elites in contrast to the state sponsorship of the rupestral sites in the central plains. 

Nonetheless, state authorities also figured as catalysts to speed up the actual flowering of 

Buddhist art in these border regions. This is especially true in the case of Sichuan which 

developed close associations with the Tang court. The rise of Wu Zetian in court, for 
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instance, coincided with the erection of sculptural sites at Guangyuan (Sichuan), Wu's 

birthplace."' Moreover, when the Tang Emperor Xuanzong (712-756) fled at one 

point to Sichuan seeking refuge from political chaos, the attending retinue included 

prominent monks and artisans who were likely instrumental in promoting religious activities 

that led to the construction of major Buddhist cave sites in the Sichuan provenance from 

this period onward. The ultimate breakdown of centralized powers during the latter half 

of the Tang period, especially following the Anlushan revolt in 755, heralded a 

radical and lasting shift in the foci of Buddhist cave art from the central plains to the 

outskirt regions of Dunhuang and Sichuan. A similar geographical displacement witnessed 

in the evolution of Dizang art—from the heart of China to its western boundaries—was 

but one element within larger patterns of development in the history of Chinese Buddhist 

art. 

The above generalized picture, however, reflects only medieval Chinese 

developments of cave art, thereby neglecting the other equally vital aspect of Buddhist 

art, namely the development of monastery art that took place in the cities. Unfortunately 

monastery art is documented in a voluminous body of literary records, a survey of which 

is outside the scope of this study. More significantly, since cave art yields an extensive 

collection of Dizang images, it is expedient in a treatment like this study, which emphasizes 

the perspective of religious history over that of art history, to selectively focus on the 

investigation of cave art. After all this chapter is offered only as a preliminary investigation, 

leaving the task of a complete survey of Dizang art and epigraphy to the capable hands 

and trained eyes of art historian specialists."^ 

"'Besides the Huangze si which was named after Wu herself, another important 
Buddhist site in Guangyuan is the Qianfo ya (The Cliff of the Thousand Buddhas). On 
Qianfo ya, see Ma & Ding (1990), 1- 23. 

"^o date there is as yet no complete survey of Dizang art in medieval China, although 
there exists a number of regional studies. Of the various sites, Dizang art in Dunhuang has 
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In what follows, I will discuss only those examples of Dizang an and epigraphy 

most relevant to the thematic issues posed. Given the diverse diffusion of Dizang art. it is 

impossible to attempt an exhaustive treatment; thus, only the most representative examples 

are discussed. The main purpose is, on one hand, to introduce further substantiation for 

the various strands of Dizang belief discussed so far, and, on the other hand, to highlight 

any new tendency gleaned from iconographical or inscriptional sources. Because of their 

inevitable overlaps, the themes chosen should not be taken as strictly exclusive categories. ' 

but are intended chiefly as heuristic devices to expedite discussion. Despite this cautionary 

note, it is nonetheless important not to undermine the thematic consistencies across 

iconographic materials, or to shy away from interpreting the religious significance of 

iconographic styles which could shed further light on the complexity of the medieval 

developments of the Dizang cult. 

Negotiations Between the Bodhisattva and Monastic Paradigms 

One of the salient attributes of Bodhisattva Dizang. as he is known in East Asia 

attracted the most attention from art historians. Particularly the beautiful paintings of Dizang and 
the Ten Kings, as well as the figure of the "hooded Dizang," have been the topic of quite a tew 
Japanese studies. Among these are Matsumoto (1933), 265-270 and Kawahara Yoshio rSfljiCEfaii 
(1974). 99-123. Some work on Dunhuang Dizang art has also been produced by Chinese art 
historians such as Luo (1993), 5-14 and Pan (unpublished mss.). Dizang art of other Chinese 
sites have attracted less attention. To date, the only substantive study of Dizang art at Longmen 
is Chang (1990), 27-24. In the Sichuan region, the hooded Dizang in the Dazu Beishan site has 
attracted a brief survey from Moroto Fumio i^ (1986), 34-37. In his book length investigation 
of Sichuan art. Hu Wenhe also devoted a short discussion of Dizang iconography in Sichuan, 
paying particular attention to the connection between Dizang and Guanyin (see Hu, 1994. 226-230). 

Dizang art in other parts of East Asia have been more substantively studied. Pak Young-Sook 
has written a dissertation (submitted to the University of Heidelberg) exploring Ksitigarbha art in 
Korea during the formative Koryo phase. I regret that I did not have access to her dissertation 
study. However, some of her work has appeared as articles; see Pak (1977). 96-104; (1995), 
157-165: (1998), 402-449. Many studies have been devoted to Jizo art in Japan; for a sampling, 
see Kawakatsu (1974); Kajitani (1974); Nakano (1974). 

"^'Thus, for instance, two themes such as pure land development and the Bhaisajyaguru 
connection would, of course, have obvious overlaps since Bhaisajyaguru belief should also be 
understood as part of pure land development. This connection to pure land development has been 
demonstrated by Schopen (1977), 177-210. 
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today, is his appearance as a iramana, or monk—an iconography that was mentioned in 

the Shilun jing. Hence it comes almost as a surprise that in the earliest known phase of 

Dizang art represented at Longmen, Dizang more frequently assumed the traditional 

princely guise of the bodhisattva rather than the sombre robes and shaved head of a 

sramana. Chang (1990), in a study of Dizang iconography at Longmen. enumerates 

thirty-four inscriptions which accompany depictions of Dizang in royal garb, not much 

different from other bodhisattva images.""* These Dizang images are usually seated in the 

lalitasana pose (one leg pendant and the other folded on the seat)"^—a stylistic detail 

which art historians consider characteristic of Dizang sculptures at Longmen."^ On the 

ground of stylistic consistency, it has been proposed that several other bodhisattva sculptures 

in similar lalitasana poses situated along the northern and middle sections of the western 

hill at Longmen should be regarded as Dizang images."^ For Chang, these images should 

further be dated to the interval between the reigns of Gaozong (r. 649-683) and Empress 

Wu(r. 684-705). 

In contrast to the numerous bodhisattva-prince representations. Longmen only 

possesses four images of Dizang as dL^ramarm also dated to the period between the reigns 

of Gaozong and Empress Wu.^^® Three of these Dizang sculptures—two at the Wangyuangui 

Grotto and another at the Bazuosi Grotto —are all seated in 

"^•'See Chang (1990), 27- 29; also see his line drawings, fig. 1 & 2 in his article. 

'^^The lalitasana pose is sometimes known as the royal ease posture of kings and princes. 

•^•^Chang (1990), 29; cf. McNair (1996). 333. 

"^Chang (1990), 30. 

'"^Chang (1990), 31. Note that these four images are mostly without inscriptional materials 
and therefore lack exact dating. 

"^here are two Dizang images, one at each extreme end of the Wangyuangui Grotto. 
Each Dizang image, shaved head and dressed in monastic robes, is seated on a lotus pedestal with 
one leg pendant, one hand carrying a jewel and the other hand resting on his knee. An inscription 
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lalitasana pose with the right hand holding a jewel/®' The fourth image from the 

Binyang Middle Grotto a standing iramana with head completely shaved, 

depicts an interesting variant motif in which different paths of rebirth stream out of 

Dizang's raised palm.^®" These representations of Dizang as a monk all deploy iconographic 

motifs based on imagery derived from the Shilun jing. The jewel in Dizang's hand, for 

instance, recalls the luminous gems that magically manifested as Dizang arrived at the 

assembly of the Shilun while the sculpting of the realms of existence concretizes 

Dizang's function as savior of the six realms of existence, a role also delineated in the 

Shilun jing. The usage of imagery from the Shilun jing is especially apt since this 

scripture is the very textual source detailing Dizang's characterization as Si^amajia. 

According to statistical findings by Tsukamoto,^®^ the figure of Dizang as an 

iconographic subject only emerged in Longmen from the early Tang era wherein Buddha 

Amitabha (with Guanyin) began superseding Buddha Sakyamuni (with Maitreya) as the 

preserved inside the cave mentions the year of 687. See fig. 4 & 5 in Chang (1990), 30. 

the lower section of the Bazuosi Grotto is a 0.92 m image of a monk with shaved 
head and wearing drapes with folds flowing down from the shoulders and intertwining across the 
chest. The right hand is raised and holds a jewel while the legs are in lalitasana pose. See Ghana 
(1990), 31. fii. 6. 

'"^'The style of the monastic robe of the Dizang image is, however, somewhat different at 
the two grottos; cf. Chang (1990), fig. 5 & 6. 

^"See line drawing in Chang (1990), 30, fig. 3. 

T410:13.681a24-bl4, it is said that amidst the magical transformations, the audience 
found themselves miraculously adorned, each hand grasping a luminous wish-fulfilling jewel 
{cintamajii 50!®^) that emits rays of light illuminating vjirious buddhalands, at the same time 
effectuating miraculous acts of hewing, allaying suffering, and so forth (cf. Xuanzang's translation. 
T411:I3.721a25-b22). 

^^^sukamoto's statistical data and analyses were originally printed as an essay in Mizuno 
and Nagahiro (1941). This essay was subsequently reprinted in a collection of works by Tsukamoto 
(1969), 355-609. The results of his research were subsequently made accessible in the English 
language through a summary by Ch'en (1964), 171-173. 
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main subject(s) of iconographyGiven the overwhelmingly greater number and earlier 

dating'^^ of representations of Dizang in princely finery, it can be assumed that Chinese 

artisans first sculpted Dizang in the only manner of presenting bodhisattvas that they 

knew, that is, as a royal prince. However, drawing inspiration from the Shilun jing, 

artisans—possibly at Longmen itself—rapidly developed the alternative sramana 

iconography. The challenge, then, was how to differentiate Dizang from the sculptural 

representations of the disciples in general. The solution seemed to derive from the Shilun 

jing. which provided the imager}' of the precious gem and the paths of rebirth. Both these 

imageries would remain distinctive aspects of Dizang iconography, although outside of 

Longmen, other iconographic motifs would develop following further evolution of Dizang's 

religious functions. 

Although the /ramarm iconography would be rapidly established as the norm for 

representing Dizang outside of Longmen, the bodhisattva-prince form did not completely 

disappear but persisted especially in the form of esoteric art development. Other than 

esoteric art. there exists at least one possible early Tang example of Dizang in princely 

finery."^^ A stele carving now preserved at the Shanxi Provincial Museum in 

'^^sukamoto (1969), 374-382. 

^^^ote that among the Longmen sculptures of Dizang in princely finery are the two 
earliest extant carvings of Dizang at Yaofang Grotto and Binyang Southern Grotto. 

'®^In my research, I have come across two other examples identified by Chinese art 
historians as depictions of Dizang which show him in the traditional royal garb of the bodhisattva. 
However I have opted to exclude these two examples since the grounds for the identifications are 
somewhat problematic in both cases. One image (identified by Zhang & Wang, 1994, 14) is from 
niche 13 of Shanxi Yaoxian Yaowang shan moya This image is decorated 
with a floral headdress and jeweled ornaments, and is seated with one leg pendant. See Zhang & 
Wang (1994), 12, fig. 7. Zhang and Wang, on the basis of inscriptions found around the niche, 
the image is dated to no later than the year 805. However, there is no inscriptional confirmation 
of the identity of the image and, from the line drawing, the image looks more like a depiction of 
Guanyin. The only clue that have led to its identification as Dizang seems to be the laliiasana 
pose. However, I am reluctant to take this clue too seriously without other supporting evidence; 
after all, other bodhisattvas, notably Guanyin, are sometimes also depicted in the laliiasana pose. 
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Xi'an shows a one-leg-pendant bodhisattva wearing a diadem sculpted against a 

rocky landscape. On the reverse side of the stele is an inscription now effaced except for 

its title engraved in early Tang regular script: "Stele for the Three Stages Bhadanta 

Meditation Master of August Tang" This bodhisattva figure, 

according to McNair. should be Dizang.^®' If this identification is correct, we then have a 

seventh-century instance of Dizang in princely guise from Shanxi. a neighboring province 

of Longmen.-^ 

Evidence further suggests that already in the Tang period, ihc ̂ ramana iconography 

was widely accepted as the norm for representing Dizang in art outside of Longmen. both 

elsewhere in central China and in the western region, so much so that Dizang as a 

bodhisattva-prince was a less common depiction. Hence, Dizang images in southern 

Xiangtang shan (Hebei), a Tang Buddhist site under the sway of Longmen art, mostly 

portray him seated with one leg pendant, head completely shaved and wearing monastic 

robes. One inscription at this site (Southern Xiangtang shan. niches 3-39). dating to 695. 

highlights the/rama^ status; "... in veneration constructed X image(s) of the sramcina 

bodhi[sattva] Dizang ..." ... Another early example would 

be the extraordinary stele carving of a seated one-leg-pendant Dizang with the six paths 

The other image is mentioned by Ding (1988), 53. who refers to a Dizang in princely 
guise in his survey of Sichuan cave art. This image is from niche 90 of Zhizhong Beiyan 
ti and is dated to 853 Other than stating that this bodhisattva image leans toward one 
direction (another way of expressing the lalitasana pose). Ding offers no other elaboration or 
clues as to the basis for his identification. As I have not seen the image myself. I am in no 
position to evaluate the accuracy of his identification. 

'^®McNair(1996), 334. 

^®'See reproduction of this stele carving in McNair (1996), 379, Fig. 10. 

'^"McNair further argues that this stele serves as material evidence of the connection 
between the Sanjie jiao movement and the construction of Dizang images in seventh- and eighth-
century China (McNair, 1996, 334). 

"^'Handan shi fengfeng qu wenguansuo (1992). 12. 
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of rebirth streaming from the two jewels in his hands—a sculpture dated to 670 (the first 

year of xianheng in the Tang Dynasty) published in a volume edited by Li 

Jingjie This portrayal of Dizang was found on the reverse side of a stele, the 

front of which was the dedicatory inscription located beneath sculpture of Maitreya 

flanked by bodhisattvas and celestial kings on both sides/'^ According to Li. this stele 

was found in Paris in the beginning of the twentieth century but have since been missing. 

From the style of the Dizang depiction, Li proposes that the piece may have originated 

from the eastern part of the central plains of China.^'^ Moreover, niche 8 on the eastern 

side of Shanxi Yaoxian Yaowang shan moya has a Dizang image 

said to be from the middle of the Late Tang,^'^ also clad in monastic robes, with the paths 

of rebirth sculpted on his two sides/^ The situation is similar in the western regions of 

Dunhuang and Sichuan, which have yielded such a voluminous output of images of 

Dizang as a bhiksu—dating as early as the eighth century and mostly from the tenth 

century onwards—that it would be overly fastidious to enumerate them all. But it is 

worth noting those further developments of \hdramana iconography which evolved in 

these regions as a result of local influences. 

Two prominent iconographic traits, the head shawl and staff (the khakkara litt) 

which can be traced to Central Asian influences, were added in this manner to Dizang's 

-^-SeeLi(1995), 70, pi. 50. 

(1995), 217. text for pi. 50. 

'•^Li (1995). 218, text for pi. 50. 

-^^hang & Wang (1994), 15. 

"'^A line drawing is reproduced in Zhang & Wang (1994), 10, fig. 4. Note that the head 
of the Dizang image underwent repair in late Ming and apparently the head of a Buddha complete 
with usni^ was added. Although the image lacks inscriptional identification, the presence of the 
six realms of existence, plus the fact that other Dizang images with inscriptional identifications 
are found on this site, support the identification of the image as Dizang. 
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srcimana iconography. Often at Dunhuang/" as well as in Sichuan (particularly at Dazu 

Beishan).^^®^ Dizang is shown wearing some kind of hood or shawl wrapped over his head 

and suspending over his shoulders, sometimes knotted around the ears. Matsumoto has 

d e s i g n a t e d  t h i s  f o r m  a s  t h e  p i m a o  d i z a n g  o r  " h o o d e d  D i z a n g . S c h o l a r s  

have established that the head garment was characteristic of Central Asian travelers; it 

was apparently widely adopted, though not sanctioned, in the Indian vinaya as an item of 

the monastic habit in Central Asian provenance.^ The imagery of the khakkarci also 

became popular in both Dunhuang and Sichuan. Like the head shawl, \hckhakkcira likely 

became one of Dizang's iconographic attributes, because of its inclusion under the listing 

of requisite possessions for a Buddhist monk.^' The monks are said to sound the khcikkara 

for two reasons; either to frighten off harmful reptiles while walking through forest 

paths, or to signal their presence at the doorsteps of almsgivers.'"'" The khakkara further 

functions as a walking crutch for elderly monks. Dizang's khakkara is usually portrayed 

with a large ring at the top through which are threaded a few small rings, generally si.x. to 

'°^In Dunhuang, the hooded Dizang is frequently depicted on the ceilings of archways 
leading into the principal cave shrine. It also appears in the mobile paintings preserved at 
museums outside of China. 

'^^Dazu Beishan has several instances of this form of Dizang. See examples from niches 
279 and 281 in fig. 22 & 23. The hooded Dizang also appears, albeit with less frequency, 
elsewhere in Sichuan: For instance. Anyue Yuanjue Grotto niches 60 (84) and 56 
(80) has two examples; see fig. 14 & 16. Two instances are also found in Bazhong Southern 
Grotto niche 62; see line drawings reproduced in Ding (1990), 48. For a study of the 
hooded Dizang iconography in Sichuan Dazu, see Moroto (1986), 34-37. 

'^^atsumoto (1937), 368. 

^°°Matsumoto was among the first scholars to highlight the hooded Dizang in Dunhuang 
art. Since then, other scholars have studied this head garment. For instance, Moroto (1986). 
34-37, has devoted a brief article to the hooded Dizang in Sichuan. 

•""Quite a few studies have already explored the role and significance, as well as historical 
development, of the khakkara, so that there is no need to repeat the information here. For studies 
on the khakkara, see Aniano(1988), 285- 291; (1989), 69-78; and Gao (1993). 9-19. 

•"'^This is necessary because monks do not have the right to knock on doors. 
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symbolize the six realms. It is important to note that while the khakkara in Dizang 

iconography likely originated as part of the bhik^i's repertoire, it rapidly developed 

further symbolic significance associated with Dizang's underworld function, particularly 

as the object for smashing the gates of hell. This aspect of the khakkara imagery will be 

further elaborated in subsequent discussion of the hell connection. 

Yet another development in Dizang's/ra/nawa iconography was the incorporation 

of decorative jewelry alongside the monastic robes, an iconographic development most 

prominent in ninth- or tenth-century Dunhuang art. Among those Dunhuang paintings 

recovered by Stein and Pelliot are several banners that portray Dizang standing, head 

completely shaved, in fine robes, and ornamented with earrings, necklace, wrist or arm 

bracelets (from the British Museum are Stein 125, 118;^" from the Musee Guimet are 

EO 1186, MG 17768, EO 1398, MG 22798, EO 1168. EO 1180. MG 17779. MG 

17658^). In addition, those pieces featuring the hooded Dizang attended by the ten 

kings also adorn him with a jeweled necklace (Stein 19. 23;'^' MG 17664. 17793. 17795. 

17662. 17794;"^ EO 3644, 1173, 3580). Similar examples of Dizang thus bedecked with 

jeweled accessories, his head hooded or completely shaved, can also be found in situ at 

Dunhuang in ceiling paintings on the passageway (caves 390,^^ 384^®) and in the 

""^^Reproduced as pi. 44, 45 in Whitfield (1982-85). 

•*®^Reproduced as pi. 51-59 in Gies (1994). 

•^^eproduced as pi. 22, 24 in Whitfield (1982-85). 

•''Reproduced as pi. 60-67 in Gies (1994). 

•^^On the ceiling of the passageway of Mogao Cave 390 is painted a Dizang, head 
completely shaved and hands holding th& khakkara and the cintamani. One can make out the six 
realms of existence streaming from his nimbus, while scenes of the courts of the Ten Kings are 
depicted along the two sides and directly below the figure of Dizang. See the reproduction 
published as fig. 107 in Duan, ed. (1990b), 111. 

'"'^On the ceiling of the passageway Mogao Cave 384 is painted a hooded Dizang, the 
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neighboring Yulin Grottoes at Anxi (caves 12,'*°^ The widespread 

inclusion of the jewelry motif at Dunhuang could be attributed to regional style, possibly 

the influence of Central Asian art. However, the motif was not restricted to the Dunhuang 

provenance, but was also found in Sichuan. Dazu Beishan niche 253 yields a carving of a 

standing Dizang, head completely shaved and garbed in monastic robes, wearing prominent 

earrings and necklaces (fig. 1 & 2). It is thus desirable to seek another explanation of 

this insistent incorporation of the jewelry motif with the supposedly sombre monastic 

appearance. The jewelry significantly underlines Dizang's status as bodhisattva and 

further differentiates him from general portrayals of the average monk. The figure of 

Dizang must have posed a unique challenge to artisans who had to formulate an artistic 

technique that would effectively capture Dizang's twofold identity as bodhisattva and as 

bhiksu. This challenge was especially urgent when Dizang became increasingly popular 

and emerged as the most popular bodhisattva next to Guanyin in the late medieval 

Chinese milieu between the end of the eighth century and the end of the ninth century. It 

was deemed necessary to somehow underscore the bodhisattva paradigm within the iramana 

iconography because it was precisely his suprahuman dimension as bodhisattva that the 

growing cultic worship most relate to. 

Toward the end of the medieval period, another form of Dizang iconography 

fingers of his right hand forming a.mudra and his left hand holding the cintdniam. One can make 
out the paths of rebirth streaming from his nimbus, while scenes of the courts of the Ten Kings 
are depicted along the two sides and directly below the figure of Dizang. See the reproduction 
published as fig. 18 in Duan. ed. (1990a). 

^°^Above the doorway of the western wall in Yulin Cave 12 is painted a hooded Dizang 
wearing a necklace, holding in his hands the khakkara and the cintdmani. See reproduction of 
this wall painting in Duan, ed. (1990b), 113, fig. 108. 

•*'°Above the doorway of the eastern wall in Yulin Cave 33 is painted a Dizang, head 
completely shaved, with the six realms of existence. He wearing a necklace and holds in his 
hands the khakkara and the cintdmani. The cave is dated to the tenth century (Five Dynasties). 
Two reproductions of this painting have been published; see fig. 77 in Dunhuang yanjiu yuan, 
ed. (1997) and fig. 140 in Duan, ed. (1990b), 148, 140. 
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appeared in China which presented him in the patched robes of a monk, but wearing a 

royal crown. This portrayal introduced yet a further dimension to his identity, that of the 

sovereign of the underworld. This new iconography will be further discussed under hell 

developments; suffice it here to note that the ^ramana iconography never quite lost its 

appeal and persisted alongside the sovereign imagery up to this day in modem China. 

The Amalgamation of Two Devotional Cults (Dizang and Guanyin) 

While not always apparent from scriptural sources, connections between devotional 

cults are quite frequently captured in art and inscriptions such as with the case of the 

medieval link between the two cults of Dizang and Guanyin. Guanyin was a Buddhist 

divinity who became an important object of worship in the Chinese milieu from the sixth 

century onward. The connection between Dizang and Guanyin is not surprising in light 

of the close parallel between their religious functions. Both are characterized as saviors 

responsible for relieving sufferings and averting perils in the six realms of existence, 

particularly in the unfortunate realms. Soper has already proposed that the Shilun jing's 

elaborations of Dizang's salvific activities and attributes not only closely resemble, but 

were likely patterned after, the descriptions of Guanyin in the Lotus Unlike 

Dizang, the Indian counterpart of Guanyin, Avalokite^ara, was a fairly well-defined 

personage in pre-Chinese Buddhist sources. By the Six Dynasties, with a significant 

number of the scriptural sources on Guanyin already translated into Chinese, this bodhisattva 

was already widely represented in art. Judging from the sharp increase in the production 

of Guanyin images at Longmen,^'" as well as from the growing collections of miracle 

tales narrating the efficacies of this bodhisattva,""^ the Guanyin cult became rapidly 

"'Soper (1959), 210-211. 

^'*See the Longmen statistical findings in Tsukamoto (1969). 375. 

"Tor a study of the miraculous tales on the medieval Guanyin cuh. see Makita (1970). 
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popular in the early Tang. Scholars have pointed out that some portrayals of Dizang 

possess attributes or accessories characteristic of Guanyin iconography/'"* In this vein, 

we find Tang representations of Dizang holding a sprinkler vase—an object usually 

associated with Guanyin—at both Longmen (Binyang Southern Grotto niche 

16)^'- and Dunhuang (Stein Painting 118).^'^ It has also been suggested that three Dunhuang 

paintings of Dizang""^ are styled after the iconographic form of Guanyin known as the 

"Water-moon Guanyin" In light of such resemblance. Wang-Toutain has 

concluded that in the early phase of Dizang art before his iconography fully evolved, 

artisans must have deployed Guanyin iconography as a model for portraying Dizang.^'*^ 

Whatever was the original inspiration behind the association, the two bodhisattvas. 

Dizang and Guanyin, were inadvertently linked together in the religious imagination of 

the medieval milieu as indicated by inscriptional and art evidence. The two early Tang 

sites in central China, including at least six from Longmen^"° and three from Xiangtang 

shan,^"' contained inscriptions and sculptural representations pairing the two bodhisattvas. 

""•'See Wang-Toutain (1998). 292-293. 

^'^See the line drawing in Chang (1990). 29. fig. 2. 

""^See pi. 45 in Whitfield (1982-85). This silk banner is dated to the ninth century. Note 
that on the right comer of the banner is a cartouche that identifies the bodhisattva. An image of 
Dizang with shaved blue head, wears a patched robe covering both shoulders, but is at the same 
time adorned with a jewelled necklace, earrings, and bracelets on one arm. 

^'^They are two paintings from the Musee Guimet Collection (MG 17659 and MG 17794). 
while the third is a painting located among the Chinese manuscripts of P 407; see Wang-Toutain 
(1998), 292. 

""^'ang-Toutain (1998), 292. The "Water-moon Guanyin" is a depiction of Guanyin 
seated in the middle of the water on a rock promontory that symbolizes the Potala. A nimbus 
usually encircles this Bodhisattva while the landscape usually figures some kind of vegetation. 

^'^See Wang-Toutain (1998), 292-293. 

According to the listing by Chang (1990), 32, these are inscription texts 11. 20. 21. 26. 
30, 32. Of these, text 32 mentions an eleven-faced Guanyin. 

•*•'1 have located three relevant inscriptions from Southern Xiangtang shan shiku 
lUH®: 
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The Longmen examples include one pairing of Dizang with an eleven-headed Guanyin 

(in a niche at Shiniuxi thus reflecting recent Tang developments of the Guanyin 

cult. The trend of pairing the two bodhisattvas was apparently transmitted to the western 

regions (Sichuan and Dunhuang) where it was widely disseminated, as evident from the 

increase in the number of such representations. Several instances are scattered over ihe 

various rupestral sites of Sichuan, particularly concentrated at Dazu Beishan.^"" 

A further iconographic motif appeared in Sichuan that would be unique to this 

region, namely, the sculpting of small meditation buddhas—sometimes six. seven, or 

ten—seated on lotuses, often with intertwining undulating stems juxtaposed against bigger 

statues of Dizang and Guanyin. Examples of the earliest appearance of such a grouping 

featuring seven buddhas would be niches 162 and 125 (fig. 7) at Jiajiang Qianfo ya 

both dating to the middle of late Tang. Three later examples are found in Dazu 

Beishan: niche 191 (ascribed to the Five Dynasties) portraying ten buddhas on lotuses 

arising from a vessel placed between two seated Guanyin and a hooded Dizang (tig. 4 & 

5); niche 187'*"'* (ascribed to Northern Song, 960-1127) which essentially duplicates 

niche 191 (fig. 6); and niche 172 (ascribed to the Song period) displaying six buddhas 

1) Inscription dating to 701-704 found at niche 1: 
(text 9 in Mizuno and Nagahiro, 1937, 123; see also their reproduction of the sculpture in pi. 
lOB). 

2) Inscription dating to 712 (^^Tt:^) found at niche 2: in 
Mizuno and Nagahiro, 1937, 127; see also their reproduction of the sculpture in pi. 15A). 

3) Inscription dating to 705 (WhItc^) found at niche 2; (text 42 in 
Mizuno and Nagahiro, 1937, 130; see also their reproduction of the sculpture in pi. 15A). 

^"^his is listed as inscription text 32 in Chang (1990), 29. The inscription specifically 
refers to an eleven-headed Guanyin. 

•'""Occurrences of Dizang with Guanyin are located at several niches in Sichuan Dazu 
Beishan—namely, niches 58, 73, 82, 117, 121, 221, 241, 248, 249, 253, 273, 275, 277. mostly 
dating to the tenth century or Song period. Examples from other Sichuan sites include niche 38 at 
Pujiang Feixian ge niche 38 and Jiajiang Qianfo ya niche 119, both 
dating to around the middle of late Tang. 

•'"•*Niche 187 is discussed in detail in Howard (1990), 56-57; for her reproduction of the 
niche, see fig. 13 in her study. 
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hovering over two seated Dizang and Guanyin images (fig. 3). Originating from Indian 

sources, the concepts of the seven buddhas of the past and the buddhas of the ten 

directions invoke strong temporal and spatial connotations. Depictions of Dizang and 

Guanyin with assemblies of buddhas thus aptly concretize the ideal that these two 

bodhisattvas, motivated by great compassion, are ever-present throughout all ages and in 

all places. Encapsulated in this Sichuan iconography is an elusive moment in the history 

of Chinese religion that witnessed the convergence of three strands of worship—the cults 

of Dizang and Guanyin as well as the cult of the multiple buddhas—aspects of medieval 

Chinese belief that we would not have otherwise linked together. 

The pairing of Dizang with Guanyin also appears fairly regularly in Dunhuang 

art, emerging in the early Tang period.'*^ This region yields several examples, mostly 

dating from the tenth century or after, of another trend that portrays the two bodhisattvas 

together with the added theme of the ten kings of purgatory. In situ, over the ceiling of 

the passageway of cave 6 is painted a water-moon Guanyin, with in the lower part of the 

Dizang composition presiding over the court of the ten kings of purgatory.'*"^ Similar 

iconographic motifs are found in two tenth-century paintings now kept at the Mus^ 

Guimet: EO 3644, a silk painting showing a eleven-headed Guanyin^"' with a hooded 

Dizang and the courts of the ten kings below,"*^ and EO 1173. a painting on hemp cloth, 

featuring a thousand-armed, thousand-eyed Guanyin as the main deity with Dizang and 

•""^An example would be Dunhuang Cave 45 where Guanyin and Dizang are separately 
represented on the two side walls outside of the main shrine niche. See the reproductions of the 
images published in Yang, ed. (1993), 24, pi. 1; 99, pi. 113; 100, pi. 114. 

^'^See the description in the catalogue published by the Dunhuang yanjiu yuan. ed. 
(1996), 6. Unfortunately, no reproduction of this painting has been published but I saw the 
painting in situ during my field trip in June 1998. 

•'"^More accurately speaking, twelve heads are depicted, that is, the main head and eleven 
small heads on the crown; see pi. 64 in Gies (1994). 

•'^^Reproduced as pi. 64 in Gies (1994). 
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the ten kings directly below and to one comer of the painting/"^ At the British Museum, 

depicted in separate panels on the frontispiece of a mutilated scroll of the indigenous 

Chinese Scripture of the Ten Kings*^ are a six-armed Guanyin and a Dizang attended by 

the ten kings. This illustration (Stein Painting) is also dated to the tenth century/"' In 

contrast to Dunhuang, representations of Guanyin with Dizang and the ten kings are rare 

in Sichuan except for one prominent example (Dazu Beishan niche 253) that will be 

subsequently discussed under hell development. 

In short, from the large number of portrayals of Dizang and Guanyin together, 

there is no denying the relationship that once existed between the two cults in the medieval 

Chinese milieu. Apparently, in the minds of the medieval populace, the two bodhisattvas 

were often linked as powerful savior figures, the worship of whom could bring numerous 

benefits to the devotees. 

The Pure Land Connection in Art 

Yet another important trend in Dizang art connects Dizang worship with pure land 

belief, a medieval development also documented textually in the previously-discussed 

Dizang piisa jing. Art and epigraphy further document the existence of such a connection 

as early as the Tang and persisting all the way to the tenth century or even later. .Art 

sources, moreover, attest to a further development, a trend not described in the Dizang 

piisa jing wherein the figure of Dizang is incorporated amidst what is commonly known 

as the "pure land triad" or "Amitabha triad." The standard pure land triad refers to the 

three divinities who preside over the western pure land, namely Buddha Amitabha and 

"'"'Reproduced as pi. 65 in Gies (1994). 

•''"Several studies have been devoted to this interesting Chinese indigenous scripture, the 
most important of which includes the excellent book length study in English by Teiser (1994). 

^^'Reproduced as pi. 62 in Whitfield (1982-85). 
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his attendants. Guanyin (Avalokitesvara) and Dashizhi (Mahasthamaprapta). 

Mention of these two bodhisattvas first occurred in the Sanskrit recension of the Larger 

SukMvativyjihasiltra*^' a text repeatedly translated into Chinese from the second century 

onward. Quite a few Longmen inscriptions from the early Tang onward also record the 

forging of Amitabha triad images in which the image of Dizang, rather than 

Mahasthamaprapta, was depicted as the third member of the triad. The earliest datable 

representation of this kind of Amitabha triad with Dizang at Longmen is dated to 675.'^^' 

This development also surfaced in sites other than Longmen. Among the best preserved 

sculptures are those from Sichuan Jiajiang Qianfo ya niche 152 (dated 

to 739). and niche 154 (undated but stylistically from the same period). (Please see fig. 

8. 9. & 10). Dazu Beishan niches 52*^"' and 53"'^' also possess similar triad images of 

Amitabha flanked by Dizang and Guanyin, as identified through inscriptional dedications. 

Evidence from outside Longmen indicates further permutations of the juxtaposition of 

Dizang"s figure with the standard pure land triad. For example, niche 2 of the Southern 

Xiangtang shan shiku has a sculptural representation of Dizang flanked 

"'^"At one point, the text reads; "One of them is Avalokitesvara. the bodhisattva mahasattva. 
The other is called Sthamaprapta. Departing from this, our buddha-field, Ananda. they were 
reborn in the Land of Bliss." (trans, by Gomez, 1996, 97-98). 

•'^"Inscription text 5 in Chang (1990), 28. 

"'^•T)azu Beishan niche 52 includes an inscription that mentions the date of 897: 
(see Liu. Hu, & Li, 1985, 376). 

•'^^At Dazu Beishan niche 53, on the left side of the main Amitabha image is a standing 
Dizang while Guanyin is on the right (Liu, Hu, & Li, 1985, 376). A pair of inscriptions dates the 
images to 
1) - • (t 

2 )  •  ± t s ^ R  
m' mB'Fmmm • cseeGuo, 1993,376.) 
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by Guanyin and Mahasthamaprapta, dated to 710.'*^® Moreover, an inscription located 

between niches 15-17 of Shanxi Yaoxian Yaowang shan moya 

records the carving of a quartet, said to be in the late Tang, in which the image of Dizang 

is added to the standard pure land triad/" 

In addition to the trend of juxtaposing Dizang with the pure land triad, epigraphical 

evidence indicates that the carving of Dizang images was at times directed specifically 

toward the goal of rebirth in the pure land. One example of such evidence is an epigraphical 

dedication from the Lotus Grotto at Longmen: 

On the 23rd day of the 4th month in the 2nd year of changshou (693). [I] Ren 
Zhiman made the image of Amitibha. Dizang Bodhisattva. and Guanyin 
Bodhisattva for the sake of my deceased mother. May my deceased mother be 
reborn in the western direction. 

However, the construction of triad images was not the sole expression of the wish to be 

reborn in the pure land; images also occurred in association with single or twin images 

featuring Dizang. In this category is the inscription from niche 58 of Sichuan Dazu 

Beishan which records the construction of twin sculptures of Dizang and Guanyin: 

In veneration [I] have constructed a niche of Guanyin Bodhisattva ... and Dizang 
Bodhisattva ... [it] is constructed on behalf of He Qiniang in the wish that by 
completing this merit, may she be soon rebom in the western direction and 
experience all happinesses. The 23rd day of the 9th month in the 3rd year of 
kanning (896) ... 

"'^'The dating is derived from the accompanying inscription which reads: ^ 

• (Text 30 in Mizuno and Nagahiro, 1937, 127; Also see pi. 15A 
for a reproduction of the images.) 

^^^In the middle section of the site, there is an inscription on the right outside niches 
15-17, which has been dated to the late Tang (Zhang and Wang, 1994, 16). The inscription reads: 

•*^®Chang (1990), 28, inscription text 9. 

••'^iu, Hu, &Li(1985), 378. 
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Another inscription from niche 53 at Dazu Beishan also voices a similar prayer for the 

rebirth of the deceased in the western pure land: 

One Dizang Bodhisattva [image] is made out of veneration ... [from] the merit of 
being able to construct the above [image] on behalf of the deceased man Xiyan 
[whose life] was terminated by robbers, may he be reborn through transformation 
in the western direction, meet the Buddha and listen to the Dharma ... the 4th 
month of the 5th year of vongping (915) ... 
mmmMm-M ... 

... 7i<^£%[zg^ ...^ 

This last inscription is particularly interesting because it further utilizes imagery deriving 

from the pure land tradition—the belief that one is reborn through transformation (on a 

lotus) in the pure land and that upon rebirth one would meet Amitabha Buddha and listen 

to the dharma. Such motifs, as we have already discussed, were also found in the longer 

version of the Dizang pusa jingJ*^^ Indeed this third inscription offers solid documentation 

of the religious practice mentioned in the scripture, that of producing Dizang images in 

order to accrue merit for rebirth in the pure land. In short, the inscriptional evidence also 

provides further suppon of my hypothesis that pure land was a generalized phenomenon 

in medieval Tang China that did not focus exclusively on the figure of Amitabha. Instead, 

the worship of other divinities, such as Dizang, was viewed as a viable soteriological 

alternative that would also enable one to be reborn in the pure land. 

My discussion has so far focused on sculptural evidence. The pure land connection 

also appears, albeit less frequently, in Dunhuang paintings and dedicatory inscriptions. 

Especially interesting is the dedication of one Dunhuang donor by the name of Kang 

Qingnu who commissioned a silk painting of a hooded Dizang presiding over the 

paths of rebirth (Stein Painting Q).""' The contents of this dedication are translated below: 

^iu. Hu, &Li(1985), 37. 

•"'Refer back to chapter 4 of this study for previous discussion on this topic. 

•""Reproduced as pi. 22 in Whitfield (1982-85). 
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The commissioner of the painting was the disciple of pure faith Kang Qingnu. 
His body lodges in the house of fire and he is apprehensive of falling into the five 
paths [of existence]. Disaster and fortune are inconstant; his heart yearns toward 
emancipation [ixom samsdra] ... May the merit be [such that Dizang's] golden 
khakkara will shake so that lotuses will appear in hell; May [Dizang's] radiant 
gem illuminate the paths of delusion until they resemble the pure land. Again 
may his relations by marriage and immediate family both rest in health and 
peace, [and may] his brothers and cousins together partake of the portion of 
merit. 
This inscription was written on the 22nd day of the fifth month, the fourth 
year of jianlong the guihai year [i.e., the year of 963].^' 

The motif of lotus buds spontaneously springing up in hell, as well as that of the 

transformation of hell into a pure land, is strongly reminiscent of imagery from the 

Dizang pusa jing. We will recall that this Chinese indigenous text offered a scriptural 

basis both for the genesis of Dizang's role in hell and the elaboration of his connection 

with rebirth in the pure land. The fact that a Dunhuang donor would deploy imagery 

deriving from this indigenous scripture is further evidence that the beliefs encapsulated in 

the scripture were fairly popular in actual religious practice by the tenth century. Apparently. 

by that period, the figure of Dizang was simultaneously connected to both hell and pure 

land developments in the religious imagination of the populace. 

The last piece of evidence for discussion is another tenth-century Dunhuang painting 

on hemp cloth (EO 3580), dated to the tenth century, which bipartitely portrays Amitabha 

and Dizang.'*^ The upper portion of this painting presents a paradise scene consisting of 

a wooden, balustraded platform built over a pool and presided over by a Buddha (probably 

Amitabha) and a number of his retinue including heavenly musicians. In the lower 

section, a hooded Dizang sits, one leg pendant, attended by his retinue and the ten kings 

of purgatory, and with the six paths of rebirth emitting from Dizang's nimbus. In 

addition a bridge spans over the pool linking the two scenes of paradise and underworld. 

^^Original Chinese text of the inscription is published in Waley (1931), 33 and Whitfield 
(1982-85), vol. 2,318. Cf. to their translations. 

"'^Reproduced as pi. 66 in Gies (1994), vol. 2. 
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This Dunhuang painting depicts artistically the striking polarity between two afterlife 

destinies—that is, the paradisal existence of the pure land versus the dark regime of the 

underworld—encapsulated in writing in the£)iza/ig pusa jing. It should be noted that one 

disparity between the artistic and the scriptural renderings lies in the artist's inclusion of 

the ten kings motif, which signals another evolution in the underworld imagery (to be 

discussed later under hell development). 

While it would require a more comprehensive examination of related evidence to 

arrive at any final conclusion, it is possible on the basis of the above discussion to offer a 

preliminary explanation for the evolution of Dizang's connection with the pure land 

tradition. Among the materials considered, the two Dunhuang pieces, which reflect 

themes resembling those of the Dizang pusa jing, are both dated to the tenth century, 

whereas the trend of juxtaposing Dizang with the pure land triad was visibly an earlier 

development that flourished in the Tang period from the late seventh century onward. In 

short, the origin of the relationship between Dizang belief and pure land development 

could thus be traced to cultic devotion that worshiped the figure of Dizang alongside 

Amitabha, Guanyin, and, to a lesser extent, Mahasthamaprapta, all of whom were by then 

regarded as key divinities of the pure land pantheon. Apparently, in the medieval spiritual 

environment, religious categories and beliefs were not rigorously observed and religio-

cultural amalgamation and synthesis were very much the vogue of the day. Inscriptions 

and art evidence depicting the range of permutations through which the figure of Dizang 

was incorporated into the pure land pantheon, indicate that there was no single systematic 

protocol for incorporating the figure of Dizang in the pure land pantheon since. The most 

widespread practice was to displace Mahasthamaprapta with Dizang, probably because. 

compared to Mahasthamaprapta, the figure of Dizang was becoming increasingly popular 

in the Tang era, and thus was developing a more distinctive personality and iconography. 
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Other representations show him as a fourth member added to the pure land triad or as a 

substitute, as in the Xiangtang shan portrayal, for the main Buddha figure, Amitabha. 

The range of permutations reflected in the evidence further indicate the amorphous nature 

and lack of rigorous stratification in medieval pure land developments. Moreover, dedicatory 

inscriptions suggest that the worship of Dizang in the medieval milieu was regarded as 

one method to ensure rebirth in the pure land. The evidence indicates further developments 

between the ninth and tenth centuries that incorporated specific imagery deriving from 

the pure land tradition, such as the concepts of transformational rebirth, meeting the 

Buddha and hearing the Dharma in the pure land. 

If we look briefly at the art evidence after the tenth century, we notice that there 

are still remnants of the pure land connection that once dominated Dizang an between 

eighth and tenth centuries. For example, small niches in Dazu Beishan figuring Dizang 

and Guanyin are carved into the promontory lateral walls that were added in the Song to 

the original Tang sculpture (niche 245) depicting a pure land transformation tableaux 

±^(fig. 11, 12, & 13). 

Art evidence from both Korea and Japan further confirms that at some point in the 

development of East Asian Buddhism, the figure of Dizang was incorporated into pure 

land development. In a fourteenth-century silk painting of an Amitabha triad, now kept 

in the Hoam Art Museum in Korea, Dizang (known in Korean as Chijang) is depicted 

instead of Mahasthamaprapta.^^ The painting shows the triad welcoming a newly reborn 

being to the pure land. Another fourteenth-century Koryo painting now kept in the New 

York Metropolian Museum of Art also portrays Dizang with Amitabha.""^ It has been 

•"^^eproduced as pi. 9 in Ahn (1986), 48. 

•"Reproduced as pi. 76 in Smith, ed. (1998). 
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discovered that the two figures are actually on separate pieces of silk that were mounted 

together at a later time. According to Pak (1998), they might have been "originally part 

of a set of three hanging scrolls, along with a now lost representations of Avalokitesvara 

[Guanyin] flanking Amitabha on the other side.'""^ Pak argues that, whatever the original 

condition of the painting(s), devotees in the Koryo period would have immediately 

understood the intrinsic iconological significance of portraying Dizang with Amitabha. 

Further Developments of the Underworld Connection 
(The Cult of the Ten Kings of Purgatory) 

When discussing other trends in Dizang art, I have already observed the presence 

of the theme of the cult of the Ten Kings of Purgatory. Even at first glance, especially in 

light of the vast quantity of Dunhuang paintings of Dizang and the Ten Kings of 

Purgatory, art evidence strongly attests to an amalgamation of the two cults. Teiser has 

already shown that the cult of the Ten Kings, which emerged in the Tang religious 

milieu, should be understood as the sinitic equivalent of the western notion of purgatory."^ 

In the larger religious milieu of tenth-century China, it was popularly held that the 

recently-deceased would be brought for judgment before the courts of the Ten Kings of 

the netherworld. A set of preparatory and memorial rites directed at accruing merit for 

the dead evolved alongside the belief in the Ten Kings.^' Although much scholarly 

attention has been devoted to the cult of the Ten Kings, the relationship between Dizang 

and the Ten Kings has yet to be fully explored since the synthesis of these two cults 

constituted a key moment in the medieval development of afterlife beliefs.^^° Scriptural 

•"^Pak(1998), 432. 

^^eiser(1994), 5-6. 

^^See Teiser (1994), 19-30. 

•*^°This point was observed by Serenson (1996), 118. It should be stressed, however, that 
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sources previously considered make no reference to the Ten Kings. In view that the 

majority of the Dunhuang evidence is from a relatively later period—mostly during or 

after the tenth century—it is significant to seek for possible earlier indications of the 

connection between the two cults in art and epigraphical evidence outside of Dunhuang. 

Significantly, no traces of the hell connection or the cult of the Ten Kings exist in 

the early Tang Dizang art represented in Longmen. Indications of the ten kings connection 

could be first traced to art and epigraphy from the Sichuan province, including works 

dating to the Tang period. Interestingly Tang sculptures from Sichuan largely depict 

Dizang with the Ten Kings, without illustrating either the tortures of hell or other members 

of Dizang's retinue that would appear at Dunhuang. Niche 85 at Zizhong (Sichuan)^^' 

is most likely the earliest datable extant representation of Dizang with the Ten Kings. An 

epigraphical record confirms the identity of the Ten Kings and, from its recorded restoration 

date of the guanghua era (898-901),''^- it can be concluded that the sculpture was 

carved prior to this time. Furthermore, if the identification of Chinese scholars is accurate, 

another example is located in Guangyuan (Sichuan), where on the southern wall of the 

Prabhutaratna Grotto at the Thousand Buddhas Cliff, there is sculpted a Dizang 

image, clad in kasdya, sitting with one leg pendant, with five miniature figurines on each 

side standing on auspicious clouds. The figurines have been identified as the ten kings. 
my brief discussion of this topic is intended only as a preliminary survey and does not attempt to 
offer a deep probing of this important aspect of medieval Chinese afterlife developments. 

^^'This niche is located on the western cliff of the Zizhong site. See Ding (1988). 53. 

•'^^e inscription reads: "Since having set up a feast celebration to repay kindnesses and 
having complete the eulogies, the merits of the organizer of the feast disciple Liu who 
[commissioned] the carving of the above [sculpture] have universally benefited the four gratitudes 
and three directions; [may] the sentient beings of the dharma realm together partake of this 
blessing. At the time of guanghua year Yundeng and so forth of the Zhongsheng 
village, [in all] thirty people, repaired and set up at this very cloister the ten kings and a feast to 
repay kindnesses ' 

iff." (Ding, 1988, 53). 
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and the niche has been dated, on the basis of iconography, to the Tang period/'" 

More complex motifs were gradually woven into the Sichuan sculptural 

representations. Dated to the tenth century (Five Dynasties)."*^ Dazu Beishan niche 253 

consists of an intricate well-preserved carving of Dizang and Guanyin^^^ with small 

figures in groups of two portrayed in variant postures (praying, horse-riding, standing, 

and so forth) sculpted on the side walls (fig. 1 & 2). Chinese art historians have 

identified these figures as the Ten Kings and their two messenger officials.^^^ If their 

identifications are accurate, the presence of the messenger officials would constitute yet a 

new iconographic element in this tenth-century portrayal of the ten kings. In another 

illustration of uncertain date, but definitely prior to 1096,^" from niche 9 of Dazu Shizhuan 

shan Dizang is accompanied by the Ten Kings, five on each side with seven 

attendants behind them."*^^ 

However, it is at Sichuan Anyue that the sculptural representation of 

the amalgamation of Dizang worship with the afterlife cult of the Ten Kings actually 

reached the more mature iconography which incorporates portrayals of hell scenes. In 

^^'Ma & Ding (1990), 15; also see reproduction of the image published as pi. 2 on page 
21 of the same article. 

•""An inscription (see Liu, Hu, & Li. 1985, 421) outside of the niche refers to the donors 
holding a vegetarian feast in the year of 1001 (the fourth year of Song xianping 
Hence we can assume that the actual images were carved earlier. Hu (1994). 227. further points 
out that the iconography and costume of the images are similar to other sculptures at Beishan that 
are dated to the tenth century, specifically to the Five Dynasties period. 

""^^reviously it was mistakenly assumed that the statue of the monk was a representation 
of Daoming Dizang's attendant, while the lay bodhisattva figure was Dizang himself. 
However the mistaken identities have recently been corrected (see Liu, Hu, & Li. 1985, 421). It 
is evident from the object attributes of the lay bodhisattva—the vase in the left hand and the 
willow branch in the right hand—that this figure was intended to represent Guanyin. See fig. 1. 

'-^iu, Hu, &Li(1985),42l. 

•'^^This chronological estimate is based on the inscriptional data; see Liu, Hu. & Li 
(1985), 421. 

""^^Also see detailed description provided by Hu & Chen (1998a), 46-47 and fig. 9. 
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two structurally similar niches, nos. 60 (84) and 56 from the Yuanjue Grotto [1] 

at Anyue (fig. 14 & 16), major elements were added to the basic iconography of 

Dizang and the Ten Kings. These two niches have been reliably dated to no later than the 

interval between 934 and 965."'^ Niche 60 (84). the better preserved of the two. portrays 

a hooded figure who looks like Dizang seated at the center holding the khakkara and 

ciniamani. At his feet is a sculpted dog, while flanking both sides are two registers 

displaying the Ten Kings garbed in Chinese official robes, three above and two below 

bilaterally. Behind the kings are several attendants also attired in Chinese costumes. 

Immediately beneath the Dizang-like figure are engraved scenes of hell: a particularly 

interesting scenario portrays a gaoler dragging a woman by the hair before a "karma 

mirror" WiW. that depicts a scene of animal slaughter (fig. 15).^' 

Chinese art historians have argued that the woman represents the mother of Mulian 

SIE (Maudgalyayana), one of the Buddha's great disciples, who was most renowned for 

his supernatural feats."*^" Circulating in the Tang milieu was a popular legend in which 

Mulian. as the protagonist, descended into hell to save his mother, who had been reborn 

there as a result of her previous wicked deeds of harming life. In some versions of the 

legend, the mother was subsequently reborn as a dog, which might explain the presence 

of the dog at the feet of the central figure. (See fig. 14). In light of their hypothetical 

identification of characters in the hell scene, some Chinese scholars speculate that the 

central figure is a representation of Mulian, rather than of Dizang, arguing that Mulian 

was also a monk and that, in the popular version of the legend, he was given a khakkara 

•'^^The variation between numbers here reflects two divergent numbering systems employed 
by Chinese scholars at the Sichuan Academy. 

"'^^or the rationale of this dating, see Hu (1994), 303. 

•'^'For pictures of the details, see Liu (1997), pi. 78, 79, 80, 81. 

^^n Mulian, see Teiser (1988), 113-167. 
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to open up the gates of the infernal regions. However, since the iconography is exactly 

the same as that shown with other hooded Dizang sculptures of the same period from 

elsewhere in Sichuan, it seems more likely that the figure was meant to be Dizang.^' 

Another reason for identifying the central figure as Dizang is the cintamani he holds: this 

imagery is an important symbol of Dizang and, as far as I can determine. Muiian was 

never associated with this imagery. Further the woman, who could have been intended 

only as a nameless generalized representative of those who commit acts of butchering 

lives does not necessarily have to be Mulian's mother; nor does the animal have to be 

necessarily derived from the Muiian myth, since one of the netherworld tales shows 

Dizang with a hybrid lion-dog as his personal vehicle.^ 

If the Muiian motifs are actually present, they were most likely added as part of 

an effort to vivify and concretize the subterranean realm over which Dizang and the ten 

kings preside. In the popularized version of the Dunhuang transformatory text on the 

Muiian story, dated to ca. 800,"^^ Dizang already appears briefly in the narrative as one 

of several personages whom Muiian encounters in his underworld journey."*^ In the Tang 

milieu. Mulian's underworld sojourn, particularly in the version of the Dunhuang 

transformatory text, was an important chapter in the histor>' of the medieval development 

of Chinese hells, constituting a sinitic re-construction that imposed the Chinese bureaucratic 

There are several portrayals of similar hooded figures at Sichuan Dazu Beishan that 
have been established as portrayals of Dizang on the basis of inscriptional identification. See 
Moroto (1986). 

""^he animal iconography occurs in the tale entitled Huanhun ji which narrates 
Daoming's underworld sojourn and his encounter with Dizang. See subsequent discussion of this 
tale in the Chapter 6. 

•^^eiser(1988), 87. 

"^Vor instance in the Dunhuang transformation text of the Muiian story, Dizang appears 
briefly at one point in the narrative who indicates to Muiian that his mother was reborn in the 
hells for her wicked deeds. See the translation of the tale by Mair (1983). 95. 
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metaphor onto the essentially punitive and gruesome nature of Buddhist hells."^^ Moreover, 

since the Dunhuang transformatory text was apparently accompanied by illustrations and 

deployed principally in oral performance, it was well-known to the majority of the medieval 

Chinese population.*^® It is thus hardly surprising that the motifs from this story would 

have been selected to highlight scenes of hell in the Anyue sculptural representation of 

postmortem judicial procedure. Whether the central sculpture was originally intended to 

represent Mulian or Dizang, there is no mistaking the pro.ximities in their iconography 

and religious functions. The story of Mulian in fact served as the foundation myth for an 

afterlife practice in the Tang, that of the Ullambana rite, also known as the "ghost 

festival" named after its ritual function to feed the hungry ghosts.'^^ The sculptural relief 

thus documents the growing amalgamation of disparate afterlife beliefs (Dizang. the Ten 

Kings, and the Mulian myth) which coexisted in the larger religious milieu of medieval 

China. 

From the tenth century onward, the western frontier region of Gansu has also 

yielded several art representations that capture the synthesis of medieval Chinese afterlife 

beliefs involving the figure of Dizang. The Dunhuang examples do not focus on the 

gruesome details of hell suffering: but cave 33 of the neighboring Anxi Yulin Grottoes 

contains a tenth-century (Five Dynasties) wall painting depicting Dizang. 

his head completely shaved, with the six paths of rebirth exuding from his body."*™ 

Dizang presides over what are evidently hell scenes portraying threatening gaolers seizing 

^^^See discussion in Teiser (1988), 168-195. 

^^Teiser (1988), 88-89. For a study of the genre of transformatory texts in Tang China, 
see Mair (1989); for a discussion of the Indian and Central Asian precedents for Chinese picturial 
story-telling, also see Mair (1988), 1-53,. 

^^'See Teiser's (1988) book length work on the formation of the ghost festival in medieval 
Tang China. 

•'^"Reproduced in Dunhuang yanjiu yuan, ed. (1997), pi. 77. 
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fleeing semi-nude hell denizens, a punitive burning cauldron, a karma mirror, the two 

acolytes of good and evil, as well as the General of the Five Paths (sometimes 

also known as the Spirit of the Five Paths SIMW). These last members connected 

prominently with the netherworld mythology prevailing within the larger religious milieu 

of medieval China. In charge of keeping records of the actions of beings, the two acolytes 

of good and evil have distinct Chinese origins spanning back to pre-Han popular religion, 

which stipulated the belief that life span registers were maintained at Mount Tai, the seat 

of otherworldly administration."*^' On the other hand, the figure of the General of the Five 

Paths is a character who, in the developments within pre-Chinese Buddhist as well as 

earlier indigenous Chinese contexts, has developed strong afterlife (especially underworld) 

associations.^^' The General of the Five Paths also served as the precursor for the last 

member of the Ten Kings of Purgatory named the King Who Turns the Wheel of the Five 

Paths 

The paintings in situ at Dunhuang (Mogao Caves 6, 176. 202, 314, 379. 380, 384, 

390. 456) mostly followed a stylized presentation with a one-leg-pendant Dizang at the 

center, frequently hooded, holding the khakkara and cint^ani. The six paths of rebirth 

emanate from his body while the courts of the Ten Kings are illustrated bilaterally or 

directly below. Quite frequently, two other pairs of personages that also appear as part of 

the retinue are usually portrayed somewhere in the lower portion of the illustration. One 

of the pairs consists of the acolytes of good and evil. The other pair comprises a monk 

attendant named Daoming and an animal that looks like a lion-dog hybrid. The latter pair 

"'The two acolytes, particularly their iconography, have been substantively studied in a 
two-part article by Soymie (1966), 45-78; (1967), 141-170. 

"'^'See Dudbridge (1996-1997), 85-98, which traces the developments of the General of 
the Five Paths in Tang and pre-Tang China; also see an earlier study on this Chinese afterlife 
deity by Oda (1976), 14-29, as well as the brief discussion in Sawada (1968), 90-92. 
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occurred in a narrative entitled Huanhun ji (Record of the Return of the Soul) 

which relates the vicissitudes of Daoming's netherworld sojourn. According to that 

narrative, while leaving the underworld, Daoming encountered Dizang Bodhisattva. who 

admonished the former to, on his return to the world of living, propagate Dizang's proper 

iconography as a crowned sovereign. Moreover the lion-dog should be depicted as the 

appropriate vehicle for the Bodhisattva. This story will be discussed in further detail in 

the next chapter. Suffice it here to reiterate that both the pair of acolytes and that of 

Daoming and the animal have underworld connections, being motifs derived from afterlife 

contexts. Dunhuang evidence indicates that from the tenth century and after, the figure of 

Dizang Bodhisattva was inadvertently associated with the afterlife cult of the Ten Kings, 

and this trend of religious amalgamation was further reinforced by other characters with 

obvious underworld associations drawn from the medieval Chinese background. The 

court of the Ten Kings, as well as the other members of their retinue, also appear 

frequently with Dizang in several scroll paintings preserved in museum collections outside 

of Dunhuang dating either from the tenth century or after. Similar paintings are also 

found at Yulin Grottoes while the pictorial illustrations accompanying the manuscripts of 

the Scripture of the Ten Kings recovered from Dunhuang and Turfan feature Dizang in 

the frontispiece and elsewhere of the illustrations,"*^' although he does not play any 

conspicuous role in the text of the scripture. 

Moreover, the consistent physical location (except for caves 314 and 456) of the 

relevant paintings in situ at the Mogao Caves in Dunhuang is especially instructive. The 

paintings of Dizang and the Ten Kings all occur on the ceiling of the passageway connecting 

the antechamber to the principal chamber of each cave. Wang-Toutain suggests that this 

schema likely "symbolizes the passage into the intermediate state" between death and the 

^^'For discussions of the Uighur manuscript illustrations to the Scripture of the Ten 
Kings, see Gabian (1972), 25-35; (1973), 47-71. 
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next rebirth during which "postmortem judgement is administered."'^"' Religious 

architecture was, after all, frequently deployed to concretize certain religious functions 

and meanings/^^ Dunhuang cave architecture may have stimulated more than an aesthetic 

effect: where Dizang and the Ten Kings were represented on the ceiling of the passageway, 

the caves could have been conceived as sacred space imbued with ritual and pedagogical 

functions. Thus, on the ritual plane, a cave visit could possibly allow the average 

medieval Buddhist to enact the afterlife sojourn and to project the desire that Dizang 

Bodhisattva's compassion would allow him or her to undergo smoothly the postmortem 

judgement of the Ten Kings, and ensure rebirth in some form of paradisiacal realm 

represented through the imagery of celestial buddhas and bodhisattvas usually prevailing 

over the principal chamber. Dizang is thus held out as the gateway—the promise of 

salvation—bridging interim judgment with the paradisiacal existence of the main chamber. 

This architectural schema is reminiscent of the previously-discussed Dunhuang painting 

from the Musee Guimet (EO 3580), which portrays Amitabha's paradise immediately 

above the central Dizang figure, who is attended by the court of the Ten Kings. Besides 

functioning as adjuvants to worship, the ceiling paintings of the passageways also may 

have operated as didactic admonitions exhorting the believer to cultivate good deeds to 

ensure good rebirth in the face of the terrifying prospect of postmortem judgement. From 

•'^•NVang-Toutain (1998), 290. 

•'^^Jsage of architectural structure to express religious or cosmological concepts is, of 
course, not a new idea in the study of history of religions. The Chinese tradition has a long 
histor>' of imbuing architecture with cosmological meaning, reaching back to pre-Buddhist Chinese 
concepts like mingtcuig (For a study of the mingtang and Buddhist Utopias in relation to the 
history of the astronomical clock in Chinese civilization, see Forte, 1988). Medieval Chinese 
Buddhists were apparently aware of the significance of religious architecture: the famous vinaya 
monk. Daoxuan (596-667), wrote an illustrated text on Jetavana (T1899;45.882c-895c), the 
famed Indian monastery, that correlates monastic architecture with religious concepts and functions. 
For a short study of Daoxuan's illustrated text on the Jetavana, see Ho (1995), 1-18. A classmate 
of mine. Shi Zhihui at the University of Arizona, is currently writing a dissertation on 
this text attributed to Daoxuan. 
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this perspective, the illustration of Dizang and the Ten Kings constituted a sinitic equivalent 

for the wheel of rebirth motifs said to have decorated the walls of Indian monasteries. 

The court of the Ten Kings may have been, in short, a sinitic metaphor consolidating the 

teaching of the harsh impartiality of the abstract law of karma. 

To recapitulate, representations of Dizang and the Ten Kings already appeared in 

the Tang period within the Sichuan rupestral sites. Judging from the quantity of 

representations produced and the emergence of new artistic motifs, however, we can 

conclude that the amalgamation of Dizang worship with the cult of the Ten Kings was 

substantively shaped only in the tenth century, and that the synthesis of these afterlife 

beliefs seem to have been especially popularized in the Dunhuang provenance. It was 

only in the tenth-century representations both from Sichuan Anyue and Dunhuang that 

the imagery was extensively elaborated. The bureaucratic metaphor was fully rendered 

only in this period, wherein the Ten Kings were represented seated at tables and assisted 

by officials engaged in court judiciary procedure. Especially in the Dunhuang region, 

new members with underworld associations (the two acolytes as well as the monk attendant 

with the animal vehicle) were added to the retinue. At Anyue, hell scenes including 

motifs from the Mulian myth were incorporated. This interesting amalgamation of diverse 

afterlife beliefs should be understood within the larger religio-cultural context of medieval 

China, where the encounter between Buddhist and sinitic conceptions of the afterlife had 

catalyzed religious innovations amounting to a new vision of the subterranean world. Of 

these innovations, the Mulian myth and the ghost festival represented major Tang 

developments in sinitic conceptions of the netherworld. In addition, the cult of the ten 

kings that took shapefrom the late Tang to the tenth century introduced the notion of 

purgatory into the Chinese vision of the afterlife, it rapidly functioned as the standard 

conception of the afterlife in the larger Chinese milieu that operated even in modem 
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China today. In light of the medieval preoccupation with developing a synthetic vision of 

the subterranean afterlife integrating both Buddhist and sinitic ideas, it is hardly surprising 

that a bodhisattva cult should have been incorporated as an important element of this 

afterlife vision. Which bodhisattva could have been more suitable than Dizang who was 

already associated with quite a few afterlife themes and who was, moreover, a sufficiently 

obscure personage in the pre-Chinese Buddhist tradition? The latter reason was particularly 

important because there had to be room for refining both his iconography and personality 

into a fitting image suitable to the new religious function. 

Indeed, the previously-mentioned Dunhuang popular narrative, the Huanhiin ji. 

specifically documents the prevalent urgency to elaborate new iconographic motifs 

indicative of Dizang's newly-acquired roles in evolving medieval conceptions of the 

afterlife. This story emphasizes that the widespread ^amaim iconography employed to 

represent Dizang was inaccurate. Instead, it promulgates the use of a new sovereign 

image sanctioned by no less an authority than Dizang Bodhisattva himself. This new 

iconography was, however, not found in Dunhuang paintings, and apparently emerged 

only in Song representations at Sichuan dating after the tenth century. The medieval 

synthesis of Buddhist and indigenous Chinese afterlife beliefs culminated in a monumental 

tableaux executed at Dazu Baoding shan in the southern Song (see fig. 17 & 18). 

In this sculptural relief of grotto 22, Dizang sits at the center of the two upper registers, 

crowned with a sovereign tiara and flanked on both sides by the ten buddhas on the 

uppermost register and by the Ten Kings on the second register. Vivid representations of 

various hell tortures are engraved on the lower registers. This depiction contains all the 

key elements of the Chinese afterlife cult as we know it today, indicating the likelihood 

that the amalgamation of Dizang belief with the cult of the ten kings reached its definitive 

expression after the tenth century. Once introduced, the new iconography of Dizang as a 
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king replete with the sovereign's crown was disseminated widely throughout the Chinese 

milieu. 

The Function of Psychopomp in Art 

(Dizang and the Yinlu Bodhisattva ^ 

Although the concept of the Ten Kings was one important step in the medieval 

development of Dizang's afterlife functions, yet another important ingredient contributing 

to this development was Dizang's connection with a figure called the Yinlu pusa 

W. or the "Bodhisattva Who Leads the Way." Associated with afterlife practice. Yinlu 

pusa ^ 1was a Buddhist divinity who began to appear in Buddhist art between the 

ninth and tenth centuries. The Buddhist equivalent to the psychopomp^^*^ of shamanistic 

religions, this divinity is said to lead the souls of deceased to their afterlife destinations. 

This personage has a distinctive iconography, represented usually as a female figure 

holding a flying banner, often standing on clouds and, at times, turned toward a small 

figure, representing the deceased. First noticed among several Dunhuang paintings from 

the Pelliot and Stein collections."*^^ this divinity was for some time confused with Dizang, 

the Bodhisattva most frequently associated with the netherworld afterlife in the modem 

context. Because the name "Yinlu pusa" does not occur in any Buddhist scripture, the 

term was at first regarded as another epithet highlighting one of Dizang's key functions.^^'* 

It was Tsukamoto Zenryu who first distinguished between these two bodhisattvas and 

""^^eriving from the Greek language, the term psychopomp is a technical religious term 
for those who guide beings into the afterlife realms. This term was first used in the field of 
anthropology in relation to afterlife beliefs and practices in shamanic religions. Among the 
various functions of a shaman was the task of leading souls to their afterlife destinations. 

^^^Among the collections of Dunhuang paintings are several pieces depicting the Yinlu 
Bodhisattva (EO 1133, MG 17657, MG 17697, EO 1398 from Pelliot collection; Stein 47 from 
the British Museum). For depictions of Yinlu pusa in the Pelliot collections, see Gies (1994), vol. 
2.. pi. 68. 69. 72, 73. 

^''^sukamoto(1931), 130-182. 
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further introduced evidence outside of Dunhuang where the two were concurrently 

represented and separately identified in the inscriptions/" Despite the fact that Dizang 

and Yinlu are in fact two discrete personages, there is no denying their close relation, one 

which uncovers yet another dimension of Dizang's link to afterlife belief and practice. 

Among the Pelliot collection of Dunhuang paintings is a silk painting dated to 983 

which presents Dizang and the ten kings with other members of Dizang's retinue in the 

upper portion. In the left comer of the bottom register is depicted a smaller sized deity 

identified by a cartouche as the Yinlu Bodhisattva. The divinity is represented as descending 

from a cloud, carrying a banner, and facing backwards to guide the soul of a deceased 

depicted on the right. This concurrent representation of Dizang and the Yinlu Bodhisattva 

might be considered incidental had it not been for similar pairings of images found 

outside of the Dunhuang region. Among the evidence pointed out by Tsukamoto is a 

stele engraving of the Bodhisattva Yinlu, who appears as a companion of Dizang at the 

end of a text, the Fading zunsheng tuoluoni jing Since the te.xt 

inscription refers to the year of 932, the images of Yinlu and Dizang must have been 

executed about the same time or sometime later. Moreover, niche 1 at the Guanyin po iM 

in Sichuan Dazu, which is dated by inscription to 1154, contains two images—one 

holding dikhakkara and the other holding a banner—identified respectively in the inscription 

as Dizang and Yinlu^' On the right wall of niche 2 at the same site, dated likely to 

sometime in the Song, is a seated image holding a khakkara next to another mutilated 

figure standing on partially damaged clouds while holding a pole bearing a banner.^®*" 

•'"See the survey of evidence by Tsukamoto (1931), 138-158. 

•'^'Ysukamoto (1931), 138-141. 

•^'Liu, Hu, &Li(1985), 451. 

^^-Liu, Hu, & Li (1985), 452. 
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Although unidentified, the iconographic attributes would suggest that the two are Dizang 

and the Yinlu Bodhisattva.^^ If so, this engraving would offer yet another example of the 

pairing of these two personages. In short, the artistic trend pairing Dizang with Yinlu 

emerged in the tenth century and persisted into the Song period. 

What then is the significance of this artistic development pairing Dizang with the 

Yinlu Bodhisattva? One of the keys to answering this question lies in the origin of the 

Yinlu Bodhisattva, a new Buddhist divinity conjured up by the Chinese religious imagination 

in the late medieval setting. Although as previously mentioned the name of "Yinlu" does 

not occur in Buddhist scriptures, the texts do contain seminal ideas of guiding the deceased. 

The pure land concept of laiyin 3(5^1 (more commonly known in Japanese as raigo) was 

undoubtedly one Buddhist precursor to the figure of the Yinlu Bodhisattva. However, 

indigenous input was certainly another factor underlying the formation of this new Buddhist 

personage. The function of psychopomp was already anticipated in early pre-Buddhist 

Chinese mortuary practices. On one hand, the Chuci (The Songs of the South) 

records pre-Han shamanic rites directed at summoning the spirits of the dead to return to 

the body whereas, on the other hand,"*®^ excavations of Han tombs have yielded paintings 

that illustrate the afterlife sojourn to be undertaken by the deceased.^®' Although the 

pyschopomp figure did not actually appear in these two cases, there is no denying the 

presence, in the pre-Buddhist Chinese context, of the need to direct the spirits of the dead 

"'^^Chinese scholars have identified this figure holding the khakkara as Dizang, and that 
the other figure could be either Daoming or the Yinlu Bodhisattva (Liu, Hu, & Li, 1985. 452). 
However, on the basis of the object attributes (the clouds and the banner), I would argue that the 
figure is more likely a representation of the Yinlu Bodhisattva. 

exact dating of Chuci, a collection of 300 shamanic songs, has not been determined. 
The collection contains two soul summons entitled Z/iao hun and Dazhao ::^S. 

prominent example is the banner painting found in Mawangdui tomb no. 1. For a 
discussion of the afterlife motifs depicted in this banner, see Loewe (1979), 17-59. Loewe 
believes that the painting functions like a talisman to guide the soul of the deceased (in this case, 
the Countess Tai) to the desired afterlife destination. 
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in their afterlife sojourn. With the subsequent introduction of Buddhist ideas and practices. 

especially the pure land concept of welcoming the deceased (laiyin or raigd), the stage 

was set for the evolution of a new Buddhist personality, whose very specialty was to 

guide the deceased in their afterlife sojourn. The term ym/w was probably first coined to 

describe a general function performed by bodhisattvas. In fact, among the Stein paintings 

is one depiction of Avalokite^ara that assumes precisely the posture of leading the 

deceased, suggesting that this divinity also performed the task of leading the deceased in 

the afterlife sojourn."'®® This function of guiding souls was subsequently grafted into a 

new divinity in the Chinese Buddhist pantheon—a development that occurred as pan of 

several changes taking place within the Chinese conception of the afterlife in the Tang 

and Five Dynasties milieu. Not only did the elaboration of Dizang's connection with the 

afterlife cult occur about this time, but purgatorial developments in the form of the cult of 

the Ten Kings also emerged for the first time in the Chinese religio-cultural context 

during this period. It is thus not surprising that the emergence of the Buddhist psychopomp 

in the figure of the Yinlu Bodhisattva also happened within this time frame, specifically 

during the ninth and tenth centuries. The emergence of the Yinlu Bodhisattva was 

probably connected to the cult of the Ten Kings, which was widespread by the time of the 

Five Dynasties in the Dunhuang region. The prospect of undergoing judgement before 

the court of the ten kings during the interim between death and the next rebirth must have 

appeared terrifying to the average believer. The figure of Dizang thereby answered the 

need for a savior who would temper justice with mercy, whereas the figure of the Yinlu 

Bodhisattva would respond to the hope for benevolent guidance in the course of the 

afterlife sojourn through the dark regime of the court of the Ten Kings. Thus, in the 

previously-mentioned niche 1 of Guanyin po (Sichuan Dazu), an inscription 

""^^See reproduction of this painting published as pi. 10 in Whitfield (1982-85). vol. 2. 
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identifies the images specifically as the "Sovereign Dizang Bodhisattva" and 

the "Sovereign Yinlu Bodhisattva" The use of the sovereign image 

attests to the link with the cult of the Ten Kings. 

Interestingly, the figure of the Yinlu Bodhisattva seems to fade from the religious 

scenario after the Song period. In light of the fact that the depictions of the Yinlu 

Bodhisattva are found mostly in the Dunhuang region and to a lesser degree in Sichuan, 

we may tentatively conclude that the Dunhuang region, which witnessed the widespread 

popularity of the Ten Kings cult, was also the birthplace of the Yinlu Bodhisattva. By the 

end of the Song period, his connection with the Ten Kings had become so established that 

Dizang assumed center stage as the principal object of worship and the Yinlu Bodhisattva 

steadily receded from the picture of Chinese afterlife beliefs. After all Dizang's original 

function delineated in the Shilun jing as the guide of travellers within the six paths of 

rebirth is somewhat akin to the concept of the Yinlu Bodhisattva. Thus, it takes no leap 

of imagination to understand how Dizang took over as the principal object of worship for 

those medieval Chinese who felt threatened by the uncertainties of the afterlife, particularly 

that of the plight of facing the court of the Ten Kings. But it is important to recognize the 

existence and significance of the Yinlu Bodhisattva in late medieval religious milieu in 

order to better comprehend the complexity of medieval Chinese afterlife beliefs that 

shaped the cult of Dizang. 

Dizang and Bhai^jyaguru: Another Pure Land Connection? 

Another medieval development of the Dizang cult, one which would have been 

lost to us had it not been for art and inscriptional evidence, is the connection between 

Dizang belief and the Bhaisajyaguru cult. The relationship between these two personages 

'"Liu, Hu, &Li(1985), 451. 
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has hitherto not been fully explored, not only because it is documented only in artistic 

and epigraphical materials, but also because, even then, documentations are scarce in 

comparison to portrayals of other themes. The problem is further complicated by the lack 

of collaborating dedicatory records which would assist in identifying the images. Despite 

the frequent problematic nature of the sources, it is nonetheless quite apparent from the 

extant evidence that some kind of relationship once existed between the two cults of 

Dizang and Bhaisajyaguru within the medieval Chinese milieu. 

If the identifications by the Dunhuang Academy are accurate, the earliest indications 

of the connection between the two cults can be traced to Tang mural paintings at the 

Mogao Caves Mi®® in Dunhuang. According to the Academy's cataloguing, caves 

166. 176. 205. and 444, are said to contain portrayals placing Dizang and Bhaisajyaguru 

in some relationship with each other.^ In cave 166, Dizang and Bhaisajyaguru are 

depicted as complements painted respectively on the northern and southern side walls 

outside of the main shrine niche on the western end of the cave. To the north of the 

eastern doorway of the same cave is a painting that brings together Dizang. Amitabha 

Buddha. Bhaisajyaguru Buddha. Prabhutaratna Buddha and fourteen buddha 

figures (symbolic of the thousand buddhas?)."*®' In addition, on the northern wall of cave 

176. is drawn a triad showing Bhaisajyaguru flanked by Dizang and Guanyin in the midst 

of a scene of thousand buddhas.^'® A similar triad is depicted on the southern wall of 

^®^hese identifications are based on the catalogue of the Dunhuang caves published by 
Dunhuang yanjiu yuan, ed. (1996). 

•'^^unhuang yanjiu yuan, ed. (1996), 66. 

^^unhuang yanjiu yuan, ed. (1996), 70. 
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cave 205 immediately below a larger illustration of the Amitabhasiitra*'^^ In this triad. 

Bhaisajyaguru holds the khakkara and almsbowl while Dizang is portrayed as a monk 

and Guanyin appears lavishly ornamented in the fashion of the traditional bodhisattva 

(fig. 19 & 20). Finally, above the western doorway of cave 444. is a partially-damaged 

painting showing Dizang with Bhaisajyaguru.^'' Executed primarily in the High Tang 

era. this small assortment of Dunhuang representations displays three trends: 

1) those which juxtapose the two personages as complementary figures 
either placed together (niche 444) or flanking each side of the main 
shrine (cave 166); 

2) those occurrences where the two personages figure in the context of 
larger buddha assemblies (caves 166 & 176); 

3) those showing the two personages with Guanyin in a triad combination 
(caves 176 & 205). 

From the positions of these portrayals, it would seem that at Dunhuang in the 

Tang period. Dizang and Bhaisajyaguru were juxtaposed as popular, but nonetheless 

subsidiary, divinities, who were in a sense added as enhancing touches. Similarly, the 

motif of multiple buddhas was often deployed to fill spaces and gaps in the Dunhuang 

murals. It is thus perhaps no accident that the Tang juxtapositions of Dizang with 

Bhaisajyaguru frequently occurred side by side with multiple buddha cults. The other 

trend is the occurrence of Bhaisajyaguru triads depicting Dizang and Guanyin as flanking 

bodhisattvas, an obvious echo of similar previously-considered Amitabha triads. No 

textual source exists supporting this representation of the Bhaisajyaguru triad, but cave 

205 contains a clue to its origin. The Bhai^jyaguru triad in this cave, as already pointed 

out, was illustrated immediately below a larger depiction of the Amitabha entourage. We 

•'^'Dunhuang yanjiu yuan, ed. (1996), 82. A reproduction of this triad depiction is found 
in Duan, ed. (1990b), 17, fig. 50. 

"'^"Dunhuang yanjiu yuan, ed. (1996), 183. 
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will remember that the Bhaisajyaguni cult was also part of pure land development: on 

one hand Bhaisajyaguru presides over a pure land in the east called the Lapis Lazuli 

World; on the other hand the Bhaisajyagurusiitra promises devotees rebirth in the pure 

land, specifically, in Sukhavatl."*'^ Given the pure land overtones of the Bhaisajyaguru 

cult and the popularity of Dizang and Guanyin, artisans might have been moved to 

modify the Bhaisajyaguru retinue by introducing the attendant figures of Dizang and 

Guanyin after the fashion of Amitabha triads. Indeed, Chinese art historians of the 

Sichuan Academy also found this form of Bhaisajyaguru triad in Sichuan sites. 

Unfortunately, however, the iconography of these Sichuan examples, especially that of 

the Dizang and Guanyin images, is problematic. Moreover, they lack collaborating 

epigraphical identification.^'^ It is thus prudent to look for verifying evidence elsewhere 

••"SchopendQ??), 177-210. 

•'^According to the Sichuan Academy, one of the numerous niches at Guangyuan Qianfo 
ya (Sichuan) is said to portray a triad consisting of an image of Bhaisajyaguru 
Buddha holding a khakkara that is flanked by Dizang in monastic robes and Guanyin holding a 
vase 3ind k}iakkardi\ see Liu, Hu, & Li (1985), 385-386. Chinese scholars have also identified at 
least two other sculptures from Dazu in which Dizang, with Guanyin, is portrayed as a member of 
Bhaisajyaguru's entourage One example is Dazu Beishan niche 110 (said to date to the Song) 
and the other, niche 1 from Dazu Shimen shan (fig. 21), is dated by inscription to 1151. 
In both cases, the principal deity is Bhaisajyaguru and his usual retinue of the twelve yaksa 
generals is present somewhere in the representation. The Bhaisajyaguru statue is flanked by a 
mendicant carrying a staff, and another bodhisattva figure, who have been identified respectively 
as Dizang and Guanyin. However the inscriptions do not confirm this identification. For instance, 
the inscription at Shimen shan niche 1 records: 

"... having set up this single niche of Bhaisajyaguru Buddha, I pray and beg for 
peace and happiness in this very existence, and to be reborn in a heavenly world. 
Life after life, [may] the retributions of my merits be inexhaustible. [It is] the 
twentieth day of the eleventh month, xinwei year, shaoxin [era]. [The sculpture 
is] carved by the sculptor Jian Zhongjin and [the dedication is] written by the 
abbot Wen Daosheng... 

^ - - f - 0  =  = "  ( L i u ,  H u ,  &  L i ,  
1985. 541). 
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before arguing conclusively for a connection between the two cults of Dizang and 

Bhaisajyaguru. 

Sichuan Dazu Beishan (niches 279 and 281), however, has yielded other significant 

sources that have so far been overlooked in previous scholarship about the Bhaisajyaguru-

Dizang connection/'^ Two niches from this Buddhist cave site, niches 279 and 281 (fig. 

22 & 23), provide explicit statements about the forgotten link between the two cults of 

Dizang and Bhaisajyaguru. Not only does the iconography of the two niches explicitly 

link the two cults, but the epigraphical record from niche 281, moreover, conclusively 

confirms the connection. Built in consecutive years during the mid-tenth century, the two 

niches are structurally so similar that they seem obviously to have been intended as a 

pair.^'^ Niche 281, the earlier of the two, contains a dedication dating it to 954, and 

identifies the images as follows: 

In veneration [we have commissioned] the carving of [images of] the Buddha of 
Healing and Lapis Lazuli Radiance [Bhai^jyaguru], the eight bodhisactvas. a 
group of twelve spirit kings \yaksa generals], as well as the seven buddhas. the 
buddhas of the three times, the Ami^bha Buddha, a stand of the Usni^vijayadhvaja, 
and also three figurines of Dizang Bodhisattva—all in a single niche ... [list of 
donors not translated] ... have all aspired to engrave the above items [which] are 
now fully completed. Prostrating [we pray that] may our bodies be at ease, our 
lifespans and so forth be increased, our family and kin be healthy and at peace; 
[may we attain] high offices and wealthy positions, [may] deceased and remote 
ancestors all partake of the special benefits. The date is seventeenth year of 
guangzheng [i.e., 954] ... after completing the setting up of a maigre feast to offer 
eulogy, [we remain] in perpetual respect^l devotion. 

Obviously the inscription does not identify either Dizang or Guanyin. 

•'^^hese sources were not mentioned in Wang-Toutain (1998), 303-305, who was one of 
the first to call attention to this forgotten connection between the cults of Bhai^jyaguru and 
Dizang. 

•"Please see fig. 22 «fe 23 of this study which provides reproductions of Dazu Beishan 
niches 279 and 281, taken in the summer, 1997, during my field trip to Sichuan. These two 
niches rarely appear in publications of the Sichuan sites. An early picture of niche 279 showing 
the niche in a better preserved state taken more than a decade ago is included in Bai (1985). pi. 
37. Detailed descriptions of these two niches are given in Liu, Hu, & Li (1985), 425-427; also 
cf. Hu (1994), 264-265. 
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m ^ m-j&m-m ^ - iP^-n ... ^ 

The iconography of niche 281 can be divided into three horizontal segments: the first 

bears the principal deity, Bhai^jyaguru, flanked by his usual retinue (eight attendant 

bodhisattvas, twelvegenerals, etc.); the second is an eight-storied pillar intricately 

engraved and inscribed with a dhdrantsutra *'^^ and the third consists of a column of three 

Dizang statues, all seated with one leg pendant, flanked bilaterally with a standing attendant 

at one side. Each Dizang wears a head shawl and holds in his hands the khakkara and the 

ciniamani*^ Small buddha images line the top of the niche; the buddhas of the three 

times are above the pillar column, the seven buddhas are above the Bhaisajyaguru tableau. 

while Amitabha Buddha is placed in between the two sets of buddhas. Except for a few 

minor variations,®"" niche 279 has a similar design. An inscription, partially effaced, 

dates the completion of this niche to the year of 955. 

One reason for linking the two personages may have been their close affinities in 

terms of both iconography and religious functions. The similarities in the iconographies 

of Dizang and Bhai^jyaguru are obvious; as a Buddha figure, Bhai^jyaguru dons the 

kasdya robe of a monk—as does Dizang—and, although the almsbowl is his most frequent 

'^^Liu. Hu, & Li (1985), 427. 

•"^is form of pillar inscribed with dharamsutra was widespread in Sichuan 
rupestral sites during the late Tang and Five Dynasties periods; see Hu (1994), 2M. 

•''^The cintamani is no longer present in all four Dizang images, but the hand posture in 
all four cases are the same so that we can speculate that the cintdnumi was eroded in the missing 
instances; see fig. 24. 

'""First, the pillar column and the Bhaisajyaguru tableau are on different sides; second, 
there are ten, rather Aan eleven, buddhas lining the top of the niche; finally four, instead of three. 
Dizang images are depicted. 
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attribute, Bhaisajyaguru is also quite often depicted holding the khakkara and cintamani. 

While the two personages are easily confused, they can usually be differentiated by a 

prominent iconographic detail—the protuberance {umTsa on Bhaisajyaguru's head 

which signifies his Buddha status. The connection between these two personages, moreover, 

is not restricted to iconography but extends also to religious functions. Within the 

Buddhist pantheon, Bhaisajyaguru is most renowned for his roles in warding off untimely 

death, curing illnesses, and prolonging the lifespan—roles also ascribed to savior 

bodhisattvas like Guanyin and Dizang. Moreover, the cult of Bhaisajyaguru, as Schopen 

has demonstrated, was essentially a pure land cult promising devotees the recompensation 

of rebirth in Sukhavati.®" In other words, the figure of Bhai^jyaguru, like Dizang. is 

also associated with pure land as a generalized goal and. hence, also with the avoidance 

of rebirth in misfortunate realms such as one of the hells. In light of the above iconographic 

and functional parallels, it is not difficult to imagine why the medieval Chinese would 

have conjoined the two personages. 

Dizang in Esoteric Art 

While scriptural evidence on the esoteric role of Dizang in the medieval context 

has previously been discussed, Chinese art and sculptural representations shed additional 

light on the esoteric affiliations of the medieval Dizang cult. The visual evidence 

significantly links the figure of Dizang with the esoteric cult of the eight great bodhisattvas 

as well as with the popular practice of mantra recitation. 

.A.S previously mentioned, the cult of the eight great bodhisattvas appeared in 

Indian art from the eighth century onwards. Tracing the development of the cult. Granoff 

suggests that the eight great bodhisattvas were originally part of the Mahayana movement. 

'"'Schopen (1977), 177-210. 
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which were adopted by subsequent esoteric developments.'"" Within the esoteric tradition, 

a central buddha figure was frequently added to the pantheon of the eight bodhisattvas to 

form a mandala, an important esoteric contribution to Buddhist art. Several esoteric texts 

present the ostamahMjodhisattva mandala (the mandala of the eight great bodhisattvas). 

The earliest of these are Chinese works dating to no earlier than the eighth century 

Within an array of varying textual renditions, roughly the same eight bodhisattva figures, 

or different manifestations of the same figures, appear, though varying permutations exist 

in the order of the bodhisattvas, as well as disparities in the form of their names or 

attributes. 

One of the Dunhuang paintings (Stein painting 50). now preserved in the British 

Museum, shows a central figure, with hands in meditation gesture, surrounded on each 

side by four bodhisattvas.^"^ Inscriptions in Tibetan identify four of these bodhisattvas as 

Sarvanivaranaviskambhin 1^^^, Samantabhadra, Dizang, and Manjusri. These four. 

together with Avalokitesvara Maitreya M.R:, Akasagarbha and Vajrapani 

constitute the eight great bodhisattvas enumerated in the Ba da pusa mantuliio 

jing T1167 {Astarmhdbodhisattvamandalasiitra), attributed to the 

eighth-century tantric master Amoghavajra.'°^ However, the iconography of the 

bodhisattvas in the Stein painting does not coincide exactly with those described in this 

^"^ranoff (1968-69), 81-95. 

da pusa mantuluo jing T1167 (Astama/iabodhisattva-
moJidalasiitra), translated by Amoghavajra between 746 to 771. and the 
Mafufvairocanoabhisambodhisiitra. 

'"^Reproduced as pi. 17 in Whitfield (1982-85), vol. 1; another reproduction is also 
found in Kawahara (1974), 108. A detailed description of this painting is found in Waley (1931), 
83-84. 

'"'Cf. to the shorter version translated by Faxian in the tenth century, entitled 
Foshuo dasheng ba da mannaluo jing T1168A:20.676a20-cl 1. 
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scripture. In the Stein painting, Dizang is depicted right hand pendant with the left 

holding a flaming jewel, whereas the text ascribes the following iconography to Dizang: 

His head coiffed in a jeweled diadem and his face expressing tranquillity and 
peace, he is compassionately mindful of all sentient beings. His left hand, resting 
below his navel, holds an almsbowl; his right hand, with the palm inverted, is 
turned downward, with the thumb and index finger joined to "symbolize" the 
thought of consoling all sentient beings.'"^ 

Apparently there existed more than one iconographical tradition of representing the cult 

of the eight bodhisattvas. From the Tibetan characters, as well as the nature of pigments 

and other handling details, scholars are inclined to date the Stein painting to sometime 

around the ninth century during the Tibetan occupation of Dunhuang.^°^ 

Another similar representation of the cult of eight great bodhisattvas, believed to 

have been executed in mid-Tang,^°® appears as a partially-damaged mural painting on the 

eastern wall of cave 25 at the Yulin Grottoes (Gansu).^°^ Only four of the 

bodhisattvas and a central deity, identified as Vairocana, now remain of the original 

painting. Dizang, identified by a cartouche, is dressed in princely garb, hair pulled back 

in a diadem, with the left hand in meditation gesture while the right hand holding the 

precious gem is raiseci to his chest. The other three bodhisattvas. also identified by 

cartouches, are Akasagarbha, Manjusri, and Maitreya. In addition to paintings, sculptural 

representations of the cult of the eight great bodhisattvas are also found in China. In siiii 

^°^1167:20.675c 17-20. The gesture described is the anwei yin ^®5P; see Saunders 
(1985). 66-69, for a description of this mudrd. In Sanskrit, this gesture is known either as 
vitarkamudrd ("argumentation gesture") or the vydkhydnamudrd ("explanation gesture") which 
hardly parallels the Chinese name; see Saunders (1985). 220, footnotes 1 & 2. on the "defaults" 
of the Sanskrit terms. 

'°'Waley (1931), 84. 

'°®The dating is proposed by the Dunhuang Academy; see Dunhuang yanjiu yuan. ed. 
(1996). 213. 

'"Reproduced as pi. 37 in Dunhuang yanjiu yuan, ed. (1997). Larger detailed reproductions 
of the same mural painting are published in Duan, ed. (1993), 26-27. 
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at Dazu Daota po in the Sichuan provenance Is a stupa said to have been 

constructed sometime in the Song era/'° On the first level of this stupa carving are 

engraved eight niches, each possessing a bodhisattva ornamented with jewelry and floral 

tiara. Chinese art historians have identified these images as representations of the cult of 

the eight great bodhisattvas, identified in clockwise direction as Akasagarbha. Maitreya. 

Guanyin. Dizang. Sarvanivarana-viskambhin, ManjuOT, Vajrapani, and Samantabhadra. 

Dizang is portrayed holding the khakkara and the precious jewel. 

Besides artistic representations of the eight bodhisattvas, there exists an imponant 

piece of material evidence that attests to the esoteric use of ritual iconography. In the 

previously-discussed Dizang pusa yigui, instructions are given on the ritual worship of 

Dizang as the principal esoteric deity, including details on erecting the altar as well as the 

proper iconography of the image. Interestingly, recovered from among the Dunhuang 

manuscripts is a woodcut print image of Dizang (P 4514.5) with a dedicatory rite inscribed 

directly beneath the image. The piece is mounted on a scroll that was evidently deployed 

for ritual worship (fig. 25). This woodblock print is but one from a set of several similar 

xylographs recovered from Dunhuang, all portraying different bodhisattvas and 

accompanying ritual dedications emphasizing the practice of mantra recitation."" Although 

mostly undated, we can assume that these woodblock prints date to the Song period, 

because it was only then that woodblock printing—as a result of increased literacy, rapid 

urbanization and widespread commerce—became part and parcel of Chinese popular 

"liu. Hu,&Li(1985), 505. 

^"l have neither personally seen this sculptural representation nor come across any 
reproduction of it. As far as I can determine, this sculptural representation has not been published: 
my description is based on the catalogue entry in Liu, Hu, & Li (1985), 505-506. 

^'"For a survey of these Dunhuang woodcut prints preserved at the British Museum and 
the Bibliotheque National de Paris, see Kikutake (1975), 3-35. 
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culture. The woodblock print of P 4514.5 depicts an image, identified by the accompanying 

cartouche as "The Great Saint Dizang Bodhisattva" dressed in rich princely 

garb after the Indian style, heavily adorned with jewelry, and wearing an ornamented 

headpiece from which his long hair falls onto his shoulders. Dizang sits thus on a lotus 

with both legs crossed, his right hand in abhayamudra (the gesture of fearlessness) and 

left hand holding an almsbowl. In the lower portion of the xylography is written the 

following liturgy: 

An Abbreviated Version of the Ritual of Dizang 

Single-heartedly I take refuge with my life and prostrate to all the Tathagatas who are of 
equal nature and of the same body 
Great compassionate saint Dizang Bodhisattva Mahasattva 
May I together with sentient beings all take refuge with our lives, and by the transference 
of merits may [all] be reborn in the Peaceful and Joyous Land (Prostrate lOx) 
Next [placing my] whole heart on the object, I chant and recite in concentration 
The Mantra of the Dharmakaya of Bodhisattva Dizang that will Extinguish and Determine 
Karmic Obstacles 
An boluo mo ta nisuofu he 
This mantra clearly possesses great austere power that can extinguish and determine 
grave sins and karmic obstacles; that can eliminate disasters and diseases; prolong 
lifespan and protect the physical body: [so] the four orders"' are universally exhorted to 
recite and uphold [this mantra] with a resolute mind, and to transfer merits [so that all] 
may together be reborn in the Land of Immeasurable Lifespan 

It has been previously pointed out how the Shilim jing and the Dizang* da daoxin quae fa 

ascribed a specific mantra to Dizang Bodhisattva. P 4514.5 clearly reflects both this 

tradition and an esoteric penumbra lent through the strong advocacy of mantra recitation. 

However, P 4514.5 obviously does not promulgate the form of systematized esoterism 

delineated in the teachings of Tang esoteric masters like Amoghavajra. It presents 

instead the kind of unsystematized esoteric development characteristic of the larger popular 

milieu. At the popular level, esoteric elements were absorbed and integrally fused with 

standard exoteric Buddhist ideas and practices. Most prominently, the text reiterates the 

^'"The four orders refer to the four categories of Buddhist practitioners: namely, monks, 
nuns, laymen, and laywomen. 
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desire to be rebom in the pure land ("Peaceful and Joyous Land" or "Land of Infinite 

Lifespan") thereby connecting it to pure land belief and attesting to the syncretic 

amalgamation of esoteric and pure land belief in the larger popular milieu of late medieval 

China. Originating in Mahayana scriptures, mantra and dfiaranf rcciiaiion was claimed 

by the esoteric tradition as one of its distinctive teachings, but precisely because of its 

more diffuse origins, recitation swiftly became a vehicle for the circulation of esoteric 

ideas and practices within the larger religious milieu. Mantra recitation rapidly became 

an indispensable part of the daily religious praxis for both monastic and lay practitioners."' 

Apparently popular access to woodblock printing was immediately employed to further 

esoteric practices that included image making and recitation of the mantra ascribed to the 

deity. P 4514.5 is one of those innumerable mass woodblock productions featuring, in 

this case, Dizang Bodhisattva as the patron saint. 

Preliminary Conclusions: Continuing and New Trends 

Art and epigraphy physically date the trend(s) of belief they embodied, thereby 

constituting a major source of evidence for the study of popular religious development. 

Moreover, it is only when there is sustained effort to construct images and inscribe 

"'"indeed ma/jrra recitation was so widely popular in the medieval milieu that it may have 
been incorporated as part of the daily routine in Chinese Buddhist monasteries of that period. 
The Chinese translation of the Susiddhikara (Suxidi jing an esoteric te.xt, contains a 
chapter entitled "Chapter on Observing Precepts" promulgating other esoteric teachings, 
the use of mantra recitation in the daily routine of monastic life. This text prescribes a mantra for 
several daily activities, such as morning ablutions, eating, and so forth. Such use of mantras aims 
to ritualize and sanctify daily life by transforming the secular into a sacred realm. This kind of 
alternative Chinese disciplinary code for daily monastic life is not unusual, and modem scholarship 
has produced quite a few studies on the Chan disciplinary code for daily monastic life (e.g.. 
Foulk, 1995, 454-472). Hitherto neglected, the esoteric contribution to modem Chinese monastic 
code is an important development that needs to more fully explored. It would be interesting to 
examine to what extent the chapter on precepts from the Susiddhikara was actualized in the 
medieval Chinese context. The advocation for mantra recitation while performing daily activities 
offers an important antecedent for similar practices found in a genre of Chinese disciplinar>' 
literature called the Pini riyong S/S 0 (Vinaya for Daily Functions) that emerged in the Ming 
period. This form of daily monastic disciplinary code was formed through combining the two 
antecedent trends of Chan and esoteric disciplinary codes. 
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dedicatory memorials that one could speak with some certainty of the development of 

cultic devotion. In this vein, visual and epigraphical evidence offer some indications of 

the geographical and social spread of the Dizang cult. While offering only a partial 

picture, the preceding preliminary survey of Dizang art and epigraphy already suggests 

that Dizang worship first congregated around the region of the central plains. likely at 

Longmen itself, from where it rapidly spread to other parts of central China such as Hebei 

(Xiangtang shan) and Shanxi. Artistic and epigraphical developments at Longmen are 

therefore especially important since they document the beginnings of Chinese development 

of Dizang belief. From the Longmen evidence, it is clear that Dizang was first represented 

as a bodhisattva-prince, just like other generic bodhisattvas, before he gained a reckonable 

degree of popularity in the Tang period that it was deemed necessary to provide him with 

a distinctive iconography. The Sfiilun jing aptly offered the ^ramana iconography, as 

well as traits such as the portrayal of the six paths of rebirth and the imagery of the 

wish-fulfilling gem. Moreover, evidence at the Longmen site already connects him with 

other forms of popular worship, notably pure land belief and the Guanyin cull. 

During the late Tang and after, Dizang art appears to have been concentrated 

around the western regions of Sichuan and Dunhuang. Compared to its earlier expression 

on the central plains, Dizang art in the western regions—in light of the increase in sizes 

of the niches or sculptures as well as in the frequency of representation—seems to have 

flourished further. The western regions of Sichuan and Dunhuang contributed significantly 

to patterns of medieval development of Dizang belief. From Dunhuang art. it is evident 

that the afterlife thread of Dizang belief gained full impetus, integrating other medieval 

afterlife developments such as the cult of the Ten Kings and the worship of the Buddhist 

pyschopomp referred to as the Yinlu Bodhisattva. These developments were also sighted 

in Sichuan—a region in constant intimate exchange with Dunhuang—which exhibited. 
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albeit with less frequency, similar iconographic motifs as those found in Dunhuang. To 

what extent the various developments (particularly the underworldly thread) were actually 

molded by Central Asian religious and cultural elements remains a question awaiting 

further research. One patent characteristic deriving from Central Asian Buddhist culture 

seems to have been the portrayal of the head-wrap or shawl that Dizang Bodhisattva wore 

over his head and shoulders, especially characteristic of Dunhuang ceiling paintings of 

Dizang presiding over the six paths of rebirth as well and the afterlife judgement before 

the Ten Kings of Purgatory. This form of hooded Dizang offers a glimpse into how the 

iconography of Dizang further evolved in the western regions of China. Evidently the 

image of the itinerant Buddhist mendicant in real life was deployed to conjure the metaphor 

of Dizang wandering thoroughly the otherworldly landscape of the six realms of rebirth: 

the staff and shawl were transferred from the habit of the Central Asian traveler monk 

onto the image of Dizang Bodhisattva, the afterlife savior presiding over the six realms of 

rebirth. This image of Dizang was also found in Sichuan (Southwest China). 

Visages of a possible link between Dizang worship and the cult of Bhaisajyaguru 

were also discernible in Dizang art from the western regions. This link hints at a 

forgotten intriguing aspect of medieval development of Dizang belief. Bhaisajyaguru. the 

Buddha of Healing, is himself a fascinating figure in the history of Buddhism. Although 

never quite assuming the same prominence as Amitabha, Bhaisajyaguru has always enjoyed 

a subsidiary prominence, appearing fairly consistently in Buddhist art in East Asia. As 

the Buddha of healing and prolonging lifespan, he naturally must have appealed to the 

popular Chinese mentality where mantic arts and techniques of self-cultivation prospered 

as means of prolonging life and perhaps ensuring immortality. As previously pointed 

out, the two personages, Bhaisajyaguru and Dizang, have obvious iconographic similarities. 
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so that the existence of a medieval relationship is quite natural. Evidence from Sichuan 

patently suggests that a group of tenth-century Chinese devotees actually worshipped 

Dizang together with the figure of Bhai^jyaguru. The inscription in question expresses 

the goal of constructing the niche as follows: 

... [list of donors not translated] ... have all aspired to engrave the above items 
[which] are now fully completed. Prostrating [we pray that] may our bodies be at 
ease, our lifespans and so forth be increased, our family and kin be healthy and at 
peace; [may we attain] high offices and wealthy positions, [may] deceased and 
remote ancestors all partake of the special benefits. 

In other words, the amalgamation of the two cults of Bhaisajyaguru and Dizang seems to 

have taken place within the larger popular context of what can be called "Karmatic 

Buddhism""'^ which is here used to refer to the range of techniques aimed at averting 

catastrophes, ensuring secular welfare and material achievements, and attaining better 

rebirths in the immediate afterlife, rather than the otherworldly goal of Buddhist 

enlightenment. Interestingly, this otherwise lost connection between the two cults of 

Bhaisajyaguru and Dizang was never documented in textual evidence. However, it 

significantly suggests a possible origin for the development of the so-called Emmei Jizo 

(the Jizo who prolongs life) who appeared on the scene of medieval Japanese 

Buddhism. The medieval Chinese context saw the temporary flourish of a so-called 

Yanming pusa (Life-prolonging Bodhisattva) who evolved, like the Yinlu 

Bodhisattva, from generic functions shared by all bodhisattvas. After some time, these 

functionaries were evidently subsumed into the more popular cults of prominent Buddhist 

divinities. 

Much of the art and epigraphic materials further confirm the initial conclusions 

^'^iu, Hu, &Li(1985), 427. 

^'^This term is first coined by Spiro (1970). 
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already suggested in the previous survey of textual evidence, namely, that the medieval 

formation of the Dizang cult crystallized within a highly complex religio-cultural milieu, 

wherein diverse beliefs and practices were brought together in varying combinations to 

yield innovative patterns of religious amalgamations and syntheses. Most significantly, 

the relationship of Dizang belief with the medieval afterlife cult is multifaceted and 

warrants a closer study that should not be reduced to tracing the linear evolution of the 

underworldly aspect of Dizang belief. Art and epigraphy eloquently attest to the diversity 

underlying Dizang's connection with medieval afterlife thought, indicating connections 

with several threads of pure land belief (Amitabha and Bhaisajyaguru worship), as well 

as with the developments in the medieval Chinese conception of the netherworld. Art 

and epigraphy further link the figure of Dizang with medieval strands of belief that are 

outside of the f)eriphery of afterlife thought. In this respect is the prominent connection 

with esoteric development. The figure of Dizang prominently appeared in the esoteric 

cult of eight bodhisattvas. It is uncertain to what extent this development was inherited 

from esoteric development entering into the Chinese milieu from India. More interesting, 

however, is the evidence documented in Dunhuang woodblock print. P 4514.5. that 

attests to the manner in which Dizang may have been worshiped in the larger popular 

Chinese milieu. P4514.5 includes an esoteric iconography of Dizang in princely costume, 

enmeshing the figure of the Bodhisattva in a religio-cultural amalgamation that fuses the 

diversified threads of esoteric and pure land developments. 

Dizang belief during this crucial formative phase was hardly a linear development 

focusing on underworld belief. Instead, both textual and material sources document 

integral connections between Dizang belief and several aspects of medieval thought and 

practice. Art and epigraphy offer further supporting evidence of several medieval 

developments already discernible in scriptural documentations, such as the themes of 
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afterlife, esoteric, and pure land beliefs. Quite frequently, artistic and inscriptional materials 

introduce further developments of these themes: For instance,visual evidence has captured 

the medieval amalgamation of Dizang belief with the cult of the Ten Kings of Purgatory—a 

development not as conspicious in literary documents. Artistic and inscriptional sources 

also reveal how the figure of Dizang was associated in the medieval religious milieu with 

the worship of so-called pure land divinities, thus adding another dimension to the pure 

land theme found in the Chinese indigenous scripture, the Dizang pusa jing. The Dunhuang 

woodblock print (P 4514.5) offers further evidence on how Dizang worship, pure land 

belief, and esoteric mantra recitation were likely conjoined within the daily practice of 

the larger religious populace in medieval China. Further, art and epigraphy often document 

hitherto-neglected themes not found in textual sources. Artistic and epigraphical sources 

obviously introduce an array of new thematic developments, attesting to connections that 

crucially link Dizang belief with other devotional cults such as Bhai^jyaguru or Guanyin 

worship, as well as to the cult of the multiple buddhas and to that of the Yinlu Bodhisattva. 

As with the scriptural sources, material evidence also refutes any reductionist attempt to 

simplify the complexity and multiplicity of medieval Dizang belief into a singular 

development of the underworld theme. 



Chapter 6 

The Narrative Tradition: Dizang Miracle Tales 

Although the need to move beyond an exclusive focus on the written word in the 

study of medieval religion and culture has been repeatedly voiced in modem scholarship, 

the problem of how to study the oral aspect of medieval culture remains nonetheless a 

challenge. Commenting on the western context, Gurevich (1992), an expert in the field 

of medieval popular culture, framed the problem as follows: 

... the oral tradition of the distant past could not be directly recorded, and everything 
we leam of it in the sources, the texts of the literary tradition, is only an indirect 
reflection. What is more, this reflection of the oral through the written, which is 
always and inevitably transformed and distorted, has been filtered through 
ecclesiastical ideology. 

Given that this is the case, is it then possible to "dig down" to the level 
of popular culture? ...'" 

On an affirmative note, Gurevich proposed that scholars should "take account of such 

works as the lives of saints, exempla, descriptions of the wanderings of souls through the 

other world, sermons, texts of vulgar theology, 'confession books'—handbooks for 

confessors—that is, the genres of middle Latin literature intended for the broad mass of 

the population."^'® He further argued that it was precisely through "a symbiosis with the 

scholarly tradition" that popular culture could exist in the Middle Ages.^" 

Gurevich's observations on the western medieval setting can also be applied to 

the medieval Chinese context. It is possible to approximate some kind of anthropological 

re-construction of the day-to-day beliefs and attitudes in medieval Buddhist China through 

investigating the popular literary genres of that period. In order to shed light on Dizang 

^Gurevich (1992), 50. 

"®Gurevich(1992),5l. 

^"Gurevich (1992), 64. 
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belief as it functioned within the daily context of medieval Chinese society, this chapter 

will offer a preliminary study of popular medieval Chinese writings by focusing on one 

genre of Chinese narratives which can be broadly referred to as "Chinese Buddhist 

miracle tales." The contents of these miracle tales have been classified into three categories: 

(1) accounts of divine intervention in times of need, usually initiated by appeals 
to a divinity; (2) illustrations of the efficacy of Buddhist piety, often through 
descriptions of the inexorable workings of the law of karmic retribution: (3) 
miracle prodigies associated with famous monks or laymen, serving to demonstrate 
their high spiritual attainments.^*" 

Broadly speaking, the term "miracle" in western religious history refers to the suspension 

of the law of nature or some form of divine intervention in the working of the cosmos 

that is ultimately attributed to the power or grace of the cosmic creator.^"' The cosmology 

underlying the medieval Chinese Buddhist setting, however, postulates a cosmos revolving 

around the paths of rebirth dictated by the Buddhist doctrine of kanna. a principle of 

moral causation."* Against this cosmological background, the so-called "miraculous 

experience" is in some sense always bound to the principle of moral causation in so far as 

the spiritual efficacy or "numinous verification" lingyan —however strange or 

inexplicable at first glance—is always caused, so to say, by the worship of a divinity or 

scripture, or through the observance of some form of religious practice. Precisely on 

account of this "hidden" alternate causative pattern, one of the two common Chinese 

terms deployed in the title of collections of such miracle tales is a pair of Chinese causal 

concepts that can be literally translated as "stimulus and response" ganying Another 

""Slightly modified from the categories proposed by Gjertson (1981). 296. 

"'Note that even in the context of the history of western religion, this is only a broad 
definition of "miracle" that does not offer subtle refinements or explications. For some of the 
complexities underlying the theory of miracle in medieval western religion, see Ward (1982). 
3-19. 

'"*Also see discussion of the problem of using the term "miracle" for the Japanese 
concept of ryot in LaFleur (1983), 33-34. 
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common pair is the notion of "numinous verification" lingyan However, in view of 

the fact that the experiences recounted are viewed as "extraordinary" in the sense of 

extending beyond daily function and normal pattern of rationality, it is justified to call 

them "miracle tales." This usage is, moreover, especially apt when dealing with narratives 

that relate extraordinary experiences attributed to divine intervention that results from the 

worship of a deity, as with the case of the stories in the Dizang cult. 

Frequently transmitted to us in a form that has undergone editing or collation, 

miracle tales should nonetheless be regarded as ultimately having an oral origin, first 

disseminated within a localized region by word of mouth. Only when a deity or religious 

practice had gained considerable sway among believers would such popular oral narratives 

be edited, compiled, or even canonized by the tradition. Even after compilation, the 

miracle tales, more likely than not, continued to be disseminated in the oral mode until 

the popularity of the cult waned. Miracle tales thus serve as fairly reliable reflectors of 

daily religious attitudes and practices observed by the larger populace across diverse 

social strata of medieval society. In other words, the study of Chinese Buddhist miracle 

tales offers a.de facto vehicle that allows unique access to an otherwise elusive dimension 

of popular medieval culture—namely, those oral myths and folklore circulating in medieval 

Chinese society which embodied the day-to-day beliefs and attitudes of the average 

medieval Chinese Buddhist. 

The genre of Chinese Buddhist miracle tales is usually traced to the beginnings of 

Chinese translations of Indian Buddhist popular narratives known as the Avaddna in the 

third century.'^ Shortly after, indigenous versions of Buddhist miracle stories apparently 

"^Gjertson (1989), 8-9. The oldest surviving Chinese translations of Indian Buddhist 
tales actually date from the late second century but these translations were mostly interspersed 
among doctrinal materials. It was not till the mid-third century that first Chinese translation of 
entire collection of Indian Buddhist tales began with the translation of the Avaddnasiitra into the 
Chinese Zhuanji baiyuan jing (T200:4.203a2-257a2) by the Indo-Scythian layman 
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sprang up in the medieval milieu so that, by the Tang era (618-906), a substantial corpus 

of Chinese Buddhist miracle tales already existed."'* TTie rise of the Chinese miracle tales 

was likely spurred, on one hand, by growing interest in another genre of indigenous 

Chinese writing called zhiguai (that is, "strange writing" or "anomaly accounts")'^ 

that emerged in the Six Dynasties, narrating human encounters with the irrational and 

supramundane forces. Another catalyst was undoubtedly the transmission of Mahayana 

Buddhism with its pantheon of celestial bodhisattvas, presented as omnipotent saviors. 

By the pre-Tang period, entire collections of miracle tales were consecrated to eulogizing 

the divine efficacies of worshiping Guanyin Bodhisattva."^ All the components of cultic 

worship, such as the making of images, copying scriptures, recitation of relevant scriptures. 

as well as invocation of the divinity's name, became key motifs celebrated in miracle 

stories. The earliest extant compilation of Dizang miracle tales, the Dizang pusa xiang 

lingyan ji ("Records of Numinous Verifications of Images of Dizang 

Bodhisattva",-^*^ henceforth abbreviated to Lingyan ji) appeared only in the tenth century. 

Prior to this compilation, miracle tales concerning Dizang already existed, scattered and 

preserved among Buddhist and non-Buddhist records. It is especially important to consider 

those stories recorded in non-Buddhist compilations, because the very inclusion of such 

stories indicates that these stories must have been sufficiently popular to warrant the 

named Zhiqian (fl. ca. 240). 

^""'Gjertson (1981), 287. This article was originally part of his earlier dissertation study 
on the Tang collection of miraculous tales entitled Mingbao ji This dissertation was 
subsequently published as Gjertson (1989). 

^^he term "strange writing" was coined by Robert F. Company (1996) to refer to the 
Chinese genre of writing known as zhiguai. 

^"^Quite a few titles in Gjertson's survey of pre-Tang and early Chinese collections of 
Buddhist miracle tales celebrate the miraculous potency of Bodhisattva Guanyin. See Gjertson 
(1981), 292-296. Also see the survey of Chinese collections of Guanyin miracle tales compiled 
in the six dynasties in Makita (1970), 13-108. 

^*^The English translation of the title is derived from Teiser (1994), 43. 
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attention of the average elite Chinese scholar, who might or might not be a Buddhist. 

What follows is a preliminary attempt to trace the developments of Dizang miracle tales 

in order to understand the patterns of Dizang belief that operated in the daily context of 

the larger popular milieu in medieval Chinese society. 

The Earliest Extant Miracle Tale Mentioning Dizang 

In an earlier chapter of this study, we have noted occasional references to the 

practice of Dizang worship and the miraculous efficacies of local Dizang images in 

Buddhist records, such as the Fayuan zhulin ("The Pearl Forest of the Dharma 

Grove") by Daoshi Mty: (?-683) and the Xu gaoseng zhuan ("Continued 

Biographies of Eminent Monks")^^ by Daoxuan (596-667). Apparently the lore on 

the miracles associated with Dizang Bodhisattva was already circulating in the medieval 

Chinese milieu around the early seventh century or possibly even earlier. However, the 

earliest extant miracle tale mentioning Dizang does not occur until the early eighth 

centur>' in the Huayan jing zhuanji ("Biographical Record of the Avatavtsaka 

Sutra"), authored by the famous Huayan patriarch, Fazang (643-712)."' 

This Huayan writing includes among its collection of miraculous records a shon 

narrative recounting the afterlife sojourn of a certain Mr. Wang who encountered Dizang 

Bodhisattva in hell. As the earliest extant documentation of Dizang's role in the netherworld, 

this record occupies an important position in medieval developments of Dizang belief. 

'"'^See entry on the text in Chen (1983), 28-37. 

^'^Huayan jing zhuanji T2073:51.153al8-173a27. According to the Tang 
da jianfu si guzhu fanjing dade fazang heshang zhuan it 
is stated that Fazang did not complete the work, Huayan jing zhuanji, also known as Zuanling ji 

before his death. His disciples, Huiyuan Huiying and so forth, subsequently 
completed the work, adding some commentaries and eulogies. See T2054:50.283a6-8. Modem 
Japanese scholarship believes that this Huayan jing zhuanji was mostly authored by Fazang and 
that the latter accretionary layers, executed by his disciples, affect little the "originar' work by 
Fazang. See Takamine (1963), 213. 
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and the story resurfaces in subsequent collections of Dizang miracle tales. The story as 

recorded by Fazang is translated below: 

In the first year of wenming [that is, 684], a metropolitan person by the 
surname of Wang, whose name is now lost, did not cultivate good acts and was at 
the same time lacking in moral observances. When he died on account of illness. 
he was led by two persons until they arrived at the entrance of hell where they 
saw a monk who said, "I am Bodhisattva Dizang." [The Bodhisattva] then taught 
Mr. Wang to recite a line of verse. Its words are: "If a person seeks to 
apprehend all the buddhas of the three realms, he or she should contemplate thus: 
It is the mind that creates all tathdgatas." After delivering the scriptural line, the 
Bodhisattva then addressed him, saying, "Recitation of this gdtha can dissipate 
[the fate of] hell." Mr. Wang recited his utmost, and then he was brought in to 
meet King Yama. The King asked, "What merits does this person possess?" It 
was replied, "Only the observance of the gatha of four phrases stated above." 
The King subsequently released and pardoned him. At the time when this gaiha 
was recited, in the places where the sound [of recitation] reached, those who 
were undergoing suffering all obtained liberation. After three days, Mr. Wang 
began to revive and, recalling his observance of this gatha, he spoke of it to all 
the monks. On searching for the text of the gdtha, they then realized that [it was 
from] the twelfth fascicle of the Avatanisakasutra, the "Chapter on Suyama 
Celestial Palace Preaching the Dharma at the Cloud-Assembly of the Innumberable 
various Bodhisattvas" {Yemo tiangong wuliang zhu pusa yunji shuofa pin 

Mr. Wang himself told it all to the monk Dingfa 
(BIof the Kongguan Monastery 

This story was subsequently cited almost verbatim, except for minor variations and 

additional concluding observations, in a commentary on \hc Avatainsakasiitra' '^ composed 

by another famous Huayan patriarch named Chengguan MM (738-839). There the story 

is stated as having come from the Zuanling ji apparently another variant name 

for the Huayan jing zhuanji.^^~ The story was subsequently compiled into the tenth-century 

"V2073:51.167a 18-29. 

'^'The Da fangguang fo huayan jing suishu yanyi chao 
T1736:36.1a-70Ia. The story occurred twice in this commentary: see T1736:36.116bl8-c3 & 
324b5-18. 

^•'^his variant title for the Huayan jing zhuanji is recorded in the previously-mentioned 
Tang da jianju si guzhu fanjing dade fazang heshang zhuan; see T2054:50.283a7. Also, according 
to Wang-Toutain (1998, 144), Bernard Faure has indicated that the story of the underworld 
voyage of Mr. Wang is also found in a Japanese work, the Jm shogakuron (a 
treatise of the Japanese Bodhidharma school) where Zuanling ji was the title used for the source 
of this story. 
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collection of Dizang miracle tales, the Lingyan Ji, which introduced visible changes by 

enlarging the role of Dizang in the narrative.'^^ As recorded in Huayan writings, the role 

of Dizang is minimal, and he is cast as a [jersonage encountered in hell who taught the 

mind-only doctrine ("the three realms are created by the mind alone") to which the 

Huayan school also subscribed. 

The appearance of Dizang in Huayan writings raises interesting questions. Wang-

Toutain has explained that this occurrence should not be surprising since the Huayan 

school had a close relationship with the Sanjie jiao the school which was among 

the first to advocate Dizang worship in medieval China.^^ But what remains perplexing 

is the fact that Fazang's writing should have offered the earliest extant documentation of 

Dizang's underworld function, long before it becomes an explicit theme in art. inscription, 

or other non-sectarian Buddhist collections of miracle tales. Since the Sanjie jiao, as far 

as can be ascertained, had exhibited little, if any, predilection to depict Dizang as the 

specialist of the subterranean terrain, Fazang probably derived this characterization from 

other sources. Very likely, Fazang extrapolated the basic narrative of the underworld 

sojourn from contemporary sources, but then recast it into propagandistic advertisement 

for Huayan teachings. Narratives recounting underworld journeys were already so common 

in medieval China that they constituted a genre which modem scholarship refers to as 

"Retum-from-Death Narratives.This motif of returning from death could be traced as 

far back to the third century B.C.E. in the Chinese milieu.^^^ By the early Tang period. 

"'See story 5 on the monk Jun in the Lingyan ji {Xuzangjing I49.356al-b2). Also 
consult the summary of this story included in the appendix at the end of this study. 

^'"^ang-Toutain (1998), 144. 

"^This usage appears in Company (1990), 91-125. 

"^Among the discoveries brought to light by recent Chinese archaeological excavations, 
a document dating to the Warring States from the tombs at Fangmatan is cast as a petition 
directed to the underworld authorities that concerned the resurrection of a dead man. For a study 
of this document, see Harper (1994), 13-28. 
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the figure of the Buddhist monk was already a familiar figure in medieval Chinese 

society, who performed a panoply of ritual functions including funerary rites. The 

association of the monk with death, particularly the belief that the monk's merits could 

bring salvation to the deceased, was already an integral part of Tang society. The most 

well-known example is undoubtedly the previously-discussed example of Mulian. who is 

especially famous in the Chinese popular tradition for his shamanic journey through the 

underworld to rescue his deceased mother. As previously pointed out, Mulian's story 

provided the mythological foundation for the ghost festival in the Tang milieu. The ghost 

festival was a ritual to make offering to the sangha in an effort to accrue merits for 

deceased ancestors, especially in order to liberate the suffering of those reborn as hungry 

ghosts."' But aside from the Mulian myth and the ghost festival, the association of 

monks with the afterlife was further reflected in popular narratives in which the figure of 

the monk was frequently integrated into an otherworldly vision deriving from the daily 

setting of medieval life in Chinese society. For example, in one of the retum-from-death 

narratives collected in the late fifth-century Mingxiang ji ^#12 ("Auspicious Records 

in the Dark Terrain"),^^® monks appear as important agents integral to the proper functioning 

of a highly bureaucratic system dispensing karmic retribution in subterranean lands. In 

particular, a monk Daf'ij^ decided to prolong the protagonist's life, permitting his return 

to the world of the living.^" There exist numerous other instances—too many to be 

recounted here—scattered in varying collections of Chinese narratives. But it is pertinent 

'"^For an in-depth study of the medieval Chinese practice of the ghost festival, see Teiser 
(1988). 

"This text is said to have been compiled by Wang Yan between 485-501. 

'^This story from Mingxiang ji is found in two medieval sources. Fayuan zhulin 
(T2122:53.988c8-989a8) and Taiping guangji, fascicle 379, item 2. Minor discrepancies in 
wording exist among these versions but the variations do not affect the basic sense of the story. 
A complete English translation is provided by Company (1995), 351-353. 
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to point out one more example that occurs in another Huayan work from the Tang, the Da 

fangguang fo huayan jing ganying zhuan (T2074) by Fazang's 

disciple Huiying This narrative retells the retum-from-death experience of a donor 

named Guo Shenliang who lived in the Xian'an Quarter in the capital of 

Changan.'"^ Guo himself described how, after he died in 687 (the third year of chuigong 

he was led by three messengers to the abode of the Impartial King or Pingdeng 

wang where it was determined that Guo should be sent to hell for his wrongdoings. 

But at the entrance to hell, he had a miraculous experience: 

... I suddenly saw a monk who said, "As I wish to save you from the sufferings of 
hell, I shall teach you to recite a line of recitation." Astonished. Shenliang 
requested the monk to save and protect him, and to bestow the gdtha. Reciting 
the gdtha, the monk states. "If someone desires to apprehend all the buddhas of 
the three realms, one should thus contemplate that the mind creates all tatfmgalas." 
Shengliang then resolutely recited this gdtha numerous times. On account of this, 
Shengliang obtained liberation, together with all the other numerous thousand 
billion people undergoing suffering, and he did not [have to] enter hell.^" 

The above story is strongly reminiscent of the retum-from-death experience of Mr. Wang 

recorded by Fazang. The key difference, however, lies in the identity of the monk figure: 

in the story of Mr. Wang, the monk is identified as Dizang Bodhisattva whereas, in 

Guo's case, the monk is an ordinary nameless representative of the Chinese Buddhist 

clergy who, in the medieval imagination, held the key to the salvation of denizens in the 

netherworld. 

The parallel between the two retum-from-death stories recorded in the Huayan 

works suggests how Dizang's connection with the underworld may have evolved in the 

^"'^For the complete narrative, see T2074:51.175b29-c29. 

^""Pingdeng wang or the "Impartial King" is usually listed as the eighth of the Ten Kings 
of Purgatory. The origins of this netherworld king is relatively unstudied but Teiser mentions that 
an Impartial King also exists within the formulation of the Manichaean cosmology. See Teiser 
(1994), 67, footnote 14. 

^^'T2074:51.175C19-24. 
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medieval Chinese context. As far as I am aware, no other early Tang or pre-Tang miracle 

tale mentions Dizang in the underworld, whereas evidence suggests that the generic 

figure of the monk was already cast in this role by the early Tang. In Fazang's version of 

Mr. Wang's story, Dizang appears as a monk at the entrance of hell, and there is no 

indication that he necessarily resides or presides there. Indeed, his appearance in this 

context is no different from the manifestation of any bodhisattva at any place to assist 

beings in dire need. The sectarian import underlying the story is obvious: Dizang is 

presented as an agent that delivers the crucial teaching of the mind-only doctrine which 

would enable beings to elude the destiny of rebirth in hell—a role that, in the story of 

Guo. was played by a nameless monk figure. By replacing the average monk with the 

figure of Dizang, the bodhisattva-monk, the story of Mr. Wang in fact captures a historic 

moment in the development of the medieval Chinese view of the netherworld. It would 

seem to suggest that some time between the late seventh and eighth centuries, a subtle 

shift occurred in narrative accounts of underworld experiences, which resulted in the 

figure of Dizang steadily taking over the role formally ascribed to the average Buddhist 

monk—namely, the task of assisting those beings reborn into the underworld. 

Miracle Tales Outside of the Buddhist Canon 

From the time of Fazang's work, the eighth-century Huayan jing zhuanji, up to 

the tenth-century compilation of Dizang miracle tales, the Lingyan ji. other miracle tales 

featuring Dizang exist, mostly located outside the purview of the Chinese Buddhist 

canon. As previously observed, the inclusion of a story in any non-Buddhist compilation 

of tales would significantly confirm that the story must have been sufficiently popular in 

the larger milieu so that a non-Buddhist author would also know about it. Here I will first 

consider a set of narratives (complete translations attached in the Appendix C) from the 

tenth-century compilation called the Taiping guangji ("Extensive Records of 
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the Grand Tranquillity [Reign]") before considering a retum-from-death narrative (S 

3092) retrieved from among the Dunhuang manuscripts. 

Compiled by Li Fang (925-996) between 977 and 978,^" the Taiping guangji 

was an extensive collection of anecdotes and stories from as early as the Han and Six 

Dynasties all the way to the early Song. In one story dated to the fifth year of tianbao ^ 

W (746) and deriving from jiwen ("Records of Hearsay"), a monk named Qizhi W 

.51 enjoyed socializing with the upper classes and neglected the observance of the monastic 

discipline. He was summoned to the netherworld when a recently deceased maidser\'ant 

from his monastery mistakenly accused him of causing her death. When the case was 

resolved and Qizhi was about to return to the world of the living, he met Dizang, in the 

guise of a monk, who explained that Qizhi had to die on account of his scarce merits. 

Dizang then exhorted Qizhi to change his bad habits and to live a secluded life.'"" Here 

again, the role of Dizang is still not the "lord of the underworld." Instead, he appears as 

an agent for delivering moral injunctions to perform good deeds and to observe monastic 

values. In this treatment, the underworld bureaucracy is portrayed as no different from 

the human institution of law and order: not only is it subject to errors, the otherworldly 

bureaucrats are also helpless in addressing the killing of the maidservant, and must wait 

for the course karma to run out itself. 

The next story is about a Tang official, Li Siyuan who reportedly died 

and revived in the year 746. The narrative describes Siyuan's encounter with netherworld 

"'T-i Fang headed the editorial committee in compiling and editing the Taiping guangji. 
The task was decreed under imperial auspices in 977 and completed in the following year. This 
encyclopedic work amounts to a repertory of extracts from strange tales and stories of the 
supernatural, constituting a great source of material on the social history of medieval China. 
About one third of the entries in this collection are said to be from the Tang period while most of 
the rest belong to the Han and the Six Dynasties, although a few are from the tenth century (thai 
is. the Five Dynasties and Song). For short descriptions of the work and its significance, see 
entry in Teng & Biggerstaff (1971), 125, and in Hervouet (1978). 341. 

^Taiping guangji, fascicle 100, 672. 
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bureaucrats, ranging from official underlings who solicited bribes to the underworld king 

who ultimately released Siyuan back to the living realm. As Siyuan was walking through 

the gate of hell to return to the world of the living, he encountered Dizang Bodhisattva: 

On the west wall of the gate was a door facing east. Outside the door were 
several hundreds of multitude of monks holding banners and flowers welcoming 
Siyuan and they said, "The Bodhisattva wishes to meet [you]." Siyuan entered 
the cloister. The floor was all [covered by] lucid ponds; the hall and balcony 
were all [made] of seven precious substances.^' In the hall was a monk wearing 
a robe with golden designs and sitting on a bejeweled couch. Siyuan paid respect 
to him. [The monks] on both sides said, "This is Bodhisattva Dizang." Siyuan 
then knelt down. The monks all produced sounds of eulogy and. upon hearing, 
Siyuan shed tears. The Bodhisattva told the congregation, "Do you see this 
person shedding tears? This person is going off in a short while. It is because he 
hears the singing of praises to the Buddha that he is crying." He told [Siyuan], 
"You have seen the ^fairs of this realm. When you return to the human world, 
you should accordingly speak about it and let people of the [living] world hear 
about it [that they might] correct their conduct and cultivate good deeds. [If] you. 
in this life, do not have disorderly conduct but always [maintain] correct thoughts, 
you can come here again." He then commanded all the monks to escort [Siyuan's] 
return. When Siyuan first woke up, he [had his family] prepare the meal for 
thirty people, as well as separately prepare meat and wine for two persons. All 
were bestowed with gifts and benefits on account of this. 

Siyuan lived for seven days. After having set up a great feast, Siyuan 
died again but, reviving at daybreak, said that he had been summoned to Dizang's 
place and [Dizang had] said angrily to Siyuan, "1 commanded you to report the 
affairs of retribution in hell, why did you not speak about it?" [Dizang] was 
about to beat him, [but] Siyuan beseeched for forgiveness and was released. 
Because Siyuan usually did not consume wine and meat, he was again revived. 
Finally, he purified himself and became a vegetarian, and his family refrained 
from eating past noon. Also, every time Siyuan was at a place where people 
congregated, he would defmitely report the netherworld incident. The people 
were all converted by it.'^' 

In this portrayal, Dizang's abode was located on the fringes of the netherworld where the 

otherworldly jurisdiction and its grisly penal tortures took place. More interestingly. 

Dizang's abode, with its ponds and structures built from seven precious substances, was 

^^he Chinese qibao -fcW usually translates the Sanskrit saptaratna which, in Buddhist 
texts, usually refer to the list of seven precious substances (metals and gems). In the glossary to 
his translations of the Sukhdvauvyiiha scriptures, Gomez provides the English translations of 
seven precious substances according to the interpretations of Kumarajiva's Chinese translation of 
the shoTXCT Sukhdvattvyuhasiitra. He lists the seven as follows: "gold, silver, lapis lazuli, crystal, 
red pearls, agate, and mother-of-pearl." See entry on seven precious substances in Gomez 
(1996), 316. 

^^^aiping guangji, fascicle 100, 670-671. 
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interestingly reminiscent of the stock descriptions for the paradisiacal lands in Buddhist 

cosmology, although the term "paradise" or "pure land" do not actually occur. Most of 

the evidence considered thus far has located Dizang either in the land of Kharadlya in the 

south or in the western Land of Bliss, so the (new?) association with the east is puzzling.^^ 

It is uncertain whether this association is intentional or coincidental. Most significantly. 

Dizang seems to have under his command a throng of monks who evidently lived with 

him in his paradisiacal abode. Garbed in ornate robes, Dizang is thus presented as the 

monk of monks^® or, in other words, the bodhisattva-monk is represented as the monk 

par excellence. This image of Dizang, presiding over a host of monks somewhere within 

reach of the hell realm, is a natural extension of the previously-noted medieval predilection 

to connect monks to the salvation of the dead, especially those from the subterranean 

realm. Compared to the other accounts, Siyuan's story gives a larger role to the figure of 

Dizang. and is characterized moreover by obvious echoes of pure land belief. In this 

story, the presence of Dizang and his abode just outside of the netherworld dramatically 

concretizes the alternative option of rebirth in a paradisiacal existence for those who 

observe moral conduct and practice good. It is especially interesting that Dizang's 

paradisal land seems to be located immediately outside of the underworld, on the way of 

the exit from the court of Yama. As we will subsequently see, the Lingyan ji contains a 

narrative that posits what can be called "anomalous" destinations of rebirth, associated 

with Dizang worship, that are presented as semi-heavenly abodes located in the subterranean 

^^The usage of the eastern direction might well be based on indigenous Chinese 
cosmography. Even in pre-Buddhist China, popular mortuary rites already invoked a series of 
paradises placed in different directions. Of these, the most well-known are the Kunlun Mountains 
in the west presided by the Queen Mother of the West and the Palace of the Eastern King 
presided by the King Father of the East. Interestingly, the seat of otherworldly administration in 
early China, Mount Tai, is also associated with the eastern direction. 

^•"^We are perhaps reminded here of the honors, especially the special monastic robe of 
royal purple, that the imperial Chinese court sometimes bestowed on a famous monk to signal 
courtly approbation and recognition of his accomplishments. 
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terrain on the return route from the heils.'^' 

Originally deriving from the ninth-century collection entitled the Youyang zazu M 

the third story from the Taiping guangji narrates the otherworld sojourn of Sun 

Xian a low-ranking general who reportedly died and was subsequently revived in 

the interval between the late ninth and the beginning of the tenth century.^" The event 

was said to have occurred at Chongyi (southwest of Jianxi) in Xiang Prefecture M 

')li. Sun Xian was summoned into hell to verify the claim of a corrupt monk who falsely 

maintained that, while alive, he had admonished Sun Xian to copy the Lotus Sutra. Sun 

Xian's prolonged confrontation with the monk was only resolved through the intervention 

of a^ramana who identified himself as Dizang. Subsequently, Dizang led Sun Xian on a 

guided tour of hell: 

He then led Xian to see the hells. Upon arriving at the gate, smoke and flames 
were blazing brightly, and the noise was like the wind and the thunder. [Sun 
Xian] was terrified and dared not look. Just before they saw the boiling soup in 
the cauldron, the bursting foam dripped onto [Sun Xian's] left thigh. The pain 
seared his heart and [pierced his] marrow. Dizang ordered a messenger to send 
[Sun Xian] back and forbade [Sun Xian] to divulge the netherworld affairs. [Sun 
Xian] revived as if from a dream. ... The spot where the drop had fallen in the 
dream formed a scar that remained unchanged throughout his entire life.^^" 

Another "retum-from-death" narrative entitled the Huanhun ji ("Record 

of the Return of the Soul," S 3092) featuring the figure of Dizang in the underworld has 

^"^See story 16 in the. Lingyan ji (Xuzangjing 149.362.a9-363al6). Also see my discussion 
of the themes in this story in this chapter, as well as the summary of this story in the appendix at 
the end of this study. 

^^Vhe Youyang zazu was a collection of anecdotes and stories composed by Duan Chengshi 
who flourished in the early tenth century. 

^^'The text states the period as between Tang and Liang. Note that the Liang, in this 
context, obviously refers to the Liang of the Five Dynasties and not to the Liang of early 
medieval China. 

^^'Taiping guangji, fascicle 106, 717. 
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been recovered from among the Dunhuang manuscripts."^ The story relates the underworld 

sojourn of Daoming a monk from Kaiyuan Monastery in Xiang Prefecture.-^ 

that reportedly happened on the thirteenth year of dali (778). The following is 

Teiser's translation of Daoming's encounter with the Bodhisattva which occurred after 

King Yama released the former to retum to the living realm: 

Having been granted a clean slate, Daoming was overcome with emotion {as he 
left the king} to return to the human world. Lifting his head and turning to the 
west, he saw a meditation monk with eyes like blue lotus and a face like the full 
moon. Replete with jewels and lotuses, majestically adorned with fringe, by 
shaking the metal rings of his staff he could gather and disperse clouds and 
water. The bodhisattva asked Daoming, "Do you recognize me?" Daoming 
replied, "My eyes and ears are common and low. I do not recognize your 
venerable countenance." 
[The monk said], 'Take a good look: I am Dizang." 
[Daoming said], "The way you look in the other world is different from this." 
[The bodhisattva said], "How do I look on Jambudvipa?"^^^ 
[Daoming said], "Your body {is concealed under a big} gown, you hold rare 
jewels in your hands, and your head is exposed, not covered with hanging pearls 
and flower tassels." 
[The bodhisattva said], "Those who hand down this tradition are in error! [Images 
of me] in the chambers and halls of {temples} must be odd in the same way. 
Most of the sentient beings of Jambudvipa would not recognize me! You must 
observe closely the appearance {of my demeanor and comportment}, noting 

transcription of the narrative first appeared in Wang Chongmin's catalogue of 
Dunhuang manuscripts. See Wang (1982), 173 However, Teiser has pointed out that this 
transcription is flawed and omits lines from the original texts crucial for its interpretation. Teiser 
has translated into English and published an edited transcription of a portion of the narrative in 
the manuscript S 3092; see Teiser (1994), 448-449, 464. 

'^•'The name Daoming was fairly popular and, as Teiser has pointed out, surviving sources 
contain biographies of over a dozen Buddhist monks with this name. For his discussion of this 
topic, see Teiser (1994), 66-69. The popularity of the name among Buddhist monks was 
acknowledged in the story which relates how the Daoming of Kaishan Monastery was mistaken 
for another Daoming from Longxin Monastery HM# by the netherworld authorities. In subsequent 
development of Dizang mythology in conjunction with the Jiuhua shan cult, Daoming was the 
name of one of the characters in the myth. 

'^^n the Buddhist tradition, Jambudvipa (literally means "The Island of he Rose 
Apple Tree," that is, the Rose Apple Continent) is a reference, according to Indian classical 
cosmology, to one of the four continents of this world system. It is intended as a reference to the 
Indian subcontinent. In classical Indian cosmology, it is regarded to be trapezoid-shaped island 
possessing sixteen major kingdoms and several minor ones. The etymology of its name is 
presumed to have been derived from a grove of rose apple trees on the slope of the Himalayas and 
it is believed that, through this grove, a river mns on whose banks is found the precious Jambu 
gold. 
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clearly my proportions one by one, so that you can transmit them to the world. 
Admonish all sentient beings to chant my true words [i.e. mantra]—at the {top 
of their voices}! The sins of those who hear my name shall be wiped away; 
blessings shall accrue to those who see my appearance; and I vow that I shall 
without fail bring salvation to those who {meet me in} this hall." 
Having received these enticing instructions, Daoming was happy to put into 
practice what is hard {to practice. With devotion and} sincerity he accepted the 
bodhisattva's grace. 
As he was about to take his leave Daoming went again to study the bodhisattva's 
venerable countenance, and only then did he see that there was a lion {at his 
side}. Daoming asked the bodhisattva, "What animal is this that dares to approach 
the Worthy Sage? When it comes time for me to transmit and copy [your 
likeness], I must know where [this animal] comes from." 
"I suppose you do not recognize him," [replied the bodhisattva] "This is the 
transformation body in the present of the Great Sage, MahjusrI Bodhisattva. He 
and I together in the dim dark world bring salvation to all in distress." 
Daoming left, and in the space of a ksana [i.e. an instant] he was back in the 
temple of his old home, breathing once again. There he set to work mixing his 
paints, passing down to the world the portraits he had copied of [Dizang's] true 
countenance.^ 

The dates of this text is uncertain but Teiser proposes that it was probably copied in the 

ninth century."^ This narrative not only points to Dizang's role in the underworld but, 

moreover, sheds further light on the evolution of Dizang's iconography in relation to the 

underworld development. The retum-from-death narratives considered thus far have all 

deployed the sramana iconography when portraying Dizang in the netherworld context. 

As previously proposed, the Sramana iconography was likely a crucial factor in the 

development of Dizang's underworld function. However, the Huanhun ji seems to indicate 

that, at some juncture once his role in the underworld was established, there was a 

movement to reinforce the bodhisattva aspect of Dizang's personality by reinstating the 

jewels and ornamented headdress typical of the bodhisattva costume. The Huanhun ji 

was likely written at a time—probably the later half of the Tang—when Dizang had 

already gained a firm foothold in the popular religious milieu, since the narrative insists 

rather ostensively on the priority of Dizang by making Bodhisattva Manjusri Dizang's 

^^^ranslated into English by Teiser (1988), 448-449. 

"^Teiser (1988), 447. 
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attendant vehicle. The appearance of the hybrid lion-dog as Dizang's vehicle occurred 

only in late medieval Chinese iconography, and only in the context of depicting Dizang 

in his underworld role. 

The stories considered above all fall under the genre of retum-from-death narratives. 

From the evidence, it appears that the Dizang miracle tales recorded outside of the 

Chinese Buddhist canon all deal with the role of Dizang in the underworld. Significantly, 

the majority of the narratives are recorded in the Taiping giiangji which in turn have 

derived them from other non-Buddhist collections of Chinese narratives. The non-Buddhist 

origin of the sources suggests that these stories contain practices and beliefs that did not 

only belong to the Buddhist population of the medieval Chinese society, but were rather 

familiar and appealing to a fairly large populace. Neither can the popular nature of the 

Hiianhim ji be refuted. Recovered from among Dunhuang manuscripts, it is written after 

the tradition of story-telling and belongs to what Waley has referred to as the "Ballads 

and Stories from Dunhuang.""® In light of the evidence, it is reasonable to tentatively 

propose that the shaping of Dizang's underworld aspect took place, for the most part, 

within the larger popular religio-cultural milieu of Tang China, precisely the environment 

that spawned the tradition of miracle tales and provided an insatiable appetite for these 

stories. 

A Buddhist Compilation of Dizang Miracle Tales 

(Pizang pusa xiang lingyan ji 

Compiled by a monk named Changjin the earliest extant collection of 

Dizang miracle tales was, according to the preface, completed in the year 989."'^ As no 

«®This is the title Waley (1960) gave to his collection of translations of Dizang popular 
narratives. 

^'^At the close of the preface, the compiler indicates that the task was completed in the 
second year of duangong 3®#!. See Xuzangjing 149.354a7. 
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reference to other collections of Dizang miracle tales is mentioned either by Changjin or 

in other sources, it seems that Changjin's work, entitled Dizang pusa xiang lingyan ji ife 

("Records of Numinous Verifications of Images of Dizang Bodhisattva"). 

was likely the first Chinese collection of miracle tales devoted completely to recording 

the miraculous tradition revolving around Dizang worship in medieval China. 

Unfortunately, the preface does not state any rationale for undertaking the project, but 

Dizang belief must have been significantly widespread in the tenth-century milieu to 

merit compiling an entire work on the miraculous accounts of Dizang images. In the 

preface and concluding remarks, Changjin observed that there existed an overwhelming 

number of incidents attesting to Dizang's divine efficacy, transmitted orally or through 

written records, of which he had only compiled thirty two anecdotes. Little is known of 

the life and background of the compiler Changjin. Except for the Lingyan ji. no other 

work was attributed to him, although a brief mention in one source tells us that he had 

once learned Sanskrit and was attached to an imperially sanctioned translation bureau in 

Kaifeng (modem Honan) in the year 982.'^ Moreover, in the preface to the compilation. 

he refers to himself as a ""^amana who transmits the teachings" But it is 

safe to assume that Changjin belonged to the rank of elite literate monks—the class of 

copyists, translators, and so forth—who were engaged in the official transmission of 

Buddhism in medieval China. 

Significantly, the narratives in Changjing's selection reflect a wide range of subjects, 

both in terms of the background of the protagonists as well as the diversity of themes 

raised by the narratives. The devotees come from a broad spectrum of social classes and 

gender roles: the female characters ranged from low-class maid servant, poor widow. 

^^See Fozu tongji T2035:49.398a. 

^^^Xuzangjing 149.354a7. 
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Buddhist nun, to the daughter or mother of an official, or even the Empress Wu herself. 

While the male characters usually belonged to the official class (from Imperial Secretary 

Military Governor, and Commander-in-chief iP# to Regional Inspector PJi, 

Caterer and Mounted Escort or to the Buddhist clergy (from famous 

masters to low-ranking monks and acolytes), other vocations that also occasionally occurred 

include the goose-hunter, the fisherman, and the Emperor himself. A similar range of 

familial roles (husband, father, son) was also applied to the male characters. The diversity 

in the social background of the devotees suggests the scope of diffusion of Dizang 

worship across medieval Chinese society. We are once again reminded that so-called 

popular religion is "popular" not because it represents the belief of the class of illiterate 

masses, but precisely because the belief has also captivated the religious imagination of 

the elites so that its diffusion has surmounted social boundaries and penetrate the elite 

strata of society who patronizes monumental art that integrates indigenous motifs and 

functions. 

More directly relevant to the objective of my study, the compilation of Dizang 

miracle tales places the figure of Dizang within a significantly more complex diversity of 

medieval religious developments than has been reflected in those miracle tales considered 

thus far. To expedite my discussion, I have organized it around cenain recurring themes 

in the narratives. 

The Benyuan jing and the association with practice of filial piety and the Trayastritnia 
Heaven 

Previously, we have seen that the Shilun jing frequently served as the core of 

ideas and imageries in early Chinese development of Dizang belief. However, in late 

medieval China, a shift of scriptural focus apparently took place in the development of 

^^^ranslations of Chinese official titles are derived from Hucker (1985). 
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Dizang belief, and the Benyuan jing emerged as the new source of ideas and imageries. 

That the Benyuan jing was undoubtedly an important shaping force in the compilation of 

the Lingyan ji is indicated early in the text. The preface conspicuously appeals to the 

Benyuan jing by recalling events from that scripture, especially the scene of the dhanna 

assembly at Tiayastrimsa Heaven^" when the Benyuan jing was preached.^^ It especially 

'^""Literally, the name of this heaven means "The Thirty-Three Gods," a reference to the 
gods of the vedic lore. The heaven was adopted in Buddhist cosmology where it becomes the 
second of six heavens in the Realm of Desire. 

'^^The preface to the Lingyan ji opens as follows: 

In the past, the Great Teacher, the Honored S^ya, emitted a great blazing radiance 
that shone through all the measureless, limitless, inexpressible Buddha worlds of 
the ten directions. In the hundreds of thousands of millions of billions of nayuta 
of inconceivable, inexplicable, immeasurable, inexpressible, measureless 
asamkhya worlds were the transformation bodies {nimtanakdya) of the Mahasattva 
Bodhisattva Dizang. At that time, the World Honored One extended his golden 
arm and touched the heads of the transformation bodies of Dizang in all the 
worlds, saying, "You should recollect that when I was at the palace of Trayastrimsa 

I painstakingly bade you to cause all sentient beings hereafter in the 
Saha-World to cross over and to eternally separate from all sufferings. 
[Now] meet the Buddha and receive the prophecy." At that time, the transformation 
bodies of Dizang from all the worlds arrived and assembled at the Buddha's 
abode. Together all of them reverted into a single shape, who then wept and 
implored, "From since a distant aeon ago when I was accepted and guided by the 
Buddha. I have attained inconceivable miraculous power and am equipped with 
great wisdom; my emanation bodies pervade and fill the worlds, [as many as] 
hundreds of thousands of millions of billions of [grains of] sand of the Ganges 
River. In each world, I have transformed into hundreds of thousands of millions 
of billions of bodies. Each and every of the bodies liberates hundreds of thousands 
of millions of billions of human beings, causing them to take refuge in and pay 
homage to the Triple Gems, [so that they] eternally depart from birth and death 
until [they attain] the joy of nirvana. Those who perform good deeds in accord 
with the Dharma amounting to [even] a feather, a drop, a grain of sand, a dust 
speck, or a tiny hair, I will gradually cross over and liberate [them], enabling 
[them] to obtain great benefit. [I] only wish that the World-Honored One will 
not be concemed about sentient beings with bad karma in the later ages." After 
[Dizang] had thus spoke thrice to the Buddha, the Buddha then authorized [the 
entrustment] by praising, "Excellent! Great Being! From now on, I will not 
again worry, and sentient beings too will be without anxious thoughts. During 
the time after the One Skilled In Compassion [that is, ^akyamuni] has contemplated 
and converted [beings] and before the Honored One of Loving-Kindness [that is, 
Maitreya] has assumed the place, I command that in that interval those good or 
bad, householder or monastic who have neither refuge nor support, all are then 
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invokes tiie events of chapter 2 on "The Assembly of the Emanation Bodies ' {Fenshen 

Jihui pin er in the Benyuan jing,^^ which describes the gathering of 

measureless emanation bodies manifested by Dizang Bodhisattva, during which the Buddha 

entrusted Dizang the task of watching over the beings of this world during the interval 

when the Buddha entered nirvana and before the advent of the Future Buddha Maitreya. 

The prefatory recount of this scene quotes almost verbatim lines from the Benyuan jing, 

setting forth a deliberate continuity with the tradition of the Benyuan jing. This scripture 

canonizes Dizang's role as savior of the living beings of the Saha World during the 

interval between the Present Buddha Sakyamuni and the Future Buddha Maitreya. After 

establishing this origin myth, the compiler then proceeded to explain that under the 

circumstances, Dizang Bodhisattva had a special affinity with this world and its inhabitants, 

and there exists countless incidents whereby beings received miraculous assistance, in 

one manner or other, from the Bodhisattva. The compilation of Dizang miracle tales was 

thus presented as an effort to record some of these incidents.^^ 

Besides the explicit appeal to the Benyuan jing in the preface, the contents of the 

collection also reveal marked influence from this scripture, and several themes are 

conspicuously extrapolated from this scripture. Of these themes, most prominent are 

perhaps the practice of filial piety and the role of the Trayastrimsa Heaven. The theme of 

Filial piety figures prominently in several stories in Changjin's collection (stories 4, 9. 12. 

13, 20, 32). In particular, three of these tales (stories 12, 13, 20) relate how filial 

entrusted to Dizang Bodhisattva." {Xuzangjing 149.353b3-18). 

^"Chapter two of the Benyuan jing entitled "The Assembly of the Emanation Bodies" 
See T4I2:13.779a29-cI3. Cf. Heng Ching's translation of the Benyuan jing: see 

Heng Ching (1974), 90, 92, 95, 96. Also cf. the earlier discussion of this scripture in chapter 4 of 
this dissertation. 

^^Xuzangjing 149.354al-5. 
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daughters, through the making and worshiping of Dizang images, relieved their deceased 

mothers from rebirths in the evil realms. The Benyuan jing, as previously indicated. 

contains iwo avadana stories on Dizang's previous lives as a nameless Brahman woman 

and a filial daughter named "Luminous Eyes" ̂  S both of whom displayed extraordinary 

behavior of filial piety in their efforts to rescue their deceased mothers from the suffering 

of hell. Story 12 from the Lingyan ji (partially translated below) closely parallels the 

story of the Br^man woman, both in terms of narrative structure as well as content. 

It was said that a Commander-in-Chief in the Chen City had a young 
daughter sumamed Chen (whose name had been lost) who lost her mother when 
she was little. She was strongly attached to the fact that she had never met [her 
mother]. The Commander-in-Chief advised her, "... If you yeam for your deceased 
mother, you should erect a Dizang Bodhisattva [image] to worship and to aspire 
to save [your mother] from suffering. She immediately donated five hundred 
cash to employ an artisan to carve a three feet image. ... The daughter paid 
homage and provided offerings day and night. She prayed and vowed to save her 
mother from suffering. She dreamt that she saw a /ramana who told her. "Your 
mother was [reborn] in the Scorching and Burning Hell [The daughter 
answered], "I am a woman. My father's name is Silasudarsana and 
my mother is called Yuedili The ^ramana said, "I sought the place of 
your mother's rebirth and saw her suffering. [Since] I have vowed and arouse 
the bodhi mind to help living beings, and moved by your filial heart. I myself 
entered hell to emit light and preach the dharma. Your mother has been released 
from sufferings, and is reborn in Trayastrimsa." Seeing that the sramands clothes 
were burnt and damaged, the daughter Chen immediately enquired the reason. 
The iramana said, "When I entered hell, there were only raging flames." When 
the daughter awoke, she was both sad and happy. The multitude gathered and 
saw the color of the clothes of the image was as if they had been scorched. The 
people in the family said it was an extraordinary event. Most of those who heard 
[what happenecU copied the image and planned to [similarly] save their parents 
from suffering.' 

The above story echoes strongly of the narrative outline of the avaddna in the Benyuan 

jing. However, in this case Dizang is not the filial daughter, but is the object of worship 

^^^This avadana occurs in Benyuan jing, T412;13.778b21-779a28. and translated into 
English by Heng Ching (1974), 76-89. 

'^®This avadana occurs in Benyuan jing, T412:I3.780cI5-781 Ibl, and translated into 
English by Heng Ching (1974), 124-127. 

^^^Xuzangjing 149.360a 13-9. 
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who manifested as a iramana to enter hell in response to the prayers of a filial daughter. 

In other words there is almost a narrative reenactment of the original act of descending 

into hell by Dizang in one of his previous lives as a filial Brahman woman. Indeed, the 

names of daughter Chen's parents are exactly the same as those of the parents of the 

Brahman woman. We could say that the story of daughter Chen is but a colloquial 

Chinese re-telling of the classic avadana story of Dizang's past life as the Brahman 

woman. Furthermore, structural parallels also exist between story 13 of the Lingyan ji 

about a young girl from Hua Prefecture ^#1'™ and the avadana account of Luminous 

Eyes in the Benyuan jing: in the former story, assisted by a ^amana who taught her the 

recitation of Dizang's name, the young girl was able to bring about her mother's rebirth 

in the heavenly realm, while, in the case of Luminous Eyes, through the help of an arhat 

who taught her to worship an image of the Buddha, she assisted her mother to attain 

better rebirth. 

In the Lingyan ji, stories that feature the theme of filial piety also frequently 

invoke the imagery of Trayastrimsa Heaven. The Trayastrirnsa Heaven was precisely the 

place where the Benyuan jing claimed to be the very site of its preaching. At the opening 

of the scripture, it states that the Buddha delivered the Benyuan jing to his mother. Lady 

Maya, who dwelled in the Trayastriin^ Heaven."' 

The iconography of Dizang as a novice monk 

In the Lingyan ji, whenever the iconography is specifically identified. Dizang 

"°Story 13, Xuzangjing 149.360bI0-361a8. Also see my summary of this story in the 
appendix attached at the end of this study. 

"'See Benyuan jing, T412:I3.777c9. Cf. translation by Hang Ching (1974), 28. 
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always occurs in the form of a./rantai^. However, one story introduces an interesting 

new iconography of Dizang as a little monk or acolyte. This occurs in story 6 concerning 

the monk Dingfa who prayed to be able to personally witness the manifestation of 

Dizang Bodhisattva. 

Three complete years passed by and nothing happened. There was a little sramana 
who requested for lodging at the monastery. Hearing these words from the 
corridor, Dingfa reverently came out, made a bow, and [they exchanged] one or 
two words [before the little iramana] abruptly vanished. People were puzzled 
by it and questioned Dingfa, "What did the iramana guest say?" [Dingfa] said. 
"The iramana said thus. '[Your] wondrous vow has been fulfilled. Why is your 
aspiration so inferior?'" and so forth. ... [Dingfa] stimulated a dream in which [a 
voice] said, "The previous framana was Dizang Bodhisattva. You beseeched 
me to manifest my body [for you] to see, or you would not arise the mind of 
awakening. 

This anecdote is the classic case of the divinity descending, so to say. into the midst of 

the living world. In story 19. a. /ramanera. or novice from the western regions 

served the monk Huijin SjI as long as the latter observed the recitation of the Lotus 

Sutra, but once Huijin discarded the practice, the novice quitted his service. Huijin 

subsequently realized in a dream that the little novice was actually a manifestation of 

Dizang Bodhisattva."^ The iconography of Dizang as novice monk or little boy has 

continuously flourished in the Japanese milieu from the medieval period up to the present 

times. If not for the occurrence in these Dizang miracle tales recorded by Changjin. we 

might otherwise have concluded that this iconography was unique to Japanese Buddhism. 

Instead, in light of the evidence from xho-Lingyan ji, it seems plausible that the iconography 

of Dizang as a little novice was not necessarily Japanese in origin but was transmitted 

from medieval China to Japan alongside the transmission of the genre of Buddhist miracle 

tales that came to be known as setsuwa 15^1$ in Japan. Not incidentally, within the 

^^'Xuzangjing 149.356b6-16. 

^^^Xiizangjing 149.364b5-365a4. 
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context of medieval Japanese Buddhism, the majority of the representations of Dizang as 

a novice monk is located in stories from the setsuwa tradition.In the Japanese treatments. 

Dizang as Jizo also frequently appeared as a little boy,"® and it takes no leap of imagination 

to imagine how the iconography of little monk was transformed into the image of a 

boy."' 

Rebirth in the pure land of Amit^ha 

Quite a few of the narratives (stories 9, 11, 26) in the Lingyan ji also attest to the 

previously-discussed link with pure land belief by offering the goal of rebirth in the 

western pure land as recompensation for Dizang worship. Of these narratives, story 26 is 

especially important for its strong resonances of pure land belief. The protagonist in this 

story is the exemplary Buddhist nun, Zhizang who was said to have lived through 

the chaos of the fifth year of taiping xingguo (that is, 980).^^ The painting 

Zhizang commissioned and worshiped as part of her aspiration to be reborn in the pure 

land depicted Buddha Amitabha flanked by Dizang and Guanyin. The story includes an 

^"^Particularly, the Roku Jizo (that is, the six Dizangs of the six paths of rebirth) are 
usually cast as little boy-monks. Other examples can also be found in other setsuwa. In one 
account from the Konjaku monogatari 106-1110; compiler unknown), a little monk 
miraculously appeared on the scene of a fire disaster to alert all the unsuspecting villagers. Only 
later did the villagers discover that the little monk was a manifestation of the Jizo image they 
worshiped at the local shrine. See the story in Sasaki, ed. (1954), 142-144. 

^^^n the previously-mentioned Japanese compilation of setsuwa on Dizang or Jizo. the 
Jizo bosatsu reigenki, there exist several stories which feature Jizo as a little boy. For a sampling 
of such stories, see the selection from the Reigenki translated into English by Dykstra (1978). 
191-200. As Dykstra indicates in her annotations, quite a few of these stories have already 
appeared in an earlier Japanese collection of setsuwa, the Konjaku monogatari (1106-
1110; compiler unknown). 

"^The tendency to associate young handsome boys with spiritual roles was often witnessed 
in Japanese literature. Given this tendency, it is not difficult to imagine how the image of Jizo as 
a little monk could soon be broadened into the image of a little boy. 

^^^Story 26 of Lingyan ji,Xuzangjing 149.367a6. 
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insightful description of her deathbed scene: 

On the twenty-third day of the second month in the seventh year, she enlightened 
her friends that "The Bodhisattva Dizang shall be leading me to the pure land and 
it is decided that I will die the next day." She burnt incense, scattered flowers, 
incanted the names of the saintly triad, each [of them] one hundred and eight 
times. She sat upright, her palms joined, faced the western direction, and passed 
away.'^® 

Granted that this description has likely undergone editorial trimming to better reflect the 

normative views of the elite Chinese Buddhist community, it is nonetheless one 

vignette—albeit idealized—of Buddhist death rites practiced in the late medieval milieu. 

Here the paradigm invoked is unmistakenly the death rites and deathbed testimonials 

from the Amitabha pure land tradition flourishing in medieval China.^^' In this case, 

however, it is the anomaly, rather than the obvious resemblances, that is especially 

'^^Story 26 of Lingyan ji, Xuzangjing 149.367a 10-12. 

^'^On medieval Chinese pure land death rites and deathbed testimonials, see Stevenson 
(1995), 377-379, 592-602. In his translation of relevant pure land writings, Stevenson includes an 
excerpt from a work by the famous pure land proponent, Shandao (613-681) that includes a 
segment on the standard procedure of death rites for the pure land devotee. .According to 
Shandao, 

Whether one shows signs of illness or not, when a person's life is about to come 
to an end, he or she should resort completely to the method of buddha-mindfulness 
samadhi described above. With body and mind poised in perfect attentiveness, 
face toward the west, concentrate the mind, and mentally visualize the Buddha 
Amitabha. Mind and mouth should operate in harmony, the sound of recitation 
after recitation following one another without break. At the same time, one must 
imagine with absolute conviction that one is bound for rebirth in the pure land 
and that the assembly of saints bearing the flower pedestal is on its way to greet 
you and lead you [there]. (Translated by Stevenson, 1995b, 378) 

.Moreover, Stevenson has also translated deathbed testimonials of pure land devotees (purponedly 
from the Tang and Song periods) that record not only the final rites before the passing away of 
the devotee, but also the auspicious omens awitnessed by the devotee that confirm his or her 
pending rebirth in the pure land. In the testimonial of an aristocrat Song lady he translated, it is 
said: 

On the day when her ladyship herself finally realized rebirth, she took her censer 
in hand, lit incense, gazed toward the Guanyin pavilion, and stood up. At that 
moment, the grandchildren and attendants approached her ladyship to receive her 
ceremonial blessing [of long life]. As soon as it was done, she passed away while 
standing there. The birds all gave out a cry, which was very strange indeed. 
(Translated by Stevenson, 1995a, 600). 
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illuminating. In the orthodox pure land tradition, it is Amitabha and his congregation of 

saints who would appear to receive and lead the dying devotee to be reborn in the pure 

land. However, in the case of Zhizang, she believed that Dizang would come to lead her 

to rebirth in the pure land. Of course this psychopomp function of Dizang is no new 

information as we have already encountered the function in the Dizang pusa jing and it 

was also suggested in his iconographical connection with the Yinlu Bodhisattva. However, 

the story of Zhizang brings fresh insight, offering the necessary confirmation that, for the 

average Chinese Buddhist, the link between the figure of Dizang and the Amitabha pure 

land tradition was not an abstract theoretical formulation but was an integral part of daily 

religious practice. The story shows an average Chinese nun worshiping Dizang as one of 

the pure land triad and how, in her conception of afterlife, as well as in her preparatory 

rite for rebirth in the pure land, the figure of Dizang was always an integral element of 

her pure land devotion. As a popular miracle tale, this story ver>' likely originated in the 

larger religious milieu and, more than likely, reflected the afterlife beliefs and practices 

observed by the average Buddhist in late medieval China. 

As a concluding observation, it is pertinent to further point out the case of story 

24 which describes Dizang worship in the Liao City during the early Song era about 

the same period as the nun Zhizang.^^° The religious practices in that city are depicted as 

follows: 

In a village in the Liao City, more than one thousand families of the past [up to] 
the present generation of almost more than two thousand families had always 
served the Great Dhanma. Also they had always have faith in Guanyin and 
Dizang. [They] took refuge under the monks and nuns, and were strongly 
predisposed to the Guanyin jing and the Shilun jing There was 
an <inc\c.nx. sanghdrama with three bays and four sides. In the renovated green-tiled 
hall, two statues of Guanyin and Dizang, their bodies of seven feet and five 
inches, were placed on the left and right, and in the middle was erected an image 

^^^he chaotic times mentioned in the story of the nun Zhizang also occurs in stor>' 24 on 
the Liao City. In story 24, it is said that "During the reign of Taizong in the period of taiping 
xingguo (976-984), an epidemic was in vogue ..." (Xuzangjing I49.366b2-3). 
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of Amitabha, one zhang and six feet tall. All [the three] were divinely auspicious 
images, sculpted in the past by Liu Dengdu ••• 

This passage records the shrine arrangement in what was probably the main hall of a rural 

monastery in tenth-century China. Whether or not the monastery in question actually 

existed, the description certainly was not formulated out of a void, but must have mirrored 

to a greater or lesser degree the socio-cultural and religious realities of late medieval 

China. My previous study of cave temple art has already yielded quite a few instances of 

the three images sculpted as a group (Amitabha in the center flanked by Guanyin and 

Dizang). However, there was no concrete evidence then to confirm that the triad was 

necessarily deployed for actual worship purposes in daily context. Alongside the narrative 

of the nun Zhizang, the story of the Liao City offers another verification that the images 

of the three divinities were actually placed together for worship as a group of triad—this 

time, in the context of a medieval monastery. 

The Maitreya connection and rebirth in Buddhist heavens 

Dizang miracle tales significantly confirm a connection with Maitreya belief and 

further place this association with rebirth in the heavenly realms. In her study of the 

Maitreya myth. Nattier has come up with the following fourfold typology: 

1. Here/now: In this version of the myth, the believer expects to meet Maitreya 
on earth, during his or her present lifetime. 

2. Here/later. T^e believer expects the meeting to take place on earth, but at 
some time after the believer's death (i.e., in a future rebirth). 

3. There/now. In this "visionary" recension of the Maitreya myth, the believer 
strives for an immediate encounter with Maitreya. who is (according to the 
basic structure of the myth in all its versions) currently residing in the Tusita 
Heaven. 

4. There/later. The believer may aspire to a rebirth in Maitreya's otherworldly 
581 paradise, the Tusita Heaven, after this present lifetime. 

Her typology sets up two polarized pairs—the spatial pair juxtaposing "the earth right 

/lere" with "the Tusita Heaven over there," and the temporal pair juxtaposing "right/lou-

^®'Nattier(l988), 25. 
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in this present existence" witti "later in the future." The Lingyan ji does not exhibit any 

treatment of the Maitreya myth that should be characterized as the here/now and there/now 

interpretations.^®" The majority of occurrences of the Maitreya myth belong to the there/later 

interpretation: for instance, in story 13, a filial daughter Miss Zhang made a Dizang 

image on behalf of her mother who had been reborn as a hungry ghost; 

After that, in her dream, she saw her mother whose bodily form was emitting 
radiance and whose abode was in space. [Her mother] said, "[On account of] the 
power of the good merits you cultivated [on my behalf], I was swiftly reborn into 
heaven. If you prostrate and pay homage toward this image with a reverent heart. 
we will together dwell in the abode of Maitreya Bodhisattva,^®^ and will together 
hear the dharma." 

Yet another interesting treatment of the there/later motif is the story of Zu. a Regional 

Inspector, which depicts Dizang in the psychopomp role of leading beings to Tusita 

Heaven. Zu was a filial son who constructed an image of Dizang for his parents and 

succeeded in converting them to worship Dizang before his father passed away. In a 

dream, his deceased father appeared to inform Zu: 

"I am reborn in the fourth heaven. It was the Great Being Dizang Bodhisattva 
who led and directed [me] to serve the Ekajatipratibaddha [that is, "the 
being destined to only one more rebirth," an epithet for Maitreya]. People bom 
in that heaven are mostly led and directed by the Great Being to the 
Ekajatipratibaddha." 

According to Nattier's interpretation, the fourth category, the here/later motif, holds out 

"a deferred golden age" that is based on the belief that ordinary believers will, by virtue 

of their good karma, be reborn "on earth during Maitreya's time, to hear him preach the 

^®"None of the stories actually exhibit the eschatological tendency typical of the here/now 
interpretation. While the previously-mentioned story 9 could be classified as the there/now 
motif—the case of the extraordinary daughter of the poor widow, the girl named Ruyi, visiting 
Maitreya in Tusita Heaven for three days—the mention is obviously a subsidiary theme deployed 
more as a narrative strategy to ultimately promote the goal of rebirth in Amitabha's pure land 
over rebirth in Tusita Heaven. 

'''^Although the name of Maitreya's abode is not specified, we can assume that it refers to 
Tusita Heaven, the abode of fiimre buddhas. 
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Dharma, and ultimately to attain the final goal of nirvdna."^^ In story 11. the monk 

Fashang had a visit from Dizang who predicted that Fashang would attain enlightenment 

during one of the dharma assemblies Maitreya would hold on this earth. But this anecdote 

also adds another rebirth motif, pointing out that, in the meanwhile. Fashang would be 

reborn into the pleasures of Trayastriinsa Heaven. This motif of better rebirth surfaces 

also in story 6 which combines the here/later with the there/later versions of Maitreya 

myth. In this story, a Dizang devotee, the monk Dingfa had a dream in which a voice 

said: 

... [Because] you have traced and copied my physical form numerous times, you 
will never fall into the three evil paths [of rebirth]. When you discard your life. 
you shall be bom in Tusita heaven. The day that Maitreya descends to be bom 
[in this world], you will obtain a prophesy from the Buddha.^'^^ 

Indeed, the concept of heavenly rebirth seems to have been an important motif in Dizang 

miracle tales, figuring in contexts independent of the Maitreya myth. Besides Tusita 

Heaven. Trayastrim^ Heaven seems to have been the other celestial realm that was 

especially held out as the place of rebirth for devotees of Dizang.'®® The emphasis on 

rebirth in Trayastriinsa Heaven, as previously mentioned, can be ascribed to the influence 

of the Benyuan jing. For instance, in story 12, a filial daughter Miss Chen erected an 

image on behalf of her deceased mother; she subsequently dreamt that a ^amana told 

her he had braved the flames of the Scorching and Burning Hell to preach to 

her mother who was consequently reborn into the Trayastrirna Heaven. Again, in stor>' 

18, a husband made a Dizang image on behalf of his deceased wife, who was thereby 

'®^*attier(1988), 26. 

^^^Xuzangjing 149.356b 12-13. 

'®^wo narratives (stories 15, 20) contain references to rebirth in some unspecified 
heavenly realm as the consequence of Dizang worship. 
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reborn into Trayastrimsa Heaven where, on the twenty-fourth day of each month, boundless 

transformation bodies of Dizang appeared to preach at the Hall of Excellent Dharma # 

Rivalry between Amitabha and Maitreya beliefs? 

At least two narratives (stories 9, 11) suggest some kind of rivalry between 

Amitabha and Maitreya beliefs in the medieval milieu. Story 9 relates how a poor widow 

was miraculously impregnated after dreaming that a monk opened her mouth with a staff 

to place a precious gem in it. She subsequently gave birth to a pair of children, a boy 

named Dizang and a girl named Ruyi At one time when the children returned after 

disappearing for a few days, the following conversation took place: 

The mother asked what was the cause [for their disappearance]? The boy said. "I 
went to the Pure Land of Peace and Joy in the western direction and I saw the 
congregation of bodhisattvas and saints. Mother should [make the] vow to be 
reborn in that land," and so forth. The girl said, "I went to Tusita Heaven and 
saw Maitreya. Men and women filled this place: will mother vow to be reborn 
there?" The mother said, "I loath the female body, so I do not delight in the 
enjoyments of heaven. If I am rebom in heaven, I fear I may receive the form of 
a female. I [therefore] must vow to be rebom in the pure land of the western 
direction.'®' 

The underlying polemical intent is quite evident: rebirth in the western pure land implicitly 

guarantees release from the female body, an advantage over Tusita which, as a heavenly 

realm, is still a sphere of enjoyment where gender differentiation still exists. In story 11. 

the protagonist had a miraculous encounter with Dizang, following which he became a 

monk named Shi Fashang who built the Huiri Monastery ^ H At seventy-eight, 

he reported a vision of Dizang to the other monks of his monastery: 

Dizang Bodhisattva came to my residence and said to [me], "You are the person 
who will attain the path in the second of the three assemblies when Maitreya 
Tathagata come to preach the Dharma. Today, you shall discard your lifespan 

^^^Xuzangjing 149.358b9-14. 
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and instantly be rebom into Tiayastrim^ Heaven. I said to the Great Being, 
"Heaven is a realm of the five desires where happiness is incomparable. [Therefore 
one may become] astray from the mind of awakening. Moreover, the time is 
[still] distant from the period of the Future Buddha. [Hence my] only aspiration 
is to be rebom in the Peaceful and Joyous World in the west 

Present again is the criticism against rebirth in heavenly realms, this time directed at 

Trayastrirn^ rather than Tusita Heaven. Rebirth in heavenly realms is again associated 

with Maitreya belief and a similar verdict emphasizes the advantage of rebirth in pure 

land over that of the heavenly realm. Even the promise of attaining enlightenment in the 

future cannot enhance the goal of heavenly rebirth. 

However, the juxtaposition between rebirth in the pure land versus rebirth in 

Maitreya's realm is not always posed as a rivalry. In a passing mention in story 16, the 

two afterlife destinations are held out as complementary soteriological destinations and 

devoted patrons of Dizang images can be rebom in either of them. Thus, one narrative 

states that: 
Among the donor-disciples of Dizang Bodhisattva who make offerings, those 
who stress [the commission of] paintings and images are mostly rebom in the 
pure land or are rebom in the Tusita Heaven.^®^ 

Anomalous places of afterlife not found in classical Buddhist cosmology 

Significantly, new afterlife destinations appear as part of the otherworld geography 

traversed by the protagonist in the retelling of the netherworld voyage of Cui Lixi (story 

16). Having witnessed a vicissitude of tormenting hells, Xi with his escorts headed back 

and encountered enroute two zones that sharply contrasted with the terrifying scenes of 

hell. 

... Xi saw green-tiled houses of sand, elegantly piled up with seven or eight 
inches of beams of precious substances. On the left and right of the side paths 
are gem trees with a variety of fraits interspersed together. Consequently, Xi 
immediately asked the two historian officials who answered. 'Those disciples 
of Dizang who, among the acts of service and donation, particularly stress [the 

^^^Xuzangjing 149.360a5-8. 

^^^Xuzangjing 149.364a4-6. 
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commissioning of] the drawing of images will mostly be reborn in the pure land 
or Tusita heaven in accord with the aspiration of each [individual]. [But] 
those who do not believe in the illustrations but [still] serve [Dizang] will mostly 
dwell in this abode.' 

We proceeded further and saw a precious hall in the middle of a great 
city. Hundred and thousand millions of men and women were frolicking [in the 
hall]. I also saw my parents, brothers, relatives, and so forth who, in delight, paid 
respects [to me]. All men and women said, 'We were previously in hell. Because 
[your] Lord taught us to chant [the name of] Dizang Bodhisattva, so we were 
relieved from afflictions and reborn in this huge hall. Parents, brothers, and kins 
joyously said to me, 'Your Lordship's kindness has stimulated Dizang 
Bodhisattva's transformation, so that we have departed from sufferings and are 
reborn in that place.' Again, I asked, 'Where is the place?' They answered, "It is 
named the "Merit Lodge" where beings possess longevity and are separated 
afar from various sufferings. Although we are reborn in this place, we will 
definitely meet Maitreya in the three assemblies, and exhaust the time of suffering. 
Xi asked, 'Who established this land?' They answered, 'In the past, when Dizang 
Bodhisattva was in the world, he received the injunction from the Buddha. [Dizang] 
told the Buddha, "The four groups of disciple should not be caused to fall in the 
evil paths. In the period of fifty six hundred and seven millions of years between 
the times of the two Buddhas before the birth of Maitreya, if those who wish to 
be reborn in the pure land and the fourth heaven [but] have scarce merits, [then] 
they will all reside in this Merit Lodge and will not return to the evil realms. 
They will be made to wait only for the future Buddha.'" We returned to the front 
of the m^istrate who dispatched the two previous [officials] to escort me 
back. ...^ 

The beatific imagery is reminiscent of depictions of paradises but the two new afterlife 

destinations are evidently "low" in the scale of ranks of Buddhist paradisiacal realms, not 

on par with Tusita Heaven, the abode of the Future Buddha Maitreya, or with the pure 

land of Amitabha Buddha. A brief look at similar concepts within the tradition of 

Amitabha pure land belief might shed light on the quasi-heavenly realms encountered in 

the story of Xi's otherworldly sojoum. In this vein, the Chinese translation of the Lxirger 

SukhavatTvyuha Siitra attributed to Sahghavarman speaks of the Palace of Seven Jewels 

"fcif Kix as the place "where persons of faltering faith are reborn in the Land of Bliss":^^' 

These living beings will be reborn in one of these palaces, and will spend in it 
five hundred years of their life span without seeing the Buddha, without hearing 
the teaching of the sutras, without seeing the holy assemblies of bodhisattvas and 

^"^Xuzangjing I49.363a2-I6. 

^"See the definition of the Palace of Seven Jewels in Gomez (1996), 314. 
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disciples. This is why we speak about rebirth in a womb in that country. ... 
Those who are reborn in a womb inhabit flying places of a hundred leagues or 
five hundred leagues; and in those palaces each and every one experiences all 
manner of delightful pleasures; and, again, all of these they experience 
spontaneously, exactly as in the Heaven of the Thirty-Three.'^" 

The Palace of Seven Jewels perform the same function within the pure land that the 

notion of borderland (pratyantajanapada serves within the cosmology of our present 

world system or sahaloka. The term, borderland, refers to those paradisiacal places 

within our world system where one cannot encounter Buddhist teachings, such as the 

higher heavens and the northern continent of Uttarakuru.^'^ Parallels exist between, on 

one hand, notions such as "borderland" and "Palace of Seven Jewels" and, on the other, 

the two forms of quasi-heavenly realms Xi came upon. Devotees who lacked faith (in 

Dizang icons) and who had scarce merits would be respectively reborn in the garden of 

green-tiled sand houses and the city called Merit Lodge. In both cases, the flaws were 

such that the devotees could not be reborn in the two usual options of rebirth for Dizang 

believers—the pure land of Amitabha and the Tusita Heaven of the Future Buddha 

.Vlaitreya. In other words, such devotees, due to their weaknesses, could not encounter 

the Buddha, be it Buddha Amitabha or the Buddha-to-be Maitreya. These believers, 

however, were assured that they would meet Maitreya when he becomes the Buddha in 

Jambudvipa, just like the beings of the Palace of Seven Jewels would meet Buddha 

Amitabha and his saintly congregation after five hundred years. Moreover, the location 

of these two alternate destinations of rebirth for Dizang devotees is somewhat perplexing. 

The narrative prose does not indicate that Xi has exited the subterranean territory where 

the infernal quarters are situated, and the new places of rebirth are presented as if they 

'^^ranslated by Gomez (1996), 217. 

^^'See the definition of borderland in Gomez (1996), 286. 
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were spatially continuous with the terrifying hells Xi visited. Hence, we could assume 

that these two anomalous afterlife destinations are still located in the subterranean region. 

Though the narrative does not specify the exact location of the hells, we know that just as 

in ancient western cosmologies/'"* hells were supposedly located under the earth in the 

worldviews operating in medieval Chinese Buddhist milieu: In the formulation of classical 

Indian Buddhist cosmology, the hells of this world system {sahdloka) are located beneath 

Jambudvlpa. while the terminology for underworld in early indigenous Chinese worldview 

always involved the earth metaphor.''^ We can therefore presume that the hells Xi 

visited, as well as the new afterlife destinations that are depicted as spatially continuous 

with the hells, are all located in the subterranean region. In other words, the new afterlife 

destinations, the garden of green-tiled houses and the Merit Lodge, are underground 

paradises, albeit of lower ranking, somewhat akin to the underground grottoes found in 

indigenous Chinese thought. As early as the Jin # (265-316), Tao Yuanming visualized 

an underground grotto paradise which he called the Peach Garden. Southern developments 

of Daoism subsequently continued in a similar trend creating an entire mythology of 

underground grotto paradises located in the mountains and connected to one another by 

grotto passageways.^^ In the evolution of medieval Chinese mythology, the spatial 

construct of "city" subsequently displaced the earlier pastoral imagery as the principal 

metaphor for depicting a paradisiacal realm.^" In light of the indigenous Chinese 

'^^For instance, the Greek Pluto and the old Norse Hel are located underground. 

^'^n her survey of Chinese concepts of the soul and the afterlife. Anna Siedel has called 
attention the shift in the early Chinese terminology for the underworld from 'below the earth" 
(dixia ifeT) to "earth prefecture" {tufu or in the Taiping jing and to "prison in the 
earth" {diyu which was also the translation for Buddhist hells). The terminology, however, 
always involved the earth or ground metaphor. See Seidel (1987a), 187. 

^'^er Haar( 1998), 91-95. 

"'Ter Haar(1998),94. 
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developments and the Indian Buddhist cosmology, it is plausible that the garden of 

green-tiled houses and the Merit Lodge in the Linyan ji were engendered from a vision 

that synthesized the Buddhist notions of paradisiacal abodes, like the borderlands or the 

Palace of Seven Jewels, with the indigenous Chinese concept of underground heavenly 

grottoes. It is perhaps especially appropriate that Dizang is the divinity associated with 

these two subterranean idyllic places, since his name, "storehouse of the earth," invokes 

an obvious association. These new afterlife destinations, held out as alternative 

compensations for devotees of Dizang belief, are however not documented outside of the 

Linyan ji. Evidently, these elaborations of the otherworld geography did not take root in 

the Chinese religious milieu. Nonetheless, this rare glimpse reveals hitherto unknown 

innovations in the medieval Chinese conception of the otherworld geography that were 

stimulated by the encounter between Buddhist and sinitic cultures. 

Elaboration of the subterranean geography 

Another recurring theme in the Lingyan ji was the depiction of the underworld. 

Several of the tales (stories 3, 5, 8, 10, 14, 16, 17, 21, 24, 32) are cast in the fashion of 

return-from-death narratives. With few exceptions, the portrayal of the netherworld in 

these tales is fairly standardized and does not boast of a high degree of structural complexity. 

The infernal bureaucracy is sighted right from the beginning of the underworld voyage in 

the messenger officials, sometimes on horseback, pursuing and bringing victims to the 

infernal court. At times a range of other court attendants, scribes, and officials who keep 

record of allotted lifespans might also appear in the story. Story 16. for instance, depicts 

an expanded range of bureaucrat ranks, including the presence of figures of court historian 

scribes and local magistrates, thereby mirroring the imperial bureaucracy of medieval 

China. Ever present is the figure of the netherworld sovereign, referred to simply as "the 

king" or, at times, as "King Yama." The authority of the king varies but misjudgment 
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and error on the part of the king, as well as his various court members, is not unusual. 

The role of Dizang is not always fiilly specified: most frequently his presence is represented 

as an intrusive element in the routine functioning of the infernal judiciary, although in a 

few accounts his presence is a fixed element within the subterranean operational framework. 

Thus, in the underworld journey of Dengzong (story 8), he encounters sisramana 

who identifies himself to Dengzong: 

•'I am Dizang Bodhisattva from Kaishan Monastery. In the past, in order to 
rescue sentient beings of the three realms from sufferings, Zhiman —a disciple 
of the sratnana Zhizang —carved my statue. I listened to his prayers. At a 
time each day, I entered the eighteen hells and the numerous small hells to teach 
and guide ..." 

Also, in another account (story 13), a daughter learned of Dizang's role in the subterranean 

realm from her mother who had been reborn as a hungry ghost: 

The daughter saw her mother just like seeing a great evil spirit. [The mother 
continued,] "Except for one day in each month of the human world, I cannot eat 
at all. [The day] I mean is the morning of the twenty-fourth day of [each] month. 
A monk enters the city [of hell], and bestows food [on hungry ghosts], causing 
them to be satiated. Other than this day, I cannot be exempted from this [kind ofl 
suffering. At that time, the iramana chanted these words, 'I am Dizang Bodhisattva, 
and I am now entering the Hell of Hungry Ghosts. I can bestow great peace and 
joy. You all should arise your mind.' ..." 

In both these versions, the figure of Dizang is incorporated into the routine structure of 

the netherworld, appearing as a savior at a specific hour or day to bring relief to those 

undergoing torments in hell. 

Significantly, the netherworld accounts from the Lingyan ji do not allude to the 

Ten Kings of Purgatory, except for one prominent occurrence in story 29. This narrative 

offers an origin myth for the iconic representation of Dizang Bodhisattva with the Ten 

Kings, tracing its origin to a iramana from the western region by the name of Zhiyou I? 

who supposedly came to China and lived in the Qingtai Monastery in the 

According to Teiser, Qingtai Monastery rff## is probably located in modem Zhejiang. 
See Teiser (1994), 46, footnote 32. 
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middle of the tianfit era (936-944). Here is Teiser's translation of the legend: 

... Among the images and scriptures he [Zhiyou] brought with him were a 
transforming image of Dizang Bodhisattva and a Scripture on the Merit of 
[D/'za/ig j] Original Vows bound in Brahma-styie boards. The special marks of 
the Image were that in the central circle the Image of the Bodhisattva was drawn 
wearing a cap and carrying a jewel and metal staff. To the sides were images of 
the Ten Kings, five on each side. ... Each of them was accompanied by the 
Officer of Lifespan and the Officer of Emoluments, magistrates, and various 
administrators. 

Zhiyou explained their origins. He said. "Formerly in western India 
there lived a Bodhisattva who was compassionate and brought salvation to the 
world. He took a great vow to paint an Image of Dizang in order to bring 
salvation to sentient beings suffering in the three paths. He went to the city of 
the Ten Kings and declared, 'I have vowed to bring salvation to the suffering of 
the three paths. I seek your help in bringing benefit to those who suffer.' The 
Ten Kings assented respectfully by bringing their palms together. They lined up 
in order to the left and the right and told the Image [of Dizang]. "All sentient 
beings belong to the Great Sage. If you should wish to transform them, we will 
serve as companions to help in the process of sagely transformation.' At that 
time the Image gave a subtle smile [and said], 'Excellent! The sinful acts of 
sentient beings will soon be lessened.' Then it emitted a beam of light that 
illuminated the suffering vessels in the three paths. All of the sufferings of the 
sentient beings who received illumination were relieved." 

[Zhiyou continued,] "Such is the great profit that was bestowed when the 
Indian Bodhisattva entered the samadhi of bringing benefit to sentient beings and 
prayed to the Ten Kings. That Bodhisattva himself made into a picture the forms 
that he had seen and added the Ten Kings and the others to the original Image. 
This [painting that I have brought from the West] is the numinous image." 

The above foundation myth provides Indian origins for both the scripture and the icon. In 

his analysis. Teiser has called attention to the "sophisticated" and "critical" manner in 

which "the categories of 'iconic' and 'narrative'" are interposed on each other within the 

s t o r y I n  l i g h t  o f  b o t h  t h e  u r g e n c y  t o  e s t a b l i s h  a n  a u t h o r i t a t i v e  s o u r c e  f o r  t h e  i c o n  a n d  

scripture, as well as the sophistication in literary style, one can assume that this genesis 

legend was part of the work of the literate clergy to explain and incorporate larger 

popular trends of belief, in this case the cult of the Ten Kings. By the tenth century, 

iconic representations of Dizang, together with the Ten Kings, were increasingly popular 

^^or the complete translation of this story and a discussion of its significance, see Teiser 
(1994). 43-48. 

®°°Adapted from Teiser (1994), 44-45. 

®''Teiser(1994),47. 
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in the sinitic milieu, appearing as previously mentioned as a common motif in Dunhuang 

mobile paintings, as well as in the ceiling paintings over the cave passageways.^- This 

phenomenon was sufficiently widespread that it may have warranted attention from the 

clerical establishment who sought to "authenticate" the practice as pan of its transmitted 

heritage. 

Another new aspect of the underworld function of Dizang is captured in story 17 

which introduces the theme of Yama as the manifestation of Dizang Bodhisattva. This 

narrative relates the experience of Guo Xu'an a Regional Inspector in the 

Yi Prefecture ^#1, who fell very ill and died in the third year of qianyou (950). He 

was subsequently resurrected, thereupon he related his encounter with King Yama. In the 

exchange of conversation, the king told Guo: 

"... I am the true body from the abode of King [Dizang] who, in order to make 
living beings experience the penalties of their actions, had manifested as King 
Yama. In reality I am the Dharma King. 

This anecdote not only suggests the merging of identities between Yama and Dizang 

Bodhisattva,^ but also offers a clue as to one of the sources for the image of Dizang as a 

sovereign—an iconographical development that has been pointed out in the previous 

discussion of art evidence. The merging of the originally two separate Buddhist personages 

was likely another instrumental factor in the development of Dizang's sovereign imagery. 

This fusion of identities offers a Chinese antecedent anticipating subsequent Japanese 

developments in the form of the doctrine of honji suijakii which correlates 

indigenous deities with Buddhist divinities to form pairs of emanations and essence 

bodies.^' 

^-Refer to previous discussion under the chapter on visual and inscriptional evidence. 

^^Story 17. Lingyan ji,Xuzangjing 149.363b 16-17. 

^Kanaoka(1977), 121-140. 

®°^or a study of the honji suijaku theory, see Matsunaga (1969). 
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Connection with the tradition of the Lotus Sutra 

Two of the narratives (stories 19, 28) connect Dizang belief with the tradition of 

the Lotus SiJtra. We already had the occasion to refer to the story of the monk Huijin 

(story 19). whose attendant, a ̂ amcmera from the western regions, desened him when he 

discarded his practice of reciting the Lotus Siitra. Huijin subsequently discovered that his 

attendant was none other than Dizang himself who had manifested as n/r^anera to 

support Huijin's rigorous observance of the Lotus Siitra: 

In the night when he was asleep, he saw in his dream that the srdmanera was 
Dizang Bodhisattva who emitted light that shone on Hut[jin]. Startled, he placed 
his palms together and repentantly thanked the Bodhisattva who said to [Huiljin. 
'i possess the great compassionate icchantika vow and I have been entrasted by 
the Buddha to maintain the bequeathed teachings, to guide and benefit the flock 
of believers. When the Great Teacher the Honored ^akya previously spoke the 
Loiiis Siitra for eight years at Vulture Peak, As the leader, 1 together with Yaowang 

and other twenty thousand bodhisattvas. directly received the admonition to 
support the teaching of his entire life and was entrusted the quintessential truthful 
teaching. It was declared that to [even] temporarily observe [the scripture] is 
most difficult within the corrupt world. Since the Master's karma of recitation 
was pure and lofty, 1 followed [him] to be his worthless slave. When [you] 
Master discarded this karmic action. I [also] abandoned you." ...^ 

In this anecdote, the connection between the figure of Dizang and the cult of the Lotus 

Sutra is traced to the first preaching of the scripture by the Buddha at Vulture Peak. In 

another narrative (story 28), a drawing of Dizang Bodhisattva is attributed to the Tiantai 

master Zhiyi (538-597). As is well known, the key scripture serving as the basis for 

Tiantai teachings is none other than the Lotus Sutra. In the narrative, an Indian /ramana 

bestowed with the vision of the image bathed in miraculous lights relates his experience: 

"... as it emitted luminous rays illuminating the six paths [of rebirth], I saw the 
image and Zhiyi roaming the three evil paths preaching the Lotus Siitra as well 
as relieving suffering and bestowing joy."®'^ 

^Story 19, Lingyan ji, Xuzangjing 149.364b 14-365al. 

^^Story 28, Lingyan ji, Xuzangjing 149.367b9-10. 
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As previously stated, an early and popular subject in the development of Chinese Buddhist 

miraculous tales was the Lotus Siltra. Apparently, in the larger milieu of late medieval 

China, seemingly disparate religious elements such as Dizang worship and the cult of the 

Lotus Siltra were frequently fused in the popular religious imagination. Apparently, the 

average medieval Chinese practitioner saw little, if any, contradiction in simultaneously 

worshiping Dizang Bodhisattva and the Lotus Sutra, the spiritual efficacies of both being 

well known through oral transmission of the miracle tales. In the story of the monk 

Huijin, we even witness an attempt to authenticate and historicize the connection between 

the two beliefs with the claim that the Buddha had himself entrusted Dizang and other 

bodhisattvas to uphold the Lotus Stitra. This pseudo-historical attribution might have 

been the result of editorial intervention seeking to explain and justify the trends in the 

larger religious milieu, and at the same time to incorporate such trends into the orthodox 

teachings. 

The goal of prolonging lifespan 

Previously. I have already highlighted art and inscriptional sources that document the 

connection between Dizang devotion and the cult of Bhai^jyaguru. Epigraphic materials. 

however, could shed little light on the nature or source of the association. I have 

speculated that such an association might have naturally resulted from the perception that 

the two divinities shared the common function of averting death and prolonging lifespan. 

Two of the narratives (stories 22, 32) in Changjin's collection confirm this hypothesis, by 

explicitly stating that the worship of Dizang brings about the goal of prolonging lifespan. 

The first case (story 22) is that of the acolyte who averted death and had his lifespan 

prolonged after he practiced drawing the image of Dizang with his fingernails: 

In the great Song 5t5, Shi Huiwen of Kaibao Monastery ISSf# had an 
acolyte whose name was unknown. At age fourteen, Jianzhen a fortune-teller. 
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saw that acolyte and said, "This child's lifespan is extremely short; his remaining 
life is only one month." Hearing Jianzhen's words, the Master released the 
acolyte to return to [his] immediate kins. At that time, heavy rain poured down 
and there was no through road to the home of his progress or return. The acolyte 
lodged at an artist's house for the night. He saw a picture of an image of Dizang 
Bodhisattva, and himself employed his finger nails to practice drawing by imitating 
the picture illustrated on the wall. The weather cleared and the rain ceased, and 
he returned home. After more than a month, he returned to the Kaibao Monastery. 
Huiwen rejoiced and said, "What Jianzhen said was false." He immediately 
summoned Zhen to let him see the child. [Zhen] said, "This child's life has been 
lengthened and will [live to be] fifty years. I do not really know the reason." 
The acolyte himself said, "I used my finger nails to draw Dizang's image. That 
very night, the monk sleeping by my side spoke to me, saying, 'You, fifty, fifty.' 
Thus he spoke thrice. Other than this, I practiced no further good deeds." Tlie 
Master and fortune-teller exclaimed, "The saint's power is inconceivable!" 
Subsequently, the acolyte became ordained, received the full precepts, and became 
Reverend Huizang 

In the other story (story 32),®" a filial son Chen Jian erected an altar room with the 

images of Dizang and Guanyin for his parents In the fourth year of qiande $zW (966). 

he died and subsequently revived to relate how he was brought to the netherworld where 

he was questioned by King Yama. But the two images that he had erected for his parents 

appeared to protest that he should be released back to the living world on the grounds that 

he had yet to complete his filial practice and that he had accrued significant merits from 

the act of image-making. Consequently. King Yama not only bestowed another forty 

years of lifespan to Chen so that he might fulfil his practice of filial piety, but further 

spared Chen's son from an early death in order that Chen might enjoy his rightful 

retribution of filial piety from his son. In addition, several other retum-from-death 

narratives recorded by Changjin might also be interpreted as further evidence of Dizang's 

role in averting death and prolonging lifespan. But the two stories of the acolyte and 

Chen are particularly focused on the theme of prolonging lifespan as a result of Dizang 

worship. Of course, this theme of prolonging lifespan is a fairly generalized religious 

function that is associated with the majority of divinities, Buddhist or otherwise, and 

^^Story 22, Lingyan ji, Xuzangjing 149.365bl l-366a3. 

^Story 32, Lingyan ji, Xuzangjing 149.368b 17-369a 14. 
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should not be regarded as the special domain of Dizang Bodhisattva. 

Spirit possession and exorcism 

A few stories in the Lingyan ji are preoccupied with a set of thematic concerns 

that could be broadly classified under "demonology"—concerns that were already present 

in early Dizang scriptures previously discussed. One aspect of Dizang's personality, as 

presented in the Shilun jing, emphasizes his mastery of dharani xhat enables him to dispel 

all natural and supernatural harms and to wrought various benefits for sentient beings. 

The treatment in the Xumizang continues this theme, and the Bodhisattva is presented as 

the quelier of calamities, including those onslaughts unleashed by fiendish demons and 

spirits. Set in the same vein, the indigenous Chinese scripture Qucefa further 

supplies a genesis legend of Dizang's function as exorcist: in a past life, he was said to 

have earnestly trained under a skilled sage in order to master an array of salvific methods 

to relieve those possessed or vexed by demons, ghosts, and other harmful spirits. During 

the time of the Buddha, he deployed his skill to liberate the family of the Elder Qiaoti 

from the vexation of malevolent spirits. Interestingly, one of the narratives collected 

in the Lingyan ji (story 7, translated below) explicitly refers to the legend of Elder Qiaoti; 

A Tang layman Li Xinsi was from Lushui The men and women in 
his family were vexed by fiendish ghosts. More than thirty people, without 
realizing [why] laid in pain, or vomited blood, and the majority was suffocated to 
death. At that time, Xinsi was perturbed and questioned a monk. "Do you have 
methods and ways to save them?" The s'ramana^^° thought for a very long while 
and told him, "In the past, when the Tathagata was in the world, in the country of 
Magadha at the foot of Mount Vipula a malevolent ghost 
that was vexing the family of Elder Qiaoti exhaled its last vital breath. For 

^'°The Sanskrit for the ascetic practitioner, also came to refer to the Buddhist monk. 

'a kingdom in ancient Central India, reputed to be the home of the Sakya clan to which 
Buddha ^kyamuni belonged. It had intimate relationships with Buddhism. 

'•'"It was mountain in Rajagrha Its name varied according to the periods of the 
four Buddhas; Pi^lnavamsa during the period of Krakucchanda Varikaka fm 

during the period of Kanakamuni Supassa during the period 
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ten days, five hundred members of his family were all strangulated to death 
without cause. At that time, Dizang Bodhisattva was roaming and transforming 
in all the lands. Arriving at the Elder's house, he aroused the mind of great 
compassion and recited incantations to save them. Instantly, all [illnesses] were 
eliminated and [they] recovered. Relying on that teaching, you should take 
refuge in the venerated Dizang." [Li], in a wink of an eye,^'^ thought and 
rejoiced. [He chose an artist]^'"* to draw an image of Dizang. For fifty years after 
that, the Lushui District was inunune from the terrors of disease. The efficacious 
image is still seen—that is all [that remains].®'^ 

In the above narrative, the experience of Li Xinsi is deliberately presented in continuity 

with the events of the indigenous, the Quchefa. Whether this was the work of editorial 

input on the part of the compiler is a question that cannot be answered. But there 

appears, within the medieval Chinese milieu, a continuous development of linking 

demonology with Dizang worship, and among the medieval methods to quell demons 

was an expanding set of devices associated with the figure of Dizang ranging from the 

incantation of Dizang's dharam to the recitation of Dizang's name as well as the making 

of Dizang icons. Two other stories in the Lingyan ji also advocate that Dizang worship 

would avert the calamities wrought by malevolent spirits. For instance, the story of Kang 

Jutong (story 14) a regional inspector in the Lu Prefecture 5§J'H,the following 

anecdote is included: 

In the first year of guangming (880) during the reign of Emperor Xizong 
^ (873-888), turbulences broke out with malevolent spirits. In the country, the 
death [rate] due to disease [was high as] the peak of a mountain. Tong dreamt 
that hundreds of thousands of spirits of blue hue happened to pass by his door, 
said, "This household is the chamber of Dizang Bodhisattva. We and our 
subordinates should not enter this door." [Tong] awoke and greatly rejoiced. He. 
together with the men and women of his family,were allowed to be exempted 

of K^'yapa Vipula during the period of ^^yamuni. 

^'^I am following the suggestion in the annotations that there is a misprint for 35, which 
means "in the wink of an eye." 

^'•^e Taish5 annotation states that there is ambiguity about the phrase " It is 
difficult to figure the meaning of the clause without knowing exactly what follows. Perhaps 
here means "select." 

^'^Story 1, Lingyan ji, Xuzangjing 149.356bl7-357a8. 
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from demonic calamities.^'® 

Also in story 24, among the miracles recounted was the story of the retum-from-death 

experience of a heretical shamaness who died from the plaque. She related how she 

was being strangulated by a malevolent spirit when a./ramcma appeared. On seeing the 

iramana, the spirit fled in fear and the /ramcom then informed the shamaness that he was 

Dizang Bodhisattva.®'' 

Cultic Practices—Image-making, images that emitted light, invocation of the divinity, 

the day consecrated to Dizang worship 

The very title of our text, Dizang pusa xiang lingyan ji, reflects its preoccupation 

with recording and celebrating the miraculous power of icons of Dizang Bodhisattva. 

The potency of icon worship has always been an important factor in cult formation. In 

the mind of the believer, the icon is more than a mere replica of the deity; by means of 

the icon, the deity is transformed into a living presence amidst the daily life of ordinary 

people. Not surprisingly, image-making in the form of carving statues or drawing pictures 

is a reiterated motif that appears in the majority of the stories collected in the Lingyan ji. 

In the stories, the potency of icon-making is not constrained to formal altar objects of 

worship. In fact, some of the stories imply that Dizang icons drawn at leisure or at play 

are equally efficacious and would bring about transformative experiences. For instance. 

in story 22. a young acolyte's life was spared and prolonged after he idly employed his 

finger nails to imitate the line drawing of a Dizang picture.®'® In another tale, a sudden 

thunderstorm brewed up while some youths were tracing a Dizang icon at play on the 

sand; as the petrified youths were fleeing, Dizang manifested himself to help each of the 

®'®Story 14, Lingyan ji,Xuzangjing I49.361al6-bl. 

®'^Story 24, Lingyan ji, Xuzangjing I49.366b4-10. 

®'®Story 22, Lingyan ji, Xuzangjing I49.365bl l-366a3. 
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youths.^'^ 

At times, a particularly efficacious image of a divinity would indicate its potency 

by some visible signals. In this vein, several tales (stories 1, 2, 3, 6, 15, 26, 28, 29) speak 

of Dizang images that miraculously emanated lights and were particularly efficacious in 

assisting or granting the prayers of the devotees who worshiped these images. The notion 

of icons emitting light was apparently a familiar concept in the medieval Chinese milieu, 

and Wang-Toutain has already pointed out that both Dizang and Guanyin were known to 

be bodhisattvas who emanate light."" As illustrated in stories L 2. 28, 29. the practice of 

tracing and duplicating images was especially associated with Dizang icons that emitted 

light. In stories I and 2, wall paintings in certain monasteries were recorded to have 

emanated light and subsequently people began to trace and duplicate the drawing. Even 

the worship of the replicas would emanate light and would stimulate miraculous efficacies. 

Another widespread practice associated with Buddhist cults is the invocation of 

the name of divinities. Although, in the Lingyan ji, this practice is not as prominent a 

theme as that of the production of icons, it appears in two stories. In the retelling of Cui 

Lixi's otherworldly journey (story 16), as he was visiting each of the hells, he would 

exhort the suffering beings to invoke the name of Dizang whenever they appealed to him 

for relief. Moreover, in story 26, the nun Zhizang also recited the name of Dizang and. as 

a result, miraculously recovered a painting of pure land divinities, which she had lost 

during chaotic times. 

Finally, the Lingyan ji also indicates the growing practice of consecrating specific 

days of the month to the worship of Dizang. This calendrical observance of worship of 

particular divinities on certain assigned days was a prevalent practice in medieval China 

^'^Story 27, Lingyan ji,Xuzangjing 149.367al3-b3. 

"°Wang-Toutain (1998), 296-300. 
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as can be seen from the previously-mentioned tradition of the Ten Feast Days. In this 

tradition, the twenty-fourth, or the twenty-third day of the month was frequently consecrated 

to the worship of Dizang Bodhisattva. Two stories in the Lingyan ji signal the growing 

association of Dizang worship with the twenty-fourth day of the month. In story 18, a 

deceased wife was liberated from hells and reborn into the heavenly realm after her 

husband offered worship to Dizang on her behalf. She described how the emanation 

bodies of Dizang appeared in heaven on the twenty fourth day of each month: 

Now that [you] husband had constructed the saint's image [on behalf of] me. 
cultivate and foilow good deeds. This karma is extinguished and I am reborn in 
Trayastrim^ Heaven. ... On the twenty fourth day of each month, a trilocosm of 
numerous and boundless transformation bodies of Dizang, measureless and 
boundless, would assemble inside the Hall of Good Deeds of that heaven. 
They would completely spread out under the tree of no worries preaching dharma 
to benefit sentient beings. They were all gold and of the shape of a monk. Once 
when they were preaching the dharma to me, they informed me, "[The two of] 
you. husband and wife, have made [the Dizang statue]. It is on account of [this] 
practice of the teachings that [you can] attain liberation from the realm of suffering 
realms and be reborn in heaven.®"' 

Also, in story 13, a filial daughter had a dream vision of her deceased mother, reborn as a 

hungry ghost who said that, on the twenty-fourth day of each month, Dizang would 

himself enter the Hell of Hungry Ghosts to bring temporary respite and satiate the acute 

hunger of beings in that hell."" These stories indicate that by the tenth century, the 

twenty-fourth day of the month was frequently associated with Dizang worship. 

In summary, the various cultic practices indicated in the Lingyan ji suggest that by 

the tenth century, Dizang belief was a full-fledged cult displaying all the major elements 

of medieval Buddhist cult worship. The making of Dizang icons, tracing and copying 

images, invocation of the name of Dizang, as well as a day consecrated to Dizang 

worship—all these practices seemed to have flourished in the late medieval Chinese 

milieu. From the diverse social background of the protagonists of the story, it can be 

"'Story \%, Lingyan ji,Xuzang}ing 149.364a 15-b3. 

""Story 13, Lingyan ji,Xuzangjing 149.360b 17-361 a3. 
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concluded that Dizang worship was "popular" in the sense that people from a broad 

stratum of social classes engaged in these religious practices associated with Dizang. 

Preliminary Conclusion: 
Miracle Tales and the Development of Dizang Belief 

Of the various genres of evidence surveyed in this study, it is the genre of miracle 

tales that offers the best documentation of the medieval Chinese evolution of Dizang's 

specialized role in the netherly framework. Although early traces of Dizang's underworld 

connection were present in a few scriptures, such indications were for the most part 

restricted to passing mentions, and Dizang's infernal connection was largely portrayed as 

but one aspect of the bodhisattva's general function of allaying the sufferings of sentient 

beings. Strictly speaking, the earliest extant source on Dizang's underworld role, as we 

know it today, should be the miracle tale preserved in Fazang's Huayan jing zhuanji that 

relates Mr. Wang's underworld voyage. As pointed out in my previous analysis, this 

miracle tale very likely documents a historic moment in the development of medieval 

Chinese religion—a subtle shift from the figure of the average Buddhist monk to that of 

Dizang as the personage most responsible for the salvation of the dead, especially those 

reborn in the subterranean realm. On the surface level, it may seem that the shift hardly 

constituted a major religious transition: imposing the identity of Dizang comes across as 

no more than supplying a name and personality to the otherwise nameless generic figure 

of the monk regarded as responsible for the salvation of those reborn as ghosts or in hell. 

On closer scrutiny, however, the introduction of the figure of Dizang in place of the 

nameless monk figure in fact implicated a radical shift in the religious paradigm: the 

monastic paradigm was essentially replaced by that of the bodhisattva, albeit a monastic 

bodhisattva. In other words, an afterlife cult involving the monastic ideal and based on 

concepts of making and dedicating merits branched into a novel afterlife development. 
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This essentially engendered another form of Chinese Buddhist afterlife cult centered on 

bodhisattva worship involving a set of devotional practices such as image-making, name 

or scripture recitation, and the performance of repentance rites. 

As reiterated elsewhere in this study, modem archaeological findings have revealed 

the presence of fairly sophisticated Chinese mortuary practices and afterlife beliefs in 

early pre-Buddhist China that were evidently observed on the level of the larger popular 

milieu."^ In particular, pre-Buddhist China had already envisioned an afterlife that included 

a netherworld with a visibly bureaucratized structure. Consequently, when Buddhism 

made its way into Chinese society, in order to entrench itself in the culture, the religion 

had to respond to the indigenous vision and preoccupation with the fate of the afterlife. 

One response was, of course, the appropriation of the sinitic netherly bureaucracy which 

brought a visible transformation in the structure of Buddhist hells. Yet another response 

was the appointment of distinctly Buddhist personages to the task of saving those reborn 

in the netherworld. In pre-Tang development, based on prior Indian notions of making 

and dedicating merits, medieval Chinese Buddhists emphasized the figure of the monk as 

the Buddhist expert skilled in the affairs of the afterlife. The popular Ghost Festival 

flourishing in the Tang milieu represented one culmination of trends to promulgate the 

role of the Buddhist sangha in the salvation of hungry ghosts and hell beings. Moreover, 

in the Tang period, from the late seventh or early eighth century onward, an effort was 

made, as suggested by the miracle tales, to execute a marriage between the two originally 

disparate cults of afterlife practice and bodhisattva worship. Although cultic worship of 

Bodhisattva Guanyin already flourished in the pre-Tang throughout the Six Dynasties and 

the Sui period, it was not till the Tang that cultic worship of celestial bodhisattvas 

dominated the popular religious scenario of medieval China, and a widespread dissemination 

""On early Chinese afterlife beliefs and practices, see Seidel's works (1982. 79-182; 
1987a, 183-188; 1987b, 21-57). 
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of bodhisattva cults (like those of Manju^ and Samantabhadra) was witnessed. For the 

bodhisattva cults to penetrate deeply into the infrastructure of Chinese culture and society, 

what better strategy than to place a bodhisattva at the heart of those afterlife cultic beliefs 

and practices so integral to medieval Chinese life and society? Since Buddhist monks 

had by then established the reputation of delivering the deceased from undesirable realms 

of rebirth, the ^ramana iconography of Dizang Bodhisattva made him the logical and 

perfect candidate, facilitating the religious transition from the monastic to the bodhisattva 

paradigm. Mentioned earlier in the Shilun jing, Dizang's /ramana iconography only 

emerged in Chinese Buddhist art between the seventh and eighth centuries, that is. around 

the lime of the writing of the Huayan jing zhuanji. The appearance of iconographical 

representation of Dizang as iramarm probably had a lasting impact on medieval Chinese 

Buddhists, functioning as a concrete physical reminder that drove home Dizang's unique 

dual identity as the /ramawa-bodhisattva. 

With the tale of Mr. Wang's underworld voyage collected in the Huayan jing 

zhuanji, we witness the beginning of what would be a lasting connection between the 

figure of Dizang and sinitic netherworldly beliefs. Other miracle tales surviving today in 

the tenth-century Taiping guangji, though deriving from other earlier collections, indicate 

that this initial association was continuously enlarged so that, by the compilation of the 

Taiping guangji and the Lingyan ji in the second half of the tenth century, the figure of 

Dizang was already recognized, across a broad spectrum of social classes in the Chinese 

society, as an integral element of the netherworld structure. As previously observed, 

those records found outside of the canonical compilation (that is, the Lingyan jf) are all 

styled as accounts of retum-from-death experiences. This interesting trend seems to 

imply that much of the medieval Chinese elaboration of Dizang's underworld function 
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occurred within the larger popular religio-cultural milieu which engendered these accounts 

and provided an audience for their narration. Retum-from-death narratives emerged as 

an indigenous genre of literary writing in early medieval China and in time produced a 

sub-genre of Buddhist retum-from-death narratives. This sub-genre undoubtedly functioned 

as an excellent venue for negotiating the religio-cultural synthesis of Buddhist and 

indigenous Chinese conceptions of the afterlife and the subterranean realm. From the 

eighth century onward, this sub-genre particularly served as the stage for sketching out 

the underworldly aspect of the figure of Dizang Bodhisattva. In the retum-from-death 

accounts examined above (the Taiping guangji stories of Li Siyuan and the monk Qizhi. 

as well as the Huanhun ji in the Dunhuang manuscript S 431), Dizang was bestowed with 

considerable status in the underworld and his residence was portrayed as a paradisiacal 

abode located immediately outside or within the precincts of the underworld. 

The third set of evidence discussed in this chapter is the Lingyan ji, a Buddhist 

compilation of Dizang miracle tales completed in the late tenth century. As evident from 

the above discussion, the Lingyan ji contains thirty-two narratives that reflect a significantly 

broad range of thematic concerns. The contents of the Lingyan ji is thus not restricted to 

the development of Dizang's underworld function as in the case of those narratives from 

non-Buddhist compilations. Originating in oral transmission and from disparate sources, 

as well as from varying geographical regions, the numerous stories in the Lingyan ji 

could hardly be expected to be always consistent or compatible with one another. Yet, in 

view of the diverse thematic concerns displayed, there exists a fair degree of consistency 

and unity in presentation that belies the critical editorial hand of the compiler, a member 

of the elite literate clergy. The overall picture of Dizang belief that comes across from 

reading the various narratives is fairly systematized and coherent, especially the presentation 

of the afterlife prospect. Moreover, the stories from the Lingyan ji frequently invoke 
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themes that provide certain continuities with scriptural lore and imagery, especially those 

from the Benyuan jing which, by the tenth century, had replaced the Shilun jing as the 

scriptural core for Dizang belief. 

While the relative consistency across the various narratives is striking, one should 

also, however, not overlook the complex diversity of medieval Dizang belief that persists 

to appear in spite of the editorial effort to maintain some semblance of the unity of ideas. 

Several themes have already been highlighted in the course of analysis—some obviously 

continuous with motifs that are evident in other genres of evidence. Hence, the link with 

pure land development surfaces in quite a few stories, and some of the tales visibly 

reinforce the familiar connection with Amitabha pure land belief. More interestingly, 

some of the narratives offer further documentation of an intimate association between 

Dizang worship and Maitreya belief; the link with pure land development is broadened 

to include rebirth in the Tusita Heaven of Maitreya as one of the afterlife destinations for 

devotees of Dizang worship. Underlying a number of stories in the Lingyan ji is the 

implicit assumption that devotees of Dizang worship would attain rebirth either in the 

pure land of Amitabha or the Tusita Paradise of Maitreya. Trayastrirnsa Heaven too 

appears as one of the options for the destination of rebirth of devotees of Dizang—a 

connection that can be traced to the Benyuan jing. The strong link between the figure of 

Dizang and medieval Chinese afterlife belief is certainly not surprising. Moreover, the 

range of possible paradisiacal realms of rebirth for devotees of Dizang worship is extremely 

interesting, confirming the complexity of medieval Chinese afterlife belief that scholars 

have recently begun to explore."^ In an earlier chapter of this study, we have already 

shown how the Dizang pusa jing indicates the generalization of pure land belief within 

^"•'For instance, in the works of Cole (1996) and Teiser (1988; 1994; 1997). 
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the medieval Chinese setting. 

The miracle tales from the Lingyan ji further indicates a range of diversity in the 

conception of pure land belief and practice in the medieval setting. Medieval Dizang 

belief thus constitutes an important source for unraveling the complexities of the medieval 

Chinese afterlife vision. The Lingyan ji also suggests the presence of new motifs that are 

not found in previously-studied genres of evidence, such as the "new" iconography of 

Dizang as a little novice monk. Also prominent are the visages of a hitherto-neglected 

possible association with the popular cult of the Lotus Sutra—a development that indicates 

the manner in which, within the medieval popular milieu, varying objects of cultic devotion 

were often indiscriminately juxtaposed with one another. Yet another motif that emerges 

from two of the tales is the belief that worship of Dizang would prolong lifespan. While 

this theme of prolonging lifespan is but one of several benefits deriving from the cultic 

worship of the bodhisattva in general, it should be remembered that the function of 

prolonging life, as well as ritual curing of illnesses and exorcism of demons, were also 

special attributes of Bhaisajyaguru or Healing Buddha. Previously-considered iconographic 

and epigraphic materials have suggested a plausible connection between the medieval 

Chinese cults of Dizang and Bhaisajyaguru, although the evidence does not shed light on 

the nature of the relation between the two cults. Using the stories in the Lingyan ji as 

supplementary evidence, it is possible to tentatively conclude that an association between 

the two culls probably arose within a popular setting where cultic worship was directed at 

both divinities in the hope of gaining secular benefits such as prolonging lifespan and 

warding off illnesses, especially the afflictions arising from demonic assaults. Although 

we cannot precisely date the various forms of Dizang belief reflected in the Lingyan Ji 

because the reported dates of the events are not always reliable, we can at least be certain 
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that the varying aspects of Dizang belief it revealed were operating in medieval China 

before and during the tenth century. 

To recapitulate, two types of sources evidently reinforce one another: First, those 

narratives collected in the Lingyan ji, an official compilation likely sponsored by the 

Buddhist establishment, confirms the diversity of medieval Dizang belief, thereby 

reinforcing a similar picmre gleaned from scriptural and visual sources previously-studied; 

Second, the miracle tales, especially those outside of the Lingyan ji, increasingly link 

development the figure of Dizang with medieval Chinese development of underworld 

belief. Retum-from-death narratives constituted an important venue for sinitic developments 

of afterlife belief, especially important for the construction of the subterranean realm to 

which the spirits of the dead, according to popular Chinese conception, must report upon 

their demise. Elaboration of Dizang's specialized role in the infernal realm evidently 

occurred largely through such miracle tales which originated as part of an oral narrative 

tradition but were subsequently recorded and compiled. The genre of miracle tales thus 

constitutes an important source for understanding the medieval Chinese evolution of 

Dizang's popularized role as "savior of the damned." 
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Chapter 7 

An Overview: Afterlife Development and the 

Emergence of a Sinicized Bodhisattva 

On the basis of the preceding investigation of the three genres of evidence (scriptural 

writings; an and epigraphy: popular narratives), it can be concluded that the interregnum 

between the seventh and the tenth centuries produced a significant surge of religious 

activities that resulted in new patterns of Dizang belief. This period constituted the 

formative phase in the evolution of the Dizang cult in medieval China. Significantly, the 

evidence shows the figure of Dizang deeply enmeshed within a diversified set of comple.x 

cross-cultural patterns of assimilation that obdurately resists reduction to any singular 

characterization. Within this fabric of complex patterns of religio-cultural synthesis, one 

major strand is that of esoteric development which will be discussed in the epilogue. 

Other syncretic patterns include the sophisticated coalescence embodied in the indigenous 

scripture Z/iawc/ia jing, highlighting the integration of popular Chinese divinatory practice 

in juxtaposition with several religious elements deriving from doctrinal and practical 

(specifically ritual and meditation) realms. It is also amidst these various cross-cultural 

patterns of religious developments that the beginnings and escalating prominence of the 

underworld characterization of Dizang can be discerned. However, this evolution should 

be contextualized within larger patterns of religious synthesis that bond the figure of 

Dizang Bodhisattva to afterlife development in the medieval religious milieu. As this 

afterlife theme emerged as a regnant pattern in Dizang belief, becoming more accentuated 

over the course of later medieval period, it is instructive to scrutinize its development and 

implications. 
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The Afterlife Development 

In the medieval Chinese context, Dizang belief was certainly no linear elaboration 

of the underworld connection—not represented, as he has come to be known in the 

modem Chinese context, solely through his underworld role as "savior of the damned." 

Rather than an exclusive focus on the underworld motif, the sources document a broad 

range of medieval Chinese afterlife beliefs and practices, in which the figure of Dizang 

was located at the nexus of the cross-cultural fertilization of Buddhist and sinitic afterlife 

beliefs. To apprehend the diversity of afterlife beliefs invoked in the medieval development 

of Dizang belief, it is necessary to first briefly review the pre-Chinese afterlife beliefs and 

practices. 

Pre-Buddhist Chinese afterlife beliefs and practices can be relegated into two 

expressions reflecting public and private conceptions of death and the afterlife in early 

Chinese society. In the public sector were the cults of ancestral worship and popular 

sacrifices. Revolving around the feeding and pacification of ancestral spirits, worship of 

ancestral spirits was held in the precincts of ancestral temples, access of which was 

restricted to the imperial court of the aristocracy. The larger populace, however, participated 

in this form of feeding and pacifying the dead by conducting separate popular sacrifices 

of meat and wine presided by village shamans. Through the practice of ancestral worship. 

Chinese afterlife development was, from its inception, integrally intertwined with the 

practice of filial piety that instituted the family at the core of Chinese society. In 

addition, tomb excavations in the twentieth century have revealed that the interval between 

the Warring States and the Han period saw the rise of funerary practices generated by a 

new spiritual concern with the fate of the individual upon death. This religious trend was 

an extension of a growing consciousness of individuality which led to the birth of the 

twofold classification of the self into the hun (heavenly) and po (earthly) spirits. Funerary 
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practices arising in this manner highlighted a deep yearning for an idyllic existence 

beyond death, as well as the urgency not only to pacify the dead (now conceived as 

disembodied spirits), but also to separate them from the living. Belief in life beyond the 

grave was linked to the search for immortality, the early Chinese imagination of an 

otherworldly landscap)e of paradises, and the practice of burying material provisions for 

the dead to use in the afterlife.®^ The pacification of the restless dead and the associated 

desire to clearly demarcate the realm of the dead from the living are all fairly universal 

themes discernible in ancient cultures."^ The early pre-Buddhist Chinese conception of 

the underworld arose within this context, prompted not so much by moralistic or punitive 

concerns, but arising from the urgency to seal off the dead in a segregated space, remote 

from the world of the living. A major catalyst was to ensure that the disembodied spirits 

of the dead would not encroach on the realm of the living. Bureaucratic administration, 

mirroring the political reality of Chinese society, appeared early as a prominent feature of 

this fairly neutral underworld—yet another means of modulating the event of death and 

regulating the potential havoc it might unleashed. 

With the transmission of Buddhism into China around the turn of the common 

era. the Indian Buddhist afterlife vision based on the principle of karma and rebirth was 

brought into China, interacting with prevalent sinitic conceptions of death and the afterlife. 

The six paths of rebirth was a new concept to the Chinese, but the realm of hungry ghosts 

immediately stmck a chord with the Chinese metaphor of the dead as wandering disembodied 

spirits. Since the underworld, in the Chinese conception, was populated by the spirits of 

^^See the book length study of early pre-Buddhist Chinese attitudes toward death by Poo 
(1998). 

®"^See discussion of the ancient Greek conception of neutral death in Bernstein (1993), 
21-49. This form of neutral death includes the notion that the dead are located in a distant place 
remote from this world. Also see the book length discussion by Johnston (1999) on the theme of 
the restless dead in the ancient Greek context. 
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the dead, the original Indian distinction between the hungry ghosts and hell beings also 

steadily blurred within the Chinese Buddhist setting. Moreover, discussions of the afterlife 

increasingly focused on the hungry ghosts and hell beings, highlighting the dilemma of 

achieving the salvation of ancestral spirits reborn in these realms. Furthermore, medieval 

Chinese elaboration of Buddhist hells began to incorporate sinitic elements, and the 

feature of bureaucratization began to infiltrate popular Buddhist presentations of hells.^" 

A central aspect of Tang Buddhist development was the penetration of Buddhist elements 

into the heart of popular Chinese religious culture. In this regard, a major thread of 

development was the increasing infiltration of Buddhist elements into the cluster of death 

and afterlife practices that formed the very core of medieval Chinese society and culture. 

From its introduction into China, Buddhism was always practiced to a greater or lesser 

extent in the larger religious milieu. However, it was not until the Tang period that 

Buddhism finally wove its way into the very fabric of medieval daily life, precisely by 

infiltrating the social and cultural core of medieval China through a cross-cultural 

fertilization of Buddhist and sinitic beliefs and practices concerning death and the afterlife. 

It was the Tang milieu that witnessed, for instance, the flourish of the previously-mentioned 

Ghost Festival, founded on the popular legend of Mulian's descent into hells. The Ghost 

Festival can be regarded as one of the new medieval Chinese interpretations of the 

familiar theme of "feeding the ancestral spirits" that conspicuously appropriated Buddhist 

elements, such as the notion of transference of merits and the making of offerings to the 

sangha. Yet another Buddhist transformation of Chinese afterlife belief and practice was 

the medieval Chinese development of Dizang belief in this period. 

Turning to Dizang belief, it is possible to trace the beginnings of Dizang"s afterlife 

connection to his early image as the savior of the six paths of rebirth presented in the 

"^Teiser(1994), 171-195. 
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Shilun jing. This role placed Dizang at the very heart of the Indian Buddhist view of the 

afterlife, based on the principle of karma and rebirth. In the sixth century, Dizang's 

image as savior of the six realms was subsidiary to his other role as savior of this Saha 

World in the five turbulent eras, because the latter role was especially conducive to the 

ethos of the religious and intellectual climate: Exacerbated by the Northern Zlhou persecution 

of Buddhism and the widespread socio-political chaos on the eve of the Sui unification of 

China, sixth-century Chinese Buddhists were convinced that the abhorred epoch of the 

decline of the Buddhist teachings forewarned in several Buddhist scriptures had already 

arrived. In this context, Dizang emerged as the savior who had the key to salvation in 

this very world and era of spiritual degeneration. However, between the seventh and the 

eighth century during the period of political stability and prosperity following the unification 

of China. Dizang's role as savior of the six paths of rebirth would naturally align him 

with the development in the concept of the afterlife that was occurring as part of the large 

scale popularization of Buddhism in medieval Chinese society. From the seventh to the 

tenth centuries, the original theme of the savior of the six paths of rebirth interacted with 

other Buddhist and indigenous conceptions of afterlife belief to produce a twofold thrust; 

a desire for an idyllic afterlife in paradisiacal abodes and a deep-seated fear of incurring 

rebirth in hells. 

The pursuit of an idyllic afterlife was expressed fairly early in the development of 

Dizang belief. Inscriptional materials indicate that from its inception, the forging of 

Dizang image was fairly frequently undertaken in the hope that the deceased may be 

reborn in the pure land of Sukhavati. Moreover, Buddhist art and epigraphy reveal that 

the earliest phase of Dizang art at Longmen, sometime between the seventh and the 

eighth centuries, already evinced an integral link to pure land belief. Around the second 

half of the seventh century, the figure of Dizang began to appear among pure land triads 
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in the sculptural sites in Central China. Several permutations existed in the combination 

of Dizang with the pure land triad: the most popular was to replace Mahasthamaprapta 

with Dizang—an iconographic trend that continued into the ninth-century examples from 

Sichuan rupestral sites. Mention of this kind of pure land triads also occur in a few 

popular Dizang narratives collected in the tenth-century compilation, the Lingyan ji. 

Dizang also appeared as a fourth member appended to the standard Amitabha pure land 

triad (namely Amitabha, Guanyin, and Mahasthamaprapta)—an arrangement that appeared 

less frequently in artistic representations than in literary records. Such a quartet is 

invoked, for instance, in the writing of the eighth-century pure land thinker Fazhao. In 

his Jingtu wuhui nianfo lue fashi yi zan he prescribes liturgical 

observances for pure land practitioners which includes the following injunction: 

"... recite [the names of] the Buddha Amitabha and the bodhisattvas Guanyin, 
Mahasthamaprapta, and Dizang, each thirty-five times ..." 

Reference to a similar quartet of pure land divinities can also be detected in other Dunhuang 

liturgical writings, notably, in the Tankuang wen S 4474."' 

Furthermore, the evidence significantly indicates that Dizang belief had medieval 

connections not only to Amitabha pure land belief, but also to other forms of afterlife 

belief that can also be regarded as part of pure land belief. Sichuan Beishan has significantly 

yielded a pair of niches that appended a column of Dizang images to a depiction of the 

Bhaisajyaguru Scripture, while several narratives in the Lingyan ji suggests that, besides 

the goal of rebirth in Sukhavati, devotees of Dizang can also choose to be reborn in 

"®T1983:47.475a25-26. 

"^Vang.ed. (1995), 7. 
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Tusita Heaven, the abode of Maitreya."° This link with Maitreya follows logically from 

Dizang's role as savior of this Saha World in the period before the advent of Maitreya—a 

role that was canonized in the Benyuan jing. Moreover, the Lingyan ji suggests an 

intriguing link that the figure of Dizang was eventually associated with "anomalous" 

afterlife destinations not documented elsewhere in Buddhist literature."' Presented as 

semi-heavenly places located within the subterranean geography, these abodes are conceived 

as temporary residences for those devotees of Dizang lacking faith in the making of 

Dizang images, or possessing scarce merits. These subterranean paradises (as previously 

observed) may be the Buddhist counterparts of paradisal grottoes that were first imagined 

in popular Chinese religion but were adopted into the otherworldly landscape of religious 

Daoism. Represented as some kind of subterranean paradises, these anomalous afterlife 

destinations evidently never develop deep roots, but rapidly faded from the Buddhist 

scenario. However, they supply a rare glimpse of the medieval interaction between 

Buddhist and sinitic conceptions of paradisiacal afterlife. This cross-cultural fertilization 

likely evolved in the popular religious context but were never preserved in the Buddhist 

canonical materials, except in ihc Lingyan ji. As a compilation of popular oral narratives, 

the Lingyan ji tolerated some of the popular trends that might otherwise have been 

ignored, or even frowned on, by the Buddhist orthodoxy. 

In contrast, the elaboration of the underworld strain—the other thread in the 

afterlife development of Dizang belief—largely took place within the larger popular 

religious setting in medieval China. As part of new medieval expressions of Dizang 

belief, a discernible connection with underworld belief emerged around the eighth century. 

Although an early allusion occurs in the indigenous Chinese scripture, the Quche fa, the 

"°See Lingyan ji, stories 9, 11, 14, 16, 26; for summaries of these tales, see Appendix C. 

Lingyan ji, story 16; for summary of this tale, see Appendix C. 
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first phase of the underworld theme was largely elaborated in popular miracle tales 

known as "retum-from-death narratives," wherein the protagonists encountered Dizang 

Bodhisattva during their brief sojourns in the subterranean realm. In these depictions, 

features of the sinitic conception, especially bureaucratization of the underworld, are 

prominent. The narrations highlight a bureaucratized underworld headed by King Yama. 

while the figure of Dizang Bodhisattva usually appears in the infernal realm as an intervening 

figure of mercy and redemption in the afterlife judiciary process. These retum-from-death 

narratives concerning Dizang are preserved in non-Buddhist and Buddhist works, indicating 

the diffusive nature of this aspect of Dizang belief in medieval Chinese society. Particularly, 

the prominence of Dizang in the previously mentioned popular tale, the Hiianhim ji. 

provides a cue to the manner in which Dizang's underworldly role may have been 

circulated in the medieval Tang milieu. IheHuanhun ji, it should be reiterated, belongs 

to the genre of story-telling and popular ballads recovered from Dunhuang manuscripts. 

Together with the transformation texts (bianwen these popular stories shed 

crucial light on popular culture and religion in medieval Tang society. Such works were 

deployed as a form of popular entertainment and edification involving story-telling, or 

dramatization as in the case of the Dunhuang transformation texts."- It was likely in this 

fashion that Dizang's role in the Chinese conception of underworld became widely 

disseminated in the latter half of the Tang. In short Dizang's underworldly characterization 

emerged and was developed within the larger popular religious milieu that indiscriminately 

absorbed and intermixed various religious trends, regardless of origins. 

Once introduced, the underworld theme evolved with increasing momentum, 

generating new motifs and crossing paths with other forms of underworld development 

Dunhuang transformation texts, see Mair (1983; 1989). 

Mair (1988) for a book length discussion of pan Asian origin of Chinese story-telling 
and performance. 
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circulating in the larger milieu. Art iconography provided significant access to themes 

not found in literary documentations. One important development is of course the Ten 

Kings of Purgatory who increasingly appeared with Dizang particularly in tenth-century 

Dunhuang paintings. One of the tales in the Lingyan ji attempts to canonize this iconographic 

amalgamation of the figure of Dizang with the Ten Kings of Purgatory by connecting the 

origins of the iconography to the transmission of the Benyuan jing.^^'* It is also Dunhuang 

art that suggests the assimilative creation of personages appended as the entourage of 

Dizang, the Lord of the Underworld. In this vein, the Buddho-sinitic encounter results in 

the birth of certain personages: acolytes who records good and bad deeds,^^^ the monk 

Daoming and the hybrid lion-dog—characters who will all be lodged permanently on the 

landscape of Chinese underworld mythology. Interestingly, Daoming and the hybrid 

lion-dog are attested in the retum-from-death e.xperience of Daoming in the Huanhun ji. 

which further attempts to reinstate the princely iconography of Dizang that portrays him 

in ornate costume and jewels with an animal as his vehicle.^'^ Art evidence from Anyue 

Yuanjue Grotto"^ further points to a possible encounter with another major thread of 

afterlife development in the Tang milieu—namely, the legend of Mulian's descent into 

the underworld to save his mother. The ambiguity of the identity of the key figure 

(Mulian or Dizang?) in the sculptural portrayal suggests that the two strands of underworld 

development may have intersected at some point in the late medieval context. Precisely 

because both Mulian and Dizang are represented as Buddhist monks and are associated 

with the staff, it is difficult to distinguish one from the other without inscriptional 

^^^Story 29 in the Lingyan ji: see summary of the story in Appendix C. Also see 
Teiser's translation and discussion of this narrative in Teiser (1994), 44-47. 

^^^On the iconography of the acolytes of Dizang, see Soymie (1966; 1967). 

^^Vor an analysis of the Htmnhun ji, see Teiser (1998), 447-450. 

"'See fig. I4&15. 
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identification. This very ambiguity is especially revealing because it implicates some 

role of the monastic appearance in relation to the evolution of the underworld development. 

Dizang's very iconography as a monk may have linked him to cults of the dead, since in 

the Tang context, the figure of the monk was already integrally connected to death rites 

and afterlife rituals. Mulian, of course, offers an eloquent testimony of this medieval 

connection. 

The increasing popularity of the underworld strain in Dizang belief must have 

stimulated the established tradition to canonize the development and to offer some kind 

of genesis for this new role of Dizang circulating in the larger popular religious milieu 

through the mode of oral narratives. As shown in the previous analysis in chapter 4, the 

Dizang pusa jing canonizes the underworldly strain emerging among the new patterns of 

Dizang belief evolving in the medieval popular milieu by offering a scriptural account of 

Dizang's assumption of duties within the infernal realm. Themes from the sinitic 

conceptions of the afterlife are also canonized, such as the underworldly bureaucratic 

administration headed by King Yama and the strong sinitic apprehension of possible 

administrative errors in the afterlife judiciary procedure. Significantly, this indigenous 

scriptural composition also juxtaposes the underworld development with the pure land 

strain in medieval development of Dizang belief. The Dizang pusa jing, in short, 

encapsulates an adroit synthesis that produced a new cogent vision of afterlife salvation 

bringing together diverse threads of afterlife development circulating in the medieval 

religious ecumene. It seems likely that both pure land belief and the fear of incurring 

rebirth in hell signal differentiated aspects of the complex medieval Chinese notion of 

death and the afterlife: Could it be that Dizang devotion is a vehicle for the residual guilt 

and anxiety that even strong faith or hope in AmiQbha does not entirely erase? Whatever 

the reason(s), sometime in the Tang period, medieval Chinese Buddhists added Dizang to 
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the pantheon of divinities invoked to bring about the goal of rebirth in the pure land as 

part of the sinitic development of trends of generalization of pure land belief which were 

already found in earlier Indian development. 

Injunctions occurring toward the conclusion of the text exhort devotees to copy 

and recite the text as means to ensure rebirth in the pure land, and presumedly to avoid 

the destiny of falling into misfortunate realms of rebirth like the Buddhist hells envisioned 

in the text. Extant colophons appended to manuscript remains of the scripture suggest 

that such injunctions were followed literally. Evidently the Dizang pusa jing gained 

widespread popularity in the late medieval period within the context of death and afterlife 

cultic practices highlighting the figure of Dizang. 

Dizang Worship, Afterlife Practice, and Filial Piety 

As previously mentioned, the marriage of afterlife practice to the cult of filial 

piety has always been a salient feature in the Chinese context. Although filial piety was 

also known in the Indian Buddhist context,"® Chinese Buddhists also emphatically stressed 

the theme of providing for the welfare of their ancestors and relatives in the afterlife as 

part of an endeavor to accommodate Chinese themes. In the Buddhist treatments (as in 

religious Daoist),"' this theme was articulated as the concern with the spiritual welfare 

and salvation of the dead. The union of afterlife practices pertaining to Dizang worship 

with the cult of filial piety is particularly documented in non-Buddhist historical records 

memorializing eminent or virtuous personages. A scrutiny of extant records uncovers 

three eulogies of the practice of embroidering Dizang images on behalf of the deceased, 

two from the Wenyuan yinghua and one from the Sikong biaosheng wenji 

^^*This point, as previously noted, was established by Schopen (1984), 110-126. Strong 
(1963) has also pointed to visages of the theme of filial piety within the genre of Indian avadana 
literature. 

^^^On the religious Daoist formulation, see Cedzich (1993). 



Of the two from the Wenyuan yinghua, one is an eulogy entitled Xiu dizang pusa 

zcin ("Eulogy of the Embroidery of Dizang Bodhisattva"),^ attributed to 

the Tang scholar, Mu Yuan who came from the family of a civil service official 

living in the zhenyuan Mlt era (785-805)."' The eulogy memorializes the sewing of 

Dizang images on behalf of the deceased. Sometime around 790, Mu Yuan suffered 

consecutive deaths within his family. It was his mother who first embroidered an image 

of Dizang on behalf of his second younger sister, a nun at the Anguo monastery 

who subsequently passed away. Later, in a dream, the third younger sister saw the eldest 

sister who reported that the Dizang image had been protecting her. The third sister then 

embroidered another image, and the eldest sister subsequently died. Mu Yuan eulogizes 

Dizang as the bodhisattva unsurpassed in the role of both relieving the three unfortunate 

paths of rebirth (hell, ghost, and animal realms), as well as dispelling the grief of those in 

mourning. Mu Yuan concludes by exhorting the sacred divinity (Dizang) to shatter the 

desolate dark region, causing it to quake The Dizang pusa zan 

IS ("Eulogy of Dizang Bodhisattva"), composed by the Tang poet Liang Su (7517-793). 

records how a filial daughter embroidered an image of Dizang on behalf of her deceased 

mother, in addition to the observation of the Confucian rite of mourning.^" The Vice 

Director of the Palace Library, a distant relative of the family, reported this extraordinary 

practice of filial piety to the imperial court. The third eulogy, the Jin xianggiio dizang 

^Wen\itan \inghua scroll 782, collected in Jinyin wenyuan ge siku quanshu 
vol.' 1340.607. 

"'For biographical details, see Xm M/ig 5/1M, vol. 16,5015-5016; Jiu tang shu, vol. 13, 
4114-4117. 

^'Wenyuan yinghua scroll 781, collected in Jinyin wenyuan ge siku quanshu, vol. 1340, 
602. 
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zan is composed by Sikong Tu ^^13 (837-908) in memoriam of his 

sister's embroidery of a Dizang image on behalf of their recently deceased father."^ The 

text of the eulogy explicitly lauds this action for unifying female practice of filial piety 

with the achievement of spiritual welfare of the deceased. 

These eulogies suggest that Dizang worship was already recognized as a component 

of death and afterlife rituals in the late eighth-century Chinese milieu. The fact that all 

three records deal with elite official families has special significance. It would seem to 

imply that the act of embroidering Dizang images, in order to transfer merit to the 

deceased relative, was likely a practice adopted by and prescribed to women of elite 

families around the eighth century onwards. All three records belong to the same genre 

of eulogies or zan but though expressed as praises addressed to Dizang Bodhisattva, 

they simultaneously function to a greater or lesser extent as exaltations of female practice 

of filial piety in conjunction with Dizang worship. Liang Su's eulogy is exceptionally 

important, revealing as it does that the practice of embroidering Dizang image was 

undertaken alongside Confucian rites of mourning by a daughter of an elite family in the 

service of the court. Court recognition of this practice of filial piety reflects official 

sanction of the amalgamation of Buddhist and Confucian practices of filial piety and 

afterlife beliefs. However, this practice of embroidering Dizang images must be understood 

within the larger religious context of Tang China. While the trend of ornate embroidery 

of Buddhist images was in vogue already in the pre-Tang, the sewing of Dizang images 

on behalf of the dead was evidently inaugurated in Tang society, catalyzed no doubt by 

the growing popularity of the Bodhisattva as witnessed at Longmen. Dizang was certainly 

not the sole object of such practice combining religious piety with afterlife belief and 

practice of filial piety. Other Buddhist divinities, notably Guanyin and the Healing 

^^Sikong biaosheng wenji scroll 9, Jinyin wenyuan ge siku quanshu, vol. 1083. 538. 
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Buddha (Bhai»jyaguru), were also objects of pious needlework undertaken for the spiritual 

welfare of deceased family members or relatives. Indeed, this female contribution of 

needlework to Buddhist piety may have flourished as a unique avenue of female participation 

within the medieval context of absorbing Buddhist elements into sinitic configurations of 

afterlife practices and expressions of filial piety. 

In view of the patent connection with the female gender, one may be tempted to 

see some kind of gender implication on the issue of Buddhist practice of filial piety. 

Under the name of Jizo, Dizang in the Japanese religious context came to be known for 

his role in the religious practice of women in Buddhism, particularly from the Kamakura 

period onward.^ One possible pre-Japanese source for this role is the avaddna accounts 

in the Benyuan jing which portrays Dizang reborn as a filial daughter in two previous 

lives, who braved the sojourn of descending into hells to rescue her deceased mother. In 

the Lingyan ji, a tenth-century canonical compilation of Dizang miracle tales, popular 

colloquial renditions of this prototype practice of Buddhist filial piety were reduplicated.^^ 

In these popularized stories, the protagonist is always a female. In view of both sets of 

materials—the three eulogies on one hand and the narrative accounts on the other—it is 

seducing to interpret the evidence as indicating some kind of medieval Chinese connection 

between the nourish of Dizang belief and the female gender that perhaps anticipated the 

development in Japan. Nonetheless, it is prudent not to conclude too much from the 

relationships between Dizang worship and women in medieval Chinese Buddhism. After 

all. as previously mentioned, the practice of embroidering Buddhist images was quite 

common among women of the elite families, and the image was not necessarily always 

^Glassman (forthcoming, 2000) has investigated the nude Jizo image in Denkoji, proposing 
a connection between Jizo worship and women in Kamakura Buddhism. 

Lingyan ji, stories 12, 13, 20; for summaries of these tales, see appendix C. 
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Dizang. However, it can be concluded that as an afterlife cult, Dizang worship offered a 

model of filial piety that particularly, but not exclusively, highlights female practice of 

filial piety. One recalls that the Mulian myth essentially presents a model of mother-son 

relationship that has been studied extensively by Cole.^^ As Cole has shown, medieval 

China produced a set of scriptures featuring the mother-son relation, which for Cole was 

intended as an alternative Buddhist model of the practice of filial piety. However, as 

previously argued, the Dizang materials actually point to the possibility of a Buddhist 

model revolving around female practice of filial piety. The Benyuan jing and popular 

miracle tales unanimously highlight the mother-daughter relation, whereas the eulogies 

collected in non-Buddhist historical records show both mother- and father-daughter 

relationships. Moreover, these alternate forms of filial piety focusing on mother-son or 

mother-daughter relation, rather than the standard Confucian patriarchal relation between 

father and son. were not necessarily uniquely Buddhist. They actually reflect diverse 

expressions of filial piety already present in Chinese society. The practice of female filial 

piety, either that of the daughter or daughter-in-law, was already discernible in pre-Buddhist 

Chinese works like the Liem'i zhuan As an afterlife cult, Dizang belief actually 

served as a means to assimilate alternate sinitic expression of filial piety into Buddhist 

practice—one that emphasized the mother-daughter relation. 

However, as a cautionary note, the link between Dizang and the mother-daughter 

model of filial piety should not be regarded as absolute. It is presented as a normative 

paradigm, canonized especially in the indigenous scriptural composition, the Benyuan 

jing, but does not necessarily reflect actual religious practice. In medieval Chinese 

practice, worship of Dizang seemed to have been linked to a range of kinships reflected 

even in the handful of extant eulogies examined here; Sikong, for instance, records the 

^Cole(1998). 
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practice of embroidering Dizang image in a case of father-daughter relation, while in the 

eulogy by Mu Yuan, the images were embroidered by a mother for her deceased daughter 

and also a sister for another sister. One should also note that this Buddhist model of filial 

piety within the context of afterlife practice seemed to have received official court 

approbation from so-called Confucian elites, so that the rivalry between Confucian and 

Buddhist models presumed by Cole may not have mirrored the entire historical reality of 

the complexity of the interrelationships between alternate models of filial piety circulating 

in medieval China. 

Development of a Sinicized Bodhisattva 

At this juncture, a brief recapitulation of the development of Dizang Bodhisattva 

is in order. A relatively obscure figure in pre-Chinese Buddhist tradition, the personality 

of Dizang Bodhisattva was delineated within the sinitic ecumene through a range of 

religious writings (indigenous scriptural compositions, liturgies, miracle tales, and rituals), 

as well as visual and material evidence (art and epigraphy). Defined particularly by 

diverse patterns of cross-cultural encounter and religious assimilation, the figure of Dizang 

can be regarded as a sinitic conception of the bodhisattva ideal that adapted and domesticated 

the indie bodhisattva ideal through a process of cross-cultural synthesis of indie and 

sinitic motifs. The result was a religious paradigm that retained the bodhisattva ideal 

articulated in Indian literature, while simultaneously addressing and adapting to issues 

and concerns central to the medieval Chinese cultural and religious sensibilities. 

As presented in the fifth-century Shilun jing, Dizang is little more than a name 

attached to the classic paradigm of the bodhisattva ideal. Soper has in fact suggested that 

this depiction may have been largely derived from the portrayal of Guanyin in the Lotus 

Scripture.^^ Only Dizang's role as savior of the six paths of rebirth and his special 

^'Soper (1959), 210. 
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iconography as a monastic bodhisattva distinguish him from other bodhisattvas. Another 

scripture, the Xumizang fen, introduced into the sixth-century Chinese milieu, offered 

occasional glimpses of Dizang Bodhisattva, largely echoing themes already present in the 

Sliilun jing. The origins of both these scriptures are uncertain, but whether composed 

within or outside of the Chinese milieu, their portrayals of Dizang basically follow 

standard literary conventions of classic descriptions of the bodhisattva ideal in Indian 

Mahayana literature. 

However, from the sixth century onwards, new directions in the development of 

Dizang belief began to be noticed, shaped largely by the contemporary tendencies within 

the sinitic religious and intellectual milieux. Between the sixth- and seventh-century 

Chinese milieu, the figure of Dizang was increasingly linked to larger patterns of the 

so-called "decline tradition" which predicted the approaching demise of the Buddhist 

teachings. To sixth-century Chinese Buddhists, the socio-political chaos on the eve of 

Sui unification of China, as well as the Northern Zhou persecution of Buddhism in 574, 

seemed to confirm that the decline of the Buddhist religion had set in. Buddhist inscriptions 

of this period revealed currents of mounting anxiety penetrating the larger milieu in the 

face of the challenge of seeking liberation in an age without a Buddha, after the departure 

of Sakyamuni Buddha and before the advent of the Future Buddha Maitreya.'^** At about 

the same period, this larger popular milieu also evinced an escalating shift in the foci of 

cultic devotion from Buddha Sakyamuni and Buddha Maitreya to the figures of Amitabha 

Buddha and Guanyin. In the seventh century, images of Dizang began to appear at the 

site of Longmen with increasing frequency only in tandem to Amitabha Buddha and 

Guanyin. This visible shift in the objects of cultic worship must be associated with the 

this topic, see lodo (1962). 
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change in the medieval religious ethos connected to an escalating apprehension of the 

approaching demise of the Buddhist religion. Within this context, the figure of Dizang 

Bodhisattva evolved associations with both the Sanjie jiao and pure land developments—two 

movements that emerged in this volatile religious environment, specifically in response to 

the sixth- and seventh-century soteriological crisis of cultivating in the period of spiritual 

degeneration. For the sixth-century Chinese Buddhists, Dizang was not only regarded as 

the savior of the five turbulent eras (as mentioned in the Northern Liang Shilim jing) but 

the five turbulent eras are further equated with the buddhaless age,®^' that is, the very 

epoch of the decline of Buddhism. 

However, between the sixth to the tenth centuries, conspicuous new directions 

also emerge in medieval Chinese development of Dizang belief that indicates a visible 

shift from the original core of the Shilun jing which engendered a set of scintillating 

patterns of Dizang belief that have been relatively less studied. The innovations were 

initially introduced through modification of the soteriology Dizang supposedly taught for 

the times of spiritual degeneration. In this vein, the sixth-century indigenous Chinese 

composition entitled the Zhancha jing embodied a sophisticated interweaving of sinitic 

and indie motifs juxtaposing the figure of Dizang with an array of religious elements 

ranging from Chinese divinatory practice to Buddhist meditation technique, doctrinal 

speculation, and ritual repentance. A new soteriology was held out for those endeavoring 

to practice in the period of the decline of the religion, defined as the time of the so-called 

Semblance Dharma and Final Dharma. The image of Dizang developed new associations, 

emerging from this process of religious amalgamation as the patron saint of popular 

divination, among other themes. After the appearance of the Zhancha jing, several 

^^n this regard, we would recall that the seventh-century Tang translation of the Shilun 
jing explicitly makes this equation, referring to Dizang as the savior of "the five turbulent evil 
eras [in] the world without a Buddha" (T41 l:13.721cl7). 
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patterns of reiiigo-cultural synthesis prominently involving the figure of Dizang surface 

in the sinitic religious scenario. The Quche fa heralded an image of Dizang as an 

exorcist-liturgist expert that simultaneously invoked the classic paradigm of the bodhisattva 

ideal. The Quche fa should, moreover, be recognized as part of an expanding esoteric 

thread that was forming within the evolution of Dizang belief in medieval China. Within 

a sub-set of patterns of syncretic assimilation, the figure of Dizang was gradually absorbed 

into a variety of esoteric developments in medieval China, ranging from the 

astamafiabodhisattvamandala (Mandala of the Eight Great Bodhisattvas) into esoteric 

ritual visualization. While this esoteric thread of Dizang belief may in part have been 

catalyzed by the influx of Indian esoteric developments, sinitic trends must also have 

contributed to this development. In particular, the late medieval Chinese tendency to 

identify Dizang with King Yama, as well as the related insistence on depicting Dizang 

through the sovereign imagery, must be regarded as themes from the sinitic elaboration of 

popularized esoteric development. 

Within the medieval Chinese larger trends toward cross-cultural assimilation and 

religious amalgamation, Dizang was evolving a distinctive personality to the extent that 

he can be regarded as a sinicized bodhisattva whose mythology and character was largely 

shaped within the medieval Chinese context. Central to this transformatory process was 

the crucial development of the afterlife connection that linked the figure of Dizang to the 

heart of Buddhist patterns of assimilation in Tang China. Buddhist infiltration into the 

core of medieval Chinese society and culture was accomplished only when the religion 

penetrated the daily religious life of medieval China primarily through the assimilation of 

Chinese afterlife beliefs and practices. Afterlife practice highlighting the role of filial 

piety and the salvation of deceased kin became the key means through which Buddhism 

penetrated the family institution located at the heart of Chinese social structures. The 
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figure of Dizang was one crucial symbol in this process of religious adaptation that would 

ensure the permanent domestication of Buddhism in Chinese society and culture. Between 

the ninth and tenth century, the image of Dizang that emerged can be identified as a 

sinicized bodhisattva, becoming henceforth the afterlife bodhisattva. 

A crucial question must then be raised: why the figure of Dizang and why not 

other bodhisattva figures like Manjusri who also attracted widespread devotion within the 

Tang milieu?^^° The popularity of Dizang worship in the Tang certainly factored in the 

decision of religious amalgamation that led the figure of Dizang to be increasingly aligned 

with afterlife development. Dizang of course has a natural affinity with the afterlife 

theme: portrayed in the Shilun jing as the bodhisattva savior of the six paths of rebirth, 

the image of Dizang had strong overtones of the Indian Buddhist conception of the 

afterlife. The fact that from an early phase he was worshiped together with pure land 

divinities (notably Amitabha and Guanyin) facilitated the increasing association with 

pure land belief, constituting yet another thread within patterns of the afterlife theme in 

the development of Dizang belief. Finally, Dizang's image as a monastic bodhisattva 

may have been instrumental to his steady absorption into the afterlife cult and death 

practices. In the medieval sinitic context, the average Chinese Buddhist monk was 

already linked to funerary and afterlife practice. Dizang's monastic appearance would 

thus render him an appropriate choice as the principal object of worship in an alternate 

afterlife cult. By the second half of Tang period, Dizang had evidently evolved explicit 

connections to two major forms of afterlife belief operating in the larger religious 

milieu—pure land and underworld developments. However, up to the tenth century, the 

figure of Dizang as "Lord of the Underworld," although gaining increasing prominence. 

®^°On the flourish of the cult of Manjusri in the Tang milieu, see Gimello (ntss.): Gu 
(mss.). 
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was certainly not the only image of the Bodhisattva circulating in that period. It must 

therefore be reiterated that the afterlife development of Dizang belief in the medieval 

period was never a linear evolution of the underworld theme. 
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PART IV 

EPILOGUE 



Concluding Reflections 
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On a concluding note, it is necessary to place this investigation of Dizang Bodhisattva 

within larger contexts in order to draw out the ultimate significance of studying the 

medieval Chinese development of Dizang belief. The following questions inadvertently 

arise: What new insights can be gleaned from the study of Dizang Bodhisattva that may 

have bearings on scholarly discussions in the field of Buddhist Studies, and in particular 

that of Chinese Buddhism? Moreover, what larger methodological implications can be 

derived that may pertain to the study of Chinese Buddhism, particularly in relation to 

Chinese popular religion? In response to these questions, three issues are discussed: (1) 

the relationship between Dizang and the bodhisattva doctrine; (2) implications of the 

study of Dizang on scholarly understanding of the history of medieval Chinese Buddhism; 

and (3) ramifications on larger methodological issues in the study of Chinese Buddhism. 

Dizang and the Bodhisattva Doctrine 

First, the study of Dizang has interesting reverberations with certain issues raised 

in contemporary scholarly controversies concerning the development of Mahayana 

Buddhism and the evolution of the bodhisattva doctrine. The rise of Mahayana has posed 

historical problems that have attracted much attention in modem scholarship. A major 

issue in the development of Mahayana was the relationship between the monastic and the 

laity. For Hirakawa, early Mahayana arose from the development of stiipa worship 

inspired by lay participation in Buddhist cultivation and salvation.^^' In this view, 

development of the bodhisattva doctrine was interpreted as a religious paradigm aimed to 

replace the monastic ideal of early Buddhism. Through his study of Indian epigraphy, 

^^'This was the main thesis argued by Hirakawa (1963). 
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Schopen has. however, refuted the basic assumption underlying Hirakawa's interpretation 

of the origin of Mahayana, revealing that the stupa cult did not necessarily originate in 

the lay movement but was also known to have originated in monastic communities.^" In 

another study, Schopen has further challenged the presupposition that the stiipa cult was 

integral to Mahayana development, proposing instead that early Mahayana was actually 

linked to the cult of the book (that is, scripture worship), rather than stiipa or relic 

worship Following the lead set by Schopen, western scholars have embarked on the 

enterprise to reevaluate the problems of early Indian Mahayana. Not only have the very 

categories of "Mahayana" versus "Hinayana'^^ been repeatedly questioned, the need to 

re-evaluate the relationship between Mahayana and the so-called Triyana (Three Vehicles). 

as well as between bodhisattvaydna (Bodhisattva Vehicle) and irdvakaydna (Sravaka 

Vehicle), has been emphasized."^ Interestingly, the common misperception that the 

bodhisattva ideal originated with the laity has been challenged even prior to Schopen s 

sustained critique of Hirakawa's reconstruction of the rise of Mahayana. The older 

works of Dutt,"^ La Vallee Poussin,®^ and Robinson"® have pointed to the coexistence of 

Schopen (1985; 1989; 1991). 

the role of the cull of the book: in the development of Mahayana. see Schopen 
(1975) .  

^^•^Historical problems associated with the use of the term Mahayana were pointed out by 
Schopen (1979). The categories of Hinayana and Mahayana were reassessed by Cohen (1995). 

"^or a discussion of the ambiguity of the relationship between Mahayana and Three 
Vehicles, see Harrison (1987), 80-84. 

"^utt(I930), 290-299. 

"\a Vallee Poussin (1930), 25, 32-33. 

"^Robinson (1965-1966), 25-56. 
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monastic and lay bodhisattva ideals in Indian Mahayana literature. Schopen's work, 

however, renewed interest in the figure of the monastic bodhisattva. and studies in the 

last decade by Silk®^^ and Pagel^ have probed the ascetic tendencies in early Mahayana 

articulations of the bodhisattva ideal. 

The scholarly enterprise to reevaluate the bodhisattva doctrine, particularly the 

distinction between the monastic and the laity, has largely been undertaken by specialists 

of early Mahayana scriptures, who quite naturally have focused on Indian development. 

The impact of current scholarly findings concerning early Mahayana and the bodhisattva 

doctrine has been restricted to the field of Indian Buddhism. Curiously, the field of 

Chinese Buddhism has largely remained indifferent to any potential implications for 

understanding Chinese Buddhist history. Yet, in view that Buddhism was already making 

its way into the Chinese milieu during the formative phase of Indian Mahayana. it is 

unfonunate that these new perspectives in the field of Indian Mahayana have not prompted 

similar reconsideration of early Chinese Buddhism, in particular the presentation of the 

bodhisattva ideal in that period. Current scholarly conception of the bodhisattva ideal in 

early Chinese Buddhism usually highlights the Southern Chinese Buddhist transformation 

of the lay bodhisattva ideal represented by Vimalaldrti that produced a type of sage-

bodhisattva molded to the intellectual trends of South China in the period of political 

disunity.^' Scholarly investigation has particularly focused on the concept of the ideal 

sage-bodhisattva formulated by Sengzhao MH, deriving from a synthesis of indigenous 

^^'See his dissertation study of the Maharatnakuta Scriptures in Silk (1994). 

^See the study of the bodhisattva discipline in Pagel (1995). 

^'For instance, see the study on Vimalakirti and gentry Buddhism in that period by 
Mather (1968). 
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Chinese notions of the sage and the Buddhist ideal of the bodhisattva. This formulation 

particularly suited the trend toward Buddho-Daoist philosophical synthesis that was 

discernible in the circles of Chinese elites in the South. Interest in the Southern development 

of the ideal sage-bodhisattva arose from older scholarly tendencies to emphasize innovative 

syncretic patterns over continuities with Indian Buddhist motifs in Chinese Buddhist 

developments. 

However, any endeavor to reconstruct the history of Chinese Buddhism must 

surely recognize and explore the continuities with pre-Chinese developments, as much as 

the religious innovations. In the case of the bodhisattva doctrine in the setting of early 

Chinese Buddhism, it is necessary to examine other threads of development outside the 

concept of the sage-bodhisattva flourishing in South China. Significantly, however, 

except for Wright's work on the role of Fotudeng (fl. ca. 335).^" western 

scholarship has shown limited interest in the development of the ideal Buddhist saint in 

the sphere of Northern Buddhism in the epoch of political disunity. The study of Dizang 

thus fills a gap in the scholarship on the transmission of the bodhisattva doctrine into the 

early Chinese Buddhist milieu. In this regard, the figure of Dizang Bodhisattva not only 

offers access to possible Northern Chinese development of the bodhisattva ideal, but also 

serves as a source for examining significant continuities between Indian Mahayana and 

early Chinese Buddhist development of the bodhisattva doctrine. 

Indeed, the study of Dizang reveals the presence of issues in the early Chinese 

Buddhist context strongly reminiscent of those noticed in Indian Mahayana development. 

First, the ^ramana iconography of Dizang Bodhisattva immediately links him to recent 

investigations of the monastic bodhisattva in the Indian context. It is this ^ramana form 

'^Vright(1990), 34-68. 
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that distinguishes Dizang from other celestial bodhisattvas like Guanyin (Avalokite^ara). 

Maitreya. or Manjusd who are as a rule depicted as householder bodhisattvas. In view of 

the on-going discussions in the field of Indian Buddhism, it can be speculated that the 

^aniana iconography of Dizang Bodhisattva may hearken to a separate (and very likely 

earlier) thread of Indian Mahayana development of the bodhisattva doctrine focusing on 

the monastic manifestation. The earliest scriptural presentation of Dizang Bodhisattva 

circulating in the early Chinese Buddhist milieu was the Shilun jing introduced into 

Northern Liang in the early fifth century. Besides introducing the monastic appearance 

of Dizang Bodhisattva, the Shilun jing exhibits intriguing continuities with those issues 

raised by scholars in relation to the plausibility of the monastic origins of Mahayana 

development. The Shilun jing, for instance, juxtaposed the monastic observance of the 

vinaya with discussions of the bodhisattva practice of the perfections. The text, moreover, 

explicitly identifies Dizang's teachings as belonging to the Three Vehicles 

iiriydna)—a perplexing point that has led Yabuki to conclude that the Shilun jing advocated 

a new form of Buddhism, one that brought together the originally disparate teachings of 

bodhisattvaydna and ^rdvakanaydna.^^ However, in the light of current new perspectives 

in the field of Indian Buddhism, Yabuki's stance must be modified. Rather than signalling 

the creation of a new form of Buddhism, it would now appear that the Shilun jing was in 

fact continuous with certain textual trends in early Indian Mahayana development. It 

hearkens to a time before the categories of Mahayana and HInayana were even coined, 

highlighting the bodhisattva ideal as part of the Three Vehicles, without advocating the 

kind of rivalry between ^dvakayana znd bodhisattvaydna discernible, for instance, in the 

^^'abuki (1937), 647. 
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Vimalaldrtisiitra. Indeed, certain treatments (like the Mafiaratnakiltasiitra) exhibit an 

overwhelming concern with monastic practice to the extent that the laity is excluded from 

such Mahayana discourse. Whether or not the Shilun jing was composed within a 

pre-Chinese milieu, it evinces obvious continuities with this thread of Indian Mahayana 

development. 

As a preliminary hypothesis, one may suggest that the origin of Dizang may in 

part be linked to this kind of alternate bodhisattva ideal present in Northern Chinese 

Buddhist development. In relation to this hypothesis, further study of other textual 

presentations of the bodhisattva ideal must be undertaken in order to locate the Shilun 

Jing within larger trends of development in the Northern Chinese milieu. Circumstances 

in the intellectual climate of North China, which was under the didactic rule of foreign 

autocrats, shaped the tendencies to emphasis the apotrophaic powers of the monk and his 

unequivocal status in an effort to ensure state support of the monastic community. 

Introducing the figure of a celestial monastic bodhisattva, who is exalted as an equal to 

those great bodhisattvas like Guanyin (Avalokitesvara), Maitreya. or Manjusri. would 

have distinct advantages for the monastic community in the Northern Chinese political 

and intellectual milieu. This image of the monastic bodhisattva deriving from an early 

thread of Indian Mahayana development interacted with prevalent concerns in the early 

Chinese milieu—a topic that must be further explored in any endeavor to understand the 

development of the bodhisattva doctrine in the history of Chinese Buddhism. Such 

investigation may well further clarify the development of Dizang Bodhisattva in the 

fifth-century Chinese Buddhist milieu. 

Implications on the History of Medieval Chinese Buddhism 

In older scholarship, medieval Chinese Buddhism was largely studied by tracing 
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the rise of different forms of Chinese Buddhist thought said to be "genuinely" Chinese 

inasmuch as there exist no immediately apparent Indian antecedent. However, recent 

scholarship has realized that this tendency to classify Chinese Buddhism into separate 

schools of thought is derivatory of Japanese scholarship which is in turn shaped by strong 

sectarian biases and tendencies underlying Japanese Buddhist tradition. Through renewed 

efforts to arrive at a more accurate reconstruction of Chinese Buddhist history, modem 

scholarship has become increasingly aware that medieval Chinese Buddhism, especially 

in the Tang era, was actually more diversified and complex than represented in older 

scholarship. Religious beliefs and practices were not as rigidly categorized, and the 

medieval religious ecumene was relatively diffused and fluid. The so-called Chinese 

Buddhist schools were less rigorously demarcated and frequently crossed paths with each 

other, hardly constituting the kind of sectarian differentiations prevalent in the Japanese 

context. In particular, Japanese Pure Land (Jodo and esoteric (Shingon M'm) 

schools with their claims to "pure" lineages have generated and perpetuated 

misrepresentations of the historical realities of medieval Chinese pure land and esoteric 

developments. In this regard, the figure of Dizang serves as a convenient lens through 

which the diversities of medieval Chinese Buddhist development can be glimpsed and 

studied. The study of Dizang belief in medieval China contributes to the task toward a 

more accurate reconstruction of medieval Chinese Buddhism. From previous analyses of 

the evidence, it is apparent that, in the medieval setting, the figure of Dizang evolved 

intimate connections with both pure land and esoteric developments. Here we will 

elaborate the implications of studying Dizang belief on pure land and esoteric Buddhist 

developments in medieval China. 

Dizang and Pure Land Development 

Among the sources considered, the earliest signs of a pure land connection are 
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traced to those iconographic and epigraphic materials, dating from as early as the late 

seventh century, which juxtapose Dizang with members of the pure land pantheon, especially 

to form a triad. Epigraphical evidence confirms that the forging of Dizang images was 

quite often undertaken in the hope that the deceased may be reborn in the pure land of the 

west. The origin of the relationship between Dizang belief and pure land development 

could thus be traced to cultic devotion which worshiped the figure of Dizang alongside 

Amitabha, Guanyin, and to a lesser extent Mahasthamaprapta. all of whom were by then 

regarded as key divinities of the pure land pantheon. Art and epigraphy indicate a range 

of permutations through which the figure of Dizang was incorporated into the pure land 

pantheon, indicating that there was no single systematized manner of incorporating the 

figure of Dizang in the pure land pantheon. The most widespread practice was to 

displace Mahasthamaprapta with Dizang, although art and epigraphy also shows Dizang 

appended as a fourth member to the standard pure land triad. Moreover, an example 

from Xiangtang shan depicts Dizang occupying the central position flanked by the two 

bodhisattvas, Guanyin and Mahasthamaprapta. The range of permutations reflected in 

the evidence suggests the amorphous nature and lack of rigorous stratification in Tang 

pure land development. Apparently, religio-cultural amalgamation and synthesis was 

very much the vogue of the day in the larger religious milieux of medieval China, and a 

significantly greater measure of flexibility and fluctuation evidently existed in the medieval 

Chinese conception of pure land belief than the formulations of pure land orthodoxy 

would suggest. 

From the investigation of non-canonical materials, it has thus been possible to tap 

into a view of medieval Chinese pure land development that would not have been 

immediately accessible through standard canonical presentations. Evidently, in medieval 

China from the late seventh century onwards, Dizang worship was increasingly integrated 
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with pure land development. However, a study focusing on orthodox pure land literature 

would have yielded a contrasting picture that would highlight instead the rivalry existing 

between the adherents of Amifibha pure land worship and those of Dizang belief. As 

part of their polemics against the Sanjie jiao, seventh- and eighth-century pure land 

proponents repeatedly argued for the superiority of the worship of Buddha Amitabha. the 

siimum bonum of pure land thought, over the worship of Bodhisattva Dizang, the Buddhist 

divinity patronized by the Sanjie jiao movement.^ In light of this open rivalry, how do 

we explain the amalgamation of pure land belief and Dizang worship documented by 

non-canonical sources? 

According to Wang-Toutain, to the average monastic or lay practitioner in the 

larger religious milieu of medieval China, the resemblances in religious practices between 

.Amitabha and Dizang worship must have appeared far more compelling than the abstruse 

polemical doctrinal disparities posed by a minority of religious elites and understood, if 

at all, as over subtle refinements by the majority of the religious populace. The average 

practitioner was thus very likely to embrace simultaneously the practices of both Amitabha 

and Dizang worship, impervious to any religious contradiction. With the decline of the 

Sanjie jiao, following repeated persecutions in the Tang, even though the movement 

survived after a fashion until the tenth century, the doctrinal reflections of the Sanjie jiao 

were steadily forgotten by those who continued to engage in popular religious practices 

like Dizang worship which were originally advocated by the Sanjie jiao. At this juncture. 

it must have been advantageous to the pure land proponents, in light of the widespread 

popularity of the Dizang cult, to integrate Dizang belief with their own practices by 

acknowledging Dizang worship as one of the soteriologies to achieve rebirth in the pure 

^Refer back to chapter 3 of this study which discusses pure land polemics directed 
against Dizang worship. 
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land of Amitabha in the west.®^^ Wang-Toutain's reconstruction significantly illuminates 

the dynamics between larger popular trends and elite religious formulations underlying 

the amalgamation of Dizang worship with pure land belief. However, it is equally 

important to understand this development of religious amalgamation as but one facet of 

the rich diversity of pure land belief in the medieval Chinese milieu that provided continuity 

to early Indian Mahayana development of pure land belief. 

The kind of pure land belief attested in the non-canonical sources examined 

above is obviously not the scholarly systematization of the Chinese Pure Land School w 

(represented in the works of pure land exegetes like Shandao) that was also crystallizing 

in the Tang religious ecumene. It recalls instead the process of generalization and 

disassociation that Schopen has demonstrated for the Indian context through his study of 

early Sanskrit Mahayana literature. According to Schopen, Sukhavati was disassociated 

as early as the second century C.E. from the cult of Buddha Amitabha so that devotion 

not only to Amifibha but also to the other Buddhas like Sakyamuni or Bhai^jyaguru 

could also affect rebirth in Sukhavati. In short, Sukhavati had become generalized as a 

realm epitomizing an ultimate religious goal accessible to a fairly broad spectrum of 

Mahayana practitioners.®^ Fujita (1970) has, moreover, demonstrated that the term "pure 

land" (Ch. jingtu; Jpn. jodo), utilized as a nominal phrase to denote a particular 

system of belief and practice based on the Amitabha cult, had no equivalent in the sphere 

^^Vang-Toutain (1998), 183-184. 

^^^odem scholarship has also began to study other forms of pure land development in 
India that involves not only divinities other than Amitabha, but also other pure lands, such as the 
pure land of Aksobhya Buddha. See Nattier (1997; unpublished paper) 
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of Indian Buddhist developments.®^^ Originally deployed to translate the verbal Sanskrit 

phrase which means "to purify the buddhaland," the word jingtu entered into Chinese 

Buddhist terminology where it became a term in its own right, and was subsequently 

adopted by the pure land exegetes to refer to the system of pure land teachings focusing 

on Amitabha Buddha and his buddhaland. This form of "pure land teaching" which 

would emerge as Chinese pure land orthodoxy, was not necessarily the only expression 

of pure land belief in the Tang. It is reasonable to assume that, in the early Tang, the 

kind of generalized interpretations of pure land belief witnessed in Indian Mahayana 

were continued within the Chinese Buddhist milieu so that early Tang iconographic and 

epigraphic sources juxtaposing Dizang with the figure of Amitabha and the goal of 

rebirth in the pure land of the west should be regarded as part of a larger picture of 

generalized trends of pure land belief circulating in the popular religious context. 

Dated to sometime between the ninth and the tenth centuries, the indigenous 

scripture Dizang pusa jing fully plays out such patterns of generalization discernible 

already in Indian pure land development. In this scripture, the object of worship is 

Dizang Bodhisattva, and it is Dizang who guarantees rebirth in the western pure land 

and who takes over the role of leading the deceased to the pure land. Also reflecting 

religious trends in the tenth-century larger milieu, miracle tales like the narrative concerning 

the nun Zhizang^ offer further verification that Dizang's connection to the goal of 

rebirth in the pure land of the west was integrated into the daily religious praxis of the 

average Chinese Buddhists in the larger medieval milieu. Significantly, other indigenous 

Chinese texts, such as the Shiwang jing (or Yanluo wang sfioujijing 

^^See Fujita (1970), 506-511. 

^^Lingyan ji, story 26; see summary of this tale in appendix C. 
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rS. ) and the Xu ming jing not only invoke a range of deities other than Amitabha 

in the hope of being reborn in the pure land, but also envisage rebirth in pure lands that 

extend beyond those associated exclusively with Amitabha.®^' 

Significantly, the figure of Dizang is connected to other forms of belief which can 

be interpreted as pure land development. As previously reiterated, art evidence points to 

a plausible connection between Dizang and Bhai^jyaguru that should be regarded as yet 

another indicator of the diversity in the medieval Chinese development of pure land 

belief. Schopen has already argued that Bhaisajyaguru belief was also part of Indian pure 

land development.®'® In addition, several narratives collected in the Lingyan ji suggest an 

integral connection between Dizang and Maitreya belief, proposing Dizang devotees can 

also choose to be reborn in Tusita Heaven where they will encounter Maitreya, the Future 

Buddha.®^' In this regard, an interesting evidence comes from Southern Xiangtang shan 

niche 6, dating to the second year of the period of Wuzhou (that is, the year of 699) 

which contains an interesting inscription that attests to the forging of the images of 

Maitreya. Guanyin, and Dizang by a group of devotees headed by a Mr. Wang Dazhen 

The dedicatory inscription voices the hope that their seven generations of 

ancestors may be reborn in the pure land. This connection between Dizang and Maitreya 

belief is also documented in several narratives collected in the Lingyan ji which indicates 

that, besides the goal of rebirth in SukhavatI, devotees of Dizang can also choose to be 

®®^eiser (1997; unpublished paper), 12. The generalization of pure land in medieval 
China has also been explored through other approaches. Notably Alan Cole has studied how pure 
land funerary rites were also practiced in the case of the death of an ordinary monk in a Chan 
monastery. See Cole (1996), 307-337. 

®™Schopen(1977), 177-210. 

Lingyan ji, stories 4, 6, II, 13, 16. 

®'"Mizuno & Nagahiro (1937), inscriptional text 52. 
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rebom in Tusita Heaven, the abode of Maitreya. Both these largely unexplored aspects 

of medieval development linking Dizang belief to the Bhaisajyaguru and Maitreya cults 

deserve to be further examined. 

For sometime now, modem scholarship has been aware that pure land belief in 

both Indian and medieval Chinese settings had a broader definition than an exclusive 

focus on Amitabha Buddha and his pure land. The connection between Dizang belief 

and pure land development is but one more indication of the complexity of the medieval 

Chinese religious milieu—yet another reminder that the boundaries between seemingly 

disparate strands of religious belief and practice in that period were much more fluid than 

have been assumed in the past. In the larger religious milieu. Dizang Bodhisattva was 

visibly incorporated into medieval Chinese pure land development from the Tang, and 

this connection was fully elaborated by the tenth century. Though attenuated with the 

passing of time in the Chinese context so that little traces are found in the pure land 

writings preserved in the Chinese canon,®" the medieval Chinese link between Dizang 

and pure land belief, however, survived elsewhere in Buddhist East Asia, especially in 

Japan but also in Korea.®^'* Except for the documentation in non-canonical sources, this 

missing piece in the history of Chinese pure land development could well have been 

completely overlooked, and we might well have mistakenly assumed that the development 

of Dizang's connection with pure land had actually evolved outside the Chinese Buddhist 

^ 'In the popular Chinese Buddhist context today, an occasional glimpse of Dizang's pure 
land association surfaces here and there. For instance, in a modem compilation of Dizang 
miracle tales. 1 came across one story that connects Dizang to rebirth in the pure land; see the 
story of how Dizang Bodhisattva led a woman to rebirth in the western pure land, which is 
collected in Xinran, ed. (1995), 94-95. However, on the whole, this link has been forgotten both 
in the canonical and popular contexts. 

^'•*There exist Koryo paintings depicting the theme of welcoming the deceased to the pure 
land that features Amitabha with Dizang and Guanyin . For instance, see the reproduction of one 
such painting in Ahn (1986), 48, pi. 9. Also see discussion by Pak (1998), 402-449. 
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culture. 

Dizang and Chinese Buddhist Esoteric Development 

Inheriting sectarian categories operating in Japanese esoteric Buddhism (known 

as the Shingon School previous scholarship tended to distinguish between two 

forms of esoteric development in medieval China, the so-called "miscellaneous" and 

•pure" esoteric Buddhism According to this twofold categorization, dhdrani 

scriptures belong to "miscellaneous" esoteric development, dismissed as an "immature" 

and "negligible" precursor to "pure" esoteric formulations of the towering esoteric figures 

operating in the Tang (namely, Subhakara, Vajrabodhi, and Amoghavajra). Under the 

influence of Shingon characterization, scholarly investigations in the past have mostly 

highlighted the so-called "pure esoterism," focusing on the thought of the three esoteric 

figures in the Tang. However, recent scholarship has critically questioned the essentiaiist 

assumptions underlying the twofold esoteric categorization,®^^ and there has been a shift 

to reassess the relationship between dhdranf scriptures and esoteric formulations of the 

Tang esoteric masters. The study of Dizang belief also has potential implications on the 

history of Chinese esoteric development. Medieval development of Dizang belief reveals 

a continuous esoteric thread that has bearings on issues raised in current revision of 

esoteric development in medieval China. 

Esoteric development is commonly traced to the emergence of the dhdranf scr\ptuTa\ 

tradition as a sub-genre within Mahayana literature, especially in the Central Asian and 

Chinese contexts. Certain developments in Dizang literature may be instructive for 

understanding the growing independence of this sub-genre of Mahayana scriptures. As 

Orzech (1989) who has thoroughly critiqued the assumptions underlying modem 
scholarship on esoteric Buddhist developments in East Asia. 
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previously mentioned, the figure of Dizang was endowed with a especially 

potent for the times of spiritual degeneration and cosmic chaos. Significantly, manuscript 

findings recovered in this century reveal the existence of a text referred to as the Dizang 

tuoluoni jing (Ksiitgarbhadharanfsutra*), now edited into the Taisho 

Canon as T1159B. On close scrutiny, this so-called Dizang tuoluoni jing turns out to be 

the first two chapters of the earlier fifth-century translation of the Shilun jingj''^ This 

suggests that the opening chapters of the Shilun jing, which introduced the figure of 

Dizang Bodhisattva, likely circulated independently at some point in the Chinese milieu 

as the dhdrani scripture of Dizang Bodhisattva.®" Moreover, among the Dunhuang 

manuscripts exists a short t/Zwron/" bearing the title of Dizang dhdrani (S 

4543).^'® The evidence thus indicates a growing link between Dizang belief and the 

flourishing dhdrani scriptural tradition in the medieval Chinese setting. It is this dhdrani 

scriptural tradition that heralded esoteric development in medieval China. 

Specifically the esoteric thread of Dizang belief assists in clarifying the 

transformatory shift from dhdrani scriptures, a sub-branch of Mahayana literature, to 

more technical esoteric formulations promulgated by the Tang esoteric masters. CompKJsed 

during or immediately after the reign of Wuzhou, the indigenous Chinese scripture on 

Dizang entitled the Quche fa sheds further light on esoteric development in the less 

studied phase on the eve of the eighth-century classic esoteric formulations by Amoghavajra. 

(1995), 374-375. 

^^This phenomenon of particular chapters of scriptures circulating independently as part 
of cultic worship is not unique to the Dizang development; the "Pumen pin" ^P^pn ("Chapter 
on the Universal Gate") from the Lotus Scripture also circulated independently, under the title of 
Guanyin jing in conjunction with Guanyin worship. 

®''See DHBZ 36.517. 
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This text encapsulates a juncture in the medieval religious milieu wherein Dizang figured 

as one symbol of the rich amalgamation of exoteric and esoteric Buddhist, as well as 

indigenous Chinese elements. Exoteric bodhisattva lore from standard Mahay^a is 

visibly integrated with Buddhist esoteric elements like the use of mudrds or the insistence 

on secretive practices. More significantly, the Quche fa attests also to the definitive role 

of religious Daoism in the formation of esoteric development in China. In his re-evaluation 

of esoteric development, Orzech has suggested that the Vajradhatu Mandala of 

Amoghavajra's esoteric system was in part derived from the Daoist model of liioshu 

the magic square of nine.®" Moreover, Orzech has also highlighted the classic 

esoteric structures of the twin pursuit of spiritual and secular goals, which, for him. 

constitute the definitive characteristic of esoteric thought and practice.^®" Orzech argues 

that the very adaptive and assimilative powers of esoteric belief can be seen through the 

manner in which this twofold classic structures are perpetuated in popularized rites 

outside of the established lineages. As an example, he analyzes the rite of "feeding the 

hungry ghosts" (shishi to uncover the underlying presence of the esoteric structures 

of the twofold pursuit of spiritual and secular goals—soteriological correlates to the 

doctrine of the two truths that operated at the heart of classic esoteric formulations.*^**' 

Interestingly, demonological techniques prescribed in the Quche fa also exhibits similar 

structures: the demonological rites, especially the use of talismans, are similarly said to 

effectuate both supramundane as well as worldly goals. In other words, the Quche fa 

suggests that key elements of esoteric Buddhism, such as the ritual use of mudrd or the 

classic esoteric twofold structure of secular and supramundane attainments, were present 

^"Orzech (1989), 111-113. 

®®°Orzech (1989), 101. 

"^'Orzech (1989), 101. 
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already in the phase prior to Amoghavajra's classic esoteric formulations in the eighth 

century. It may be suggested that a significant portion of East Asian esoteric development 

actually originated in efforts within the larger medieval religious milieu to assimilate and 

domesticate Buddhist beliefs and practices, which produced the religious synthesis of the 

Que he fa. 

In the esoteric thread of Dizang belief, the next major development is captured in 

the Yigui, an esoteric ritual text on Dizang. As previously shown, the Yigui depicts 

Dizang as an esoteric deity presiding over esoteric ritual practice. Whether or not the 

text actually originated with Subhakara, it basically reflects the formulations of those 

Tang esoteric masters who produced cogent visions of a new soteriology around the 

growing body of esoteric elements in the Tang milieu. The Yigui invokes precisely those 

very ritual structures frequently associated with the esoteric cosmology of salvation 

attributed to the Tang esoteric masters: all the soteriological elements of the esoteric 

vision are present such as ritual visualization of the esoteric deity, the making of mudra 

and the utterance of mantra, as well as the performance of homa rites. Yet. in this text, 

the goals of esoteric practice are expressed as secular gains such as good harvests, 

harmony in the family and among friends, or warding off the evil intentions of friends. 

In other words, the text essentially falls under the so-called "secular accomplishments" 

{laukika siddhi). The Yigui confirms that achievement of secular benefits and the attainment 

of liberation are not necessarily mutually exclusive siddhi or goals in esoteric practice. 

The Yigui again supports Orzech's argument that esoteric Buddhism "exists in China 

primarily in a series of esoteric yet popular rituals in which enlightenment is identified 

with 'mundane' pursuits such as the healing of diseases, the expulsion of enemy armies 
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or epidemics," and so forth.®®* 

To recapitulate, the Dizang cult evidently crossed paths with esoteric development 

on the eve of the culmination of the systematization of esoteric belief and practice by 

Amoghavajra. Rather than the esoteric role of Dizang in the established mardala tradition, 

the Quche fa mirrors a pattern of Dizang belief that conspicuously retains much of the 

bodhisattva lore of standard Mahayana, as well as the mythology and practices associated 

with prevalent Dizang belief which can be traced to the Shilun jing. In other words, to 

understand the esoteric role of Dizang, it is imperative to consider developments outside 

of the established esoteric lineages that incorporated the figure of Dizang in the matidala 

tradition. Dismissed by the Shingon lineage as "miscellaneous esoterism." this early 

phase of esoteric development represented in the Quche fa already displayed the classic 

esoteric structures built on the principle of the two truths which Orzech has identified as 

the core of esoteric thought and practice. In the Quche fa, the classic esoteric structures 

seem to have sprung from an effort to assimilate and domesticate indigenous beliefs and 

practices within a Buddhist framework. The evolution of a twin soteriology that embraced 

both //z/i'-worldly and other-worldly objectives, justified by the Indian Buddhist theory of 

two truths, crucially opened an outlet, through which religious goals of indigenous cultural 

traditions could be deftly assimilated into a fundamentally Buddhist soteriology that held 

out the goal of Buddhist enlightenment. Apparently, this simultaneous soteriological 

pursuit of both spiritual and secular goals was emphasized in Chinese patterns of religio-

cultural assimilation and encapsulated particularly through the dhdram scriptures. The 

Quche fa further implies that early Chinese esoterism was in fact enmeshed and. in all 

likelihood, took shape within a syncretic religio-cultural assimilation that blended together 

what are generally considered to be differentiated strands of belief. The adaptive and 

®®^rzech(1989), 101. 
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assimilative power of the Chinese esoteric tradition was, therefore, germane from its very 

beginnings and perhaps had always been its most definitive attribute. However, the 

significance of such religious adaptation has been persistently ignored under the influence 

of the sectarian and essentialist biases that have informed the study of the esoteric 

tradition in East Asia.^^ Ironically, the so-called "pure esoterism" of the Shingon lineage 

might have had its origins precisely in the adaptive and assimilative amalgamation witnessed 

in the Quchefa. Even in the presentation of the Yigui, which invokes patently esoteric 

techniques derived from the Tang esoteric masters, esoteric practice was still presented as 

linked to secular gains and concerns within the daily context, and not necessarily linked 

to the enlightened realm. 

However, it should be cautioned that several aspects of Dizang's esoteric 

manifestation have not been considered in this study, notably the esoteric development of 

Dizang's role in the underworld. The Qiiche fa, as previously indicated, contains the first 

of the scriptural references to Dizang's role in the underworld. This passing mention 

speaks of how hells were transformed when Dizang recited his dharani so that hell 

beings, seated on lotuses, obtained temporary respite from grisly tortures. A passing 

mention in the Quche fa, this image evolved into a major thread of esoteric development, 

activated in part by the underworld development within popular Chinese religious context, 

which was churning out retum-from-death narratives that involve encounters with Dizang 

in the underworld. Esoteric development, the f>opular ritual of the Ghost Festival, as well 

as Dizang's underworldly connection, crossed paths at some juncture in the medieval 

Chinese context, so that the figure of Dizang began to appear in the popularized esoteric 

rite of "feeding the ghosts."^ In the ritual texts describing the ceremonial feeding of the 

^^^Orzech (1989), 87-97. 

^®^or a study of the esoteric rite of feeding the hungry ghosts, see Orzech (1994). 
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hungry ghosts, the esoteric practitioner must enact the role of Dizang opening the gates 

of hell and bringing temporary relief to the spirits of the dead. In the introduction to this 

study, we have mentioned that the ritual enactment of this image of Dizang was assimilated 

into popular afterlife practices in the modem Chinese Buddhist context. This sinitic 

amalgamation of Dizang belief, the Ghost Festival, and popular esoteric rites constitutes 

a major chapter in the history of medieval Chinese Buddhism that must be further 

explored. However, the sources examined in this study have not permitted scrutiny of 

this key development, so that it has to be pursued in a separate study. It must therefore 

be kept in mind that the complexity of medieval Chinese development of Dizang belief 

has not been exhausted within the scope of this study. 

In many ways, the figure of Dizang offers a convenient window into the diversified 

complexity of medieval Chinese religion. From the study of medieval development of 

Dizang belief, it is clear that medieval Chinese Buddhism did not comprise of linear 

evolutions of sharply segregated modes of thought, but highlighted instead a kaleidoscope 

of complex patterns of religio-cultural synthesis that facilitated the domestication of 

Buddhism into Chinese society and culture. 

Methodological Ramifications 

A salient topic in the study of Chinese Buddhism is the issue of the sinification of 

Buddhism in China. The study of how Buddhism was domesticated and assimilated into 

Chinese culture and society offers an important key to comprehend the unique aspects of 

Chinese Buddhism. Not surprisingly, a considerable portion of western scholarship on 

Chinese Buddhism has channelled itself into this task of unraveling the patterns of 

sinification in Chinese Buddhist history. In early studies, the question of the sinification 

of Buddhism frequently generated disputes pertaining to cultural dominance. The polarities 

underlying this scholarly controversy are encapsulated in the very titles of two studies on 
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Chinese Buddhism: on one hand is the Chinese Tranformation of Buddhism by Kenneth 

Ch en^'*^ that highlights the sinitic contribution over the Indian origin, whereas on the 

other hand is the Buddhist Conquest of China by Erik Ziircher,®®® the title of which 

implies a triumphant Buddhist infiltration into Chinese culture and societyTendencies 

to stress Chinese contribution over the Indian heritage, or vice versa, were usually 

determined more by extraneous circumstances associated with the scholar himself, than 

the historical reality he was investigating. A sinologist, for instance, would tend to 

emphasize the role of sinitic interpolations in the formation of a phenomenon in Chinese 

Buddhism, whereas a buddhologist was more inclined to trace the development to Indian 

predecessors. This explains, for instance, the radically contrasting approaches to Chinese 

Madhyamaka represented in the studies by the sinologist Liebenthal®®® and the buddhologist 

Robinson.^' 

However, critical modern scholarship has since realized the methodological 

problems arising from rigid categorization of fluid cultural and religious phenomena into 

the twin polarities of "indie" or "sinitic" elements. A classic example is the theme of 

filial piety in Chinese Buddhism, which Ch'en identified as a major sinitic theme adapted 

into Buddhism in the course of Chinese development.®'" However, as Schopen®" and 

"''-Ch'en (1964). 

"®^urcher(1972). 

be fair to Ziircher, in spite of the title of his work, he offered a fairly balanced 
treatment that does not overemphasize the Indian origin and overtly neglect the Chinese contribution. 

®®®LiebendiaI (1948). 

^^obinson (1967). 

'^Ch'en(I968); (1973), 14-63. 

'^'Schopen (1984). 
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Siron^^" have shown, filial piety was not entirely absent in the Indian Buddhist context, 

thereby reminding us of the need to exercise critical caution before making rash conclusions 

based on preconceptions of cultural tendencies. Since this initial controversy, extensive 

progress has been made in the study of the sinification of Buddhism. Rather than 

focusing on the "indie" or "sinitic" origin of the religious phenomenon under study, the 

current scholarly trend is to explore the dialectical interaction between cross-cultural 

elements without necessarily prioritizing one culture over the other. It is now recognized 

that sinitic and indie strands are quite frequently so intricately embedded within a religious 

phenomenon that they cannot be forcibly extricated.^'" This understanding of the complex 

workings of the sinicization process has informed several critical studies that have 

endeavored to further elucidate the patterns of sinification of Buddhism. An outstanding 

example is the excellent contribution of Gregory's Tsungmi and the Sinification of 

BiiddhisnL^'^ Although exhibiting a remarkable degree of sophistication in their approach 

to the complicated nature of the sinification process, these analyses are nonetheless 

constrained to the study of the sinification process within a single religious sphere (doctrinal, 

practical, or textual). In other words, the majority of the studies concentrate on a panicular 

thinker, text, or a form of religious practice. Yet, it is logical to expect that patterns of 

sinification can only become integrally adapted into the Buddhist religion if they succeed 

in simultaneously penetrating and appearing on a variety of religious levels. Hence, a 

major challenge in the study of the sinification of Buddhism is to find a method that will 

transcend disciplinary constraints imposed by the choice of the object of study, thus 

restricting access to the complex workings of the sinification process that spans across 

'''-Strong (1983). 

a discussion of the problem of dubbing concepts as "Indian" and "Chinese" by 
Teiser (1994), 3-4. 

^'•'Gregory (1991). 
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various religious dimensions. This challenge was highlighted by McRae in his survey of 

the state of the scholarship in the field of Chinese Buddhism: 

In particular, research on Chinese Buddhism should take into account the dynamic 
relationships that occur between the so-called doctrinal, practical, and popular 
realms, which of course were never as isolated from each other as they sometimes 
appear in modem scholarship.®'® 

The present investigation of the medieval development of Dizang belief has 

significant import on this methodological challenge encountered in the study of the 

sinification of Buddhism. The medieval formation and development of the Dizang cult 

offers an extraordinary case study that allows a rare glimpse of the intricate workings of 

cross-cultural religious patterns in medieval China, elucidating the encompassing range 

of avenues through which sinification of Buddhism actually took place. Significantly. 

Dizang belief manifests across a variety of religious spheres—art, doctrine, mythology, 

ritual, soteriology, and text—thereby serving as a convenient object of study that permits 

the mapping of the encompassing nature of the sinification process. Particularly, the 

application of a cross-disciplinary approach elucidates the interdisciplinary nature of 

cross-cultural dynamics. Consider, for instance, the set of patterns of religio-cultural 

amalgamation that would ultimately culminate in the image of Dizang as the Lord of the 

Underworld flourishing in Chinese religion today. At the nexus of this underworld 

development was the cross-fertilization of Buddhist and sinitic elements which yielded an 

array of religio-cultural patterns. As previously noted, one of the earliest appearances of 

Dizang" s connection to the underworld was a brief allusion in the indigenous scripture, 

the Quche fa, which actually highlights other patterns of religio-cultural amalgamation 

merging the figure of the Daoist priest with the image of the bodhisattva. In other words, 

the underworld connection may have originated as a subsidiary motif within a larger 

trend of Buddho-Daoist assimilation. This scripture refers briefly to the temporary 

'^^cRae(1995), 362. 
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transformation of hells in the duration when Dizang recites his mantra. However, the 

actual elaboration of Dizang's connection with the underworld seems to have first taken 

place within the realm of popular narration particularly in the form of retum-from-death 

tales. In the context of these tales, Dizang's underworldly character developed strong 

colorings of the popular underworld mythology circulating in the larger sinitic milieu. 

On the ritual level, the patterns of religio-cultural synthesis took the form of the 

amalgamation of Dizang worship with Chinese cults of afterlife that involved the theme 

of filial piety. In this vein, eulogies of Dizang worship preserved in non-Buddhist 

historical records indicate that the practice of embroidering Dizang images on behalf of 

deceased relatives evidently flourished among and was promoted to women of elite 

families. One of the sources suggests this death rite was evidently observed alongside 

with Confucian rites of mourning, revealing that Dizang worship constituted one thread 

in the Buddhist penetration into indigenous Chinese death and afterlife rituals. In the 

sphere of art and iconography, the underworldly thread of Dizang belief was further 

conjoined with two originally separate strands of afterlife development: namely the 

•Mulian mythology and the Ten Kings of Purgatory. As previously pointed out. sculptural 

evidence from Anyue brings together the two competing strands of afterlife belief—Dizang 

worship and the tale of Mulian's descent into hells—operating in the medieval Chinese 

milieu. The very ambiguity of the sculptural portrayal—it is unclear whether the central 

figure is Mulian, or Dizang, or an intended mergence of the two—not only reflects a 

syncretic trend but also simultaneously suggests the rivalry between the two religious 

expressions. The cross-assimilation between Dizang belief and the Ten Kings again 

arose from the interfusion of two originally separate and competing threads of afterlife 

expressions. Furthermore, on the textual or doctrinal level are the efforts (likely by 

spokesmen of the Buddhist establishment) to canonize these various threads of Dizang's 
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underworld connection, which appear through two indigenous scriptures, the Benyuan 

jing and the Dizang pitsa jing. On one hand, the Benyuan jing portrays an intriguing 

amalgamation of diverse religio-cultural elements, particularly juxtaposing the classic 

bodhlsattva ideal and mythology, death and funerary rites, as well as the cult of filial 

piety. On the other hand, the Dizang pusa jing highlights a religious synthesis of two 

expressions of Dizang's connection to the afterlife—the underworld and pure land 

developments. In short, the image of Dizang as the Lord of the Underworld ultimately 

emerged from the dynamic interaction of an extensive range of patterns of cross-cultural 

beliefs on the afterlife, which complemented, or competed with, one another. Moreover, 

the complex processes of cross-cultural religious assimilation evidently unfolded through 

interdisciplinary channels and media. 

Another major methodological ramification derived from this study is the 

relationship between so-called "popular" and "elite" religious expressions. The distinction 

between popular and elite religions can be instructive as a heuristic taxonomy allowing 

the identification and exploration of religious beliefs and practices specific to a particular 

sector of the societyHowever, the demarcation into "popular" and "elite" domains 

must ultimately be traced to Redfield's notions of "great" and "little" traditions.^'' This 

twofold cultural categorization grossly reduces the complexity of nuanced religious and 

cultural phenomena, and have been extensively critiqued in modem scholarship on the 

study of religion. Nonetheless, the residual impact of Redfield's theory still surfaces in 

the study of religion today, manifested for instance in a hesitation to intermix the two 

approaches—buddhological versus sinological—toward the study of Chinese religion. 

Interestingly the field of Buddhist Studies in the west has witnessed a recent boom of 

discussion of the pedagogical advantages of employing this distinction in Teiser 
(1999), 109-110. 

^^^Redfield (1956). 
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interest in Chinese Buddhist cults, notably those of Guanyin'^^ and Manju^i.^'^ However, 

the figure of Dizang has curiously been largely neglected, except for Wang-Toutain's 

recent study.This reservation to undertake the study of Dizang arises because 

buddhologists tend to regard the Dizang cult as belonging, properly speaking, to the 

sphere of "popular Chinese religion." and therefore an arena of study reserved for sinologists. 

Underlying this perception is a tacit presumption that the Dizang cult is some form of 

"religion for the populace" that should not be quite on the same footing as the "elite" 

Buddhist tradition. 

However, this characterization of the Dizang cult hardly reflects the medieval 

historical reality as revealed through this study. This becomes obvious when one recalls 

the range of social classes represented in the popular narratives, suggesting that among 

the devotees of Dizang were notably Buddhist monks and nuns, various official classes 

and sometimes even the ruler, as well as members of both genders. Significantly, eulogies 

extant in non-historical records indicate that the observance of Dizang worship, especially 

in the form of afterlife rites of embroidering Dizang images, was found among women of 

elite families frequently associated with the court. Furthermore, although Dizang belief 

increasingly assimilated indigenous popular Chinese elements from divinatory practice 

and demonology to religious Daoist practices and sinitic afterlife cults, the figure of 

Dizang never quite lose his bodhisattva character throughout the series of religious 

permutations. Indeed, the doctrine of bodhisattva was not only always present, but 

Chiin-fang has extensively studied the Guanyin cult in China; see for instance Yii 
(1992), 190-245; (1994), I5I-18I. She has also recently completed a book length study of the 
Guanyin cult that is to be published by Columbia University Press. 

®^^he East Asian cult of ManjusrI was studied previously by Bimbaum (1983). More 
recently, a group of scholars have undertaken new studies of the East Asian cult of Manjusri, 
notably Gimello (1992), 89-149; Gu (mss.), 1-75. 

'°°Wang-Toutain (1998). 
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frequently provided the very imagery through which religious innovations and assimilation 

took place. The image of Dizang as the savior bodhisattva of this Saha World allows 

new soteriologies to be incessantly generated in conjunction to different needs and occasions. 

This is evident from the previous analysis of the series of indigenous scriptures between 

the sixth and the tenth centuries which introduced a variety of patterns of religio-cultural 

synthesis in the form of new soteriologies expounded by or associated with the figure of 

Dizang Bodhisattva. Moreover, while popularized religious elements became increasingly 

present, the mythology associated with the bodhisattva ideal too was significantly elaborated 

in quite a few of these representations. Prominently, in the Benyuan jing. popular Chinese 

cults of afterlife and filial piety were canonized through the elaboration of the past lives 

of Dizang Bodhisattva. 

Rather than examining elite and popular traditions as necessarily separate 

expressions, it is instructive to analyze the dynamic interaction between the two forms of 

religious expressions—that is, how the one informs and shapes the other. In this regard, 

the interdisciplinary approach of this study provides interesting glimpses of modes of 

interaction between the elite and popular manifestations. Certain genres, notably miracle 

tales, demonstrate the popularized dimension of religious development. Particularly those 

tales included in non-Buddhist compilations are particularly suitable objects for the 

excavation of the popular religious sensibility t undercutting all social boundaries and 

religious denominations. As previously stated, the underworldly thread of Dizang belief 

was first fully articulated in the context of "retum-from-death" narratives that reflect 

precisely this kind of popular religious sensibility. This development was then canonized 

through a scriptural composition (the Dizang pusa jing) probably authored by a member 

of the elite clerical establishment The process of canonization documented in this scripture 

reveals certain themes, such as the need to provide an official scriptural account of the 
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genesis of the popularized development of the underworldly theme, as well as the fusion 

of the underworldly thread with another popularized development, that of pure land 

belief. In other words, the elite establishment did not merely adopt the popularized 

development of underworld belief, but further re-structured the mythology and discourse 

on the underworld connection, intertwining this sinicized development with another 

popularized but patently Buddhist theme, that of pure land belief. This integration was 

likely a means of domesticating the underworld development, a new pattern of religious 

assimilation, within the doctrinal norms and expressions accepted by the elite establishment. 

Interestingly, this Dizang pusa jing infiltrated the popular religious milieu where it circulated 

as part of the afterlife ritual practice: copying of the scripture was observed as pan of the 

accumulation of merits on behalf of the deceased in the hope that the deceased would 

avoid bad rebirth and be reborn in the pure land. This provides an exemplar of the 

complex dialectical relations between the popular and elite spheres: a popular phenomenon 

is reshaped and canonized, and then re-enters and again circulates as part of the practices 

in the popular milieu. Finally, we should also call attention to the canonization of various 

popular developments of Dizang belief through the compilation of miracle tales (that is, 

the Lingyan ji)—a very important source in relation to the dialectics between popular and 

elite religion. The compilation signifies acceptance of popular developments by the 

religious elite, but at the same time also brings to focus a certain endeavor on the part of 

the elite establishment to domesticate and reshape popular expressions in order to subsume 

them within the fold of the normative tradition. The editorial voice of the compiler 

(Changjin) surfacing here and there not only molds popularized religious developments, 

but also supplies exegetical explications of their sources or purport. For instance, story 

29 provides an official account of the transmission of the Benyuan jing from India to 

China, thereby attributing Indian origins to the Benyuan jing which was more likely 
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composed in Central Asia or China. The same story also provides genesis accounts of the 

popular trend of depicting Dizang with the Ten Kings of Purgatory (referred to in the 

story as "the transformation tableau of Dizang Bodhisattva"). The study of Dizang belief 

thus offers invaluable insights into the workings of the dialectics between so-called elite 

and popular religious expressions. 

Possible Directions in Future Research 

An obvious limitation to the approach of this study serves as a departure point for 

exploring possible directions for future research on the development of Dizang belief in 

China. Significantly, the selection of evidence adopted in this study crucially determines 

the patterns of Dizang belief that have been investigated. Since the scope of scriptural 

writings is deliberately restricted to the so-called "Dizang scriptures." this necessitates 

the omission of several important references to Dizang that occur in scriptures which do 

not otherwise highlight Dizang belief, and do not therefore belong to the category of 

Dizang scriptures. Consequently certain major medieval developments of Dizang belief 

have not been treated within the scope of the present study. 

One of these major developments is the previously-mentioned appearance of Dizang 

within the context of popularized esoteric ritual of "feeding the hungry ghosts." The 

development of this popular esoteric ritual arose from the encounter of three divergent 

religious strands operating in the medieval milieu: namely, esoteric development, the 

popular ritual of the Ghost Festival, and Dizang's underworldly connection in the medieval 

Chinese development. This sinitic amalgamation of Dizang belief, the Ghost Festival, 

and popular esoteric rites constitutes a major chapter in the history of medieval Chinese 

Buddhism that must be further explored. The appearance of Dizang in popularized 

esoteric ritual of feeding the spirits very likely contributed to the subsequent triumph of 

Dizang's underworld characterization over other threads of Dizang belief. 
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As shown through this study, the image of Dizang as "Lord of the Underworld"—the 

major, if not the sole, conception of Dizang's role in the modem Chinese religious 

context—does not capture the complexity and diversity of Dizang belief in medieval 

China. It is thus necessary to further explore how this exclusive image of Dizang came to 

dominate the Chinese religious scenario. In the subsequent development of Dizang 

belief, the Ming period was especially significant because it witnessed a resurgence of 

Dizang worship in conjunction with a larger Buddhist reform movement in that period. 

This resurgence of Dizang belief in the Ming era may have been crucial to the development 

of exclusive portrayals of Dizang as the Lord of the Underworld. Therefore, an area for 

further research is the resurgence of Dizang belief in the Ming Buddhist reform which 

has been largely neglected in modem scholarship. 

In relation to Ming developments, one should mention another major thread of 

Dizang belief: namely, the pilgrimage cult of the Golden Dizang at the site of 

Mt. Jiuhua fi^lU (Southern Anhui Province). In the popular mythology concerning 

Mt. Jiuhua. the site is consecrated to an eighth-century Silla monk Jin. who is regarded 

as an incarnation of Dizang. However, the connection between the Korean monk Jin and 

Dizang Bodhisattva may have evolved later, probably after the tenth century. The 

development of this link may well be crucial for the growing prominence of the underworld 

role of Dizang. Unfortunately the Mt. Jiuhua cult has been relatively less studied in 

western scholarship.^"' One of the few western scholars to have studied this pilgrimage 

site, Powell has pointed out that the Mt. Jiuhua pilgrimage cult flourished probably only 

from the Ming period,™" and likely catalyzed the resurgence of Dizang belief promulgated 

^'However, the cult has been extensively studied in Korean scholarship, not surprisingly 
in view of the Korean origin of the monk Jin. Mainland Chinese scholarship has also shown 
some interest in the cult of Mt. Jiuhua; two volumes of articles from conferences held at the site 
have been published; see Jiuhua shan fojia shi pianweihui, ed. (1993; 1996). 

^'Information given through oral communication. 
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by the Ming reform monk, Zhixu. The presence of the underworld theme in the Dizang 

cult at Mt. Jiuhua is frequently so overwhelming that one can conclude that by the Ming 

era, the underworld aspect had emerged as the central imagery connected to the Dizang 

cult™' 

my field trip to China in summer 1997, among the sites I visited was Mt. Jiuhua. 
Many of the major monasteries that marked the pilgrim's route was filled with paintings or 
sculptures which invoked the underworld theme. For a description of some of the monasteries, 
see Powell (1987). 
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APPENDIX A 

Dizangpusa shizhai ri 0 

1. Notes to the Dizang pusa shizhai ri 

Recovered from among the Dunhuang manuscript, the Dizang pusa shizhai ri 
(Dizang Bodhisattva and the Ten Feast Days) has been transcribed into volume 85 (T2850) 
of the Taisho edition of the Chinese canon/"" This text is part of a sub-genre of almanac 
writings from Dunhuang that sets forth the observance of the Ten Feast Days (shizhai ri 
-r%f 0). Western scholarship, particularly French scholarship, has made considerable 
progress investigating the various Dunhuang manuscripts on the Ten Feast Days: A few 
decades earlier, Soymie (1979) examined 12 of the manuscripts,™^ while more recently 
Wang-Toutain has further called attention to other manuscripts,^"^ counting a total of 21 
extant copies of the text. Interestingly, a few of these manuscripts are in the Tibetan 
language, thus attesting to the widespread dissemination of the religious observance of 
the Ten Feast Days7°^ Although the exact dating remains uncertain, Soymie has established 
the copies to be no later than the tenth century. 

The Taisho transcription entitled Dizang pusa shizhai ri (T2850), based on S 
2568. delivers a set of ten formulaic expressions correlating each of the Ten Feast Days 
(1st, 8th, 14th, I5th, 18th, 23rd, 24th, 28th, 30th) with the descent of a celestial deity, 
whose mission it is to inspect human conduct in the worldly realm. Each formulaic 
expression further prescribes the recitation of the name of a Buddhist divinity as an 
antidote to avert the unfortunate plight of falling into a particular hell, and further endorses 
the observance of a vegetarian diet to remit a fixed number of kalpas of wrongdoings. 
The first of these expressions run as follows: 

On the first day, when the Youths [of Good and Evil] descend, invoke the 
Tathagata of Concentration and Luminosity and you will not fall into 
the Hell of Knives and Spears; observe fasting and you will efface forty aeons of J - 709 o J wrongdomgs. 

'""The Taisho transcription is based on S 2568. 

™^Soymie (1979), 135-160. The manuscripts he investigated are: P3011; P 3795; P 
3809; S2143; S 2565; S 2567; S 2568; S 4175; S 4443; S 5892; S 6897; P.tib.941. 

^^^^ang-Toutain (1998), 203, footnote 788. She states that Rolf Stein called attention to 
two Tibetan copies, P.tib.252 and ZI0.62. She also points to the following other manuscripts: S 
4654; S 5541; hei 8347 (sheng 25); bei S348 (nai 68); bei 6878 (yang 18); lO 131; lO 367. 

°^Note that the above analysis only considers the Chinese versions of the texts. I regret 
that I do not have access to the Tibetan texts. 

'°®Soymie(1979), 135. 

^°^850:85.1300a8-9. 
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In this version of the text, the devotee is urged to recite the name of Dizang Bodhisattva 
on the twenty-fourth day of the month, when the Lord of Mount Tai descends into the 
human reaJm/'° On the basis of this version of the text on the Ten Feast Days, this text is 
often regarded as one of the indigenous "Dizang scriptures." 

However, the variant versions of the text are not exactly the same, although the 
permutation revolves around a set of fairly consistent variables. The Ten Feast Days 
remain always the same, and a more or less similar list of celestial inspectors occurs in all 
the versions of the Chinese manuscripts. However, other elements, such as the enumeration 
of Buddhist divinities, the list of hells, or the number of kalpas of wrongdoings are not 
present in all versions of the text. In the Taisho transcription (based on S 2568), the 
name of Dizang is mentioned both in its title and in the list of Buddhist divinities 
enumerated in the text. However, it is significant that nor all manuscript versions of the 
text always invoke the name of Dizang in the title (in the cases where there is an explicit 
title); nor is Dizang always mentioned in the contents of the text. In fact, there is every 
indication that, unlike the other indigenous Chinese Dizang scriptures previously considered, 
the text on the Ten Feast Days was likely never intended to be consecrated to Dizang 
Bodhisattva. For one thing, on a scrutinized analysis, the apparent connection between 
Dizang and the Ten Feast Days in the titles of certain copies turns out to be an "incidental" 
link, rather than a reflection of the importance of Dizang's role. The titles of two 
manuscripts {bei 6878 & S 4443) and the opening line of one untitled manuscript (S 
5892) provides a variant reading that states ""Dizang pusa jing shizhai ri" 

B. This reading is a pointed reference to the prescription to observe the ten days of 
fasting in the Dizang pusa benyuan jing —here referred to as Dizang 
pusa jing—and does not implicate any major role of Dizang within the text itself. It 
seems plausible that the title of Dizang pusa shizhai ri was either a scribal omission of 
the character jing in the original rendition of Dizang pusa jing shizhai ri. Hence, it is not 
prudent to derive more meaning from the connection between Dizang and the Ten Feast 
Days in the title other than the fact that the Dizang pusa benyuan jing's endorsement of 
the observance of the Ten Feast Days evidently assisted in popularizing this Buddhist 
observance in medieval China.^'" 

In addition to the title, the figure of Dizang does not always occur in the main 
body of all versions of the text, so that we have to conclude that the figure of Dizang was 
not an indispensable element in the tradition of the Ten Feast Days, at least not in the 
medieval development. A brief scrutiny of the medieval Chinese development of ritual 
fasting in fact seems to suggest that the enumeration of the names of Buddhist divinities, 
including Dizang, was a latter elaboration with the tradition of the ten days of fasting. ' ' 
The medieval Chinese concept of zhai, here translated as 'feast,"in part originated from 
the traditional Indian Buddhist practice of uposadha, during which the ordained members 

'"^2850:85.1300320-21. 

'"See T412:I3.783b26-c6. Also see Heng Ching, trans. (1974), 162-163. 

"^f. Zhuang (1998), 121-122. 

"^y account of the historical developments of ritual fasting in the medieval Chinese 
context is significantly derived from Sorenson (1995), 59-60, 68-77. 
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of the sangha purified themselves by refraining from eating. The meaning and purport of 
this practice was, however, altered greatly in the course of the sinification process that 
permitted the domestication of Buddhist beliefs and practices in the Chinese soil. In the 
course of cultural assimilation, the term zhai evolved strong implications of "abstinence 
from forcing the original usage as "fasting" proper to fade into the background; in 
the course of time, abstinence was further interpreted as "abstinence from meat-eating" 
while zhai came to be associated with purified food, specifically a vegetarian diet. Sorenson 
(1995) succinctly summarizes the development of zhai observances in medieval China; 

During the early phase of the Indian religion's assimilation and taking 
root in China, it would appear that the number of fast days was limited to six 
days each month, as well as on a certain number of days on specially designated 
"fasting months". At some point during the Nanbei Chao actual fasting seems to 
have been given up as a common practice among the banquets, i.e. the eating of 
"pure food". This transition should undoubtedly be seen against the background 
of the cult of eating—one of the most salient and important features of Chinese 
culture—which would have made actual fasting highly unpopular among the 
Buddhist laity and populace at large. 

Under the Tang and later periods, the fast days appear to have been 
universally interpreted as "meat-less" days, i.e. days when a pure vegetarian diet 
was upheld. Proper fasting on these days may still have been de rigeur among 
the pious members of the Buddhist community—lay and clerical alike—but for 
the average lay person vegetarian fare was apparently considered sufficient 
"mortification of the flesh". From the manuscripts found in the Mogao caves 
around the turn of this century we learn that during the tenth century the Buddhist 
associations there held six monthly vegetarian banquets on the first, eighth, fifteenth, 
eighteenth, twenty-fourth, and twenty-eighth days, and three major banquets in 
the first, fifth, and ninth months each year. '•* 

As Sorenson has pointed out, from the beginning, the six days of fasting were always 
understood to be the days of celestial inspection of human behavior. This concept of 
"divine scrutiny of human morals," though detected in a few of the early Indian Buddhist 
texts, was visibly reinforced and fully articulated in the medieval Chinese setting. The 
origin of the text on the Ten Feast Days thus derives from this earlier tradition that 
correlates the days of fasting/feasting with celestial inspection of human behavior. We 
can thus conclude that variant elements, such as the list of Buddhist divinities, the 
enumeration of hells, and the aeons of wrongdoings to be effaced, were later accretions to 
the text. The occurrence of Dizang's name in the list of Buddhist divinities was then part 
of such later elaboration. That the enumeration of Buddhist divinities is not present in all 
versions of the text is further verification that it was likely a later element in the development 
of the text on the Ten Feast Days. 

For the reasons stated above, the so-called Dizang shizhai ri is not considered in 
this study as one of the principal Dizang scriptures composed in the medieval Chinese 
milieu. However, the text must certainly be considered in any investigation of scriptural 
occurrences of Dizang. 

^'^Sorenson (1995), 59-60. 
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2. Dizang pusa shizhai ri Transcribed in T2850:85.1300a6-bl. 
Based on Dunhuang manuscript S 2568. 

On the first day, when the Youths [of Good and Evil] descend, invoke the Tathagata of 
Concentration and Luminosity and you will not fall into the Hell of Knives and 
Spears; observe fasting and you will efface forty aeons of wrongdoings. 
On the eighth day, when the [Heavenly] Prince descends, invoke Bhaisajyaguru Buddha 
and you will not fall into the Hell of Dung and Excrement; observe fasting and you will 
efface thirty aeons of wrongdoings. 
On the fourteenth day, when the Examiner of Life Spans descends, invoke the thousand 
Buddhas of the good kalpa and you will not fall into the Hell of Boiling Cauldrons; 
observe fasting and you will efface a thousand aeons of wrongdoings. 
On the fifteenth day, when the Great General of the Five Ways descends, invoke Amitabha 
Buddha and you will not fall into the Hell of Chilly Waters; observe fasting and you will 
efface two hundred aeons of wrongdoings. 
On the eighteenth day, when the Great General descends, invoke Vairocana Buddha and 
you will not fall into the Hell of Hungry Ghosts; observe fasting and you will efface one 
thousand aeons of wrongdoings. 
On the twenty-third day, when King Yama descends, invoke Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva 
and you will not fall into the Hell of Sword Trees; observe fasting and you will efface 
ninety aeons of wrongdoings. 
On the twenty-fourth day, when the Lord of Mount Tai descends, invoke Dizang Bodhisattva 
and you will not fall into the Hell of Being Chopped Into Two; observe fasting and you 
will efface one thousand aeons of wrongdoings. 
On the twenty-eighth day, when Indra descends, invoke Amitabha Buddha and you will 
not fall into the Hell of Iron Saw; observe fasting and you will efface ninety aeons of 
wrongdoings. 
On the twenty-ninth day, when the Four Heavenly Kings descends, invoke Yaoshishang 
Bodhisattva and you will not fall into the Hell of Grinding; observe fasting 
and you will efface seven thousand aeons of wrongdoings. 
On the thirtieth day, when Brahma the Heavenly King descends, invoke Sakyamuni 
Buddha and you will not fall into the Hell of Lava Flow; observe fasting and you will 
efface eight thousand aeons of wrongdoings. 
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APPENDIX B 

Translations and Summaries of Scriptures from Chapter 4 

1. Summarized Translation of tlie Dizang' da daoxin quce fa 
(T1159A:20.652c-655a) 

The text opens with the Tathagata and his highly accomplished assembly sealed in 
silence at GrdhrakuQ (the mountain called Vulture's Peak). At that time Bodhisattva 
Dizang, while sojourning around the world preaching and converting beings, arrived at 
the foot of Mount Vipula where he came to the house of the Elder Gaoti. Inside 
the Elder's house various malevolent ghosts had snatched their vital breath and his 
household of five hundred members [who] without realizing it were all being suffocated. 
Wishing to alleviate their suffering, the Bodhisattva went to Grdhrakura and requested 
permission from the Tathagata to preach a method of salvation for demon-possession. 
After the Tathagata emitted rays of light from his eyebrows indicating his assent. Bodhisattva 
Dizang spoke thus: 

"World-Honored One, since in the past I have received teachings from the Buddha. 
Today once more before the Buddha I will propound a little teaching to enable all living 
beings to abandon the bondage of the five hindrances SM, and obtain peace and stability 
again in this world without any decline and calamity. World-Honored One I now have a 
mantra that can ward off the malicious mind and can also avert all malevolent ghosts, 
etc., making all living beings be free from all obstructions. If a practitioner was troubled 
by various demons, he should perform this method of mine without violation. If one 
wishes to ward off and dispatch all ghosts and spirits, in accordance to one's wish and 
need, they would one by one be identified. If one recites this mantra and this method, 
one will attain accomplishments in three days and three nights. World-Honored One. if 
someone arises the intention to avert and eliminate calamities and disasters, or if he 
desires to know future events, penetrate the knowledge of the mortal conditions of self 
and others in previous lives and the knowledge of the natural world ^ 
he will be endowed with the three [knowledges]. Also it causes those who have not met 
to come together, and pacify those who have not been pacified. World-Honored One. 
this method can cause one to have infinite knowledge and infinite ability. If a practitioner, 
either lay or monastic, were to practice this method, wherever he dwells, he will succeed 
without exception. 

World-Honored One, in the past measureless and boundless distant time ago was 
a Buddha named FGng of the Radiance of the Lamp of the Sun B 'MTfeBE. This Buddha 
was endowed with the ten names and he employed the teaching of the Three Vehicles to 
convert living beings. After this Buddha entered nirvana, I dwelled at the stage of the 
worldly beings in the period of the Semblance Dharma. There was a xian at Mount 
Kuttara well-versed in the arts of magic. I saw living beings afflicted by malevolent 
ghosts no different from the Elder's household. At that time I uttered the following vow, 
'I vow to meet the learned one who should be able to teach the method for quelling 
(ghosts).' After uttering these words, I immediately headed for Mt. Kun^a to visit that 
xian. Seeing him my heart rejoiced and I immediately inquired the method from that 
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xian. At that time the xian introduced me [to the method] and made me understand it 
within three days. I had to know all good and bad news ten thousand miles away. 
Moreover, all malignant ghosts congregated at my abode, and relying on my teacher's 
method I tamed their hearts and caused them to awaken the aspiration toward the Way. 
Again I recited this mantra, and in a split second [all the] living beings undergoing pain 
in all the hells, each of them rode on a lotus and obtained respite from the various 
sufferings. 

At that time the immortal seeing me achieve such supernatural abilities bestowed 
a prophecy to me proclaiming, 'Immeasurable limitless ages ago the Buddha had already 
bestowed a prophecy to you. You were named Dizang Among the humans and 
celestial beings in the chaotic five degenerate eras, Dizang frequently transforms his body 
to liberate and cause living beings to be freed from calamities.' That immortal [thus] 
delivered the prophecy to me, and I strove even harder to practice this method. What I 
saw today at the Elder's [place] is no different from the previous situation. If a practitioner 
perform this method, accordingly requesting and receiving [the teaching], I will arrive at 
his or her place, and will assemble and register [the ghosts] for him or her; the various 
ghosts will all simultaneously appear to be deployed as wished. It shall be just like my 
performing the method [and there will be] no difference whatsoever." (T1159A:20.652a6-
b6). 

The remaining two-third of the text delineates the exorcism method through the 
persona of Bodhisattva Dizang. He first pronounced the mantra {zhou jf.) specific to the 
exorcism method: Nanmo naluo sanpotuo ye juliu pomo canduman 

i3\) sapohe (4x). Then he details the steps of the ritual method: 
first, the rite for summoning ghosts {zhao gui then the rite to be fearless when 
encountering the ghosts (jian gui wuwei fa and then the rite to dispatch 
ghosts under one's services {shicu gui followed by instructions to ensure the 
proper functioning of the procedure, and finally an explication on the efficacy of talismans 
tfu r^). 

The rite for summoning the ghosts {zhao gui begins with the practitioner 
preparing an ounce each of five kinds of incense (white sandal, cloves, protuberance, 
green wood, and hundred harmonies). The incense is pulverized and blended with white 
honey on white colico, all the while not raising it in the direction of the nose or smelling 
it, but constantly reciting the name of the Bodhisattva until the blending is completed. 
Then go to a place (a room, the wilderness, plains, or any place as one wishes), take a 
piece of clean cloth, seven feet long, as well as seven cups of milk-porridge. Perform the 
rite on top of clean cloth, placing a white porcelain incense burner. The incense will 
summon the various ghosts when you call the name: naluosu naluosu 
Repeat these words. When you have invoked three summons, then recite the mantra 
three hundred times. (However, prior to performing the rite, you must not recite the 
mantra). After the three summons and three hundred recitations, again recite the mantra 
two hundred times. Then perform again the previous three summons, followed by a 
hundred recitation of the mantra, and then again do the three summons. You should do it 
thrice in three days, and the procedure should be the same day and night. In the excess 
time recite the name of Dizang. The practitioner will witness varying omens on each 
day: on the first day clouds of strange hues shall rise from a peak and there will be an 
extraordinary fragrance; on the second day, hundred bejeweled lotuses will appear in 
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space, as well as a wish-fulfilling pearl; on the third day. there will be a strong wind and 
the sound of bells in rainy skies. If the practitioner perceives these signs, he will be 
assured of various heavenly assistance. Accordingly at this time the ghosts and spirits of 
this world will all assemble along with the clouds covering the space. The practitioner 
himself will know that the ghosts and spirits have arrived, although he cannot see them 
clearly. When he desires to see them, he should recite the mantra as previously (first 
three hundred times, then one and two hundred times). Then the forms of the ghosts will 
become slightly evident but not distinct. 

At this point, the practitioner should perform the rite that allow fearlessness when 
encountering the ghosts {jian gui wuwei fa He who have assembled the 
ghosts and further wishes to make the ghosts manifest themselves distinctly should obtain 
clear water and spit at the ghosts. Then he should make the all-embracing sign (doiishe 
yin first slightly raise the left foot and straighten the right foot, then bend the 
left hand thumb grasping the forefinger {touzhi M.^) pressing it against the lower joint 
(of the finger), and then clutch the right fist and hanging down; then summon the 
previous name [naluosu naluosu three times. The ghosts will manifest 
themselves and cause the person to be afraid. Then he should immediately recite the 
previously-stated ma/irra during their manifestation. 

One who has no fear when the ghosts' bodies appear should then make the sign 
that saves and penetrates in accord with one's will {suixin jiushe yin 
directly in front slightly bend the left foot and bring together the two palms, and there 
will be no fear. After performing, if you wish to converse with the ghosts, perform the 
rite of "banging the teeth" {kouchi np®) fifteen times, opening the mouth and loudly 
pronouncing as follows: "Dm Dtf{! Du Dtil! Who are you who have come here? I have a 
divine mantra that can eliminate evil ghosts. If you are not got rid off and subjugated, 
then you will instantly die! Du ntfi! Du Dfii!" On uttering these words, the ghosts would 
tremble in fear. The practitioner single-mindedly recite this three times and all ghosts 
abandon evil intentions. 

After causing the ghosts to be fearful and having mastered them, the practitioner 
should make them rejoice by making the sign of fearlessness (wuwei yin namely, 
suspending the two feet and the right hand, bending the left hand upward at the heart, and 
then bending the last finger and fourth finger toward the middle of the palm, while using 
the big thumb to press its joint. Then summon the name [naluosu naluosu 
5^] three times like previously. Then the ghost will approach the practitioner and said: 
"Great Being :^d:! I am a ghost with extremely heavy retribution, and am inclined 
always to frustrate all beings ... On account of the Great Being, this prowess has 
penetrated me, causing me to arrive here and arouse the Mind of the Way I shall 
smash this body into tiny dust motes, [but] it will be difficult to completely repay my 
gratitude to the Great Being. I only wish that the Great Being will espouse the teaching 
that extinguishes sins [so that I can] transform this evil body." (T1159A:20.cl7-22). 
Thereupon the practitioner will speak some teachings to awaken them to correct 
understanding. The ghost, on hearing it, will rejoice, and together with the practitioner 
will teach and convert living beings, granting the desires of living beings in accordance to 
their wishes. 

Next, the explication on the rite for dispatching ghosts. To do so, you must use 
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red sand to write this talisman, then chop the seal 5(3 thrice, swallowing and carrying on 
your body nine slips of talisman. After that, perform the method thai causes the ghosts to 
bustle everywhere dispatching services as required. Here the text enumerates a long list 
of services the ghost can perform, such as offering information on past and future events, 
and so forth. If one who observes the practice of this method is surrounded by birds and 
beasts desiring to harm him, summon the ghost and speak, the heads of the evil beasts 
and so forth will split into seven parts. In short, the practitioner can deploy the ghosts for 
a range of services from obtaining supramundane knowledge to averting natural calamities 
like fire or flood, warding off spells and curses, as well as curing slight or severe 
illnesses. The text especially highlights the curative abilities that the mastery of ghosts 
brings, elaborating in detail the curative method for each illness. For instance, to treat 
eye-disease, it is necessary to obtain a.haritaki crush it to get its young milk sap. 
and then apply it to the eye. Then one should recite the mantra fourteen times, and one 
should notice a difference in three days. 

At this point, the text gives some instructions to ensure the efficacy of the method. 
First, neither the place nor the number of people affects the practice of the method. 
Whether the practitioner is married or single also does not matter. However, the practitioner 
must perform the method only in secret. Also the method can only be practiced by 
inhabitants of impure lands (huiguo should those dwelling in the pure lands 
{qingjingguo practice it, they would be polluted by defilements and will fall into 
the three paths of animals, ghosts, and hells. The practitioner cannot wear leather, fur. or 
felt, although all other typ)es of clothing, new or old, can be used. As long as the ghost 
appears and converses with the practitioner, he can be assured of results. 

The section closes with an explication on the efficacy of talisman. The practitioner 
who knows distant future events, when he sees those who will undergo pain, illness, or 
other calamity, should write a talisman, causing it to fly a thousand miles in requite. 
Those who have died a day, when the talisman lands on their heart, they will be resurrected. 
When practicing the method, if the talisman is written on the very first day of the year, 
success is guaranteed. On this day he should write out a thousand slips of talisman 
sufficient for a year's use. The first day of the year varies: in the western region (that is. 
India), it is the first day of the third month but in the east (China) it is the first month. 
The text then speaks of forty types of talisman. The first twenty can ward off all 
calamities, especially sickness: 

"If the practitioner is treating illnesses of sentient beings, he should write 
one thousand slips of talisman. Having written they should be swallowed 
... World-Honored One, ail illnesses of living beings, whatever type it is, 
whether slight or severe, upon writing the talismans, there will be immediate 
effect. Should it not be efficacious, I [i.e., Dizang] shall abandon my 
bodhisattva body in front of the Tathagata, and will undertake the suffering 
of that living being on his or her behalf...." (T1159A:20.654c22-655a2). 

The last twenty talismans, on the other hand, will bring supramundane fruits: 

If the practitioner have written them in vermilion [sand] and carried them 
for forty-one days, he would have supramundane powers. He would obtain 
the four wisdoms of non-obstruction and would transcend life 
and death, emerging from the mud [of cyclic existence]. All Buddhas will 
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praise him and bodhisattvas will protect him. And up to a hundred days 
his distant relatives and close kins of the five clans will also realize the 
intuitive tolerance of the birthiessness of all things {anutpattikadharmaksmti 

Each will spread out his body and fly away. Again [if] the 
practitioner carries [the talisman] for up to fifty days, the sm^l finger on 
his body will then emit light and his body will by itself be clear and 
transparent like pure lapis lazuli. The country where the practitioner 
resides, its king, princes, officials, and citizens will all pay respect and 
submit to him; even the worms, animals that fly or dwell on four legs on 
the ground, all will bring incense and flowers to offer to him. All the 
heavens will scatter flowers and make the sounds of the music of the great 
Dharma and distantly penetrating to the worlds of the ten directions. Those 
who hear it, will receive offering of excellent food and beverage. 

(T1159A:20.655a4-12). 

The text concludes by returning to the narrative setting, the story of the Elder and his 
household. Due to the teaching, they were not only liberated from the malevolent ghosts, 
but subsequently also attained the fruit of arhatship. 

The text ends with the following colophon: 

The Dharma-Transmitter, Acarya Keiyu, wrote out [this copy] at the 
Surangama Cloister, 
It was completed on the twenty-fifth day of the seventh month in the first 
year of the kanji era [the year of 1087]. 
On the autumn of the third year of the kyoho era [in the year 1718] Bushin 
was decreed to copy the text based on the copy in the Mt. Togao s 
collection. However, the [Mt. Togao's] copy was damaged by grub-worms 
and very difficult to read, so he obtained a good copy for editing. 
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2. Dizang pusa yigui (T1158.20:652al0-652c3). Translated by 
^bhakara (637-735) from Central India 

At that time Sakyamuni was preaching the Dharma on Mount Kharadiya 
M ill with innumberable various [manifestations of] Dizang Bodhisattva. ten kotfs of 
bhiksus and bhiksums, devas, nagas, and others of the eight classes of beings, various 
demons and spirits, together with countless hundreds and thousands of the multitude. 

At that time, a Great Being by the name of Dizang bared his right shoulder and 
knelt with his right knee on the ground amidst the multitude. He placed his palms 
together and reverently requested the Buddha, "I wish to preach divine mantras for the 
benefit of all beings. [1] only wish the World-Honored One to allow me out of compassion 
to preach the divine mantras." The Buddha told Dizang Bodhisattva, "All of you [should] 
quickly preach [the divine mantras] to benefit all beings." At that time, Dizang Bodhisattva 
ascended into the air praising and taking refuge in the World-Honored One. He also 
manifested immeasurable supernatural powers in the air, and recited mantras from his 
divine mouth, "An anmota anmoer jubi jubi sanmanduo suopohe 

^ Then he recited the heart mantra 'U/£, "An yanmantazhe suopohe 
^ " Then he recited the heart of the heart mantra "A/i sliisi 
^ (2X). Just after he had recited these mantras, the great tenth-stage bodhisattvas 
lost their original minds and were confused, the devas, ndgas, and others of the eight 
classes, yaksas, demons, and spirits fled in great apprehension and collapsed to the ground. 
The sun. moon, and stars lost their luminosity; darkness covered the sky: and a shower 
of precious flowers descended. Even if one spoke for an entire aeon about the power of 
[these] mantras, one would not be able to exhaust [this subject]. 

Next, [Dizang Bodhisattva] explained the method of painting the image [of Dizang]. 
Construct an image of a /ravaka wearing the kasdya the end of which covers his left 
shoulder. His left hand should hold a flower in full bloom; his right hand should be in 
the gesture of fearlessness (abhayamudrd and he must be seated on a lotus 
flower. Again [now follows a second description], the image of the Great Being who is 
seated on a throne [should] wear a celestial crown and kasdya, and he should hold a lotus 
flower and a leaf in his left hand, [while] his right hand [is in the gesture] like in the 
previous [abhayamudrd]. He must be seated on a lotus platform of nine grades. Then. 
[Dizang] explained the mudrd and mantra. He made the mudrd [referred to as] eryii 
sabuzha —which controlled the coming and going within the region of precepts, 
and recited the mantra, ""An yanmozhili suopohe J " Next, he explained 
the mudrd of the universal offering the eryu sabuzha which 
established the coming and going of concentration and wisdom, [and recited] "Am nanremoni 
suofuhe Next, he summarized the general mudrd of eryu sabuzha 
— w h i c h  e s t a b l i s h e d  t h e  c o m i n g  a n d  g o i n g  o f  t h e  p o w e r  o f  d i l i g e n c e ,  a n d  t h e  
mantra is am jiezhini ye suofuhe (twice). Then [he explained] the 
mudrd of invitation and praise if ̂ 511, the eryu sabuzha — t h e  c o m i n g  a n d  
going of the power of diligence; and again [he] distributed and sent by deploying 
concentration on the contemplation of the hand to advance concentration. 
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Again [Dizang] explained the siddha methods If one thinks of procuring 
great blessing and virtue, he must perform the offering (homa of aka wood 
seventy thousand times. If one thinks of obtaining the harvest of the five grains, he must 
perform the homa of grains, fruits, and flowers. If one thinks of [bestowing] merits and 
virtue on another, he must perform a. homa with soil from the stove of that man's house. 
If one thinks of obtaining eminent status and virtue, he must perform a homa with bill 
flowers If one thinks of subduing his enemies in ail his births, he must rigorously 
practice the homa of wood. If one thinks of conquering a heterodox family possessed by 
evil spirits, he must perform the homa with poisonous vapor. If one thinks of curing 
insanity and other diseases, he must perform a homa with lotus, fruits, and herbs thirty 
thousand times. If one thinks of extinguishing evil, producing good, and [attaining] 
rebirth in the paradise, he must perform a homa with herbs thirty thousand times. If one 
thinks of reversing a curse on the wicked one who spells the curse, he must perform the 
homa of throwing bitter herbs into the fire thirty thousand times. If one thinks of 
procuring immeasurable glorious achievements and official salary, he must perform a 
homa with white flowers and birds' grasses thirty thousand times. If one 
thinks of becoming a virtuous person who has the ability of samaya debate he 
must perform a homa with skeletal herbs thirty thousand times. If one thinks of 
transforming and converting all beings, removing them from suffering and achieving joy. 
he must perform a homa with white mustard seed S • If one thinks of transforming 
and converting the beings in the Buddhaless world, he must perform a homa with shijia 
herbs two hundred and ten thousand times. If one thinks of producing the five 
grains from a decadent field, he must confer and uphold an old rape-tumip as 
well as its scattered [place]. If one who worries about the ten thousand kinds of diseases, 
he must perform a homa with hyssop 4^^^ for thirty thousand times. If one worries 
about the assorted diseases caused by the three yins and the four heats [13^, he 
must perform the homa with a variety of herbs yielding dryness. If husband and wife are 
not in harmony, one must perform a homa with bizui grass thirty thousand times, 
then they will be in harmony. If one's wick friend and good friend are in conflict, he 
must perform a. homa with tengye herbs thirty thousand times. If one cultivates 
according to the above methods on the 8th, 14th, and 15th days of the luminous [or first 
half] of the month, he is sure to attain accomplishment. 
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3. Dizang pusajing Dimhuang Manuscript S 6257/" Transcribed in 
T2909:85.1455b^. 

At that time, Dizang Bodhisattva was residing in the Lapis Lazuli World in the 
south, and he employed his pure celestial eye to contemplate the living beings undergoing 
tortures in hell: Iron motars were pounding; trip-hammer-pestles were grounding; iron 
plowshares were furrowed while iron saws were sawing away; the broth in the cauldrons 
simmered and gushed over, while a raging fire rose into the sky. Starved, [the beings] 
then swallowed scathing iron pellets; and thirsty, they then drank molten bronze. They 
underwent afflictions without respite. 

Dizang Bodhisattva could not endure seeing that, and so from the south he arrived 
at hell and sat on a separate seat in the same place as King Yama. There were four causes 
[for his coming]: First, [he] feared that King Yama's judgement of crimes would be 
unreliable; second, [he] feared that the written documents could be confused; third, [he 
was concerned about] those for whom the time of death should not yet have arrived; 
fourth, [he wished that] having received the punishment, [the beings would] leave the 
riverbanks of hell. 

If there is a good man or woman who has carved images of the Bodhisattva. 
copied the Scripture of Dizang Bodhisattva, and recited the name of Dizang Bodhisattva. 
he or she will surely attain rebirth in the World of Ultimate Bliss in the western direction. 
[He or she will travel] from one buddhaland to another buddhaland, from one heaven to 
another heaven. If there is a good man or woman who has carved images of the Bodhisattva, 
copied the Scripture of Dizang Bodhisattva, and recited the name of Dizang Bodhisattva. 
he or she will surely attain rebirth in the World of Ultimate Bliss in the western direction. 
On the day when this person dies, Dizang Bodhisattva himself will come to welcome him 
or her. and he or she shall always be in the same place as the Bodhisattva Dizang. 

After hearing the Buddha's preaching, all greatly rejoiced and accepted [the teaching] 
with faith, and reverently uphold it. 

' '^e annotation to the Taisho text states that the edition was based on S 197. Wang-Toutain 
has identified this as the wrong manuscript number and that the manuscript used was actually S 
6257. See Wang-Toutain (1998), 146, footnote 581. 
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APPENDIX C 

Translations and Summaries of Narratives from Chapter 6 

1. The Account of Li Siyuan ^®7t: from the Taiping guangji fascicle 
100. (Originally from Jiwen 

In the middle of the fifth month in the summer of the fifth year of the Tang 
Dynasty tianbao ^9* era [that is, 746], an official by the name of Li Siyuan died 
abruptly. However, as his breast remained warm, his family did not dare to bury [him]. 
This lasted for twenty one days before he finally revived in the night. He immediately 
said, "There are people who have escorted me, so prepare offerings for thirty people." 
Again, he said, " Also, prepare ten thousand strings of cash to give to my escorts." As 
the father was an official and the family was quite rich, [the father] prepared what his son 
requested. [They] also trimmed paper to make money, and furnished food. It was 
commanded that offerings to thirty monks [should be set up] in front of the hall. Siyuan 
said [to the invisible monks], "Favored by your kindness I have been escorted; the little 
food and simple vegan dishes are insufficient and therefore disgrace your great virtuosity." 
After a while as if they had finished their meal, he then had five thousand pieces of paper 
money burned in the courtyard. He further requested the preparation of food, as well as 
wine and meat, for two persons. Siyuan addressed the seats, "By your favor I was 
released. I am extremely grateful to you." He again had five thousand pieces of paper 
money burned. After completing it, he then went to bed. Until the next morning, he 
gradually calmed down. 

He related that he was seized to a place. The officer was not around but there 
were two official servants, one named Feng Jiangjing and another Li Haichao ^ 

Together with Siyuan were three other people who were [also] summoned [to this 
place]. The official servants said, "[If] you pay me five million cash, I will release you." 
The others did not answer but only Siyuan promised it. The two official servants were 
happy. At that time, the official came and told the three men, "Two of you will certainly 
be apprehended and it will be decided among the three [of you]." The official then led 
Siyuan and the others to the King's abode. [After passing through] numerous layers of 
city gates where the protection [seems to be] complete, they saw the King residing in a 
tall building with ten bays. The residence where that King lived in had three bays, all 
with bamboo blinds. Siyuan arrived but had not yet entered. He saw a man who had a 
golden medal with purple ribbon, shaped as if it was very expensive. The man sent a 
card requesting to meet the King. The King summoned him. Siyuan followed and 
entered the lower floor. The King ordered [him] to step behind the blinds and summoned 
the aristocrat to go upstairs. The aristocrat ascended from the stairs, and on seeing [him] 
the King stood up and went to the blinds. The aristocrat bowed. The King responded 
[also] with a bow, addressing the aristocrat, "Since you have come here today, I should 
[ask you] to answer [if you] had done any good deeds when [you] were alive?" The 
aristocrat replied, "No." The King said, "You were alive for several decades [but] did not 
have good deeds, and was moreover disloyal and unfilial. What should be done now?." 
[The King] then knitted his brows and said, "The punishment the official assigned can be 
administered." The aristocrat [started to] leave, but after only a few steps a dark wind 
suddenly blew the front of the blinds. It directly blew away the aristocrat. From a 
distance one [can] see the aristocrat in the dark wind blowing his body which was 
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abruptly lengthened by several zhang. His shape was gradually annihilated; at times big 
and at times small, it gradually became distanced and then vanished. The King watched 
and stood up. He told the people down the stairway, "This is the wind of karma which 
has blown this person into hell!" The official then explained about Siyuan and the others. 
The King said, "We can draw lots and decide." He then cast three pieces of thin silk 
under the blind and ordered the three people to open them. Two of them opened the silk 
[pieces], and they all have the characters "To be dispatched On opening, only 
Siyuan's [piece of] silk did not have [any writing]. The King said, "Retain the two and 
release Siyuan Siyuan came out from the gate of the hall. 

On the west wall of the gate was a door facing east. Outside the door were 
several hundreds of multitudes of monks holding banners and flowers, welcoming Siyuan. 
They said, "The Bodhisattva wishes to meet [you]." Siyuan entered the cloister. The 
floor was all [covered by] lucid ponds; the hall and balcony were all [made] of the seven 
treasures. In the hall was a monk wearing a robe with golden designs and sitting on a 
precious couch. Siyuan paid respect to him. [The monks] on both sides said, "This is 
Bodhisattva Dizang." Siyuan then knelt down. The monks all produced sounds of 
eulogy and, on hearing, Siyuan shed tears. The Bodhisattva told the crowd, "Do you see 
this person weeping tears? This person is going off in a short while. It is because he 
hears the singing of praises to Buddha that he is crying." He told [Siyuan], "You have 
seen the affairs of this realm. When you return to the human world, you should accordingly 
speak about it let people of the [living] world hear about it [that they may] correct their 
conduct and cultivate good deeds. [If] you, in this life, do not have disorderly conduct 
but always [maintain] correct thoughts, [then] you can come here again." He then 
commanded all the monks to escort [Siyuan's] return. When Siyuan first awoke, he [had 
his family] prepare the meal for thirty people, as well as separately prepare meat and 
wine for two [other] persons. All were bestowed with gifts and benefits on account of 
this. 

Siyuan lived for seven days. After having set up a great feast, Siyuan died again 
but, reviving at daybreak, he said that he was summoned to Dizang's place. [Dizang had] 
said angrily to Siyuan, "1 commanded you to report the affairs of retribution in hell, why 
did you not speak about it?" [Dizang] was about to beat him, [but] Siyuan beseeched for 
forgiveness and was released. Because Siyuan usually did not consume wine and meat, 
he was again revived. Finally, he purified himself and became a vegetarian, and his 
family refrained from eating past noon. Also, every time Siyuan was at a place with a 
congregation of people, he would definitely report the netherworld incident. The people 
were all converted by it. 
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2. The Account of the monk Qizhi from the Taiping guangji 
fascicle 100. (Originally from Jiwen 

A monk in Shengye Monastery named Qizhi was fond of socializing 
with people of high ranks. He has great knowledge of medical skill, [but] his conduct 
was disorderly. In the middle of the fifth month in the fifth year of the tianbao era [the 
year of 746]. he was ill and died but revived on the second day [after his death]. He then 
moved to the Eastern Chanding Monastery where he erected a hall inside the 
cloister. It was extremely magnificent. Arranged horizontally across a long [altar] table 
were seven images the height of a person. From then on, he absolutely ceased social 
intercourse and diligently observed the precepts. 

He himself stated, "When I first died, I saw the register and arrived at the court of 
the King of demons. I saw a piece of meat decaying on the ground. The King then 
asked, "You are a monk, why did you kill people?" Qizhi did not know what to response. 
The King said, "Why did you beat to death the maidservant of the monastery?" Qizhi 
then understood. First, a low-ranking monk in the monastery named He Mashi 
had illicit intercourse with Qingyi in the monastery. Later, Qingyi changed her 
mind and Mashi was angry with her. Hence, he dragged Qingyi to the abbot, "This 
Qingyi is not a good person!" The abbot had always hated her. Since the monks were 
eating in the hall and were not yet dismissed, [the abbot] summoned Qingyi to face the 
congregation and subsequently whipped her to death. Qizhi admonished the abbot. "The 
homeless should be vigilant in body, speech, and mind. The precepts that have been 
established cannot be opposed. Moreover, you are about to kill [before] a [religious] 
congregation!" [But] Mashi praised the abbot. The abbot was angry and did not accept 
Qizhi['s advice]. Thereupon, he whipped and beat her to death in the hall. 

Consequently, [once] Qizhi understood the King's question, he then said. "The 
killer was the abbot and the one who committed the crime was Mashi; why [am I 
summoned] for confrontation and questioning today?" The rotten meat in front of the 
King suddenly uttered a voice, "Qizhi killed me." The King was angry and said. "You 
maidservant! Instead of just lying down, why don't you stand up and speak up?" The 
rotten meat suddenly transformed into a person. Qingyi, who was killed, argued with 
Qizhi for several rounds, and then said, "When I was dying, I was in extreme pain and 
confusion, but I heard a voice somewhere encouraging [that I be] killed. I suspected that 
it was Qizhi and I therefore complained about it." The King said, 'Pursue the abbot." 
The underling official replied, "[He] has great merits, and so cannot be chased." [The 
King] said, "Pursue Mashi." The official answered, "Mashi's life has not yet been 
exhausted." The King said, "Let us keep Qingyi and acquit Qizhi." 

When Qizhi first entered [hell], he had seen a monk and a horse standing near the 
king's throne. When he arrived at the gate, the monk also came out. Qizhi paid his 
respects and the monk said, "I am Dizang Bodhisattva. [It is because] your causal merits 
are scarce that your life has reached its limit; hence, you were the only one to be 
pursued. From now on, you should resolutely observe the monastic precepts, discard 
secular affairs, live alone in a serene monastery, and construct seven images the height of 
a person. If you cannot obtain [enough] money, you can also draw and paint [them]." 
Thereupon, Qizhi revived and then followed [Dizang's] exhortation 
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3. The Account of Sun Xian from the Taiping guangji fascicle 106. 

At Chongyi [southwest of Jianxi lC®] in Xiang Prefecture [in the 
interval between] the Tang and the Liang Dynasties before the war ended, a low-ranking 
general named Sun Xian passed away abruptly. After two nights he returned to life. He 
said. "I arrived at a site that looked like a king's residence. The guards of honor were 
extremely imposing. A civil servant brought in a monk for confrontation. The religious 
name of [this] monk was Huaixiu He had been dead for over a year. Because he 
had severely violated precepts while alive, he had thus entered hell. [As] no virtuous 
actions could have been recorded, he therefore lied and said, "I have frequently requested 
Sun Xian to copy the Lotus Sutra." The order had then been issued to pursue Sun Xian 
for a confrontation. First of all, Xian did not comprehend [what was going on], and the 
monk was obstinate about it. Time passed by without any resolution. Suddenly, they 
saw a A-amana who said, "Dizang says that if you, disciple, recognize your error, you will 
then naturally obtain protection." Xian then did according to these words, and thus had 
no problems. 

Again, [Sun Xian] said that while he was being interrogated, he saw a barbarian 
king with hundreds of escorts entering from outside. The netherworld king had descended 
a few steps, and they had together ascended to the hall. They had not been sitting for a 
long time when a great gust of wind then carried away the [barbarian king]. 

Again, [Sun Xian] had seen a man whose wrongdoings and merits were being 
investigated. This man had frequently recited the Diamond Siitra but he also liked eating 
meat. To his left was [piled up] a few thousand scrolls of scriptures. To his right was an 
accumulation of meat that was forming a mountain. The meat was increasing and about 
to outsize [the pile of scriptures] when from among the pile of scriptures, a sparkle flew 
over to the mountain of meat. In an instant [the meat] was all consumed. The man 
walked in the air and vanished. 

Xian asked Dizang, "Earlier where did the wind carried away the foreign king?" 
King Dizang answered, "This king should have entered Avici [Hell] and the earlier 
wind was the wind of karma'" He then led Xian to see the hells. On arriving at the gate, 
smoke and flames were blazing brightly. The noise was like wind and thunder. [Sun 
Xian] was terrified and dared not look. Just before they saw the boiling soup in the 
cauldron, the bursting foam dripped onto [Sun Xian's] left thigh. The pain seared his 
heart and marrow. Dizang commanded a dispatcher to send [Sun Xian] back, and forbade 
[Sun Xian] to divulge the netherworld affairs. [Sun Xian] revived as if from a dream. 
His wife and children had surrounded [his corpse], and had already been sobbing for a 
day. He subsequently ruined his family['s fortunes in order] to copy scriptures and 
requested to renounce the lay life. The spot where the drop had fallen in the dream 
formed a scar that remained without change throughout his entire life. 
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4. Summarized translation of the Record of Numinous Verifications of the Images of 
Dizang Bodhisattva compiled by the Transmitter of 
Teachings, the Sramana Changjin (Xuzangjing 149.352a-369b) 

Preface 

The preface begins by recalling that at a prior assembly in the Trayastrimsa Heaven 17}fi] 
5^. '^ the Buddha had once appointed Dizang to the task of watching over all living 
beings in the Saha World during the interval after his nirvam and before the 
coming of the Future Buddha Maitreya. The compiler states that as a result of such 
causal conditions. Dizang Bodhisattva had been especially efficacious in this world, there 
have been uncountable accounts of divine potencies encountered by those who erected 
images of Dizang, recited his name, or worshiped him in any manner. However, the 
transmission of Dizang's meritorious actions, oral or written, is scarce compared to the 
actual events. Now, a decree has been issued for the official compilation of the accounts, 
but can only record a handful of these innumerable events. 
[Written and compiled in the second year of duangong [the year of 989] by the 
Transmitter of Teachings, the Sramana Changjin 

No. 1. Record of the emission of lights by a painting of Dizang at Shanji Monastery 
during the Liang Dynasty 

At Deyang in the Han M Prefecture during the Liang Dynasty, the artist Zhang 
Sengyou ® had drawn twin images of Guanyin and Dizang on a wall in the corridor 
of the Shanji Monastery. Dizang is portrayed as a monk in cross-legged meditation pose. 
Evidently, this image of Dizang would emit light whenever devotees venerated it. Sometime 
later, the practice of tracing and copying the image began and, as the copies of the image 
also similarly emitted light, numerous people started copying the image. The rest of the 
narrative recounted the numerous miraculous efficacies attained through worshipping the 
image, explaining how the image earned its title as the "Dizang that emits light." One 
such devotee, Wang Ji ilS, was on a voyage to assume the appointment of Regional 
Inspector when, encountering strong winds, he escaped unharmed. In 687, Empress Wu 
decreed a copy of the image to be made for herself, and it similarly emitted light. In 766. 
some great monks from Baoshou Monastery WS# witnessed lights emanating from the 
Shanji Monastery, and petitioned a memoriaJ to the Emperor who then sincerely worshiped 
the image. It was said that whenever the image of the Bodhisattva emitted light, the state 
was always peaceful. Also a pregnant wife, long overdue in her pregnancy, finally gave 
birth after she copied and worshiped the image. 

No. 2. Record of the emission of lights by a painting of Dizang at the Faju Monastery 
in the Tang 

In the Tang period, Guo Xia fPT from Yi ^ Prefecture drew a Dizang image (seated on 

"'^t is listed in Buddhist cosmology as the second of the six heavens in the Realm of 
Desire. 
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a rope-bed. legs hanging down) at the Faju Monastery that was based on an original 
drawing by Zhang Sengyou In 665, a monk made a copy of this image and it 
surprisingly emitted light now and then. Copies that were consecutively duplicated from 
it also emitted lights. The Emperor apparently decreed one copy to be placed at the 
palace for worship. Commoners in the capital city worshiped the drawing and local 
families made separate copies for their own use. All procured efficacies that had not 
been individually recorded. 

No. 3. Record of Dizang relieving the suffering of Maflam Li's ̂  family in the Hu 
District WM during the Tang 

In the Hu District during the Tang lived a pious woman. Madam Li. who possessed a 
wooden statue of Dizang (one foot and six inches tall with a wide halo). One day. her 
elderly maidservant possessing heretical beliefs discarded the image among the wild 
bushes behind the house. However, guided by the light it emitted, Li happily retrieved 
the image from the wilderness, but was unaware of what had happened. On the second 
day, the maidservant abruptly died and was abandoned in the wilderness behind the 
house. However, she subsequently revived and recounted her previous deed. She also 
related her otherworldly sojourn. Led by official scribes on horses, she was brought to 
the underworld court for having discarded the image. There she witnessed countless 
bodies bound in fetters, cangues, and locks. The king was about to sentence her to the 
great hell when a ^ramana suddenly appeared whom the king reverently greeted as his 
teacher. On account that the maid was from his devoted patron's household. Dizang 
requested her release to which the king acceded. The maidservant then recited the name 
of Dizang and, as she did so, the fetters, cangues, and locks of other hell criminals and 
their bodies vanished. Dizang then led her out of the court and she thereupon awoke to 
find herself in the living world. Madam Li subsequently paid total devotion to this image 
and the entire prefecture also believed in Dizang's efficacy. 

No. 4. Record of the golden Dizang in the Fu Prefecture ^'il[ who saved the 
parents of the Zu ̂  family in the Tang period 

A pious devotee by the surname Zu, a Regional Inspector of the Fu Prefecture, 
donated silk to erect a golden Dizang statue for his parents. His parents, however, did not 
have faith until a few miraculous events took place. At one time, the image appeared and 
prevented a thief from stealing clothing from the household. At another time, when an 
enemy attempted to kill the father, a/ramana possessing a golden body appeared to ward 
off the sword with his hand, using his head to receive the sword. The father was thus 
unharmed and, on retuming home, discovered that the Dizang image had three scars and 
the golden color was slightly tainted by blood. From then on, the parents worshiped the 
image together with their son. Subsequently, the father died. In a dream, the father told 
Zu that he had been reborn into the Fourth Heaven, and Dizang Bodhisattva had led him 
to serve the Future Buddha. The father also predicted the time of death of the mother and 
the son, and it happened as he said. The narrative concludes by reiterating the benefit of 
building an image for one's parents. It further states that, from then on, there were 
innumerable people who erected or drew images, worshiped and presented offerings, and 
many of the images were efficacious. 
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No. 5. Record of a Metroplitan citizen, the monk Jun wiio stimulated a 
response from Dizang 

Formerly of the lay surname Wang, the monk Jun indulged himself in lavish expenses 
and did not observe monastic discipline. He died in pain and disease but revived after 
three days. Thereupon he reported the netherworld affairs. He related how, pursued by 
the underworld officials, he was entering a city when a monk appeared who identified 
himself as Dizang Bodhisattva. Dizang reminded Jun that, because the latter had once 
traced an image of Dizang, the Bodhisattva would repay his devotion even though Jun 
did not worship the image, but had thrown it behind the monastery. Dizang then taught 
him a line from the Huayan masters: "If a person wishes to perceive all the Buddhas of 
the three realms, he should thus contemplate that the mind creates all the tathagatas.'" 
Jun then recited the line. When he was brought in to see King Yama, Jun told the latter 
that his only meritorious act was that he had recited the previously-mentioned line. As he 
recited, wherever the sound was carried to, those undergoing hell torments experienced 
immediate release, so that the King urged him to stop. Jun was permitted to return to the 
world of the living. On his return he told a monk from the Huayan lineage what 
happened and, on examining the scriptures, the latter discovered that the line was from 
the Huayan Scripture. Jun himself reported the matter to the monk Dingfa of 
Kongguan Monastery 

No. 6. Record of the monk Dingfa of Kongguan Monastery who 
copied a Dizang image and stimulated a response 

This story is about the monk Dingfa of Kongguan Monastery who had copied an image 
of Dizang together with the monk Jun. He paid particular devotion to this image and 
prayed that he could witness a manifestation of the image. Nothing happened for three 
years and then, a little/ra/namj came and requested for lodging at Dingfa's monastery. 
When Dingfa came out and spoke a while, the little iramana suddenly vanished. 
Subsequently, in a dream, Dingfa realized that the previous ^ramana was Dizang 
Bodhisattva. Dizang informed Dingfa that he had manifested as a little ^ramana to 
enable Dingfa to arise the mind of awakening. Besides assuring Dingfa that, due to his 
devotion to Dizang, he will never fall into the three undesirable realms, Dizang further 
predicted that Dingfa will receive a prophecy from the Compassionate Maitreya when the 
latter descends into this world. For the rest of his life, Dingfa devoted himself to making 
copies of the Dizang image and making offerings. The image continuously emitted light, 
and there were many miraculous tales about it. 

No. 7. Record of the layman Li Xinsi who venerated Dizang and averted 
demonic calamities 

The family of a Tang layman Li Xinsi from Lushui was vexed by fiendish demons. 
More than thirty people, without realizing [why], laid in pain, or vomited blood. The 
majority was suffocated to death. Xinsi consulted a monk who told him the story of how 
Dizang Bodhisattva rescued the family of Elder Qiaoti from similar demonic assaults 
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during the time of the Buddha. Li immediately commissioned the drawing of an image of 
Dizang. and from then on for up to fifty years, the Lushui District was immune from the 
terrors of disease. 

No. 8. Efficacious record of the Dizang of Kaishan Monastery saving living 
beings in hell 

In Kaishan Monastery at Mt. Zhong Mill was a three feet tall statue of Dizang Bodhisattva. 
At one time, Yang Dengzong the military governor, felt unwell and died but 
subsequently revived. He then went to the Kaishan Monastery where he told the monks 
that there was an image of Dizang Bodhisattva in their monastery which they had not 
been worshipping. The image was found, and Yang requested to take it home. He told 
the monks of his otherworldly experience. Pursued by a fourth-rank official, he was 
compelled to the gate of a great city. When he met with the underworld king, the latter 
told him he could return to the living world and allowed him to visit the hells. An official 
dressed in green was ordered to guide Yang. They came to an enormous iron city with 
iron gates, inside of which a raging fire burned. A hundred thousand criminals were 
suffering in this burning city. At that time, a /ramana came to preach to the convicts. 
during which time the flames temporarily ceased. The ^ramana subsequently told Yang 
that he was Dizang Bodhisattva from Kaishan Monastery, an image first carved by the 
monk Zhiman a disciple of Zhizang In response to Zhiman's prayers. 
Dizang entered the eighteen hells and numerous other small hells to preach to the suffering 
beings. He urged Yang to tell others about what he has seen. Dizang then further taught 
two stanzas on the workings of the mind and karma. Finally Yang commissioned the 
making of a duplicate copy of the Dizang image at Kaishan Monastery for his own 
devotional worship. 

No. 9. Efficacious record of a widow from Meng Prefecture who [commissioned] 
the drawing of Dizang Bodhisattva 

This story is about a widow who commissioned the drawing of an ink image of Dizang 
Bodhisattva. The image was lost during times of political chaos, and she prayed to find it 
so as to paint the colors. She dreamt that the image was in the pillow and, on awakening, 
found it there. Happily she set it up for worship. A relative advised her to remarry and 
produce offspring to support her in her old age, but she declined. She then dreamt that a 
^ramana opened her mouth with a metal staff and placed a precious pearl called cintdmani 
in it. On awakening, she realized that she was pregnant. Because she was suspected of 
adultery, she wanted to kill herself, but heard a mysterious voice that stopped her. She 
later gave birth to a boy and a girl whom she respectively named Dizang and Ruyi 
At one time, the children disappeared for three days. The boy announced that he had 
gone to the Western Land of Peace and Joy whereas the girl explained that 
she went to Tusita Heaven and met Maitreya. Prompted by their questioning, the mother 
aspired to be reborn in the Western Pure Land. The mother repaired the previous Dizang 
image and recited the Buddha's name. When she died, auspicious omens occurred and 
her body ascended into the air toward the west and disappeared. The two children 
established a vihara named Ruyi Monastery Both brother and sister took up the 
monastic life, and advised people to take refuge in Dizang. Subsequently they vanished. 
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No. 10. Efficacious record of the Dizang carved on the head of a staff in the family 
of Caterer Deng of the Jian Prefecture during the Tang 

In this story. Caterer Deng found a broken head of a staff which was carved in the shape 
of a monk on the roadside at his neighbor's house. Although he did not know who the 
image was. he hung it on the wall and worshiped it. A few years later, he died from a 
disease and subsequently revived. Thereupon, he narrated his otherworldly 
experience—how he was brought to the court of a wrathful king with millions of people 
bound in fetters, and how an ugly humble /ramana requested the release of Deng. After 
some discussion, the king reverently acceded to the iramana^s request. On questioning. 
Deng discovered that the iramana was the Dizang Bodhisattva whose image Deng had 
picked at the roadside. Deng subsequently repaired the image and further erected other 
images. He also donated and converted his residence to become a monastery named the 
Dizang Tower. 

No. 11. Record of Shi Fashang of the Huiri Monastery ^ Q # in the Hua 
Prefecture ̂  during the Tang who received miraculous eRlcacy from Dizang 

This story is about Shi Fashang of Huiri Monastery before he became a monk. While 
hunting, he repeatedly came across a grove which had decayed wood that emitted mysterious 
lights. One time he met some tigers which started chasing his horse, but the string of his 
hunting bow was broken, and he could not shoot them. Suddenly the fierce tigers began 
running off in fright, and he saw a iramana chasing the tigers. The iramana explained 
that he was Dizang Bodhisattva and the decayed wood Fashang had seen was his body. 
Fashang's great-grandfather in the past had constructed a monastery that housed the 
Dizang statue; but the monastery was already destroyed, and only the core of the wood 
that used to be the image still existed. Fashang then built a vihara named Huiri Monaster\' 
at the place where the light was previously emitted. Covering the decayed wood with 
clay, he erected an image of Dizang Bodhisattva. When he turned seventy-eight, Dizang 
visited him and identified him as the one who will attain enlightenment in the second of 
the three assemblies of preaching the dharma by Maitreya. Thus Fashang would be 
reborn in the Trayastrima Heaven that day. However, Fashang said that the coming of 
the future Buddha was still a long time away, so he would rather be reborn in the Western 
Land of Peace and Joy. Dizang told him that he would be reborn according to his final 
thoughts. Hence Fashang spent the rest of his time contemplating the Amitabha Buddha. 
One day, after announcing to his companions, he then placed his palms together and 
faced the west. A few witnesses testified that Dizang Bodhisattva emitted a light and 
Fashang went to the pure land. 

No. 12. Efficacious record of the Dizang image erected by the daughter of the Chen 
family in the Chen City to save her mother 

In the Chen City, a Commander-in-Chief tP'S had a young daughter whose mother 
passed away when she was young. Her father advised her to erect an image of Dizang 
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Bodhisattva for worship in order to save her mother from sufferings. After she worshiped 
and made offerings to the image many days and nights, she dreamt that a /rantana told 
her that her mother was reborn in the Scorching and Burning Hell Moved by 
the girl's filial piety, the /rantana said he had himself entered hell to emit light and 
preach the dharma, so that her mother was now released from sufferings, and reborn in 
Trayastrirn» Heaven. In the process of entering hell, the ^amana's clothes were burnt 
and damaged by raging flames. When the daughter awoke, it was discovered that the 
clothes of the Dizang image appeared like they had been scorched. 

No. 13. Record of a daughter by the surname Zhang of Yang Prefecture 
who erected [an image of] Dizang Bodhisattva to relieve her mother's sufferings 

In a dream vision, the elder daughter of a Regional Inspector realized that her 
deceased mother had been reborn as a hungry ghost undergoing unbearable torments. 
The mother begged her daughter to relieve her suffering. While describing her sufferings, 
the mother mentioned that on the morning of the twenty-fourth day of each month, a 
monk would come to bestow food on the hungry ghosts. The s'ramana would identify 
himself as Dizang Bodhisattva, and would teach the hungry ghosts to arise the mind of 
awakening. However, hindered by karmic obstacles, the mother could not be liberated. 
She urged her daughter to erect an image of Dizang Bodhisattva. When she awoke. Nee 
Zhang exhausted her mother's wealth to make the image. In another dream, her mother 
informed her that the merits had enabled her to ascend to heaven where she now resided. 
She further urged her daughter to continue venerating the Dizang image, so that they 
would reside together at Maitreya's abode, meet the Buddha, and listen to the Dharma. 

No. 14. Efficacious Record of Jutong a Regional Inspector in the Lu 
Prefecture S§'j^ 1, who drew Dizang 

Once Kang Jutong a Regional Inspector of the Lu Prefecture and a devotee of 
Dizang Bodhisattva, initiated the drawing of the Bodhisattva. Before the image was 
completely painted, Tong dreamt that he was brought to the underworld by official 
soldiers. However, it turned out that it was a mistake as he was Dizang's devotee. When 
the nation was troubled by widespread epidemic diseases, Tong again dreamt that hundreds 
and thousands of greenish demons passed by his door, but did not enter because of his 
devotion to Dizang. Another time, lost in heavy snow, he called on Dizang and a parrot 
showed him the correct road. In 886, he fell ill and dreamt that a little monk said. "You 
killed a green sparrow and should fall into hell. [However,] now [I have] made you repay 
your retribution for only one or two days. The day after the next, you will then be reborn 
in the pure land. Do not hate me." Tong awoke and then passed away with correct 
thoughts. 

No. 15. Miraculous efficacious record of Jianice a mounted escort in 
the Yong Prefecture M'J'H, who erected a three-inch sandal-wood Dizang image 

^'^An official who accompanied Regional Inspectors $0^ on tours of their prefecture. 
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Jianke made an image of Dizang, three inches tall, from sandalwood, and practiced the 
recitation of Dizang's name while walking, standing, sitting, and lying. In the time of 
riancheng (926-929), Jianke was surrounded by rebel troops and could not escape. 
He displayed the image to the antagonistic troops, and the general ordered his troops to 
retreat. Again, in the time of changxing MM (930-933), an enemy was laying an ambush 
for Ke who was passing by. However, the enemy only saw a.^ramana passed by. but did 
not see Ke. On another occasion, Ke had to lodge at a place because heavy rains had 
extinguished the road-lamps. Suddenly the image emitted light, and he heard a voice 
urging him to leave the place. He left the place guided by the image's light in time to 
escape flood waters covering the lodge. Finally, when he was dying (ca. 935). the hair 
knot of the image again emitted light and, chanting the name of the Buddha, he put his 
palms together and died. It was believed that the light escorted Ke to heaven. 

No. 16. Efficacious record of the Dizang [image belonging to] Cui Lixi a 
commander-in-chief at Changan 

Cui Lixi, a Commander-in-Chief in Changan and the brother of Cui Long SPM, an 
Imperial Secretary was mistakenly summoned to the netherworld. Once the 
underworld authorities realized that he was an ardent devotee of Dizang, they treated him 
with great respect and ordered him to be given a tour of hell. Xi was first brought to 
various types of hell where beings, including his distant ancestor, his former Buddhist 
teachers, and other people he knew, were undergoing extreme tortures. When each group 
begged Xi to help them, he urged them to recite the name of Dizang. On the way back, 
Xi came across an elegant green-tiled sandhouse, piled up with seven or eight inches of 
beams made of precious materials and precious trees with various kind of fruits interspersed 
on the left and right sides of the path. Xi was told that among the disciples and lay 
patrons who worshiped Dizang, those who emphasized the making of Dizang drawings 
were mostly reborn in the pure land orTusita in accordance to the devotee s vow 
but those who did not believe in the drawings mostly lived in this place. Again they 
came to a precious hall in the middle of a great city where hundred and thousand millions 
of men and women frolicked. Xi met various immediate relatives who informed him 
that, on account of his recitation of Dizang's name, they had been relieved from hell 
suffering and reborn into this big hall. In this place named the "Meritorious Lodge" 
#, beings reborn there had long lifespan, no sufferings, and were assured of meeting 
Maitreya in the three assemblies. When the Buddha commanded Dizang to look after the 
beings of this world, he had vowed that for those with scarce merits, they would temporarily 
reside in the Meritorious Lodge to await the coming of the Future Buddha. Subsequently. 
Xi revived and awoke to the world of the living. 

No. 17. Efficacious record of Guo Xu'an a Regional Inspector of the 
Yi Prefecture ̂ #1, who initiated the erection of a Dizang image 

In 950, Guo Xu'an, who was more inclined to Laozi teachings, fell very ill. His wife, a 
Buddhist, sought advice from the Rejoicing Heaven who said that if he vowed to 
build a Dizang image, his illness would be cured within a day. But Guo said that only if 
he experienced a miracle would he do so. He died but nine hours later revived to relate 
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his afterlife exp>erience. He encountered a king who reiterated the merits of Guo's wife's 
vow to construct the image of the Great King The king explained that he was 
indeed the Great King who had manifested himself as Yama to upkeep the karmic 
retribution of beings. If a living being took refuge in Dizang Bodhisattva, he would 
fulfill his wish. Hence, Guo should immediately return to the human realm to complete 
his vow. Guo took refuge in Dizang Bodhisattva and repented. Together with his wife, 
he built the image and made offerings. 

No. 18. EfTicacious record of Boyue an Imperial Secretary of Dazhou 'X 
M, who erected [an image of] Dizang Bodhisattva for his wife 

Boyue made an image of Dizang to accrue merits on behalf of his wife who died during 
childbirth. His wife subsequently appeared in a dream to tell him that, because in a past 
life, she had poisoned the second wife and newborn child of her husband, she thus had 
been undergoing great pain in her previous lives. Now that her husband had constructed 
the divine image, she had been reborn in the Trayastrim^ Heaven On the 
twenty-fourth day of each month, numerous manifestations of Dizang, all in the form of 
golden monks, assembled in the Hall of Excellent Dharma in the Heaven and 
preached the dharma. These manifestations told her that they had been built by her and 
her husband. 

No. 19. Record of Hugin MIE from the Capital of Great Han who recited the Lotus 
Sutra [thereby obtaining] an efficacious response from Dizang. 

Huijin used to recite the Lotus Siitra both day and night. A ^ramanera from the 
western region attended to him for three years. However, when Huijin discarded the 
recitation practice, the A-amanera told him that he was going back to his original land. 
Huijin contemplated on this matter before he slept. He dreamt that the /ramanera was 
actually Dizang Bodhisattva who told him that, in the past, when the Buddha was preaching 
the Lotus Siitra, Dizang was one of the observers. He knew that it was difficult even to 
temporarily uphold the practice of reciting the Lotus Siitra in the age of turbulence. 
Since Master Huijin was the most respectable practitioner of this practice. Dizang himself 
had acted as a servant for Huijin. But since Huijin discarded the practice, Dizang had 
also deserted him. After Huijin woke up, he repented and continued the original practice. 

No. 20. Record of a manifestation of Dizang responding to a young girl at her 
uncle's house in Hua Prefecture H'jii 

A young girl, whose mother had been dead for a long time, was brought up by her uncle. 
She thought of her mother day and night, and asked a ^amarm how she could see her 
mother again. The/ramana replied that she should sincerely chant the name of Dizang 
Bodhisattva. One day, she dreamt that she, with the iramana, ascended Heaven where 
she saw a precious hall made of forty-nine layers of jewels and filled with celestial 
beings. Her deceased mother was present outside the multitude and told her that due to 
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her recitation, she was sent to this heaven to see her mother. I personally heard and wrote 
down this efficacious story. 

Story 21. Record of the merits of the Wild Goose Hero in Jin Prefecture l who, 
following his ancestors, honored the Dharma and took refuge in Dizang, thereby 
averting the suffering of hells 

In the Jin Prefecture was a gentleman, a wild-goose hunter by profession, who was well 
known after his occupation as the "Wild Goose Hero." When he was fifty-one years old. 
he had brain malaria, and he died in pain but revived three days later. He recounted to his 
wife his otherworld experience, saying that, when he died, he was received in a blazing 
cart. As he was burnt in the fire, a iramana extinguished the burning cart with water. 
When he got to the King's place, there were hundreds of thousands of millions of pigs, 
goats, hens, pheasants, fowls, birds, and other beasts, all of whom accused the Hero for 
having shortened their lives and demanded the rightful retribution. However, the King 
stated that, because the Hero's ancestors had honored the Buddhist teachings and taken 
refuge in Dizang Bodhisattva, the great saint had rescued him from the suffering of the 
burning cart. Seeing the birds and beasts in the court, the Hero chanted the name of 
Dizang and abruptly found himself transported back to the living world. He subsequently 
renounced his family, and wandered around the world teaching all to take refuge in 
Dizang Bodhisattva. 

No. 22. Record of the acolyte who employed his finger nails to draw Dizang and 
had his lifespan prolonged 

In the Song 5i5, Shi Huiwen of Kaibao Monastery had an acolyte whose 
name was unknown. A fortune-teller saw the acolyte at fourteen and predicted that he had 
only a month more to live. The master then bade the acolyte to visit his immediate 
relatives. On the way, heavy rain poured down and the acolyte lodged at an artist's house 
for the night. Seeing a picture of Bodhisattva Dizang, he utilized his finger nails to 
imitate the picture. When the rain ceased, he continued his way and, after more than a 
month, returned to Kaibao Monastery. Huiwen rejoiced and called in the fortune-teller 
who. on seeing the child, immediately stated that, for some inexplicable reason, the 
child's lifespan had been lengthened to fifty years. The acolyte himself explained how he 
copied Dizang's image with his nails and how that night, the monk by his side had told 
him thrice that he would live to fifty years of age. Subsequently, the acolyte was fully 
ordained and became Reverend Huizang 

No. 23. Record of the poor woman in Chenliu County who obtained wealth 
and status from recollecting Dizang 

For many years a poor woman repeatedly recollected the image of Dizang Bodhisattva. 
On the twenty fourth day of the second month of the 5th year of kaibao (972). she 
saw numerous tiny golden ants in the house. Fearing to step on them, she did not enter 
the room. After one day and night, all the ants vanished and instead, the poor woman 
found three dou ^ of golden sand laying on the mat. They were pure gold which the 
woman sold and thus became wealthy. She placed the sacred image in her living room. 
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and donated her house to become a monastery, and subsequently married the head of the 
county. 

No. 24. Record of the miraculous efficacy of tlie Dizang [image] in Liao City 
in the Song period 

In a village at the City of Liao, thousands of families believed in Guanyin and Dizang, 
and took refuge under the monks and nuns. They leaned heavily toward Guanyin jing SI 

and Shilun jing They offered statues of Guanyin and Dizang with the 
image of Amitabha at the center of an old sanghdrdma During the period of 
taiping xingguo (976-984), many people died due to a plague. The king 
worshiped the Dizang Bodhisattva image which radiated lights on the village. The dead 
were thus resurrected. In particular, a recently deceased woman, a non-Buddhist who 
believed in other spirits, was revived. Thereupon she described how she was bound by 
the ghost but was rescued by the Dizang image in the monastery. The monks subsequently 
allowed her to become a nun. 

No. 25. Record of the miraculous efHcacy of the Dizang statue in the Qianfu 
Monastery 

At the Qianfu Monastery was a small statue consecrated to Dizang that was said to 
possess special potency. A layman, already thirty-seven years of age but not possessing a 
single tooth, enjoyed going before the statue to fast and purify himself. Once he dreamt 
the little statue came and touched his head, saying that his body will be light and at 
peace.^"^ When he awoke, he had thirty-eight teeth. Other miraculous accounts are 
associated with this image, but they are not recorded here. 

No. 26. Record of the nun Zhizang of Dayuan in Bing Prefecture ^ 
vv ho drew Dizang and [experienced] miraculous efficacy 

The nun Zhizang of Dayuan especially venerated Dizang Bodhisattva. Wishing to go to 
the western pure land, she donated two hundred wen ^ to draw the image of Amitabha 
flanked by Dizang and Guanyin. She set up the drawing in a chamber, and offered 
worship. In the fifth year of taiping xingguo (980) a strong wind blew destroying 
several houses, including that of the nun. The picture was thus lost. Anxious, she prayed 
and recited the name of Dizang Bodhisattva. On solstice, she saw something floating in 
the distance that frequently emitted light. When it descended to the ground, it was the 
picture of the image she had sought for. She was happy and again set it up for worship. 
On the twenty-third day of the second month in the seventh year, she informed her 
friends that "The Bodhisattva Dizang shall be leading me to the Pure Land and it is 
decided that I can die the next day." She burnt incense, scattered flowers, sang the names 
of the Three Honored Ones, each one hundred and eight times. Sitting upright, her palms 
joined and facing the west, she passed away. 

narrative voice changes at this point. The layman takes over for the next two lines 
as the narrator of his own experience, hence the use of first person. 
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No. 27. Record of the miraculous efficacy of the youths of Hailing District 
who drew Dizang while playing with sand 

Some youths in Hailing District were drawing Dizang image on the sand when they heard 
the roars of the thunder and ran for their lives. A ^ramana individually rescued them in 
different ways. To one, the son of an artist, the iramana gave a crystal pearl. The artist 
subsequently made a Dizang statue for his son and placed the pearl in the hand of the 
statue. His son grew up and became wealthy and renowned. 

No. 28. Record of the divine manifestation of the Dizang drawn on the western wail 
of Waguan Monastery at Golden City 

On the western wall of the Waguan Monastery is a drawing of Dizang Bodhisattva as a 
middle-age bhiksu garbed in robes with patterns lustrous and pure. The image regularly 
emanated luminous lights each night; the lights were witnessed by ten to twelve people. 
An Indian iramatm Huatian prayed for the image to display its efficacy and was 
granted a vision of lights. He told people that the form of the image was originally drawn 
by the Meditation Master Zhiyi Ws® [538-597] of the Sui Dynasty in order to rescue 
living beings from the painful cycle in the three evil realms. He further said that whenever 
the image radiated, he would see the image and Zhiyi roaming the three evil paths of 
rebirth, preaching the Lotus Sutra rescuing [beings] from suffering, and bestowing 
joy. From then on, many paid homage to the image. 

No. 29. Record of the r̂amana Zhiyou of Qingtai Monastery ?### who 
stimulated a response from Dizang 

^ramcina Zhiyou, a western Indian, came to China in the middle of tianfii (936-944) 
and lived in the Qingtai Monastery. He observed religious practices centered on the 
transformation tableau of Dizang Bodhisattva and the Sanskrit scripture 
of the Benyuan gongde jing The tableau depicted the bodhisattva 
wearing a crown and holding a precious staiff in the middle of a wheel, flanked on the left 
and right by the Ten Kings The genesis story is as follows: in the past, a 
bodhisattva in the western India, vowing to save suffering beings of the three evil realms, 
drew a Dizang image. The bodhisattva then went to the city of the Ten Kings and told 
them his vow. The Ten Kings promised to assist him. The Dizang image radiated light 
that shone on the suffering beings in the three realms. The Indian Bodhisattva then 
entered concentration and invited the Ten Kings to bestow benefits on suffering beings, 
and then further added the Ten Kings to the Dizang image. The original drawing was in 
the Western Region but Zhiyou was given the scripture and transformation tableau 
by a /ramaAj<3 who was accompanied by two youths whom Zhiyou saved at a river. 
Monks and lay people copied the image and scripture, experiencing numerous miraculous 
efficacies. Two years later, no one knew the whereabouts of Zhiyou and the image. 
Some people suspected that he might have returned to Indian and that he was probably 
the manifestation of Dizang. 
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No. 30. Record of Shi Daozhen of Xiande Monastery who stimulated 
a response from erecting an image of Dizang 

Shi Daozhen observed esoteric Buddhist practices. He always made offerings to the 
underworld deities to request blessings. During the period of longxing (1163-1164). 
he vowed to build a statue of AmiQbha, as well as Guanyin. Shizhi Dizang. 
Nagarjuna and so forth. He suddenly dreamt that the great divinity of the five 
realms of Taishan fu jun told him not to construct images of Guanyin and 
Dizang because he feared that, once the images were built, nobody would worship him. 
When Daozhen awoke, he ceased making offerings to the underworld, but instead 
constructed Buddhist images as offerings. The images still existed at the time of recording 
the story. 

No. 31. Record of a flsherman in Ming Prefecture ^ who stimulated [a response] 
from Dizang 

While fishing, a fisherman in Ming Prefecture caught in his net a statue in the shape of a 
bhiksu. He discarded the statue at the coast but in the night, he dreamt that a monk with a 
halo told him that he (the monk) was Dizang who saved beings at sea. The fisherman 
woke up and repented. He then built a vihara to worship the statue. 

No. 32. Record of Chen Jian of Tai Prefecture l who stimulated a miracle 
from constructing a Dizang image for his parents 

A filial son, Chen Jian of Tai Prefecture built a room for his parents where he placed the 
images of Dizang and Guanyin. In the 4th year of qiande (966), he died but subsequently 
revived after two hours. He said that he was in front of the Hall of King Yama 
when he saw the two images he had erected. The two images told King Yama that Jian 
had not yet fulfilled his filial piety, and thus should be returned to the human world. Ai 
first the King hesitated, since Jian's lifespan had been exhausted, whereas his parents still 
had relatively long lifespans in the living world. However, urged by the images who 
insisted that the donor should receive just retribution for erecting images, the King 
ultimately agreed to prolong Chen Jian's lifespan by another forty years, decreeing that 
twenty years be spent performing filial piety to his own parents. Moreover, it was 
decreed too Jian would receive the retribution of his own son's repayment of parental 
gratitude in the other twenty years. But an official in green took out the records and 
informed the King that Jian's son only had ten years of lifespan. The King thus also 
prolonged the lifespan of Jian's son. 

The text concludes with the compiler taking refuge in Dizang. He then explains the 
compilation procedure—how he has searched through previous records and oral stories, 
collecting about a hundred of them, of which only more than thirty are recorded here. 
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